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Preface
The Finnish Mathematics and Science Education Research Association
(FMSERA) was formed at the national symposium on Research in Mathematics
Education held in Turku, in August 1983. The first common symposium in the
field of science and mathematics education research was organized in Jyväskylä
in September 1987. The aims of FMSERA are to promote collaboration in
mathematics and science education research between researchers in Finland as
well as to strengthen links between researchers in Europe and similar
communities elsewhere in the world.
The FMSERA annual symposium in 2006 was hosted by the Åbo Akademi
University in Vaasa, Finland, from October 27 to October 28. The theme of the
symposium was chosen to reflect the importance of research in mathematics and
science education that has an impact making a long-term difference. This
includes the way it influences educational practices as well as the theoretical
fundaments of mathematics and science education.
This volume contains two keynote presentations and nineteen papers from the
conference in Vaasa, arranged in three sections, and within the sections in
alphabetical order. The papers in sections two and three have been scientifically
reviewed by peers. The review process was also chosen by one of the keynote
speakers, although it was not required. Each author is responsible for the content
of her/his text. The editors have only made corrections that increase clarity and
minor adjustments in order to reach sufficient conformity in layout and
language.
The editors, Lars Burman, Ole Björkqvist and Ann-Sofi Röj-Lindberg all work
at the Faculty of Education, Åbo Akademi University, Vaasa, Finland.
We want to thank all participants for their valuable contributions and patient
cooperation. We are also very grateful to lecturer emerita Lisen Häggblom for
her contributions in the early stages of the editorial work. Last but not least, we
thank Tarja Grahn-Björkqvist for her cooperation in making the manuscript
ready for print.
We are particularly grateful to Stiftelsens för Åbo Akademi forskningsinstitut,
Schildts Förlags AB and Söderströms & Co Förlags AB for their support, which
made it possible to host the MALU conference at Åbo Akademi, Vasa and to
publish this volume.

The editors
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Classroom research:
Impact and long term effect versus
justice, liberation and
empowerment?
Simon Goodchild
Agder University College
This paper considers the coherence between the research goals of making an
impact and having a long-term effect with the researcher’s concern to contribute
towards justice, liberation and empowerment. The fundamental issue of how the
researcher can be sure that her or his research will not result in injustice and
oppression, and maybe worse, is considered and some criteria are suggested that
might be used to guard against harmful effects. These criteria are then used to
examine some key issues in classroom research, with illustrations from an
example of the author’s own classroom research into students goals.

Introduction
I believe it goes without saying that a basic principle of educational research is
that it should make an impact. As Stenhouse (1979/1985) remarked:
Research may be broadly defined as systematic enquiry made public. (p. 120,
my emphasis).
And more recently Bassey (1995) has asserted:
I believe a definition like this needs to be nailed to the door and printed on the
letterhead of everyone who claims to be an educational researcher! Educational
research aims critically to inform educational judgements and decisions in
order to improve educational action. (p. 39, bold type in original)

But my title offers the suggestion of the possibility that making an impact might
be contrary to the goal of contributing to justice, liberation and empowerment.
The question that I want to address in this paper is: how can we ensure that our
research into teaching and learning in classrooms makes a positive contribution
to the development of mankind? My concern with the issues of justice, liberation
and empowerment were stimulated recently whilst reading an account of the
genocide that took place in Rwanda in the 1990s (Rusesabagina, 2006).
Rusesabagina traces the interracial conflict in Rwanda back to some rather bad
anthropology reported one hundred and fifty years earlier by the British
explorer, John Hanning Speke, this is the man who is credited with identifying
the source of the river Nile. I was struck by the train of events and injustices that
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were linked to Speke’s journal and I reflected on my own work. How can I be
sure that my research activity will not eventually lead to dreadful consequences?
How can I ensure that any impact from my research will be for good?
The simple answer to this question is that I must ensure that my research attains
the highest standards of scientific rigour. In this paper I want to share my
thoughts about what ‘highest standards of scientific rigour’ might mean in the
context of classroom research.

Ethical characteristics of educational
research
Before considering the scientific standards of classroom research I want to
suggest some ethical characteristics of educational research which I believe are
essential if any impact or long term effect will also contribute to justice,
liberation and empowerment? [Note, I am using the word characteristics rather
than ’standards’ here because my intention is not to argue a set of ethical
standards, this has been attempted elsewhere, (e.g., British Educational Research
Association, 2004). My intention is merely to identify some of the things that I
can apply to the key issues of classroom research.] These characteristics are, in
no particular order: honesty, openness, critical reflection, rationality, impact on
informants/participants, and voice.
•

Honesty: in reporting data and evidence; in working with our informants
and participants; in recognising the limitations of any claims to
knowledge.

•

Openness: in reporting all issues and being prepared to admit error and
failure; to criticism and suggestions.

•

Critical reflection: in examining everything done at each stage of the
research, to try to expose better ways of doing things, alternative
explanations and interpretations, and trying to expose weaknesses and
limitations; to ensure awareness of how our own knowledge, experience
values, attitudes and emotions shape the research process.

•

Rationality: in identifying the reasons for what we do, in terms of our
existing knowledge, existing theory, research questions, data collection,
interpretation and style of reporting.

•

Impact on informants/participants: this is normally the main focus of an
ethical risk assessment; everything already mentioned is part of an
embracing ‘ethical framework’ but there are other issues regarding the
impact upon the well-being of our informants/participants.

•

Voice: in making sure that the authentic voice of informants and
participants is audible through the reporting of the research.
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Classroom Research
I worked for 16 years in secondary schools before moving into higher education.
I then worked for a further sixteen years training secondary teachers. My whole
professional life has been focused on the activity that takes place in mathematics
classrooms. It follows that if I have anything to offer the wider community it
will surely be from my experience and knowledge of teaching and learning
mathematics in school. Consequently, all that I present here is related primarily
to mathematics classroom research. I hope that all I discuss is relevant to
classroom research in general, irrespective of the subject, but I do accept that the
subject matter is a significant focus of classroom research and this will
inevitably mean differences in the research carried out.
I want to emphasise that I do not believe there is a ‘specialism’ that might be
called ‘classroom research’. Educational research includes classroom research,
good classroom research is good research and the principles of classroom
research are the same as the principles of any other type of educational research.
On the other hand I do think classrooms are very special places in which to do
research and they present researchers with great challenges, not least because of
the complexity of the classroom. As Ernest (2001) observes:
the mathematics classroom is a fiendishly difficult object to study. For the
mathematics classroom involves the actualised relationships between a group of
students … and a teacher … with a variety of material and semiotic resources in
play within a set of temporally and geographically delimited spaces.
Furthermore, each student, teacher, classroom, school and country has a life
history with antecedent and concurrent events and experiences which impinge on
the thin strand chosen for study within all this complexity: periodic mathematics
lessons. (p. 7)

This complexity requires us to be very careful in researching classrooms, it is
too easy to make mistakes and draw wrong conclusions, and make an impact
that is contrary to the aims of justice, liberation and empowerment. Shulman
(1987) summarises one concern:
When policymakers have sought “research-based” definitions of good teaching to
serve as the basis for teacher tests or systems of classroom observation, the lists
of teacher behaviours that had been identified as effective in the empirical
research were translated into the desirable competencies for classroom teachers.
They became items on tests or on classroom-observation scales. They were
accorded legitimacy because they had been “confirmed by research.” While the
researchers understood the findings to be simplified and incomplete, the policy
community accepted them as sufficient for the definitions of standards. (p. 6)

I am not sure that we can ever protect our work from misuse; my first concern is
that anything that I report is trustworthy. In the consideration of the foundations
of trustworthiness, and the ethical characteristics that I have listed, I want to
address the following issues in relation to classroom research: types of
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classroom research, paradigm, theory, unit of analysis, methodology,
operationalization, method, disturbance, and concern for informants.
In addressing these issues I will make reference to my own ethnographic style
case study of a year ten mathematics classroom. Briefly, I joined the class for
every mathematics lesson for very nearly one complete year; I had conversations
with the students while they were engaged in the tasks given to them by their
teacher. My purpose was to expose the “Students’ Goals” (Goodchild, 2001) in
their classroom activity.
I start from the assumption that classroom research can be any inquiry into what
happens in classrooms, into teaching and learning, and into teachers’ and
students’ experiences, values, beliefs, attitudes etc. The data collection may take
place wholly within classrooms – such as with observation, or wholly outside, as
in the completion of questionnaires, or, indeed, part in and out as with design
research. In my own experience I have engaged in action-research within my
own classroom, I have explored teaching and learning through observation, and
engaged in curriculum evaluation – using pre and post tests. Currently, I am
working with teachers in a development-research project.

Paradigm
A researcher needs to be conscious of the paradigm within which he or she is
working. It is necessary to be clear within oneself whether, for example one
believes in unproblematic cause-effect relationships that can be modelled in
generalisable laws as in a scientific/positivist paradigm, or conversely that
human behaviour is so complex and dynamically related simultaneously to a
range of social, historical, emotional and physical phenomena that such
generalisable rules are unknowable, even if they exist. As Lincoln and Guba
(1985) summarise:

The possibility of causal linkages
Positivist version: Every action can be explained as the result (effect) of a
real cause that precedes the effect temporally (or is at least simultaneous with
it).
Naturalist version: All entities are in a state of mutual simultaneous shaping
so that it is impossible to distinguish causes from effects. (p. 38, italics in
original)
It will become apparent that in my research into students goals I was heavily
influenced by Lincoln and Guba’s work. One of the weaknesses that I now
recognise in my own work was that I was not sufficiently critical of their work
and allowed it to exert an undue influence in all that I did. Researchers have a
responsibility to understand the philosophical foundation upon which they base
their claims for knowledge and to reflect on these and consider the consequences
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in practice. Researchers need to be clear about the paradigm within which they
are working and that of any interlocutor because, the chances are that when one
engages in dialogue with a researcher working in a different paradigm the
likelihood is that a mutual understanding will be unattainable and any sense of
agreement will be illusory.
Nevertheless, it is necessary also to act within a given paradigm in a critical
fashion. Pring (2000) recognises that different social groups interpret the world
differently, (I assert that this difference is a fundamental issue to be considered
by classroom researchers). Nevertheless, Pring argues that we can only be aware
of and understand these differences because of their ‘enduring features’ which
‘enable generalizations to be made’ (p. 56). He asserts:
The qualitative investigation can clear the ground for the quantitative – and the
quantitative be suggestive of differences to be explored in a more interpretive
mode.
Understanding human beings, and thus researching into what they do and how
they behave, calls upon many different methods, each making complex
assumptions about what it means to explain behaviours and personal and social
activities. (pp. 56-57)

I find it reassuring that an eminent educational philosopher argues so clearly for
a stance that I feel, from the perspective of research practice, is sensible.

Theory
Theory is critical to the production of research knowledge, and to work more
generally. (Boaler, 2002, p. 4)

I place my own research in a naturalistic paradigm, and I pursued and critically
reflected on my work in exploring students’ goals within a framework set out by
Lincoln and Guba. Ten years on from when I completed that work I am rather
more critical of the framework, especially when related to classroom research.
For example, Lincoln and Guba (1985) argue for a grounded theory approach
asserting:
N (the naturalist) prefers to have the guiding substantive theory emerge from (be
grounded in) the data because no a priori theory could possibly encompass the
multiple realities that are likely to be encountered … (p. 41, emphasis in original)

I certainly agree that theory must be grounded in data and tested empirically.
Empirical evidence is essential in the verification of theory. However, I am
sceptical of research based on ‘the discovery of theory from the data’ (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967/2006, p. 1, my emphasis). I must emphasise that my critique here
is focused on the notion of ‘discovery’ that seems to ignore the existence of
informal theory that resides subconsciously in the mind of the researcher. I
believe that in classroom research it is fundamentally necessary to start from a
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priori, guiding, substantive theory. It is impossible to come to classroom
research as, in Lave’s (1988) description of ethnographers, ‘ignorant strangers’:
Ethnographers are nonmembers of the cultures they study, being observant
strangers whose ignorance they themselves take to be a condition for eliciting
from informants explicit accounts of the obvious and basic aspects of culture and
everyday practice. (p. 185)

Apart from the small number of people taught at home or by a private tutor
everyone has a range of experiences in the classroom. If we do not come to the
classroom with a consciously held and clearly articulated theory then we come
with a subconscious theory – theory helps the researcher to ‘see’ through the
filter of her or his own preconceptions.
Additionally, as we approach our inquiry into classrooms from a theoretical
perspective we can be more sure of making a contribution to the development of
scientific knowledge, that is, we avoid the creation of producing discrete pieces
of information that are not connected to the wider body of knowledge. Theory
also helps us to focus on the issues that concern our research and professional
community.
A good theory should help researchers understand what is going on in the
classroom, it is essential for framing the research, it is essential in interpreting
the evidence, it is essential in the development of knowledge. Consequently, I
treat with suspicion research reports that ‘excuse’ an apparent denial of existing
relevant theory by claiming a ‘grounded theory’ approach. I want reports to be
clear – if it is meant that no explicit theory has guided the research then perhaps
my time will be better spent elsewhere. If on the other hand it means that the
testing and development of theory is grounded within the data then I want to
applaud – but I do want that theory to be clearly articulated in the report.
This raises questions about what theory is appropriate to classroom research. In
my research into students’ goals I took three separate theoretical perspectives. I
argued that my familiarity with the classroom, and my own personal theory of
teaching and learning needed to be enlightened and challenged by trying to view
and explain things from different perspectives. I chose to take a social
constructivist perspective, an activity theory perspective, and a situated
cognition perspective. I acknowledged the inconsistencies between these
perspectives and avoided any suggestion of trying to combine them into one
‘super theory’. In a way the approach was successful, the different perspectives
allowed me to focus on different levels within the classroom, the individual
student, the student in socially mediated activity, the student as a member of a
community of practice. These different foci led to complementary accounts of
what was happening in the classroom. However, ten years on, I believe the
approach was naïve and possibly a lazy way of engaging with the complexity of
the classroom. I no longer believe that it is necessary to use several theories, no
matter how complex the classroom, each theory is sufficient in itself to address
the range of individual, social and cultural issues. If I had used just one theory,
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perhaps my work would have been stronger and made a greater ‘scientific
impact’, nevertheless, I think what I attempted is original and has some merit in
that. However, Boaler (2002), in the same article from which the quotation at the
head of this section is drawn, argues for the knowledge generating potential of
drawing connections between theories – using Andrew Wiles approach to
solving Fermat’s last theorem as an example. Perhaps my work allows such
connections to be made and there is greater value in the use of complementary
theories than I have argued.

Unit of analysis
The discussion of theory naturally leads on to the unit of analysis. A unit of
analysis is ‘the minimal unit of “evidence” that preserves the properties of the
whole’ (Davydov & Radzikhovskii, 1985, p. 50) object that is being studied. So
if we are considering the properties of ’classrooms’, that is, of teaching and
learning mathematics in classrooms, it is necessary to have a unit of analysis that
makes possible a study of the complexity of relationships between teacher,
pupils, resources, history, culture, etc. The complexity of the classroom is a
challenge to classroom researchers, and it challenges us in our choice of a
suitable unit of analysis.
In my work on students’ goals I used three units of analysis, one relating to each
of the theories I was using. Within the social constructivist theory I used
Neisser’s perceptual cycle (Neisser, 1976) in this the individual’s mental schema
directs his or her exploration which samples the object or available information
(a mathematical task or problem, say) as a result of these processes the
individual modifies his or her schema. Most components of this unit of analysis
are hidden from view, in particular the individual’s schema and the processes of
direction and modification. Those elements concealed from the direct
exploration of the researcher have to be inferred by careful and critical
examination of the range of evidence relating to the individual’s action. Within
activity theory I used Engeström’s (1987) model of an extended activity system.
In this it is the dialectical mediation of tools and signs, community, rules and
division of labour that come between the individual and the object of his or her
activity that are the focus. From the perspective of situated cognition I used
Lave’s (1988) model of dialectical relations between students acting, the
classroom arena, students in activity and the task setting. Each model
characterises the student’s activity differently and draws attention to different
features of the context of his or her work on a task. Nevertheless, it is the same
data that is used, transcripts of conversations, student’s writing, copies of
resources used within the classroom, etc. from these pieces of information a
theoretical account of the classroom can be developed, and the theory can be
challenged – when events and observations defy explanation. Each unit of
analysis is a product of the theoretical perspective, and as with the theories, I did
not try to combine the units of analysis.
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It bothers me when I read in a research report, that is taking a single theoretical
stance, of a number of different ‘units of analysis’. Either the unit of analysis is
‘the minimal unit of evidence’ or it is not.

Methodology
Methodology is much more than method. Ernest (1994) defines methodology as:
A theory of which methods and techniques are appropriate and valid to use to
generate and justify knowledge, given the epistemology (of the research). (p. 21)

When one engages in research, it is necessary to make decisions about what data
to collect and how to collect it and analyse it. These decisions will rest on a
number of issues including: the paradigm and theoretical framework; the nature
of the research question; what research has been done in this area before; our
understanding of the nature of the subject – or our research participants or
informants; what possible obstacles might exist for collecting trustworthy data in
an ethically justifiable manner and so on.
I want to credit Leone Burton (2002) for opening my eyes to these issues, she
writes:
I am asking for researchers to be clear to themselves about the values, beliefs, and
attitudes that are driving the study that they propose to do and to make that clarity
visible to the reader. … Second, I am making the assumption that research in
mathematics education is emancipatory in that its intentions are to empower –
pupils, teachers, curriculum designers, policymakers – those who could be users
or affected by use of the research. (p. 4)
… the choice of which method(s) is best, in order to gather the data necessary to
the exploration of a particular question, is always a function of the theoretical
stance adopted by the researcher(s) together with, of course, the research context
and the related research questions, the informants, and so forth. This, in itself is a
product of the attitudes, beliefs, and values underlying that stance. (pp. 7, 8)

Operationalization
By operationalization I mean the translation of theoretical constructs into
phenomena that can be observed and thus, used as evidence within the inquiry.
Here again, in my research into students’ goals, I followed Lincoln and Guba
(1985) who assert that operationalization is:
not meaningful or satisfying … too shallow – depending on sensations (not)
meanings or implications … results in a meaningless splintering of the world (pp.
26, 27)

In ‘students’ goals I provided working definitions of the ‘goals’ I was seeking
evidence of, but I did not operationalize these by articulating beforehand how
they would emerge in the data I would collect, or later before starting analysis.
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On the one hand, this meant that the account of students’ goals was created by
my informants (and my interpretation!) rather than constrained by
preconception. Additionally, the approach avoided Brousseau’s topaz effect of
which Jaworski (1994) writes:
Beware the topaz effect – ‘the more explicit you are about what you want, the
more likely you are to get that because it’s perceived that you want it, not because
it is actually the case’. [(Jaworski’s) paraphrasing of Brouseau, 1984]. (p. 139)

[It should be noted that for Jaworski the point is a didactic issue, that ‘getting it
turns ‘it’ into a mechanistic routine, rather than the deeply thoughtful learning
process that is desired’ (personal communication, October, 26, 2006)]. From my
perspective, as researcher the issue is about trustworthiness, if I lead my
informants/participants so carefully that they ‘give’ me what I want, then I am
only getting my own ‘theory’ confirmed. However, when I eventually set about
analysing the data I do not believe the working definitions were sufficient to
overcome my own, mostly subconscious and maybe inconsistent, notions of
what might constitute evidence. The working definitions were not sufficient to
transform the utterances in the conversations into clearly identifiable evidence of
students’ goals, the transformation took place largely within my own reflective
activity and it was only after the analysis that I felt able to provide sharp
definitions. Thus, there is circularity in my interpretation of the data and I fall
prey to the same criticism that I level at those who take a strictly grounded
theory approach to their research.
In research we seek, as far as is possible, trustworthy accounts that balance the
objectivity provided by theory with the acknowledged and known subjectivity of
the researcher. The key issue for the researcher is to make his or her subjectivity
explicit and avoid subconscious or unconscious application of preconceptions
and prejudice. I now believe, in my research into students’ goals, that my failure
to operationalize, explicitly, the constructs I was seeking, undermines my claims
for the trustworthiness of my interpretation.

Method
The next question, that I want to address, concerns whether some research
methods are more appropriate to classroom research than others. The simple
answer is ‘no’! My remarks on methodology form the basis of my assertion that
the method adopted will be determined by a range of factors including the
theoretical framework, the question to be researched and the nature or
characteristics of the informant. Nevertheless, my use of Lave’s description of
an ethnographer suggests to me that classroom ‘ethnography’ is not a reasonable
option – even though I admit Woods (1990) ethnographic account of pupils in
secondary school is powerful and informative. I describe my own study of
students’ goals as ‘ethnographic style’, and there are other notable research
reports in mathematics education that can be similarly characterised, for example
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Jaworski’s Investigating Mathematics Teaching (1994), and Boaler’s
Experiencing School Mathematics (1997). It is evident that the techniques used
in ethnography have the potential to answer the questions we ask about activity
in classrooms.
We have to admit that we as researchers act as filters and make decisions that
will impact upon the nature and quality of the evidence we use – even before we
begin to analyse the data and make interpretations. In researching students’ goals
most of my data arose through conversations I had with students or from
discussions between students when I was present. I can only wonder what the
discussions between the students would have been like if I were not present. I
made a decision to collect data from the students while they were engaged in
their tasks because, I argue, if I had collected it outside the classroom it would
be ‘coloured’ by their rationalisations – it seems that I am suggesting that my
presence had a smaller impact on the goals I was able to expose than their own
reasoning or rationality. In my present work, more of which later, I am using
‘naturally occurring data’, that is recordings of events that are made in the
course of meetings and workshops without the intervention of activity done
purely for the research element of the project. But there is a vast amount of data
and I am making choices about which pieces to use and how it will be analysed,
thus, my influence is still present.
The point I want to make is that, in classroom research it is necessary to consider
the position and voice of the teacher and students, and, naturally, the subject
content of lessons. Wagner (1997) identifies three types of relationship between
researchers and teachers. Data extraction agreements, where the researcher goes
into the field, collects data, and returns to her or his office to analyse and
interpret. Clinical partnerships, in which teachers share in the research activity in
both deciding what will be done and reflecting on the outcomes, but the
emphasis is on learning about what happens in classrooms, about teaching and
learning – the purpose is for the researcher to inform her or his scientific
community and policy makers, and the teacher about practices in the classroom.
The third type is a co-learning agreement in which the researcher enters the field
alongside the teacher and acknowledges that the joint activity with the teacher
has the potential to inform the research about her or his role as much as the
teacher about classroom practices.
In my research into students’ goals my relationship with the teacher was that of a
data extraction agreement. I remain deeply grateful to the teacher and students
for allowing me such freedom in their classroom but as far as I can recall, they
showed little interest in what I was doing with the data I was collecting or what I
was learning – and I did not try to interest them. The teacher did read the final
report and made some comments but I am not aware that it had any impact upon
her practice – I don’t know! And that is the point.
In classroom research the place that, perhaps, the research has the potential to
make an impact on are the classrooms, and the practices of the teachers, who
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collaborate in the research. In this I mean a symmetrical relationship in which
teacher and researcher come together, each with their own experience and
specialised knowledge, each prepared to learn about their own practice in
addition to learning about teaching and learning. That is, in a co-learning
agreement, anything short of this is making ‘use’ of another person and their
practice, and the researcher ends up taking away or changing the voice of the
teacher. A clinical partnership has the potential to empower a teacher in her or
his practice, albeit with the teacher and researcher in asymmetrical relationship
and the teacher being given the researchers’ voice. A co-learning agreement has
the potential to empower and the teacher’s voice to be heard.
As an example, I am currently working with a very experienced and talented
primary school teacher. I am learning a great deal about his practice and the way
that he manages teaching and learning in his classroom. We have written one
paper together and I hope this will be the first of many. In the paper I reflect on
what I am learning from this classroom, I describe events that I see and how I
interpret these from my perspective as an experienced secondary teacher.
However, the teacher I am working with has the opportunity to ensure that his
own voice is heard and the balance of reporting fits with his view of his
classroom. In fact he is in a powerful position because even though I have done
the greatest part of the drafting of the paper he has translated it into Norwegian. I
have a basic understanding of Norwegian but it is insufficient to judge the
nuances of language that can make so much impact on meaning.

Disturbance
Is inevitable! Almost any form of data collection is likely to disturb the subject. I
have remarked that I am now using naturally occurring data, this is available
because we record, audio or video, every event that takes place within the
project. Within our project we have become so accustomed to the presence of a
recorder or camera that we forget it is there – I guess, up to the moment that we
begin to think very carefully about what we say because we know there will be a
recording!
Gallagher (1995) writes about an instance in her research when a student asked
her for help, she struggled with her role as ‘detached observer’ and her feelings
as person and teacher. She decided to help the student. Following the event she
felt that she had violated the tenets of good research and resolved to remain
detached in future. Gallagher goes on to regret that decision believing that she
might have been able to have a positive impact on the teacher’s practice. In
researching students’ goals it was inevitable that I would disturb the students,
given that I was sitting next to them and talking to them during the course of
their activity. I also found it very difficult to ‘switch off’ the teacher within me,
so at times my ‘research conversation’ took the form of a ‘teaching
conversation’ in which I seem as interested to expose to the student the
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mathematics in which they are engaged as I am to expose for myself the goals
they are working towards.
Wiske (1995) reports from research in which teachers and researchers worked
together in clinical interviews of students and describes how the teacher’s view
of the interview differed from the researcher’s.
The teacher regarded the clinical interview as an educational experience for the
student. She wanted the child to be treated as the teacher would have treated her
in class, not allowed to feel stupid or discouraged by a prolonged period of
ignorance unlike anything the teacher would willingly sustain in class. (p. 203)

My sympathy here is with the teacher. I think it is an abuse of our informants or
participants and the trust that they put in us when they agree to take part in our
research, if our actions lead them to feel ‘stupid’ or ‘discouraged’.
While researching students’ goals I felt reasonably pleased with myself that the
students did not view me as a teacher. I recall, for example, an occasion near the
beginning of my field work when the class had a substitute teacher, we were
relocated in an unfamiliar and uncomfortable room which unsettled the class and
resulted in an unusual degree of poor behaviour. It seemed to make no difference
to the students that I was sitting next to the paper aeroplane production and
launch site. Later in the year, towards the end of my field work, a student asked
me if I was intending to become a mathematics teacher. However, my feelings of
satisfaction were diminished very near to the end of my work. I had analysed
90 % of the data and produced my account of students’ goals. I then turned to
the 10 % of data that I had selected randomly for archiving and later testing the
theory I built. One of these archived conversations took place in the first lesson
in which I started talking to the students. In this conversation I observed a new
phenomenon. In all the conversations I had used to build the theoretical account
of the classroom, I had been able to identify goals towards which students were
working. However, in this archived conversation I could find no evidence of any
goal, in fact it seemed that the student had no goal, because prior to the
conversation the student had been inactive. One conclusion I drew from this
was, that my presence in the classroom had sharpened the students’ awareness to
the possibility of me coming to them and asking them about what they were
doing and why. I believe, part of the honesty that I assert underpins research that
contributes to justice, empowerment and liberation is to admit the possibility that
we may have it wrong! Unfortunately, this does not go down too well with the
policymakers who want definite answers, hard facts and relationships. To admit
to the possibility of error weakens our case and undermines the impact that our
research might have.

Regard for informants and participants
The whole of this paper is, I believe, an ethical statement. But there are a few
recognisably ethical considerations that I want to add. First, we take for granted
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that we must seek permission from our informants before we collect data of any
kind and we are careful to explain how the data might be used. I wonder how
aware teachers and students are of the risk they are taking when they give
permission for research to take place. Teachers in particular: the research might
expose parts of their practice that make them feel uncomfortable and perhaps
even a loss of confidence; I think this is almost inevitable when we lift the lid on
a person’s practice and examine carefully what is going on. Some research
entails the teacher trying something new; this also puts the teacher at risk
because it moves her or him from their established patterns of behaviour. When
we seek permission for research from teachers, I wonder how careful we are to
offer them a risk analysis – and if we did, whether they would still participate.
One of the realities of our lives as researchers is that our work is often
determined by the time frames of short-term funded projects. Within a project
we establish a working relationship with teachers, complete our research agenda
and then have to walk away because the funds no longer exist to sustain the
relationship, we have to turn our attention to the next project. I do not think this
is being fair to the teachers and their students, unless we build into the project
some mechanism by which any impact of the research may be sustained after the
project ends.
Cooper and McIntyre (1996) offer three characteristics of the behaviour of
researchers towards informants: being willing and able to empathise with
informants; unconditional regard for participants, that is liking and being
interested in informants as individuals; and congruence, that is the researcher is
honest and authentic in his or her relationships with informants. I would like to
believe that anyone involved in classroom research will have had experience as a
teacher which will ensure empathy. I know that during my 16 years teaching in
school I will have demonstrated both good and mediocre practice, things I am
proud of and things I am ashamed of. And it is not the case that all the bad came
at the beginning and the end was only good. The opportunity to reflect on one’s
own practice in the past should prevent one being judgemental of another
teacher in the present. I think if one does not have a liking and interest in
teachers and students then one should not even begin to research classrooms.
Being honest and authentic also requires some humility, to be clear about one’s
own mistakes and weaknesses.

Voice
All that I have argued so far needs to be reported with the same care as the
research is carried out, thus the report will be characterised in the same way by
honesty, openness, critical reflection and ‘voice’. I want to say something in
particular about giving the teacher and students ‘a voice’. Keitel (2004) writes
about using my report of Students’ Goals with a group of students on an initial
teacher training course:
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I confronted [a] group with some of the excerpts of students’ interviews from
Goodchild’s study and asked them to recall their own experiences in school time
and search for similar situations, or make notes about other students’ experiences.
As they usually are asked to write a biographical essay, they complemented their
excerpts with examples of stories about getting stuck, complete lack of
understanding, hard debates with other students about getting meaning and
significance of a given task and so on. In short, the excerpts encouraged them to
look for their own stories and remember their school mates’ struggle as well as
their own. They were mostly fascinated that a researcher and teacher are giving
students a voice and really were interested to listen to them – they argued that this
might be an almost necessary condition for becoming a teacher, but almost
nobody among them had experienced such a ‘listening’ mathematics teacher. (p.
276)

Naturally, I am pleased to see the report being used, but I do wonder if I am
really ‘giving students a voice’ as suggested. I think it is more likely that I am
using their voice to convey my story. I made selections from my data, using
those bits that I thought were interesting and ‘useful’ for my account. I presented
these within the context of my account, with my interpretation alongside. I did
the same with the teacher, presenting my account of the classroom using extracts
of the teacher’s explanations from an extended interview I had with her when I
had completed the classroom observations. This has the appearance of giving the
teacher and students a voice but in reality I am using their voice to speak my
meaning. Perhaps this is more dishonest than giving no voice at all.
Sometimes we will be allowed into classrooms and observe a consistency of bad
practice that causes us alarm. For example, we might observe students getting a
severely impoverished experience of mathematics and a teacher struggling with
subject content knowledge, or pedagogical content knowledge. What do we do
in these cases? If our relationship with the teacher is of the data extraction type,
as it was with students’ goals, I think there is little that we can do. The teacher
did not allow me into her classroom to criticise her practice and it would have
been a violation of our agreement if I had. If I went past the teacher and
described her poor practice publicly then the chances are I would never be
allowed into another classroom. This provides me with one more reason for
entering into at least a clinical partnership with a teacher and ideally a colearning agreement, in which both I and the teacher engage in the activity
prepared to learn about our own practices.

Conclusion
Returning to the title of this talk, in classroom research I do not believe it is
possible to engage in respectable research that will contribute to justice,
liberation and empowerment and produce easy recipes for teaching and learning
that are likely to appeal to policy makers and thus make a substantial or long
term impact. In this respect I can see that impact and long term effect are
possibly contrary to the goals of justice, liberation and empowerment.
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Nevertheless, I do think it is possible to have an impact, immediately and in the
long term, not as I did with my research into students’ goals, but rather by
entering into co-learning agreements with teachers and working with them in
developmental research as in the Learning Communities in Mathematics Project
(LCM), in which I am now engaged. [LCM is supported by the Research
Council of Norway (Norges Forskningsråd): Project number 157949/S20]
LCM is a development-research project in which the aim is for didacticians to
enter co-learning agreements with teachers. The project is established on a
notion of ‘inquiry as a way of being’ (Jaworski, 2004, p. 26). Inquiry is seen to
be empowering. At the heart of the development part of the project the aim is for
teachers, working in school teams to design tasks. The teachers’ role in the
design process respects their knowledge. A condition of joining the project was
that at least three mathematics teachers in any school should participate; this is
part of our attempt to ensure sustainability beyond the end of the project.
We aim to facilitate teachers expressing their own voice. One such instance is
the joint article I have mentioned earlier, and at the moment we are busy
preparing a project book which will include chapters written by school teams as
well as didacticians – and some eminent mathematics educators who have made
a special contribution to the project. At the beginning of September this year, as
we came to the end of the second phase of the project we held a major
conference with participants coming from all parts of Norway, teachers and
didacticians made contributions. The conference helped to convince the
didacticians that the project was having an impact on the professional practice of
the teachers. It also gives us hope that the impact might be felt beyond our small
project group.
We are now entering the third phase and final year of the project. One aim this
year is to consolidate the developments that are taking place in schools, but we
have been pleased to be given more funds from the Research Council of Norway
for a new project which aims to widen the scope in two ways. First there is the
possibility of more schools being drawn in, but also the new project is based on
a consortium of mathematics educators in university colleges in different regions
of Norway, who will pursue their own projects within the common theoretical
framework of communities of inquiry that has been established within LCM.
In these projects I want to assert that it is possible to achieve impact and long
term effect alongside the goals of justice, liberation and empowerment.
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A reflection upon science
education research
in the Swedish context
Helge Strömdahl
Linköping University
With the essential question of communication in learning and teaching scientific
knowledge as a background, some glimpses are made upon the situation of
science education research in the Swedish context. The establishment of the
National Graduate School in Science and Technology education (Forskarskolan i
Naturvetenskapernas och teknikens didaktik, FontD) have meant a tremendous
step forward for the research in this field in Sweden. The reception of research
results in school practice is, as in other countries, a persistent issue to consider.
Some comments on the implementation process in Swedish school practice are
stated.

Introduction
It has been a great challenge for mankind to find out the grand scientific theories
about motion, the atom, the genetic code, evolution, etc., theories that are not
evident from a mere unguided inspection of Nature. If scientific knowledge were
given by direct perception, the history of science would be void. But history
shows us a painstaking struggle to make fortunate modelling of natural
phenomena and objects; not at least due to the fact that the scientific description
of Nature often is contradictory to common sense (Wolpert, 1993).
Under these circumstances it is not astonishing that pupils have problems to
learn science during some few lessons and a short time of laboratory work for
each science content area.
Additionally there is still a widespread pedagogical idea that students through
own unguided investigations, learning by doing via direct contact with Nature,
are able to re-discover scientific knowledge that have taken mankind thousands
of years to attain.
However, this exaggerated belief have been criticised some twenty years ago by
e.g. Driver (1983) in her book “The pupil as a scientist”. The criticism is
repeatedly confirmed by empirical investigations, e.g. in Sweden by Säljö and
Bergqvist (1994) in their study of pupils’ laboratory works in optics. Without
guidance of the use of e.g. the ‘optic bench’, it is a concealed enigma. As we
know from general results of research in science education, the importance of
the teacher as an expert guiding the students into the theories of science is
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indisputable. Science education is an enculturation of the learner into the great
building of science and not primarily a general and free study of Nature. Sutton
express this fact by saying “Science itself may be a study of nature, but science
lessons should be the study of what people have said and thought about nature”
(Sutton, 1992, p. 92). In other words, to learn science is more a question of
interpreting scientific texts about Nature than consulting Nature itself (cf. Kuhn,
1979, p. 136). However, this statement should not be misinterpreted as
dethroning laboratory work or excursions in school practice, but recognising
how to use them in connection to the theoretical network of science. From this
general perspective the importance of language use and communication in
science education is evident.
Even if we talk the same language there are large variations in how we express
ourselves and understand words and phrases. This applies to verbal information,
pictures and physical experiences. In order to understand communication about
scientific knowledge we need insights into pupils’ and teachers’ linguistic
abilities and how they can be developed. These insights are especially important
in the teaching of science since its language is often analytical and abstract. The
abilities to understand science can in several contexts be more dependent on how
information is formulated than by any inherent difficulty in the content-matter.
It is not unusual that simplifications or attempts to link scientific phenomena to
everyday life lead to abstractions which only make them more difficult to
understand. One such example is to be found in a Swedish textbook for the
secondary level. This book states that a cheese sandwich contains solar energy.
This could be very puzzling to the student if we bear in mind that with the same
logic, petrol is to be seen as an example of a substance containing solar energy.
Scientific concept-formation contains many examples of how linguistically
complex descriptions of phenomena and objects in the school context are
condensed into one or a few words. These words are then regarded as facts and
are uncritically learned. It is also often the case that scientific representation is
seen and communicated as being synonymous with what is to be represented. An
impression is given that scientific representation directly depicts nature.
Different types of images are often used in science and technology education as
an aid to understand or to explain that which is difficult or impossible to explain
only in words. Phenomena and objects can be visualised with the help of models,
illustrations, graphs and tables. However, the uninitiated observer is sometimes
lured into thinking that the image is a true illustration of reality. In this way
scientific models and theories are often presented wrongly, not least in textbooks
and in popular texts – as an enlarged, simplified and manipulated picture of
reality, rather than an aid to interpret, understand and cope with the often very
complex reality behind the model (cf. Öhman, 1993). This is perhaps
particularly evident when we look at the approach to scale-issues in both time
and space. Atoms, cells and planets are often illustrated in a similar fashion, but
are essentially different in size and can hardly be illustrated using the same
imagery. The movements of electrons, the metabolic activities of the cell and
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changes in the universe have to be studied on different time-scales. If we, for
example, study weather at a time-scale of some weeks, it behaves somewhat
stochastically and is more or less unpredictable. If we, on the other hand, study
weather over a 30-year period we can see a clear pattern obviously linked to
seasons.
Out of this kind of reasoning it is quite clear that communication is at the core in
science learning and teaching. This is also mirrored in science education
research. Hence, when an anthology comprising contributions from fifteen
Swedish science education researchers was published, it was published under the
title “Kommunicera naturvetenskap i skolan” (“To communicate Science in
School) (Strömdahl, 2002). It was easy to set out the title since, independent of
each other; all researchers more or less stressed the communicating aspect of
science education.

Science education research in Sweden
around the turn of the millennium
In 1999 Strömdahl (2000) was commissioned by the Swedish Agency for Higher
Education within the so called NOT-project to make a survey of the status of
science education research at the Swedish universities and university colleges at
the turn of the millennium. The NOT- project was a joint attempt by the two
Swedish Agencies for school and higher education to increase interest among
young people to study science and technology.
In the report of the survey, Strömdahl (2000) concluded that there were a few
developed research sites, first of all at Göteborg University but also at Uppsala
University, the University College at Kristianstad and Lärarhögskolan in
Stockholm. Single researchers were also located at several other universities and
university colleges, especially at teacher training programs, but however, lacking
a daily base to communicate research issues with colleagues. Research was
foremost focussed towards students’ conceptions of physical and biological
concepts. Some few studies were also done within chemistry. Some 15 doctoral
works were completed. The contacts with the international research community
were quite developed, mostly by researchers participating in international
conferences. But there was a lack of financial resources to develop and increase
the volume of the research. As an answer to the Swedish governmental recurrent
rhetoric of creating increased interest among young people for science studies,
Strömdahl suggested some ideas to come to grips with the situation, among
others, a national resource centre to strengthen the position for science education
and research in Sweden. At the same time the Swedish Research Policy bill
Forskning för framtiden – en ny organisation för forskningsfinansiering
(1999/2000:81) proposed a new model for financing educational research.
Additionally, and of essential importance, another Swedish Research Policy bill
Forskning och förnyelse (2000/01:3) proposed a new organizational model for
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research and doctoral education, the national graduate school. In this bill a
national graduate school in Science and technology education research was
suggested among 15 other graduate schools, all in strategic research areas.

The Swedish National graduate school in
Science and Technology education
In 2001/02 the national graduate school in science and technology education
research was inaugurated. Financial support, around 12 million SEK per year,
was guaranteed by the Swedish Government. After a general application session
among Swedish universities, Linköping University became the host university
for this school, and together with seven partner universities and university
colleges it was named The national Graduate School in Science and Technology
Research (Forskarskolan i naturvetenskapernas och teknikens didaktik, with the
Swedish acronym FontD).
The board of the University of Linköping appointed the committee of the
philosophical faculty to be responsible for the formation of the graduate school,
and two years later it was organized under the faculty of education. The school is
geographically localised at the Norrköping campus of Linköping University.
FontD is, in accordance with the bill, a joint collaboration between University
College Mälardalen, University College Malmö, The College of Education in
Stockholm and the University of Karlstad. The joint partners are natural
participants in the activities of the graduate school. The network should,
however, also be able to accommodate research environments at other
universities and colleges. Thus, Kalmar University College, Kristianstad
University College and Umeå University are also, since the start 2002, full
members of the network.
Doctoral students are placed at each participating university/university college
and each doctoral student should carry out his/her duties at one of the
participating institutions. At the same time the graduate school have a solid
common kernel developing a knowledge base of national and international
interest. Thus, the aim is that the graduate school should both contribute to the
formation of didactic environments at the various universities/university colleges
and also function as a national and international arena for didactic research as
well as training researchers in the field of science and technology education.
Three main perspectives describe the content of the graduate school research:
• Learning and communicating science and technology
• Scientific and technological knowledge cultures in school and society
• Scientific and technological knowledge – general education, democracy,
gender and ethnicity
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The three perspectives do not mark clear-cut boundaries. It is easy to see that
individual research projects can, and in many cases should, address issues which
are approached from and inspired by all perspectives.
According to the bill 2000/01:3 the graduate school was assigned to make
research with relevance to teacher training and examine at least 25 doctors up to
the year 2008. In autumn 2006 FontD comprises 43 doctoral students. Those
who entered their studies in 2002 are now ready for their dissertations in 2007.
The first dissertation will be held in January 2007. Abstracts of all doctoral
students’ work can be found at www.isv.liu.se/fontd.

Other research sites
Apart from the National Graduate School there are considerable research done at
the
pedagogical
department
of
Göteborg
university
(http://www.ped.gu.se/amnesdidaktik/natek) and also, however on a smaller
scale,
at
Uppsala
university
(http://www.did.uu.se/forskning.lasso).
Additionally, single research projects in science education are also done at other
universities, often connected to teacher training departments.

The present situation for science education research
If we look at the international arena, Peter J. Fensham (2004) has, via interviews
with a number of researchers all around the world, captured the development of
the field of science education research. His book is a valuable source to find the
roots of science education research and its multifaceted approaches. Among
others, research has been done in the fields of
• Conceptions
• Visualisation
• Language
• Analysis of textbooks/ curricula
• Attitudes/Value/aesthetics
• Interest/motivation/emotion
• Teaching design
• Assessment/evaluation
• Processes of learning
• Genus, ethnicity, handicap
• PUST/Scientific literacy
• Science Centres
• Teacher education
In Sweden Gustav Helldén, Britt Lindahl and Andreas Redfors (2005), at the
University College at Kristianstad, have recently published a report about the
present situation for science education research in Sweden. Their review is done
in relation to the international science education research, not at least leaning on
the development described by Fensham (2004). It is evident that the situation for
science education research in Sweden has had a tremendous development since
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the turn of the millennium. This is mainly due to the establishment of FontD, but
also according to better possibilities for financing research in the educational
field. In a couple of years the number of doctors in science education research
will be multiplied in Sweden. This will be a radical reinforcement of the
personal research capacity at our universities and a quality increase in the
teaching and learning of teacher training at all levels of the school and university
systems.

Implementation of research results
Being aware of the fact that there is low preparedness to adopt scientific research
results in school practice, how do we attain sustainable implementation of
research results? Recurrent reports from teachers refer to lack of time and hard
workload as reasons for not applying research results in everyday practice. This
follows from the fact that traditional research results are seldom directly
applicable to a complex practice in the classroom. It is a demanding task to
assimilate research results in functioning educational design. Here is a big
assignment for e.g. textbook authors and teacher training teachers. But research
can also be done by aiming at concrete teaching design. This is something that is
done e.g. at Göteborg University with a very favourable outcome
(http://www.ped.gu.se/amnesdidaktik/natek).
Another entrance to reinforce the contact between research and practice is to
engage in-service teachers and researchers in joint researcher/teachers research
projects.
Generally, teacher education and in-service teacher training need to be
intimately research-based to develop a professional knowledge base. Teacher
professionalism ought to include skills in using research results in educational
planning and design. Last but not least, the Swedish National Agency for School
Improvement (http://www.skolutveckling.se/in_english/) has a considerable
responsibility to be an active agent in these matters.
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Trends in the level of
mathematical knowledge at the
beginning of upper-secondary
school
Lars Burman
Åbo Akademi University
In the years 1991-2005 the teachers in mathematics in all the 36 Swedish uppersecondary schools in Finland have been able to test their first year students in
mathematics. The tests consisted of 12 multiple-choice tasks from six different
areas of mathematics and the results, which are based on an average of about
500 student answers yearly, give a fifteen years long perspective of the general
level of the mathematical knowledge of these first-year students. Some trends of
the development concerning gender differences, the areas of mathematics and
the level of mathematical knowledge in general are presented.

Introduction
Since the year 1991 every teacher in mathematics in the 36 upper-secondary
schools with Swedish as the teaching language in Finland, has had the
opportunity to test his/her students in the knowledge of six central areas of
mathematics. The test has been conducted among the new students in the first
grade preferably within their first weeks in the upper-secondary school.
Thus, the test is intended to give some information about the first-year students
concerning their general level of knowledge and perhaps also about what the
students remember of the mathematical contents and the mathematical methods
after the summer holidays. At the time when the test is written the students have
already chosen the long or the short course in mathematics, but nevertheless,
they have more or less the same background as to what they have been taught in
mathematics. Of course, those who have chosen the long course in mathematics
are undoubtedly expected to receive higher scores in the test.
The test consists of twelve multiple-choice tasks, two from each of six central
areas of mathematics. These areas are
Numbers and operations

(NO)

Equations and inequalities (EI)

Algebraic expressions

(AE)

Geometry

(G)

Functions

(F)

Applied tasks

(A)
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In the multiple-choice tests every task has always one correct answer and four
distractors and every right answer is given 1 point. 1

Aims of the study
From the very beginning, the tests were constructed and distributed with the
intention to serve the teachers with an initial test for upper-secondary school.
Gradually, and in the long run, it also became possible to receive some
information about trends in the knowledge and use of mathematical methods
among first-year students in upper-secondary school. These trends are the main
interest of this study. The aims can be concentrated in the following question:
What trends can be found in the students’ level of mathematical knowledge
in the six different areas of mathematics at the beginning of upper-secondary
school and seen from a 15 year long perspective?
In connection to this question, the number of students that have chosen long or
short course in mathematics as well as possible gender variations in the scores of
the students will be observed and commented.

About the circumstances connected to the
collection of data
Three main circumstances about the collection of data will be described. Firstly,
the tests were often carried out in the beginning of the first year in the uppersecondary school, in late August or in September, but sometimes also in October
or November. The tests were carried out later when the students had no
mathematics at all in the first period but a couple of times also due to a wish
from teachers, who think that the results of the tests are suffering too much from
the summer break. However, in the results of the tests that were conducted later
no higher scores are to be identified, even if students had had a first course in
(some part of) mathematics before the test.
Secondly, there are some variations from one year to another in the number of
students taking part in the test. In the fifteen years included in this study, the
number of student have been 837, 709, 239, 433, 185, 466, 350, 614, 342, 552,
405, 452, 647, 517 and 417, and thus the average is 478. Of course, the number
of the students we have received the scores from, must be related to a total
number of students in the first grade in upper-secondary schools with Swedish as
the teaching language in Finland. The real total number is not so easy to
estimate, but as it in these years has been nearly 2 000, it can be considered that
we have got scores from about 25 % of all first-year students. This percentage is
1

Every second year there has also been a second type of test, not included in this article. This test
consists of six somewhat extended tasks, one from each area of mathematics, but still with rather
short calculations and answers.
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also credible as we have received scores from between 10 and 15 schools out of
36 schools every year and moreover, in this case a “school” does not necessarily
mean that we have received scores from every group (or more precisely, from
every possible teacher) in the school. Thus, as we have received scores from this
amount of students and there are large schools and smaller schools, schools in
the cities and on the countryside and schools in different regions, it can be
considered reasonable to look at the results in order to find trends.
Thirdly, there is a special difficulty in choosing suitable tasks for a test of this
kind. Of course, this was a well-known fact when we started the project and we
decided not to choose two certain tasks from every area to use every year but to
get eight tasks from every area and then if possible re-use them every fourth
year. However, there are changes in the curriculum and a task that is central one
year might be less central fifteen years later. There are also other changes than
those connected to the curriculum which might prevent a task from being used
again. The best example of this fact is provided by the change in currency from
mark to euro. Of course, it is possible to make a change and choose a new task,
but at the same time you loose the possibility to compare the students’ scores for
the specific task from one year to another.

Gender aspects on the number of students
and on the average of scores
At first, the number of answers received from girls and from boys gives some
interesting information. There have been quite stable proportions of girls and
boys but, of course, with some fluctuations. For long-course students, the
majority has traditionally been boys. In the first four years the proportion of girls
were 42, 38, 39 and 44 % with the average 41 %, but in the last four years the
proportion of girls were 37, 45, 49 and 50 % with the average 45 %. Thus, we
can notice a trend with a slight increasing number of girls reaching 50 % in the
last year. It is perhaps no coincidence that the number in 2005 is going up to
exactly 50 % for the first time.
For short-course students, there were in the first four years 67, 69, 75, 70 % girls
with the average 70 %, and in the last four years 68, 68, 70 and 79 % girls with
the average 71 %. Here we can notice no increasing trend but a fluctuation about
70 % all the time. Again, the highest notation 79 % occurs in 2005. The higher
number of girls having chosen short course in mathematics may be related to a
higher number of boys in the vocational schools.
Table 1 provides the average of the correct answers for long-course students,
short-course students and all the students and in every section of the table for all
students, girls and boys. Furthermore, the year and the number of students are
noted. The fourth section of the table provides the difference between longcourse students and short-course students for all students, girls and boys. It is to
be remembered that 12 points is the maximum number of points.
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Table 1.

The average share of the number of correct answers for long-course students, short-course students and all the students,
and in addition, the differences between long-course and short-course averages
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Table 2.

The percentage share of the number of correct answers for long-course students, short-course students and all the
students in the six areas of mathematics in the years 1991-2005

Surprisingly, girls and boys have extremely similar means as concerns the
number of right answer almost every year and in both courses. The mean for
boys is slightly higher one year and lower another year. In the long run, the
mean of the mean values for girls is 0,05 higher for long-course students and
0,01 higher for short-course students. Consequently, table 1 gives no evidence
for any differences between boys and girls.
When comparing the means for boys and girls in the two courses, the mean for
the number of right answers seems always to be higher for the boys than for the
girls and the mean of the mean values is even 0,61 higher for the boys. However,
the explanation to this fact is not that the boys seem to achieve better results but
very simple: the proportion of girls in the group with short course in
mathematics is much higher than that of the boys and thus, lower scorers are
more frequent among the girls.

Students’ achievements in the six different
areas of mathematics
A test for the first year students in upper-secondary school, and especially when
the test is presented in the first month(s) of their studies, will most certainly be a
test of the students’ knowledge and skills after lower-secondary school or
perhaps of what they remember some time after leaving lower-secondary school.
Table 2 presents the percentage of the right answers in the six areas of
mathematics for all the fifteen years examined. The results are given in three
sections: the results of the long-course students, the results of the short-course
students and the results of all students. As there are twelve tasks in six areas, the
results from two tasks are added in every area. The scores in different areas of
mathematics depend very much on the tasks used in the tests and therefore, it is
not possible to compare the scores in different areas.2 Furthermore, it is perhaps
not recommendable to compare consecutive years in the same area either, as the
tasks are not comparable from one year to another. However, some tasks have
been used every fourth year and these tasks enables an interesting comparison of
the scores for the same task with an interval of four years, which will be seen in
the following table.
Table 3a presents the percentage of the correct answers in the first three areas of
mathematics: numbers and operations, algebraic expressions and functions.
Sometimes there is only one task that has been used more than once in a series
of four years. Sometimes there are two such tasks to be found, but in these cases,

2

As examples, some tasks are included as an appendix in this article.
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however, the second task is nearly always used only twice. Thus, in the
overview below, not so much attention is given to tasks used only twice.

Table 3a.

The percentage share of the number of correct answers for long-course
students, short-course students and all the students in the areas numbers and
operations, algebraic expressions and functions

As concerns number and operations (NO), two tasks introduced in the years
1993 and 1995 show decreasing percentages and in the second task, the tendency
is very clear and substantial. There are also tasks with an almost stable
development, but no tendency of increase is to be found.
In the area of algebraic expressions (AE) as well, two tasks that have been
introduced in the years 1993 and 1995 show decreasing percentages. In both
these tasks, the tendency is clear, at least if the years 2001 and 2005 are
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compared with the year 1997 as concerns the first task. As in the case of number
and operations, there are also tasks with no clear tendency at all.
Table 3b.

The percentage share of the number of correct answers for long-course
students, short-course students and all the students in the areas equations
and inequalities, geometry and applied tasks

As concerns functions (F), two tasks introduced in the years 1992 and 1995
show decreasing percentages. For both of them the tendency is clear, when for
the first task, the years 2000 and 2004 are compared with the year 1996. There
are also tasks without decreasing percentages and in one place even a tendency
of a slight increase can be found. The increase occurs as a lower percentage in
the year 1993 compared with the level of the years 1997, 2001 and 2005.
Table 3b presents the percentage of the correct answers in the other three areas
of mathematics: equations and inequalities, geometry and applications. In the
area of equations and inequalities (EI), almost every task shows decreasing
percentages, but as seen in the areas AE and F, the top score is not always the
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first score. In one task, the year 1995 gives a higher score than the year 1991,
and in two other tasks, the year 1996 is the year with the highest score.
Geometry (G) provides a more heterogeneous picture. There are a couple of
tasks where the last year gives the clearly lowest score, but in these tasks, only
two different years are compared. Again, a task with the highest score in 1995
can be found, but mostly, there are tasks with quite stable scores, or scores with
a slight tendency of increase.
In the area of applications (A), very few years can be compared due to the fact
that in this area, the biggest need to change a task after an interval of four years
has existed. The change of currency from marks to euro is the best example of
this need to make changes but there might also be other reasons. Stable scores
can often be found, but also some already well-known features: the last year
2005 in a series of four years gives the lowest score, a tendency of a slight
increase from the year 1992 up to the level of the following three years and
finally, the highest score occurs not in the beginning nor in the end of the years
compared but for the years 1995 and 1997.

Discussion of the results
Before discussing possible trends, it can be pointed out that some changes in the
background variables during the period 1991-2005 may have influenced the
results of the tests. Firstly, in the decade 1990-2000, a recession in the country
and the need to save money may have resulted in bigger classes in the secondary
school. Secondly, the benefit of using calculators and computer programs may
have increased, but in these tests such aids were not allowed. Thirdly,
developments and changes in the Finnish education policy took place during the
actual period, giving consequences that perhaps are the most difficult to
evaluate. According to Pehkonen, Ahtee and Lavonen (2007), there are at least
three relevant documents from this period. The first one, set by the Finnish
government in 1996, presented the target in which the level of mathematical and
scientific knowledge in Finland was to be raised up to an international standard.
The other two are the two renewals of the national framework curriculum in
1994 and 2004, administered by the National Board of Education.
Finally, when looking at the situation in the Swedish upper-secondary schools in
Finland, it must be noted that the two available series of textbooks in
mathematics in the Swedish language were replaced with new series.
“Matematikens värld” was completed in 2002 and “På tal om tal” in 2004. The
word”completed” means that in this year, it was for the first time possible to find
many classes who had used the whole series. However, this change affects only
the very last few years examined. Nevertheless, in-service teachers may predict
new trends in mathematics instruction and the tasks in the actual tests may
reflect trends even before the change in textbook series. It is not easy to measure
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the possible effects of these four aspects, nor it is the aim of this article, but it is
important to keep them in mind when the results of the tests are discussed.

Gender
One interest of this study, perhaps in the sense of finding some kind of
explanation to other results, is to find trends in the numbers of boys and girls
who have chosen long or short course in mathematics, and in the students’
scores comparing boys and girls. A possible state of affairs may be that there are
girls who have the capacity to achieve the long course in mathematics but who
do not choose the long course. This study does not give a direct argument to use
in that discussion, but as the percentage of girls on the long course in
mathematics, from which we have got scores, is gradually approaching 50 %,
there are reasons to believe that at least, there is no large resource of this kind.
Another interest concerning gender is about differences in achievements
between boys and girls. This study of tests conducted in the years 1991-2005 in
upper-secondary schools gives no evidence of gender differences. These results
are similar to the results in Björkqvist (1995), where he found few differences
between boys and girls in the achievements in mathematics in a test for pupils in
the ninth grade in Swedish schools in Finland. There was no significant
difference in the mean values, which again was well in accordance with an
earlier study (Björkqvist, 1995).
In Finland, the National Board of Education has evaluated the educational
outcomes in mathematics at the end of the comprehensive school and also used
multiple choice questions with a nearly similar division in different areas of
mathematics. In the evaluation in the year 2000, Korhonen (2001) claims that
girls have caught up with boys in mathematics and in the evaluation in the year
2004, Mattila (2004) finds no differences in the results of different genders in
the test as a whole. Kupari, Reinikainen and Törnroos (2007) also state that
generally, in Finland, gender differences have been almost negligible in all
studies.

Achievements in different areas of mathematics
The aim of this study is to find out what trends can be found in the students’
level of mathematical knowledge in the six different areas of mathematics at the
beginning of upper-secondary school, seen from a 15 year long perspective.
In the three areas number and operations (NO), algebraic expressions (AE) and
functions (F), this study points at two tasks in each area, introduced in the years
1992, 1993 and 1995, in which a considerably lower percentages of correct
answers is to be found four years and even to a greater extent eight years later.
There are also tasks with almost stable percentages or tasks with no clear
tendency at all, but almost nowhere any tendency of increase is to be found.
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In Finland, the National Board of Education has evaluated the educational
outcomes in mathematics at the end of the comprehensive school and also used
multiple choice questions from different areas of mathematics in a nearly similar
way as in the tests of this study. The evaluation has been performed every
second year but since new tasks have been used in every test it is not possible to
find trends. However, good results can be found in the year 2000 (Korhonen,
2001), but in algebra also deficiencies, affecting the study and applications of
mathematics. In the year 2002, functions was found to be the most difficult area
(Mattila, 2002), and in 2004, the largest variations in pupils’ results were found
in the areas functions and algebra (Mattila, 2004).
Of the three areas equations and inequalities (EI), geometry (G) and applications
(A), the tasks from the first one show reasonable decreases in percentages and
sometimes, a slight increase in percentages was noted between the first four
years. In the NBE evaluations, not much is said about equations and inequalities
as separate areas, which makes a comparison difficult. In the second area,
geometry, this study provides a heterogeneous picture with quite stable scores
but also both slight decreases and slight increases in percentages. However, in
the NBE evaluation in the year 2002 and the year 2004, geometry proved to be
one of the most difficult areas (Mattila, 2002 and 2004). As concerns the third
area, applications, there are stable scores as well as changes in both directions,
but it is very hard to recognize trends, because the tasks may differ considerably
from one year to another. In the NBE evaluation in the year 2000 (Korhonen,
2001), it is noted that about one tenth was not able to solve problems requiring
the applications of mathematics in a satisfactory manner.
In ”How Finns Learn Mathematics”, Kupari, Reinikainen and Törnroos (2007)
point at ambivalent results for Finnish students relative to traditional
mathematics. On one hand, there have been very good results in TIMSS 1999
with regard to numbers and mathematical operations and in PISA 2003 as
concerns quantity, but on the other hand, only average results were to be found
in TIMSS in tasks involving operations with fractions and decimal numbers. In
mechanical calculus Finland has been even among the lowest performing
countries. In some specific areas of mathematics, there have been both good and
bad results: Finnish students have performed well in units of measurement and
outlining three-dimensional objects, but not so well in tasks with perimeters,
areas and other features of geometric figures. In algebra they have been good at
functions but not so good at handling equations and formulas or other such
expressions.
The conclusion in “How Finns Learn Mathematics”, that Finnish students can
solve verbal problems with calculators (like in PISA, for instance) but without
calculators their technical skills leave room for improvement, is well in line with
the results in the tests of this study, where calculators have not been permitted.
Moreover, because there are tasks used every fourth year in this study, it has
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been possible to find some trends and there are results that to some extent
indicate decreasing achievements in some areas of mathematics.

Conclusion
The results of this study concerning gender differences are that the number of
girls choosing long course in mathematics seems to be catching up with the
corresponding number of boys and that there seem to be no differences between
boys and girls in the achievements in mathematics, at least not in the ninth grade
in Swedish schools in Finland. The main results about students’ achievements in
the six different areas of mathematics show both good and stable results, but also
a clear trend with decreasing achievements in several areas of mathematics.
These results are in accordance with other Finnish studies and the conclusion
that without calculators some rather basic operations may cause difficulties to a
surprising degree (Kupari, Reinikainen & Törnroos, 2007). Because the
differences between the two language groups in Finland can be assumed to be
quite small (Kupari, Reinikainen & Törnroos, 2007), it is not excluded that the
same decreasing trend could occur in Finnish schools in general. The results in
this study raise questions which could serve as the basis for follow-up studies.
Which subareas of mathematics are represented by the tasks? Are there possible
connections with some background variables? Can similar results be found from
schools more generally, in Finland and in other countries?
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Appendix
Examples of tasks in tests from different areas of mathematics

(Numbers and operations)
How many three-digit numbers are divisible by 5 ?
a) 171 b) 179 c) 180 d) 200
e) none of the answers above is correct
(Algebraic expressions)
The expression

a)

x −1
1
+
2
3

can also be written

3x − 1
x −1
x −1
x
b)
c)
d)
5
6
6
5

e) none of the answers above is correct
(Functions)
The line y = 4x + 1
a) intersects the x-axis in the point (0, 1)
b) is decreasing for negative values of x
c) passes through the point (4, 1)
d) has got the x-intercept x = –5
e) none of the answers above is correct
(Equations and inequalities)
The equation
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

5(x – 20) = 0,5
can be simplified to x – 20 = 0,1
can be simplified to 5x = 20,5
has the solution x = 19,9
has the solution x = 20,5
none of the answers above is correct

(Geometry, extended task)
47

A crossroad is rebuilt to a roundabout, in which the cars drive 20 m from
the center of the roundabout. How many meters longer do they drive
compared to the former straight forward passing?
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Shifting of mathematical profiles
among elementary teacher
students and mathematics
students
Lasse Eronen, Lenni Haapasalo
University of Joensuu
A long-term study of the history of mathematics reveals eight main activities,
which have been proved to be sustainable in the history of human thinking
processes and for the generation of new mathematics. Those activities were used
as a framework for the three kinds of mathematical profiles represented in this
article. It turned out that those profiles are quite degenerated among elementary
teacher students as well as among mathematics students. The study suggests that
shifting of those profiles gives new kinds of challenges for mathematics
education, including pedagogical studies.

Introduction
Zimmermann (2003) suggests that the following eighth activities have been
sustainable and viable for more than 5000 years when making new mathematics
at different times and in different cultures: ordering, finding, playing,
constructing, applying, calculating, evaluating, and arguing. After interpreting
the term ‘evaluate’ in very broad sense to include also ‘estimation’, we used his
idea to model these activities as an octagon and to quantify each activity as
follows: the distance of the activity from the centre tells how strongly a student
thinks this activity is represented by each of the following three profiles:
• Math-profile: How strong does each activity appear to the student when
using the term ‘mathematics’;
• Identity-profile: How a good student thinks he or she is performing each
of the activities;
• Techno-profile: ‘How suitable a computer is in performing each of the
activities’.

Background
Motivated by our findings (see Eronen & Haapasalo, 2006), that a voluntary
working with modern ClassPad calculator during the summer holiday shifted 8th
grade students’ profiles in a creative direction (i.e. increased the role of the first
four activities above), we decided to use the same instrument for two kinds of
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student groups who started their university studies. The first one consisted of
elementary teacher students, who made their educational studies at the Faculty
of Education. The other group of students had just started to study mathematics
at the Mathematical Faculty, without any educational studies. There were no
students belonging to both of these categories. The study was designed and
administrated during the study year 2005/2006 at the Pedagogical Faculty of the
University of Joensuu, when both authors were teaching pedagogical studies for
the first target group.

Aims and methods
The research aimed to find out (1) how the profiles of the two groups differ from
each other, and (2) how the profiles change during the first study year. To
measure the profiles, the same web-based questionnaire was used in September
2005 and in April 2006. The first test was made by 66 mathematics students, and
116 elementary teacher students. The number of students in the samples was, at
the second stage, 22 and 50, respectively. For each of the three profiles and each
of the eighth activities there were questions with 4-step Likert type scaling
(altogether 3 x 8 questions; see Eronen & Haapasalo, 2005). For every question
student also had to express (within the same Likert- scale) how sure he/she was
about his/her opinion. From a student’s answer and the certainty of this answer,
a new weighted variable was defined to be used to span the student profiles.
Because of asymmetric and discontinuous data, Mann-Whitney Test and Sign
test (2-tailed) were used for statistical analysis. To find out how student
understood the questions, sub-samples from both of the samples were also
interviewed.

Student profiles in 2005
Math-profiles of both of the target groups were very similar, emphasizing
calculating and arguing (see Figure 1, left). There is a significant difference only
in applying, which appears stronger among elementary teacher students than
among mathematics students. The identity-profiles followed the shape of mathprofiles, being throughout the components a little bit smaller, especially in
finding and arguing. A plausible explanation might be that first year students do
not think they are good at mathematics, especially concerning those two
activities. Evaluation appears weakly within every of the three profiles, which
might be because of a quite general definition of this term. Interviews support
this explanation. Techno-profiles did not differ significantly (Figure 1, right).
Students saw that computers mainly support calculating, but very weakly
arguing. This might, for example, be interpreted as an implication of
degenerated school teaching, which over-appreciates paper-and-pencil work and
even denies the use of modern technology in matriculation examination.
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Concerning playing, perhaps this term should have been explained in more detail
in the test questions.

Figure 1. Students’ math-profiles (left) and techno-profiles (right) in 2005

Profile shifts among student elementary
teachers
Figure 2 (left) shows shifts of the math-profiles among elementary teacher
students. A significant shift appeared in playing (growth) and in calculating
(decrease), the latter being the only decreasing dimension. In 2006, students
emphasized applying, arguing and playing, whereas evaluating appeared weakly.
Students are more sure about their answers than in 2005. The figure in the
middle also shows a shift in the identity-profiles. A significant growth happened
in finding, constructing, and evaluating. The most remarkable shifts happened in
techno-profiles, especially significant changes in finding, playing, constructing
and arguing.

Figure 2. Profile shifts among student elementary teachers: math-profile to the left,
identity-profile in the middle, and techno-profile to the right
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Profile shifts among mathematics students
There are no significant shifts in any of the components, neither of the mathprofiles nor of the techno-profiles among mathematics students. Also in the
identity-profile the only significant change appears in calculating, which
surprisingly showed an increasing trend. These findings can be interpreted to tell
about very old-fashioned ”papermedia-culture” in the department of
mathematics, and for example, stressing pure mathematics without any great
interest to put emphasis on applications or making of own hypotheses. This
appears even through students’ expressions in everyday language, when they
speak about ”calculating exercises” even though the question would be about a
course in abstract topology.

Comparing the profiles in 2006
When taking a closer look on students’ profiles in 2006, elementary teacher
students show more all-round math-profiles and identity-profiles than
mathematics students, especially concerning the creative components on the
right hand side of the octagon (see Figure 3). A significant difference appears in
playing, constructing, applying and calculating (the latter appearing stronger, as
mentioned above). In techno-profile the trend above appears in finding,
constructing, arguing, playing and ordering. In the first three, the difference is
significant.

Figure 3. Profiles of both groups in 2006. Math-profile to the left, identity-profile in the
middle, and techno-profile to the right.

Looking back
This study is an effort to develop an instrument based on Zimmermann’s activity
components in the guidelines of the criteria for relevant and viable educational
research, highlighted by Sierpinska (1993). One of our many challenges is to
develop the test to measure not only the eighth Zimmermann dimensions but
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also links between them. The analysis revealed a need for improvement of the
questionnaire, especially concerning the definition of the terms ’evaluate’ and
’play’. Furthermore, the Likert-scaling and combining of students’ answers with
their certainty needs a thorough re-evaluation. After that, our next plan is to
measure the test reliability by using bigger samples. In this study, less than 50 %
of the original samples answered in the second test. Also the great amount of
extra, so-called control questions in our test could have decreased the test
reliability, if students got bored when answering.

Discussion
For anybody who wants to get a solid view of mathematics, it is important to
know how and from where mathematical knowledge and mathematical thinking
might appear and to come into life and action. Based on “human laboratory
within 5000 years”, Zimmermann activities can be considered as a relevant
framework, not only for the teaching and learning of mathematics, but also for
what could be called ‘mathematical education’ in a more general sense. Besides
that, our results reveal a very stereotypic view of mathematics among both
sample groups. The finding of most concern is that the answer to the provocative
question “does mathematics education contaminate the mathematical
education?“ might be affirmative. Conventional mathematics education (in the
sense of mathematics teaching) seems to act in a contra-productive way when
thinking about extending students’ views of mathematics. However, a
progressive shift to promote creative activities within a constructivist framework
using modern technology – as we did within our teaching of pedagogical courses
for student elementary teachers (see also Haapasalo & Eronen, 2007) - seems not
only to change students’ view of mathematics, but also to increase their selfconfidence in making mathematics and utilizing technology.
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Socio-constructivist collaborative
group processes in teacher
education
Pasi Eskelinen
Hatsala Comprehensive School, City of Kuopio
Lenni Haapasalo
University of Eastern Finland
This article focuses on features of group dynamics when applying the Learning
by Design principle within a collaborative socio-constructivist approach for two
student groups in teacher education. The objective of the elementary teacher
students’ design process was a hypermedia, whereas the mathematics teacher
students planned and realised microteaching lessons within their peer group.
Apart from other studies of design processes the study stresses the impact of
knowledge structure, pedagogical philosophy and support for reflective
communication.

Introduction
In the year 2000 the first author carried out the course “Introduction to ICT in
education” for primary-school teacher students at the Faculty of
Education. Students designed hypermedia for the learning of the conceptual field
decimals-measurement-accuracy. In his dissertation, Eskelinen (2005)
uncovered how different kinds of pedagogical approaches and support for
reflective communication affect students' conceptions of teaching and learning,
interest in ICT support, and group dynamics. Motivated by interesting findings
in this study we decided to find out if the same kinds of features would appear,
when mathematics teacher students planned and realised, within their peerteams, microteaching lessons, aiming to focus on the basic features of socioconstructivist theories. This part of our study was carried out in 2006 within the
second author’s course “The basics for teaching and learning of mathematics”.
We start by introducing the pedagogical philosophy of our courses, staying,
however, with a compact description, because this framework is introduced
elsewhere (see Haapasalo & Eronen in this volume). After that, we represent the
most interesting results concerning group dynamics, and we also give a short
summary of how students’ conceptions of teaching and learning shifted.
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Background
For our framework concerning group development we utilized the famous
classification of Tuckman (1965): forming, storming, norming, and performing.
We do not illustrate these phases, because the typing of “Tuckman group
process” in Google (08.08.2011) gave more than 25000 appropriate hits with
interesting links. Note that even though Tuckman in 1977 refined and developed
his model by adding the fifth stage ‘adjourning’, we stayed with his original
model. There are numerous studies of group dynamics in problem solving.
However, very important aspects, such as the impacts of knowledge structure,
pedagogical philosophy and support for reflective communication on the
learning process, have been neglected. In relation to this philosophy, learning
may be based upon a developmental approach, assuming that there is a
dependence of procedural on conceptual knowledge, or then an educational
approach, that proposes the opposite, the appropriateness of which is to be
clarified. This clarification, based upon contextual realism within a socioconstructivist framework, may benefit from a deep theoretical understanding of
mathematical knowledge construction obtained from the large Finnish project
“Model construction for didactic and empirical problems of mathematics
education” (MODEM). We do not introduce this framework and the two abovementioned approaches, which are described by Haapasalo and Eronen (2007) in
this volume. Here we emphasize the concepts “collaborative” and “socioconstructivist”.
By collaborativity we mean that student teams define own goals for their work,
and maintain active processes aiming to this goal, profiting from diversity of
perspectives and opinions, and free flow of information (cf. Alessi & Trollip,
2001). In an ideal collaborative learning many features of minimalist instruction
can also be identified (cf. Haapasalo & Eronen, in this volume). Concerning our
socio-constructivist framework, we apply the famous pragmatic theory of truth
emphasized by Peirce and modified by Niiniluoto (1987) (see Figure 1). When
an open problem is given, the teams work in causal interaction with this problem
within collaboration. After testing the viability of radical ideas (von Glasersfeld,
1991) within the teams and between the teams, finally only those ideas remain,
which are viable in the whole social group consisting of those teams.
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Figure 1. Pragmatic theory of truth: viable knowledge as a result of social construction
(see Niiniluoto, 1987, 46)

In his courses, the second author used to apply this framework in interaction
with MODEM-framework as illustrated in Figure 2. At first, an authentic
pedagogical problem is given for each of the student teams. At the beginning
students have to interpret this on the basis of their own conceptions and learning
history. This phase is based on a developmental approach utilizing more or less
spontaneous procedural knowledge. Through social communication inside the
teams and between the teams, students test the viability of their ideas. Usually
the diversity of those ideas motivates the students to find out what would be the
viable scientific interpretation and explanation. This gives the teacher an
‘excuse’ to give lessons on pedagogical theories. The aim of the lectures is to
scaffold students with appropriate conceptual knowledge, which means applying
an educational approach. After that the students experienced the phases of
forming, storming, and norming within those activities, the next step for each of
the student teams is to plan a microteaching lesson concerning the very first
pedagogical problem, to be realized later in the whole group. This means the
group dynamical phase of performing. The team in charge takes the role of a
teacher, whereas the other teams play the role of pupils. After carrying out the
microteaching lesson, all the students discuss about appropriateness of the
mathematical and pedagogical content. General educational goals are not
necessarily in focus at this phase. An ideal case would be if the pedagogical
solutions realized in microteaching lessons could be developed and tested
immediately in authentic school teaching (which, unfortunately, seldom is the
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case). This would as well give students opportunities to focus on general
educational aspects.
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Figure 2. Allocating of microteaching within the educational approach (see Haapasalo,
2004, 179)

Samples and methods
In our work with elementary teacher students, we applied educational and
developmental approaches as follows. The sample group (n = 84) was divided
into four sub-groups according to the two pedagogical approaches and
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communicational tutoring. The research was based on a quantitative analysis of
the follow-along measurements through questionnaires administered at different
phases of the design process (Figure 3). The design of the hypermedia itself was
based on socio-constructivist collaborative activities. In addition to that, two
‘educational groups’ got a two hours lesson on the MODEM framework, which
means that they had basically a basis to apply ‘constructivism on
constructivism’, i.e. to base their hypermedia product on cognitive conflicts (see
Figure 2). Students in the two ‘developmental groups’ worked without any
pedagogical framework, coming up with their own pedagogical ideas. Both of
these groups were divided into two sub-groups according to if they had support
for reflective communication or not. The five consecutive follow-along
measurements of students’ conceptions on teaching and learning were
administrated as illustrated in Figure 3 (on the right) by using statements within
7-step Likert type scale from -3 to +3 (strongly disagree, disagree, slightly
disagree,
neutral,
slightly
agree,
agree,
strongly
agree;
see
http://wanda.uef.fi/lenni/grpdyn/test.html). The reliability and the significance
tests connected to this instrument are discussed in Eskelinen (2005, 112-119).
Note that in this article we concentrate on comparing the two approaches and
therefore, we neglect the sub-classification according to reflective
communication.

Figure 3. Sub-groups and follow-along measurements during the design process among
elementary teacher students

The task of mathematics teacher students (n = 27) was to plan and realize
microteaching lessons among own peer-teams (for the conceptions of vector,
place value system, quadrilaterals, derivative, symmetry). This task was given
after about 8 lessons on modern constructivist views on teaching and learning
mathematics, emphasizing the philosophy beyond Figure 1 and the left-hand box
of the MODEM-framework (see Figure 1 in Haapasalo & Eronen, in this
volume). For this reason this student group represented a sample group of an
educational approach, and because the teaching professor helped students to
maintain argumentation and profiting from contradictory opinions, this group
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can be considered to receive tutoring for reflective communication. Students had
to answer the above-mentioned questionnaire concerning group dynamical
variables. Figure 4 illustrates how this test was repeated three times: before the
planning of microteaching, after the planning, and after microteaching-lessons
had been carried out. In the sense of Tuckman framework, the measurements
could be interpreted to be located before norming, during norming/performing,
and after performing.
The data gained from questionnaires was analysed quantitatively. A sub-sample
of the mathematics teacher students was interviewed by the peer-students who
were making their pedagogical studies (see Haapasalo & Eronen, in this
volume).
The two samples differed radically from each other. While the educational
approach was represented for the elementary teacher students only by giving one
lesson (2 hours) for one half of the sample group, the mathematics teacher
students had had several hours time to get oriented into this approach, including
also reflective discussions.

Figure 4. Measurements during the work of mathematics teacher students

Aims
Our meta-level goals were to develop teacher education and to generate
hypotheses for future studies. The study aimed to find answers to the following
research questions:
1. Which significant changes can be found in affective variables within
Tuckman phases?
2. How does the pedagogical approach affect on group dynamics?
3. What can be said about collaborativity in the planning phase?
4. Which kinds of differences appear between the two sample groups?
5. How did the pedagogical approach affect student’s conceptions on
teaching and learning?
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Results
Affective variable shifts and effect of the
pedagogical approach
In the whole sample of the elementary teacher students the group dynamics
varied in the design process as anticipated in the light of earlier studies: in the
planning phase the amount of stress and aggression was increased (p = 0.00; ES
= 0.63 between measurements 2 and 3), whereas in the phase of implementation,
the self confidence was increased (p = 0.05; ES = 0.21 between measurements 3
and 4). The right-hand side of Figure 5 illustrates that increasing of stress and
aggression was even stronger among students of the educational approach
(p=0.05; ES=0.78) than in the developmental approach. We can also conclude
that there might be some shift also in their self-confidence (see Eskelinen, 2005,
156-157). The left-hand side of Figure 5 shows that social skills increased
significantly in the developmental approach group (p = 0.00; ES = 0.81 between
measurements 1 and 4), whereas this shift is not significant in the educational
group.

Figure 5. Shifts in Tuckman phases among elementary teacher students, developmental
group on the left and educational group on the right

Figure 6 illustrates the shifts in the variables ’anxiety and stress’ and ’social
skills’ among mathematics teacher students. The statistical analysis revealed that
these shifts are no significant. On the other hand, social skills finally reached
about the same level as among elementary teacher students. For the first group,
the starting level of anxiety and stress was higher than for the latter one,
finishing onto the same level. The reason for differences between the two groups
will be discussed later.
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Figure 6. Shifts in the variables ’anxiety and stress’ and ’social skills’ among
mathematics teacher students

Collaborativity in the planning phase
The planning of microteaching lessons gave us an opportunity to evaluate the
collaborativity among mathematics teacher students. On the other hand, we also
had data from the year 2000, when elementary teacher students planned their
hypermedia, also according to two pedagogical approaches having been applied.
Figure 7 (left) illustrates students’ time consumption in each sample.

Figure 7. Time consumption (left), and information change (right) among students

We also wanted to find out how and where students shared knowledge within
teams and between the teams. The finding is that this kind of communication
occurred at most on free time in the university or elsewhere (Figure 7, right).

Differences between the two teacher student groups
To compare the two groups of objects we could only use qualitative methods.
Furthermore, it is the educational sub-group among elementary teacher students
that could be used for this comparison. This group can be considered very
suitable to analyse with the Tuckman process, because the students met each
other for first time, and in addition to that, the students had had an extra demand
to apply new kind of socio-constructivist philosophy connected to the
educational MODEM-framework. Moreover, students had had to use new kind
of software to make a hypermedia application. Perhaps those two demands
cumulated to cause extra stress. Mathematics teacher students had studied
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mathematics at least one year at the university. In addition to that, they got at
least two courses in the pedagogy of mathematics, where constructivist working
methods were applied. Hence, they got more support and time to understand the
MODEM-framework during their lessons, which also contained reflective
discussions. Furthermore, concerning the group dynamics, they had some
knowledge of each other. The right-hand side of Figure 5 does not reveal the
cognitive results gained from the educational approach for elementary teacher
students. Figure 8 illustrates that students understood what is needed to trigger a
cognitive conflict for the construction process by the learner.

Figure 8. Causing a cognitive conflict (students’ work)

The hypermedia of those teams, namely, produced quite sophisticated material
showing that students understood basic components of constructivist learning
(see Eskelinen, 2005, 87-94). Contrary to that, it seems that the students in the
developmental group mainly used their time for more or less entertainment,
which strengthened their social skills and had a small impact on their
understanding of the appropriate goals of modern teaching and learning.

Impact of the pedagogical approach on student’s
conceptions on teaching and learning
Our conjectures above find support from the fact that in both samples the
educational approach very significantly shifted students’ conception on teaching
and learning from objectivist-behaviourist view to a constructivist one. At the
same time their behaviourist views weakened very significantly (Figure 9). In
the developmental group this shift was not significant.
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Figure 9. Shifts in the conceptions on teaching and learning

Conclusions
Today, not only experts, but also the work of ordinary citizens utilizes the idea
of shared knowledge and distributive methods that are independent of time, place
and formal modes. Thus, the design of technology-based learning environments
within an adequate constructivist theory, linked to the knowledge structure,
might be a proper framework to respond to the main challenge of teacher
education: to get students to understand the basic components of modern
constructivist theories on teaching, and maintaining the learning through
cognitive conflicts. The developmental approach based on spontaneous
procedural knowledge seems to be appropriate in relation to both cognitive and
affective variables. In order to apply the educational approach so as to stress the
importance of conceptual knowledge, an educator needs to be sensitive to the
cognitive and emotional variables present in the learning process. Our results
suggest that well-tailored learning environments – actually multi-disciplined
investigation spaces – can not only produce good cognitive results, but also
promote dynamical computer skills among the students without being taught
separately from information structures and pedagogical thought (see Eskelinen,
2005, 150-155).
Even though the small amount of objects among mathematics teacher students
allows us to make only suggestive conclusions, our study gives many
hypotheses, which are worth testing within large-scale research. It would be
interesting, for example, to find out if the smaller amount of students’ time
consumption could be due to appropriate conceptual knowledge, which releases
students from unnecessary procedure-based activities. Furthermore, the fact that
students seem to use most of their study time outside the classroom, earns
serious efforts from the educators, to consider if the focus from well-prepared
classroom lessons should be put on reflective tutoring inside and outside the
classroom, and even on students’ free time. If the answer to these conjectures
would be affirmative as Haapasalo and Eronen (in this volume) suggest,
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institutions could be some kinds of pit stops to scaffold students’ activities
outside the classroom.
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Integrating pedagogical studies of
mathematics teacher students
within socio-constructivist
technology-based environments
Lenni Haapasalo, Lasse Eronen
University of Eastern Finland
The article represents a cavalcade of empirical studies, which mathematics
teacher students made as a part of their pedagogical studies in the authors’ home
faculty when involved in the so-called ClassPad-project. This technology-based
project emphasizes informal more than formal mathematics within the
‘minimalist instruction’ approach and in an eight-fold framework of activities
that, in the history of human thought, have proved to be sources of sustained
new ideas in mathematics.

Introduction
A modern pocket computer, such as ClassPad made by Casio (see
http://www.classpad.org), allows the use of the drag-and-drop technology, where
the student can easily manipulate mathematical objects between two windows,
illustrating two different forms of mathematical representation. To illustrate this,
we pick up the following example from Eronen & Haapasalo (2006): A child can
just play harmlessly by typing zero, for example, in the Main window (see
Figure 1). Maybe (s)he gets an idea to find out how this zero would look like in
the geometry window. After drag-and-dropping it into that window, a line
appears (a). When lifting the line and drag-and-dropping it into the algebra
window, zero had changed to 9 (b). The student can repeat these kinds of
activities by lifting and lowering the line and watching the impact by utilizing
drag-and-drop. When choosing the ‘Rotate’ tool (c), the computer asks for a
number, as, for example, 45º. The line rotates and a drag-and-dropping gives
something very strange, an “unknown” x appears (d). The student can add a coordinate system by clicking its icon (e), and then continue manipulating the
coefficient of x (the slope of the line) and the constant term (f) to notice the
connection between each number in the algebraic window and the position of the
line in the geometry window.
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Figure 1. To get oriented to the equation of a straight line by using ClassPad

These maneuvers above are intended to form links between conceptual and
procedural knowledge by utilizing the so-called simultaneous activation
principle1. The Geometry Link –option of the tool carries students’ manipulation
between the two windows even without any drag-and-drop maneuver. The socalled ClassPad project began at the end of May 2005 when Casio Europe
donated 25 tools for research purpose. Because there were only a few days
before the pupils at 8th grade would go for their summer holiday, we got the idea
to ask if they would like to take the tool with them home to play with it
voluntarily. The only wish was that they should write a portfolio about what they
eventually had done. Almost all students accepted this opportunity and thus, a
spontaneous compact problem set was prepared for pupils on the topic “Equation
of a Straight Line”, which is the most important topic to come at the 9th grade. In
case pupils would play with the tool and learn something, we made a cognitive
test on this topic. We also measured all three Zimmermann-profiles among the
pupils, i.e. how strong the following eighth activities appear to the pupil (1)
when using the term ‘mathematics’, (2) when evaluating their own mathematical
performance, and (3) when evaluating how suitable a computer is to perform
each of the activities: ordering, finding, playing, constructing, applying,
calculating, evaluating, and arguing. The basis of these profiles is explained in
our second article in this volume (see Eronen & Haapasalo, in this volume).

1

We adopt the following characterizations of Haapasalo and Kadijevich (2000):
• Procedural knowledge denotes dynamic and successful use of specific rules, algorithms or
procedures within relevant representational forms. This usually requires not only knowledge of the
objects being used, but also knowledge of the format and syntax required for the representational
system(s) expressing them.
• Conceptual knowledge denotes knowledge of particular networks and a skilful “drive” along
them. The elements of these networks can be concepts, rules (algorithms, procedures, etc.), and
even problems (a solved problem may introduce a new concept or rule) given in various
representational forms.
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The following portfolio example shows how a pupil who usually kept showing a
poor motivation in the classroom applied the simultaneous activation principle in
a sophisticated way without any tutoring from the teacher’s side. Just to mention
that she made this in the middle of the most beautiful Finnish summer night at
00:27 a clock!
• The equation of a line is
y= 1.613x-0.5992
• By changing the equation to
y=2x-0.5992 the angle
between the line and y-axis is getting smaller
• By changing the equation to
y=1x-0.5992, the
angle between the line and y-axis is getting bigger.
. . . . . .
• The equation is
y= 1.613x-0.5992.
• I change the equation to
y= 1.613x-0.4.
I don’t see any changes.
• I change the equation to
y= 1.613x-4, the line
moves to the same direction away from origin.
• When changing the equation to y= 1.613x+4, the line
moves in the same way, but to another direction on xaxis with equal distance from the origin.
• I will continue tomorrow.
Time is now 01.42 (Duration of session, 1h 15 min)

When measuring the Zimmermann-profile after the summer holiday, we found
that doing mathematics with ClassPad shifted her mathematical and identity
profiles within the Zimmermann activities (cf. Eronen & Haapasalo, in this
volume) into a positive direction (i.e. promoted playing and finding, for
example), opening up new progressive ways to arrange teaching and learning.
Encouraged by these kinds of findings we decided to involve all the mathematics
teacher students in this project during the study year 2005-2006. In this article
we represent some of the empirical studies, which students planned and realized
in order to link theoretical studies and practical teaching. Our starting point was
to emphasize the following categories concerning what modern technology can
maintain and promote (see Haapasalo, 2007): links between conceptual and
procedural knowledge; interplay between systematic approaches and minimalist
instruction; sustainable components of mathematics making; meta-cognitions
and problem-solving skills; and learning by design. We will describe why these
categories are relevant concerning teacher education. At the end of each chapter,
we shortly represent the sub-studies, including some interesting cognitive and
affective results (gained by using quantitative vs. qualitative methods,
respectively). To avoid mismatch, we use the term pupil when speaking about
the students of 9th grade. When speaking about ‘research teams’ we mean
mathematics teacher students.
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Promoting conceptual and procedural
knowledge
There is a basic conflict between conceptual and procedural knowledge: how
much students should understand before they are able to do, and vice versa.
Concerning ICT-based learning, the first challenge arises from the structure of
the topic to be learned, whereas the other is caused by the instructional variables
required for technology use. These two knowledge types seem to develop
iteratively, where a change of problem representation influences their relation.
Relating different representations can not only support the development of
conceptual knowledge, but also relate procedural and conceptual knowledge (cf.
Haapasalo, 2003). To coordinate the process and object features of mathematical
knowledge, multiple forms of representation are to be utilized and connected,
especially with the aid of modern technological tools. Such a development was
assumed in the pedagogical model of the MODEM-project2. This model for the
interplay between the two knowledge types makes use of spontaneous
procedural knowledge as well as the simultaneous activation of conceptual and
procedural knowledge (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. MODEM framework as sophisticated interplay between developmental and
educational approach

Examples of studies belonging to this
category
One research team (Ruokolainen & Kukkonen, 2006) used the MODEMframework to plan learning and assessment material for basic concepts of
statistics (e.g. organizing and representing data, mean, standard deviation, mode,
median). Another research team (Hurskainen et al., 2006) did the same
concerning the basic features of a linear function. Figure 3 represents an
example of an orientation task which utilizes a developmental approach: the
interpretations of the situation can be based on mental models of the pupils,
2

See Haapasalo (2003) and http://www.joensuu.fi/lenni/modemfin.html. To see the systematic
approach of the MODEM-framework, the CAL–software is freely downloadable at
http://www.joensuu.fi/lenni/programs.html.
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coming, more or less, from their naïve procedural ideas. These act like a wakeup voltage in an electric circuit that triggers another, much more powerful
current to be amplified again. The procedural and conceptual knowledge types
start to support each other.

Figure 3. An orientation task with ClassPad

The third research team (Tilli & Vauhkonen, 2006) measured pupils’
understanding of this concept by using the same test as in MODEM 1 study,
fitting the levels of mathematical concept building illustrated in Figure 2 (cf.
Haapasalo, 2003). Because the main results are represented in Eronen &
Haapasalo (in this volume), we just summarize here: students’ scores of the
ClassPad test group (grey) were significantly higher than those of students in
conventional school teaching. Furthermore, students also showed high
procedural skills. A postponed test after five months revealed that this scoring
level remained, and by many students even improved (see Figure 4). This
happened especially among those students who preferred to go for procedural
activities but also later on understanding what they had done (the so-called
procedurally-oriented students defined by Haapasalo and Järvelä, 2005).
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Figure 4. Students’ cognitive results before (white), after (black), and five months after
(grey) the ClassPad working period

Interplay between systematic approaches
and minimalist instruction
Students very often neglect the teacher’s tutoring or they feel they do not have
time to learn how to use technical tools. Teachers similarly feel they do not have
time to teach how these tools should be used. This problem becomes even more
severe when the versatility of advanced technology cannot be accessed without
first reading heavy manuals. The term minimalist instruction was introduced by
Carroll (1990), who observed that learners often tend to “jump the gun”. They
avoid careful planning, resist detailed systems of instructional steps, tend to be
subject to learning interference from similar tasks, and have difficulties in
recognizing, diagnosing, and recovering from their errors. Modifying Lambrecht
(1999), we pick up the following characteristics of minimalist instruction:
specific content and outcomes cannot be pre-specified, although a core
knowledge domain may be specified; learning is modeled and coached for
students with unscripted teacher responses; learning goals are determined from
authentic tasks stressing doing and exploring; errors are not avoided but used for
instruction; learners construct multiple perspectives or solutions through
discussion and collaboration; learning focuses on the process of knowledge
construction and development of reflexive awareness of that process; criterion
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for success is the transfer of learning and a change in students’ action potential;
the assessment is ongoing and based on learner needs.
The features of minimalism include several varieties of constructivism, offering
also instructional assumptions. However, to trig and maintain successful
problem-solving processes inside and outside the classroom, a thorough
planning of the problem to be posed and studied is needed. For this, empirically
tested more or less systematic pedagogical models (as MODEM described
above) can be helpful. When planning a constructivist approach to the
mathematical concepts under consideration, the focus is on the left-hand side of
Figure 2. On the other hand, when offering students opportunities to construct
links between representation forms of the concept, the focus is on the right-hand
box, which describes the stages of mathematical concept building. In learning
situations, however, students must have freedom to “jump the gun”. They must
be able to choose the problems that they want to learn within continuous
self-evaluation instead of relying on express guidance from teachers.

Examples of studies belonging to this category
The above-mentioned research teams, who designed the learning environments
for the learning of linear function and statistics, combined the features of
systematic approach and minimalism. Team Karttunen et al. (2006) observed
and videotaped pupils’ learning processes and analyzed the thinking processes,
which appeared among pupils when studying linear functions. Team
Ruokolainen and Kukkonen (2006) made the same concerning the learning of
basic statistical concepts. Both of these studies offer interesting findings
concerning not only the interplay between minimalist instruction approach and
systematic approach but affective variables and group dynamics within student
pairs. We pick up an example, which shows how students chose tasks from the
problem buffet. To go for linear function, one pupil team, for example, initially
picked the following problem series on optimizing mobile phone costs: GSM
operator A offers free calls for a total fixed price 17,90 € pro month. Operator B
does not charge any basic fee whereas cost for every call is 0,10 €/min. Can you
make a graphic representation to compare which of these offers might be the
most suitable one?
After realizing that the (partly linear) cost models appeared too difficult for
them, they then chose a new, much easier, problem set. This happened to consist
of ‘identification tasks’ – the first and lowest level of the concept building within
the systematic MODEM framework, which was on the basis of the planning of
the learning environments. This example shows that a sophisticated interplay
between a systematic and minimalist approach can be achieved even by simple
pedagogical solutions. Note this important feature of minimalism: we did not
want to regulate students’ work by recommending them an easier sub-problem,
for example. Instead of that it was students’ internal motivation that regulated
their task choice. Karttunen et al. (2006) found that students used interesting
strategies when choosing tasks. Figure 5 represents the path of a student team,
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how students selected different kinds of problem types from the buffet.
Recalling the abbreviations referred to in Figure 2, we notice that this team did
not utilize the MODEM framework in an optimal way but went directly to PSG
tasks and also selected from that list those eleven tasks (#1 - #11) more or less
randomly. Students evidently liked the amazing ClassPad drag-and-drop
function, which automatically performed the PSG action when selected twelve
PSG tasks in quite strange order.
→
→
→
→

PSG (#1)
O (#21)
I VS(all)
PSG(#74)

→
→
→
→

PSG(#25)
O (#32)
I SS(all)
PSG(#89)

→
→
→
→

PSG(#3)
PSG(#52)
R (#1)
PSG(#98)

→
→
→
→

PSG(#47)
I VG(all)
R (#1)
PSG(#1011)

→
→
→
→

O (#13)
PSG(#6)
R(#1)
PSG(#1110)

→

P VV(all)

→

P GV(all)

→

PSG(#12)

→

P GG(all)

→

P VV(all)

Figure 5. An example of a “classpath” when picking up selecting tasks

Sustainable components of mathematics
making
Zimmermann’s (2003) long-term study of the history of mathematics reveals
eight main activities, which very often proved to lead to new mathematical
results at different times and in different cultures for more than 5000 years. We
took this network of activities as an element in our theoretical framework for the
structuring of learning environments and for analyzing student’s cognitive and
affective variables. We refer to Eronen and Haapasalo (in this volume) to see
how the so-called Zimmermann-profiles were defined.

Examples of studies belonging to this category
Two research teams were involved in studying the students’ Zimmermannprofiles. The first one (Sormunen et al., 2006) measured the profiles among
elementary teacher students and first year mathematics students. Those results
were used in the above-mentioned article in this volume. The second team
(Hakkarainen et al., 2006) analyzed those profiles among students of 9th class.
We would like to pick up the profiles of two students who worked as peers with
ClassPad and differed from their learning styles radically (see Järvelä &
Haapasalo, 2005). In Figure 6, the first one who classified herself to be a
conceptually-oriented person (i.e. prefers understanding; see Haapasalo and
Järvelä, 2005) acted as peer-teacher, whereas the second one, who mainly
listened, was classified as procedurally-bounded learner (i.e. stayed with
concrete working procedures). At the beginning the mathematical identity of the
learner was even larger than that of the teacher, especially concerning finding
and arguing. The more the peer-teacher explained, it was only her own
mathematical profile that showed some tendency to expand but only to playdirection. This, however, is not as interesting as what happens to both students’
self-confidence to make mathematics. After the working the learner seemed to
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believe he could do more: find, apply and argue. However, surprisingly the selfconfidence of the peer-teacher seemed to collapse in almost all dimensions. Let
this example be an invitation to the reader to find his or her own explanations
and reasons why the spirit of this particular example might be important to
understand for every teacher.

Figure 6a. Mathematical profiles of the peer-teacher (on the right) and her classmate (on
the left) at the beginning (dashed) and at the end of the working period

Figure 6b. Identity profiles of the peer-teacher (on the right) and her classmate (on the
left) at the beginning (dashed) and at the end of the working period

Learning by Design
Studies of design processes have produced useful information concerning
problem solving and group dynamics, for example. Eskelinen and Haapasalo
(2006, in this volume) uncover how different kinds of approaches and support
for reflective communication affect students’ conceptions of teaching and
learning, group dynamics and interest in ICT support. The results clearly show
that design of a technology-based learning environment within an adequate
constructivist theory linked to the knowledge structure offers a promising
response to the main challenge of teacher education: to get students to
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understand the basic components for teaching and learning. The findings also
give strong evidence to the position that technology should have in teacher
education programs. Furthermore, the findings do not support the conception
that computer skills in teacher education should be taught separately from the
information structures and pedagogical thinking. We would like to share the
famous view of Jonassen (2000) that those who learn more from the
instructional materials are their developers, not the users. Therefore, teachers
and students should design ICT-based lessons and thus, become knowledge
constructors rather than knowledge users.
Most of the above-mentioned sub-studies profit from the pedagogical advantages
of Learning by Design principle. In their reports, our research teams showed an
ability to use solid theoretical frameworks for the planning, orchestrating and
assessment of the learning processes. Perhaps the most important aspect is that
teacher students became aware of the potential to use modern technology inside
and outside the classroom (cf. Eronen & Haapasalo, in this volume).

Promoting meta-cognitions and problemsolving skills
This category is also a leading idea in the work of many of our research teams.
Findings support for the view that technology-based learning promotes
metacognitions and problem-solving skills (cf. Haapasalo, 2007; Eronen &
Haapasalo, in this volume). Accepting constructivist views of teaching and
learning mathematics means both emphasizing the genesis of heuristic processes
and the ability of students to develop intuition and mathematical ideas. The
ClassPad project emphasizes informal more than formal mathematics within the
‘minimalist instruction’ approach and in an eight-fold framework of activities.
Within those activities it focuses on “changing representation” which is not only
a powerful thinking tool to promote links between procedural and conceptual
knowledge, but it might also enhance problem-solving abilities.

Closing remarks
The discussion about the relationship between theoretical studies and teaching
practice is still going on. The implementing of technology makes the discussion
more complicated, but at the same time, opens new, maybe progressive
approaches, especially when learning through design is utilized. Our task is to
uncover and explore these paths contributing to a better education for both
students and their teachers. When considering technology-based learning to
reinforce and implement creative thinking, the focus has been shifted from a
technology-oriented viewpoint to a humanistic view, stressing cognitive,
affective and social variables involved in the learning process. Mathematics
educators should be aware of the way citizens use technology in the modern
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society and how this affects those variables. What happens in institutions should
have some reasonable equivalent to what happens outside the classrooms.
One of the most remarkable findings of our ClassPad project is that the answer
to the future question “Does the allocation of learning shift from the classroom
into leisure time?” might be affirmative and, moreover, the role of school and
therefore also teacher education needs a thorough re-consideration. If we accept
the assumption that the main task of education is to promote a skilful ‘drive’
along knowledge networks so as to scaffold students to utilize their rich
activities outside school, it seems appropriate to look for an appropriate
educational approach. On the other hand, the fact that students seem to learn
effectively many kind of skills – even mathematical ones – outside the school,
forces us to ask if there is something wrong inside the school and university as
far as the question “how to learn” concerns. We did not choose a progressive
way to integrate students’ pedagogical studies because this question is easy, but
because it is hard. After having got used to ready-planned materials and
objectivist-behaviorist teaching during their own learning history, it was the
demand for our teacher students of continuous improvising that seemed to cause
uncertainty especially at the beginning of the project. However, at the end
students expressed mainly positive opinions on this effort, which they described
as progressive, challenging and worth of risks. What students’ own research
concerns, the most important aspect is, that they got a touch of doing relevant,
valid, original and rigorous educational research, where mathematics is not just a
place holder (cf. Sierpinska, 1993). Even though there are lacks in their data
analysis and interpreting of the results, we also learned a lot as supervisors. The
project gave us great amount of new research ideas and with students’ kind
permission, we can also use their data and pre-analysis to improve our methods.
As teacher educators we would like to avoid repeating the quite general mistake
of our scientific community, namely, to consider just one or two component of
the teaching and learning process at a time. We decided to open up a cavalcade
of research components instead of writing a report in a rigid form of meta-study,
occupying perhaps more than 100 pages of these proceedings. We apologize if
some concepts do not open up fully for the reader. Hence, we invite him or her
to take a closer look at the references.
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Actual infinity:
a complex concept to be learnt?
Markku S. Hannula
University of Helsinki, Tallinn University
Erkki Pehkonen
University of Helsinki
The paper is based on survey results, and will focus on the development of
students’ understanding of infinity. The same tasks were answered by different
age groups of students: grades 5, 7, 11, and teacher students. The results show
that most of the students did not have a proper view of infinity, even not at the
teacher education program.

Introduction
Infinity awakes curiosity in children already before they enter school:
“Preschool and young elementary school children show intuitions of infinity”
(Wheeler, 1987). In the primary curriculum, the concept ‘infinity’ is implicitly
present in many of the topics, e.g. in arithmetic, when dealing with fractions, or
in geometry, e.g. when introducing the concept ‘straight line’. However, this
early interest is not often met by school mathematics curriculum and not
discussed in school, and infinity remains mysterious for most students
throughout the school years.

Actual and potential infinity
Consider the sequence of natural numbers 1, 2, 3, … and think of continuing it
on and on. There is no limit to the process of counting; it has no endpoint. Such
ongoing processes without an end are usually the first examples of infinity for
children; such processes are called potentially infinite. In mathematics, such
unlimited processes are quite common.
However, the interesting cases in mathematics are cases, when infinity is
conceptualised as a realised “thing” – the so-called actual infinity. It requires us
to conceptualise the potentially infinite process as if it was somehow finished
(Lakoff & Núñez, 2000). The transition from potential to actual infinity includes
a transition from (an irreversible) process to a mathematical object. In the history
of mathematics, the exact definition of and dealing with actual infinity is
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something more than one hundred years old (e.g. Boyer, 1985; Moreno &
Waldegg, 1991).
We may distinguish different kinds of infinities in mathematical objects. For
example, the set of natural numbers has infinitely many elements, and it has no
upper bounds. Therefore, the numbers may become bigger and bigger. Whereas,
some sub-sets of rational numbers are different. For example, the set of rational
numbers between zero and one has also infinitely many elements, but it is
bounded. Furthermore, between any two rational numbers (however close they
are to each other) there are infinitely many rational numbers. This property of
rational numbers is called density.
Tsamir and Dreyfus (2002) summarise the problems mathematicians have had
with actual infinity, as follows:
“Actual infinity, a central concept in philosophy and mathematics, has
profoundly contributed to the foundation of mathematics and to the theoretical
basis of various mathematical systems. It has long and persistently been rejected
by mathematicians and philosophers alike, and was highly controversial even in
the last century in spite of the comprehensive framework provided for it by
Cantorian set theory.”
Infinity has been an inspiring, but difficult concept for mathematicians. It is no
wonder, that also students have had difficulties with it – especially with actual
infinity and density. Previous research has identified typical problems and
constructive teaching approaches to cardinality of infinite sets (e.g. Tsamir &
Dreyfus, 2002). Fishbein, Tirosh and Hess (1979) inquired students’ view of
infinite partitioning through using successive halvings of a number segment.
They concluded that students on grades 5-9 seem to have a finitist rather than a
nonfinitist or an infinitist point of view in questions of infinity. Even at the
university level, the concept of infinity of real numbers is not clear for all
students (cf. Merenluoto & Pehkonen, 2002). For example, Wheeler (1987)
points out that university students distinguished between 0.999… and 1, because
“the three dots tell you the first number is an infinite decimal”.
In this paper we want to find out what the level of students’ understanding on
infinity in Finnish schools is, and how this understanding develops as students
progress through different levels of education: grade 5, grade 7 and grade 11.
Furthermore, we compare the results with those of elementary teacher students.

Methods
The paper combines some partial results of two research projects implemented in
Finland (Hannula et al, in press). In grades 5 and 7 of the Finnish comprehensive
school, the representative random sample of Finnish students consisted of 1154
fifth-graders (11 to 12 years of age) and 1902 seventh-graders (13 to 14 years of
age). In the sample of elementary teacher students, we had all first-year students
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(altogether 269) from three Finnish universities (Helsinki, Turku, Lapland). A
reference sample from school (grade 11) was selected at random (n = 1200).
This last sample is somewhat biased towards students who study advanced
syllabus, which need to be taken into account when interpreting the results.
In both research projects, there was a questionnaire inquiring students’
mathematical understanding, and a part of the tasks singled out students’
conceptions and skills in infinity.
Here we focus on the two following infinity tasks:
Task A: Write the largest number that exists. How do you know that it is the
largest?
Task B: How many numbers are there between the numbers 0.8 and 1.1?

About the results
To each question, we can find answers that remain on the level of finite
numbers, answers that describe processes that do not end (potential infinity) as
well as some answers that indicate that the student has an understanding of the
final state of the infinite process (actual infinity). (Figures 1 & 2)
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Grade 5
Grade 7
Grade 11

incorrect

finite

potential
infinity

Actual
infinity

Elementary education
students

Figure 1. Student responses to the task A on infinitely large numbers: “Write the largest
number that exists. How do you know that it is the largest?”
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Figure 2. Student responses to the task B on density of numbers: “How many numbers
are there between the numbers 0.8 and 1.1?”

In the fifth grade, 20 percent of the students have some understanding of the
infinity of natural numbers, but only few have any understanding of density of
rational numbers. The situation improves, as the students get older (and
selected). Infinity of natural numbers is understood earlier than density of
rational numbers, and potential infinity is understood earlier than actual infinity.
It is somewhat worrying that even in the selected group of grade 11 students
barely half of the students understand density of numbers. As students get older,
the potential infinity becomes less frequent; it seems as if it was an intermediate
stage that leads to an understanding of actual infinity (at least in these contexts).

Discussion
In our opinion the results are not satisfactory. Too many of even the older
students seemed to think purely on the level of finite processes. It should be
noted that elementary education is very popular and highly competed field of
study in Finland. Furthermore, the grade 11 sample was biased in holding larger
proportion of students with advanced syllabus than the case is for the general
population. Hence, the results are likely to provide a picture that is brighter than
reality.
The basic idea of potential infinity is not difficult to introduce to students.
Usually children are very interested about these questions. Are teachers afraid of
this topic as too difficult? In school we should teach mathematics and not only to
master the routine tasks of the textbook. This means that the main mathematical
ideas should be discussed in the class, too. Infinity is one of the mathematical
‘Fundamental Ideas’ (Schweiger, 1992). Our view is that these topics ought to
be introduced to children early on. Infinity is introduced relatively late in the
curriculum, which may be especially harmful for female students, who tend to
rely more on the ideas taught in school. Students need experiences that allow
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them to develop rich images of the topic, which will function as the basis for a
formalisation at a later stage (Pirie & Kieren, 1994).
Mathematics is often considered to form a hierarchical structure where all new
concepts logically follow from prior ones, which allows students to enrich their
knowledge step by step. Such a structural way of learning mathematics can,
however, be dangerous, since in some cases old structures may disturb the
adaptation of new and more general ones. The very fundamental idea of a
successor, for example, is necessary for learning the notion of natural numbers.
The idea is, however, later on seriously conflicting with the understanding of the
character of both rational and real numbers. According to the theories on
conceptual change (cf. Carey, 1985; Vosniadou, 1994; Merenluoto, 2005), the
relationship between learners’ prior knowledge and new information to be
learned is one of the most crucial factors in determining the quality of learning.
A radical restructuring is necessary for grasping the density of rational (real)
numbers. It requires moving beyond the logic of natural numbers, where each
number has a successor, and this seems to be more difficult for students. In
another analysis of the longitudinal development of student competence in
number concept, we noticed that proper understanding of fractions as numbers is
an important predictor of learning the density of numbers (Hannula, Maijala &
Pehkonen, 2004). This suggests that learning fractions is an important
opportunity for this challenging conceptual change.
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A study on proof in a community of
mathematical practice
Kirsti Hemmi
Stockholm University
I present parts of my doctoral thesis, the aim of which is to describe how
students encounter proof in a community of mathematical practice at a
mathematics department and how they are drawn to share mathematicians’
views and knowledge of proof. The data consists of transcripts of interviews
with mathematicians and students as well as survey responses of university
entrants, protocols of observations of lectures, textbooks and other instructional
material. Both qualitative and quantitative methods were applied in the data
analysis. A theoretical model with three different teaching styles with respect to
proof could be constructed from the data. The study shows that the students
related positively to proof when they entered the practice. Though the
mathematicians had not an explicit intention of dealing so much with proof in
the basic course, students felt that they were confronted with proof from the very
beginning of their studies. A lot of aspects of proof remained invisible as
experienced by students when they struggled to find out what proof is and to
understand its role and meaning in the practice. The first oral examination in
proof seems to be significant in drawing students to the practice of proof.

Background
Proof is a method of getting acceptance for and generating new mathematical
knowledge. Proof is a complex notion, difficult to define, and on which different
persons have different views. Proof is not a specific topic in the curriculum but
can be seen to be permeating all mathematics. Proof is also a part of
mathematics that has been considered difficult to teach and learn (e.g. Bell,
1976b; Moore, 1994; Selden & Selden, 1995; Weber, 2001). The status of proof
in school mathematics has changed during the last decades and proof has had a
diminished place in the secondary school mathematics curriculum in many
countries (Hanna, 1995; Niss, 2001). There is no research about such changes in
Sweden. However, in the national curriculum 1994 for upper secondary school,
the word proof was not mentioned (Grevholm, 2003). There are signs that proof
is coming back to the school curriculum in many countries, also in Sweden
(Knuth, 2002; Waring, 2001; Skolverket, 2006). Lately, there has been an
explosion of articles and research papers on various topics concerning proof in
mathematics education. Most of these studies deal with cognitive aspects of
learning. The main topics of the contemporary research are presented in my
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doctoral thesis and I use the results in the conceptual frame to analyse how
students meet proof in Sweden today.
The purpose of my doctoral thesis is to describe and characterise the culture of
proof in a mathematical practice at a mathematics department in Sweden and
how newcomers are engaged in proof and proving. The main issue is what
possibilities there are for students to learn proof and how students are drawn to
share the knowledge and the views of mathematicians on proof.

Theoretical framework
I created a theoretical framework for the study by combining a socio-cultural
perspective and the social practice theories of Lave and Wenger (1991) and
Wenger (1998) with theories about proof obtained from didactical research. The
notion of practice is defined as “doing in a historical and social context that
gives structure and meaning to what we do.” (ibid., p. 47) For example,
mathematical practice is doing in a historical and social context and includes its
special language, symbols, tools, documents and specified criteria, that give
structure and meaning to what people in that practice do. Learning is defined as
increasing participation in communities of practice that leads to changing
identities (ibid.).

The community of practice of mathematics at a
mathematics department
I use Wenger’s (1998) theory to give structure to the practice I am studying. As
a unit/level of analysis I use a community of practice of mathematics at a
mathematics department. In this community I include all people exercising and
learning mathematics at the department which is the focus of my study. There
are mathematicians, doctoral students, teaching assistants and students. It is a
dynamic practice and the joint enterprise for all participants is the learning of
mathematics in a broad sense. Also researching new mathematics is seen to be
learning. There is a richness of competence, and learning in this community
occurs on different levels. Many students learn mathematics on a basic level but
there are also doctoral students who are learning to carry on research in
mathematics. Mathematicians are researching and obtaining new mathematical
knowledge, teaching, examining and supervising students, improving teaching
etc. But not only mathematicians are teaching mathematics to students, also
doctoral students and teaching assistants take part of this enterprise. There are
also pedagogical and didactical seminars, discussions and activities that aim to
develop the teaching of mathematics. There are lectures, lessons, seminars and
other kinds of meetings for the participants where teaching and learning of
mathematics takes place. All these activities are included in the exercising of
mathematics and are important for maintaining and developing the community
of mathematical practice at the academic department.
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There is a diversity of experience about mathematics among those who
participate in this practice; there are old-timers and newcomers. However, it is
not possible to exactly define when a newcomer becomes an old-timer as the
character of these notions is relative. My thesis gives a contribution to
knowledge in this area by describing how the enculturation of newcomers to the
practice takes place with a special focus on their access to proof.

Proof as an artefact
An important theoretical aspect that I put forward in my thesis is that proof can
be considered as an artefact in mathematical practice, not only in the community
of practice of mathematics at the mathematics department that is the object of
my study, but in mathematics as whole. I found support for this view from both
the didactical literature and from the data. Artefact is a central concept within all
socio-cultural theories even if there are slightly different interpretations of the
notion in different research projects. Artefacts are the concrete and abstract tools
that mediate between the social and the individual (Säljö, 2005). Proofs have
mediating character about the mathematical knowledge and how it is connected
and can therefore be considered as an artefact in mathematical practice.
Säljö (2005) divides artefacts into two groups, intellectual tools like discourses
and systems of ideas and physical tools like texts, maps and computers. Further,
he classifies them as primary tools (for example a hammer) and symbolic tools
(used for communicating ideas). As proof is a system of ideas and used for
communicating ideas, it can be seen as an intellectual and symbolic tool in
mathematical practice. Säljö states that artefacts are carriers of information,
stabilise, co-ordinate and discipline the practice and facilitate continuities across
generations. Proof stabilises the practice of mathematics and facilitates
continuities across generations because axiomatic deductive way of organising
mathematics makes it easier for new generations to move further to new
problems in mathematical practice. Proof also co-ordinates and disciplines
mathematical reasoning by offering criteria for accepted mathematical
knowledge.
Lave and Wenger (1991) introduce the concept of transparency of artefacts.
They use it in connection to technology but I have examined its strength for
describing the treatment of proof (in the teaching of newcomers) in the
mathematical practice. There is an intricate balance between how much we focus
on different aspects of proof at a meta-level and how much we use proof
invisibly in the teaching of mathematics (Hemmi, 2006, p. 54). My thesis sheds
light on this dilemma.

The conceptual frame about various aspects of proof
I created a conceptual frame from the main themes and controversies within the
research on proof and the teaching and learning of proof, in order to link my
study and the data to the previous studies. I sum up the main themes and issues
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in mathematics education research on proof along the following aspects. All of
them had an important role in the data analysis:
• Conviction/Explanation
• Induction/Deduction
• Intuition/Formality
• Invisibility/Visibility
These aspects involve two interacting components. In Figure 1, I illustrate these
pairs with hints and examples of what I mean with them.

Figure 1. The interacting aspects of proof

Conviction/Explanation has a different color from the other aspects in the figure,
since this pair is different from the other aspects in the model in a sense that the
others deal with properties of proof and how to approach proof whereas
Conviction/Explanation refers to the functions of proof. There are other
functions of proof (e.g. de Villiers, 1990; Hemmi, 2006), which I included in the
conceptual frame. They are Communication, Aesthetics, Systematisation,
Intellectual challenge and Transfer.
All the aspects in the frame are partly overlapping and intertwined. In my thesis,
I provide examples both from literature concerning mathematical practice, from
mathematics education research and from some empirical studies illuminating
these aspects and the concerns in the pedagogical debates.
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The research questions and the methodology
The purpose of my study is to describe and characterise the culture of proof in a
community of mathematical practice and how students are engaged in proof.
Structuring resources for learning come from a variety of sources, not only the
pedagogical activity (Wenger, 1998). Pedagogical intentions create a context in
which learning can take place. Teachers, lectures, lessons and instructional
materials, like textbooks, become resources for learning in complex ways. In my
study, I approach the issue from different directions (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Approaching the issue from different directions
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I explore proof in mathematicians’ views and intentions, their pedagogical
perspectives, textbooks and lectures and the organisation of teaching on the one
hand, and how students experience proof in the mathematical practice, on the
other hand. The general research questions were formulated in the following
way:
• How do students meet proof in the community of mathematical practice
at a mathematics department?
• How are students drawn to share mathematicians’ views and knowledge
of proof?
In Table 1, I present the specific research questions and the associated methods
through which I will shed light on the general research questions. The table
provides an overall picture about the design of my study. I combined both
quantitative and qualitative methods. At last, I contrasted the results concerning
the mathematicians’ practice and the results concerning the students’ practice in
order to shed light on how the structuring resources and mathematicians’
intentions became resources for learning.
According to the social practice theory of Lave and Wenger (1991) and Wenger
(1998) that I apply in my study, the world is seen to consist of objective forms
and systems of activity, on the one hand, and agents’ subjective and intersubjective understanding of them, on the other hand. These mutually constitute
both the world and its experienced forms. Furthermore, cognition and
communication in, and with, the social world are situated in the historical
development of ongoing activity (Lave and Wenger, 1991, p. 51). Knowledge
about proof and the teaching and learning of proof is not simply in individual
teachers’ minds: it is tied to their identities and evolves in and through coparticipation in the practices of the community. Hence, I consider the
mathematicians and the students as participants in the community of
mathematical practice and interpret their utterances, not entirely as their own
opinions but to some extent as reproduction of views belonging to the
community, utterances that are influenced by the social, cultural and historical
context of the same mathematics environment but also from other possible
environments they are members of.
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Table 1. Design of the methods
COMPLEMENTARY
DATA

Mathematicians’
views and
pedagogical
perspectives
Students’ upper
secondary school
background
How students relate
to proof
What kind of
participation in
proof is there
available in the
practice?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

How students talk
about their
experiences
How do students
meet proof? How
are they drawn to
share
mathematicians’
views and
knowledge of proof?

Observations of
lectures

Focus group
interviews with
students

Surveys with
university entrants

Research
questions

Interviews with
mathematicians

Methods

Document analysis
and interviews with
experts

MAIN DATA

textbooks
curriculum
examinations
other material
upper secondary
school textbooks

X

X

curriculum
textbooks other
material
examinations
interviews with
experts

X
Results of Results of
the analysis the survey
of
analysis
interviews
with
mathematic
ians

Results of the
analysis of the
focus group
interviews
with students

X

X

Results
The centrality of proof in the mathematical practice was obvious in all of the
interviews with mathematicians. The data also supports the idea of considering
proof as an artefact in mathematical practice. The mathematicians talked about
proof as a tool in their practice, for example for communication, explanation and
deriving new results in mathematics.
A theoretical model with three different teaching styles was constructed from the
data. The styles are idealised - no individual mathematician could perfectly fit
into one of them. As main criteria for different categories, I used pedagogical
intentions, the views on students and the aspects in the conceptual frame.
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The first style, which I call progressive, can be characterised by the following
cite: ”I don’t want to foist the proofs on them”. There is a kind of sensitivity
towards students within this style, for example the word proof is avoided to not
frighten the students. Formal, long and technical proofs are avoided because
“students are not interested in them”. Inductive rather than deductive
approaches are preferred in the teaching of mathematics. According to the
progressive style, only few students can value and understand proof; most of the
students do not need to learn proof. There are no discussions on proof or proof
techniques, the students who are interested, matured or/and had self-confidence
can by themselves find out what is accepted as proof in the practice.
The second style, which I call deductive, can be characterised by the following
cite: ”It’s high time for them to see real mathematics”. Within this style, the
word proof, abstractions or mathematical symbols, long or technical proofs are
not avoided, rather the opposite; students should get used to them in the very
beginning of their studies. A deductive approach in the teaching of mathematics
and proof is preferred. The demands of mathematical practice have to be made
clear to the students so there is a willingness to discuss proof and proving
techniques (but no time). There is a view on students that they are capable to
learn abstract thinking and proof but the learning to prove statements demands
time and a lot of practice.
The third style, which I call classical, can be characterised by the following cite:
”I can’t help giving some nice proofs”. There is a great appreciation towards
proof and a desire to convey this to students within this style. Yet, proof is
avoided for external circumstances like students’ lacking of prior knowledge,
lack of time and students’ interest. There is a desire to inspire the capable
students, so sometimes “nice proofs” are given if there is time for that. There is
not the same kind of sensitivity visible towards students as in the utterances
categorised into the progressive style.
Hence, there are different styles that mathematicians mix and apply in their
personal ways in the teaching of newcomers, but also students are individuals
with various backgrounds. They have different goals with their studies as well as
different tastes regarding the presentation of mathematics. Some students may
prefer a careful presentation of mathematical contents with definitions, theorems
and proofs whereas some others get bored when listening to that kind of
presentation.
Q: …I think that I’m kind of a structure person and I totally lose the appetite for
learning maths if they just stand there and prattle and don’t even finish the
examples.
P: It’s as if I fall to sleep if they like go through a proof extremely carefully
(Student studying advanced courses, 2004)

The student Q might prefer a deductive teaching style, whereas the student P
could be more satisfied with the classical style:
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“No rigorous proofs, too formalised proofs are unbearable. A piece of poetry,
(proof) can be as attractive as the entire theorem.”
(Mathematician, 2003)

Most of the mathematicians conveyed a careful position concerning the teaching
of proof and claimed that they did not deal so much with proof in the basic
courses. On the other hand, students in the focus groups talked about an
experience of proof from the very beginning of their studies.
There can be various reasons for this discrepancy between the mathematicians’
declared intentions and how many students experienced the lectures. I suggest
two possible ones, which I base on the classroom observations and the analyses
of the interviews:
1) Mathematicians cannot help giving some “nice proofs” now and then, even if
they state that they do not prove so many statements.
2) The mathematicians’ and the students’ views on proof were similar in many
aspects. Yet, proving statements can mean different things for different persons.
It is natural for mathematicians to present mathematics in a deductive way
starting with definitions and proceeding in a deductive manner, justifying the
most steps they take. They might not always think of this as proving, even if
many of them whom I interviewed talked a lot about derivations of formulas as
proving and also stated that proof somehow existed in all mathematics. Students
may conceive this as different from the way mathematics was presented to them
in upper-secondary school and thus, as proving.
It is also possible that students experienced the lectures at the beginning of their
studies as containing a lot of proof due to both of the reasons presented above
but this issue would need further examinations. However, this inconsistency
shows that what is intended to be in focus by mathematicians is not necessarily
in focus for all students. There were differences between the three teaching
styles regarding what aspects of proof were aimed to be focused in the teaching.
Over 80 percent of the university entrants stated that they wanted to learn more
about proof and showed positive attitudes towards proof when they started to
study mathematics. Students had various school backgrounds regarding their
experiences with proof, and hence, they were in very different positions as
regards to how they could participate in the negotiation of meaning concerning
proof. Since proving tasks are occasional in the examinations, it is possible to
study the basic course in mathematics without much participation in proof. The
condition of transparency proved to be an important issue for students’ access to
proof. Many students seem to struggle with the very notion of proof. What is
proof, how do one construct a proof, why is proof important? Students lacked
discussions on the issue. After the first oral examination of proof during the
course Mathematical Analysis 3, in the end of the first year, students talk about
an aha-experience and strongly connect proof to ‘real mathematics’ and
understanding.
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Discussion and implications to the
educational practice
The results bring about the following reflections. Students related positively to
proof and they wanted to learn more about proof when they entered the practice.
How, then, could mathematicians, in the best way, take care of students’ positive
relation and expectations regarding proof and help them to proceed in their
mathematical practice? Both the students and the mathematicians agreed on the
fundamental role of proof in mathematics. Hence, a focus on proof as a dynamic
notion could serve as a source of inspiration for both teachers and students. Yet,
students had various backgrounds and some of them had very little experience of
proof from upper-secondary school. I hope my thesis will rouse a debate about
the role of proof in mathematics curricula, both in school and at university,
because in the end, it is a question of value whether proof is included in the
curriculum, a question that has to do with how mathematics is seen and what
aspects of mathematics are in the focus of teaching. I also hope that the thesis
with both the empirical findings and the theoretical insights about the teaching
of proof will enhance consciousness among mathematicians, upper-secondary
school teachers, the authors of mathematics textbooks and teacher educators
about the role and functions of proof in the teaching of mathematics, as well as
the problems in drawing students to the practice of proof.
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Some aspects of
comprehensive school
mathematics: A follow-up study
Kauko Hihnala
University of Jyväskylä
This paper presents some results of a four-year follow-up study of the
mathematical skills of pupils from the beginning of the sixth grade to the end of
the ninth grade (n = 89). Some aspects concerning proportionality and prealgebra proved to be more important than general mathematical skills. The
procedure the pupils used in fraction exercises and percentage calculations did
not seem to be based on proportionality. The result goes against the structure of
mathematics, but is in line with the national core curriculum for basic education
(2004).

Introduction
The idea of this paper derives from my dissertation (Hihnala, 2005) concerning
the didactics of mathematics in the Finnish comprehensive school. The study
started by surveying the mathematical skills of pupils from the sixth to the ninth
grade at a general level. Initially, data collection focused chiefly on procedural
knowledge, very much as in Finnish school surveys (e.g. Kupari, 1996). During
the four-year follow-up it became apparent that, by analyzing pupils’ ways of
answering and solving problems, it was possible to obtain conceptual knowledge
(c.f. Haapasalo, 2003) and to assess their mathematical thinking. Mathematical
thinking and understanding mathematics are here considered from the point of
view of mathematical processes (e.g. Pehkonen, 2000; Joutsenlahti, 2005).
The division of the mathematics teaching curriculum into arithmetic, algebra and
geometry in Finnish schools dates back to the former parallel school system in
Finland and hitherto has defined the framework of mathematics teaching in
comprehensive school (Hihnala, 2005). It has been thought that arithmetic and,
as its most demanding areas, proportionality and percentage calculation are
necessary pre-requisites for the studying of algebra. In practice this has meant
that the studying of algebra has been limited to the two highest grades of
comprehensive school (e.g. Hassinen, 2006). The aim of my dissertation was to
study whether it is possible to start learning algebra earlier, for instance in the
sixth grade.
The aim of this paper is to highlight some of the points made in my dissertation
and provide some details of instances where a longitudinal study gave more
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information than a cross-study. One such issue is the predictability of pupils´
mathematical skills until their fourth year, and another is the use of multiple
choice tests.

Theoretical framework
Mathematical thinking in comprehensive school
The national core curriculum for basic education (2004) lays down guidelines
for mathematics teaching in Finnish comprehensive schools today. The national
core curriculum underlines mathematical thinking from first grades up. It is
proposed as the central task of elementary instruction. In the upper grades
mathematical thinking will be developed. Nevertheless, the national core
curriculum does not precisely define the meaning of mathematical thinking. In
real school-life many teachers use the textbooks as a curriculum (Perkkilä, 2002;
Törnroos, 2005).
Some researchers have seen mathematical thinking as belonging to problem
solving (Schoenfeld, 1992; Pehkonen, 2000; Joutsenlahti, 2005), where pupils’
metacognitive skills play an important role. Some other researchers underline the
use of methods of reasoning (Niiniluoto, 1983; Malinen, 1993).
Traditionally, in the shift from arithmetic to algebra, literal terms have been used
instead of numbers. Küchemann (1981) posed a six-step classification for
interpretations of literal terms in mathematical expressions. The three lowest
steps were: literal terms are rated as a number, overruled, or used as concrete
objects (c.f. Hihnala, 2005; Hassinen, 2006).
Hihnala (2005) assessed mathematical thinking from the point of view of algebra
and proportionality. Mathematical thinking will occur in the ways mathematical
processes are handled and alternative answers are chosen. For instance
proportionality and percentage calculations provide some insights into pupils’
mathematical thinking.

Proportional reasoning
Many research studies underline proportionality as a central relation in school
mathematics (e.g. Langrall & Swafford, 2000; Riddle & Rodzwell, 2000; de
Bock, van Dooren, Janssens & Verschaffel, 2002). Langrall et al. (2000) wrote:
“Students who fail to develop proportional reasoning are likely to encounter
obstacles in understanding higher-level mathematics, particularly algebra.”
Langrall et al. (2000) identified a system of four different levels (numbered 0, 1,
2, and 3) for proportional reasoning. Strategies at level 0 are characterized by
additive rather than multiplicative comparisons. At level 1 students can think
productively about problems, using concrete models to make sense of situations.
At level 2 students can use quantitative reasoning without concrete models. At
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level 3 students can set up a proportion using a variable and solve it using the
cross-product rule or equivalent fractions. For instance, percentage tasks
consisting of divisible whole numbers are situated on level 2. Level 2 is here
called the “digital level”. More precise results were obtained by following five
pupils with the highest test scores and five pupils with the lowest test scores for
four years.

Method
Data collection
A four-year follow-up study was a case study targeted at a single-age group of
89 pupils. The measurements were made in the autumn from 1996 to 1999, and
in 2000, in the spring of the ninth grade, with tests lasting one hour. The
supposition was that pupils would have forgotten most of their superficial
knowledge during the most recent summer. The autumn test would then measure
“permanent knowledge”. Initially the study surveyed the mathematical skills of
pupils from the sixth to the ninth grade at a general level. Later arose certain
interesting aspects concerning proportionality and pre-algebra. For this reason a
cross-study (autumn 2000) focused on these issues (Hihnala, 2005).
When the follow-up study began with sixth graders, it was not clear in what
school they would be the following year. Fortunately 89 of the 114 pupils
transferred to the same upper level of the comprehensive school. The pupils
were mixed into four classes. Because they had signed their test-papers it was
easy to continue the study on an individual level. Nevertheless, it was difficult to
assess if certain learning results were due to the previous teacher, present
teacher, new classmates or some other factor.

Data analysis
At first the data consisted of 19 items including eight basic calculations and two
pre-algebra tasks. From the seventh grade on there were two percentage tasks
and one literal task concerning proportionality. Other fraction tasks and literal
tasks are not considered here.
It is quite popular to use multiple choice items in mathematical research studies.
It makes marking and grading easy. In this study about one half of the tasks were
multiple choice items and the other half production items.
The data were assessed by scoring pupils’ answers with 1 point (correct answer)
or 0 points (wrong answer) in multiple choice items, and with 2, 1 or 0 points in
production items. The sums of the points were converted into solving
percentages, making it possible to compare the results of different grades. The
numbers of test items, and hence, the maximum test scores, were not the same in
different grades.
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The progress of every pupil in mathematics was followed over about four years
through mathematics tests. In the beginning of the sixth grade the group of
pupils (N = 89) was divided into five equal hierarchical groups according to their
test scores. At the end of the ninth grade the results were compared. It appeared
that the gap between the highest and the lowest fifths had narrowed. When,
however, a new division into fifths was made at the end of the follow-up, it was
found that differences between the highest and lowest fifths had actually grown.

Results
Predictability of mathematical skills
The study reveals that the level of mathematical skills deteriorated from the sixth
grade to the eighth grade every year, figure 1. The mathematics school reports
confirm this finding. On the other hand, basic calculation skills, which were
measured by eight common items, improved steadily during the four-year
monitoring period. It seems that moving from primary school to secondary
school causes pupils problems. The teaching styles of subject teachers may
differ considerably from the teaching styles of class teachers. One point is that in
the sixth grade the main topics related to basic calculations are revised.
90

8

80
7,8
60

7,6

50
7,4
40
30

7,2

20

Nearest math report

Solving percent AV

70

7
10
0

6,8
6. aut.
Whole test

7. aut.

8. aut.

9. aut.

Common items

9. spring

Nearest math report

Figure 1. The development of mathematical skills during the follow-up and the most
recent mathematics report mark

The difference in test score averages between the highest fifth and the lowest
fifth, which were initially 49 percentage units, had decreased during the followup to 38 percentage units (Table 1). But, when the sample was divided into new
fifths on the basis of the latest test scores, the difference had increased from 49
percentage units to 61 percentage units (Table 1).
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Table 1. Average solving percents in the groups with highest
performance (n = 17)

performance and lowest

Division into equivalent fifths,
grade 6, autumn

Division into equivalent
fifths, grade 9, spring

Solving
percentage, grade
6, autumn

Solving
percentage, grade
9, spring

Solving percentage,
grade 9, spring

Highest fifth

86

70

82

Lowest fifth

37

32

21

Difference

49

38

61

Solving percent, AV

Further results were found by following five pupils with the highest test scores
and five pupils with the lowest test scores over four years (Figure 2). It seemed
that at the beginning of the sixth grade and at the end of the ninth grade pupils’
scores coincided in the same groups: the highest ones in a group of their own
and the lowest ones in a group of their own. Nevertheless, considerable variation
had taken place over four years.
100

pupil 1

90

pupil 2

80

pupil 3

70

pupil 4

60

pupil 5
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40
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pupil 85

20

pupil 86
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pupil 87

0

pupil 88
6.
autum n

7.
autum n

8.
autum n

9.
9. s pring
autum n

pupil 89

Date of test

Figure 2. Change in solving percentages of the five highest scoring and five lowest
scoring pupils in the follow-up tests

Fractional skills and percentage calculations
All tests from the seventh to the ninth grade included one literal task concerning
proportionality and another concerning percentage calculation. Proportionality
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and percentage calculation tasks were equally represented by nearly the same
equation:
Proportionality task

8
x
9
x
and percentage task
=
=
10 35
9 + 16 100

From the point of view of mathematical structure the tasks seemed to be very
similar. However, about 45 - 55 % of the pupils solved the proportional task, but
only 10 - 30 % solved the percentage task (Figure 2). The procedure the pupils
used in the percentage calculation did not seem to be based on proportionality. A
special point was that percentage calculations had been practised extensively in
the seventh grade but the results deteriorated slightly.
60

Solving percents

50

40

30

20

10

0
7. autumn

8.autumn

9. autumn

9. spring

Date of test
Proportion

Percentage

Figure 3. Average solving percentages in a literal proportion task and a corresponding
percentage task in grades 7-9 (n = 85) in the follow-up study

Fractions as decimals
It was found that sixth-graders and seventh-graders had a rather weak command
of symbols of fractions and decimals compared with eighth-graders and ninthgraders. How to change a fraction into decimal form became a significant
problem for some pupils.
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Figure 4. Distribution of alternative answers among the fifths of sixth graders in the
fraction to decimal task (n = 17)

Especially younger pupils chose the alternative = 6,5 from the five
alternatives. The choice was called “a trivial mistake”. The sample was divided
into equivalent fifths (n = 17) according to the test scores. At the beginning of
the sixth grade trivial mistakes were common in every fifth but the right answer
occurred only in the highest fifths (Figure 4).
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Figure 5. Distribution of alternative answers among the fifths of eigth-graders in the
fraction to decimal task (n = 17)

After two years a new division into fifths was made. Then, it was found that
trivial mistakes occurred only in the lowest fifths but that the right answer
occurred in every fifth (Figure 5). It appeared that the “from fraction to decimal”
task distinguished “good mathematicians” in the sixth grade and “bad
mathematicians” in the eighth grade. It should be remembered that one item does
not decide very much. Nevertheless, it was found later that those who made a
trivial mistake on changing a fraction into a decimal had difficulties in many
areas of mathematics, especially in percentage tasks (Hihnala, 2005).

Pre-algebra skills
Pupils’ skills in pre-algebra were studied with just two items. The items were the
same during the entire follow-up. The results (test scores) were very much in
line with expectations: pre-algebra skills changed very much like fractional task
skills and were better than percentage task skills (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Average solving percentages according to grades in fractions, pre-algebra and
percentage tasks (n = 85)

Statistical analysis revealed some interesting aspects. For instance, in a multiple
choice item where pupils had to find the successor of a natural number a, there
was a very low level of reliability (Example 1).
Example 1
Let a be one of the natural numbers 1, 2, 3,… What is then the next number?
A a+1

B a–1

C a – 10

D a + 10

E 10a

The statistics indicated that pupils’ answers were inconsistent. In the sixth grade
about one half of the pupils were able to choose the right alternative but in the
following year a half of “this half” chose the wrong alternative. The reader may
ask him/herself where their knowledge had vanished. Later a classroom test was
administered by the author. The test showed that only two pupils out of a sample
of 40 were able to write the successor of a natural number a. Many pupils wrote
for instance: “If a = 5, then a + 1 = 6”. They could not see a as a number but as
the name of a number or as a concrete object.

Conclusions
Proportionality seemed to be a model of thought that nearly every other pupil
could intuitively apply to a written task, whereas less than one third of the pupils
could solve a percentage calculation based on the same mathematical model.
The procedure the pupils used in fraction tasks and percentage calculations did
not seem to be based on proportionality.
The results support the idea presented by several researchers that the
understanding of proportionality is a slowly progressing skill. According to the
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study carried out, this skill did not change very much during secondary school.
The national core curriculum for basic education (2004) emphasises the
constructivist model of learning and a problem-centred approach as the central
feature of studying. This is a clear incentive to move in the direction of teaching
fractions and percentage calculations based on proportionality, of which pupils
already have an intuitive command.
In order to apply proportionality it is essential to train pupils to use
proportionality on numbers divisible by each other before formal solving
methods (Hihnala, 2005). According to the theory of Langrall et al. (2000), it
means operating at level 2 first and then shifting to level 3. An excessively rapid
shift to formal operations, for instance, to cross-production in proportions, leaves
a gap in the sequence of learning at level 2 or the “digital level” (Hihnala, 2005).
When a pupil cannot solve a problem at level 3, it may happen that he or she
begins to test different calculations and so falls to level 0.
The results showed that many pupils had difficulties with percentage
calculations. Even extensive practice with percentage calculation in the seventh
grade did not seem to improve understanding of the concept of percentage.
However, by the beginning of the ninth grade, there had been a significant
improvement in these skills, which suggests that the thinking skills of the pupils
had developed. It was interesting that in the eighth grade some aspects of
proportionality, but not percentage calculations, were an important part of the
curriculum. It seems that understanding of percentage calculations has a close
connection to proportionality, which is absent from the national core curriculum
for basic education (2004).
During the follow-up pre-algebra skills changed slightly, very much like
proportional reasoning. Because of low reliability it is not possible to draw any
firm conclusions about pre-algebra issues. Some items, however, indicated that
in the sixth and the seventh grade pupils saw literal terms as names or concrete
objects at Küchemann’s (1981) levels 1-3. It was also found that a trivial
interpretation of a fraction as a decimal 6/5 = 6,5 was a crucial mistake
connected with many areas of school mathematics.
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Language and learning in
mathematics
Lisen Häggblom
Åbo Akademi, Vasa
The linguistic dimension in the mathematical development of pupils is highly
present in various learning processes. In this article, the multifaceted function of
language is discussed, based on learning theoretical aspects, curricular
perspectives, and a longitudinal study of pupils’ knowledge of mathematics from
the age of 6 to the age of 15. Variations in pupils’ language use are presented
and new visions for developing the learning of pupils through new forms of
assessment are discussed. Pupils’ language use is multifaceted and analyses
show the need of more extensive focus on the significance of language and the
way language is used to support pupils’ learning of mathematics throughout
basic education.

Introduction
The significance of language for pupils’ learning of mathematics has been raised
and discussed from different perspectives by a large number of researchers
during the last 20 years. The specific characteristics of mathematics is
symbolised by a powerful symbolic language that the pupils need to learn to use
(e.g. Morgan, 1998; Winsløw, 2004). The pupils’ oral and written language use
is encouraged from a learning perspective and in order to help pupils develop
and show their understanding of mathematical terminology (e.g. Brissenden,
1988; Johnsen Høines, 2002). Connections between mathematics and reading
and writing disabilities have been given an increasing amount of attention during
the last decade (e.g. Malmer & Adler, 1996; Sterner & Lundberg, 2002).
Linguistic communication in the classroom has been made visible (Alrø &
Skovsmose, 1993; Löwing, 2006; Wyndhamn, 1990) and assessment in
mathematics is seeking new forms via active usage of language in order to
support pupils’ learning (e.g. Häggblom, 2006; Kulm, 1993; Romberg, 2004;
Wyndhamn, 1990). Language use is stressed also in order to develop pupils’
argumentation and critical examination of their results (e.g. Fischbein, 1990;
Keranto, 1993). Winsløw (1998, 38) describes mathematical language as a
didactic potential where there has been development towards greater focus on
linguistic competence.
Different perspectives on language and mathematics thus show a multitude of
dimensions of linguistic use. The significance and function of language in
pupils’ mathematical learning can be analysed partly based on the specific
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characteristics of mathematics and partly based on the individual’s linguistic
competence and ability to express his/her thinking strategies both orally and in
writing. Part of the characteristics of mathematics is its language which is exact,
concise and related to a specific terminology. This means that pupils need to
develop a mathematical linguistic understanding that helps them understand both
the instructions of the teacher and the texts in the text books. Furthermore, they
also need to be able to use this language themselves in the solving and
presentation of mathematical problems.
According to Löwing (2006, 145), the teacher cannot make language accessible
to the pupils through using everyday language, but should successively strive to
develop the language of the pupils in order to make them communicate and deal
with formal mathematical language. Löwing also considers the lack of adequate
language for teaching to be one of the reasons for pupils’ shortcomings in
mathematics.
In a longitudinal study on pupils’ mathematical development from the age of 6
to the age of 15 (Häggblom, 2000), I have among other things noted that there
are significant differences in pupils’ encounters with mathematical structures
and that there is a gradual elimination with age. Two forms of assessment were
used in the study above, one competence-oriented and one communicationoriented (Imsen, 1992). The choice was determined by the view of learning and
assessment that is to be found in the school. In the communication-oriented
assessment the children’s written accounts were used as a basis for describing
the variations in the children’s ways of calculating. The analysis of individual
tasks in the study shows great variation in the pupils’ ability to deal with the
mathematical symbolic language and in their skills to describe their solutions.
There are many mathematical items of knowledge that are strongly related to the
pupil’s language. The study of pupils’ cognitive development has inspired me to
focus on language in pupils’ learning of mathematics from a communicative
perspective. The overall purpose of this article is to describe how language
directs and affects pupils’ knowledge in mathematics. I attempt to map out
variations in pupils’ learning of mathematics from a linguistically orientated
perspective. The multifaceted use of language will be discussed based on the
characteristics of the subject and with reference to theories on pupils’ learning of
mathematics. I will also discuss how the pupil’s use of language can be used to
assess their learning. The content focuses on the specific terminology and
symbolic system of mathematics and on the pupils’ usage to make their solutions
visible. The language use of the teachers has not been mapped out in this study.
The empirical analyses are comprised by written pupil response that forms part
of a communication oriented assessment (Häggblom, 2000) with both an
informative and descriptive research approach. The survey group consists of 113
pupils whose knowledge has been mapped out at the ages of 9, 12, and 15. This
corresponds to school years 3, 6 and 9. Based on a few specific tasks the pupils’
responses are interpreted from a language related perspective.
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Theoretical framework
Within the theoretical framework I will discuss learning in mathematics as a
process where language constitutes the basis in the field of tension existing
between the subject of mathematics and the mathematical development of the
pupils. Language is a mediating tool (Vygotsky, 1962) in the cognitive
development of pupils. The pupils learning in a language oriented learning
environment should be seen towards the background of the social interaction
created in a teaching situation. The social constructivist view on learning
stresses a learning environment with active communication between teacher and
pupil, a communication where the pupil is given the opportunity to verbalise his
or her thoughts, and where the teacher is perceptive not only towards the pupils’
argumentation, but also has the capability to assess the qualities in the patterns
of thought of the pupils.

Concept building and mathematical knowledge
The understanding of concepts is central in mathematics. It is developed as
relationships between the schedule of the individual and both the experienced
situation and a numeric and symbolic language (Vergnaud 1988, 177). It is thus
connected to the individual meeting with different forms of representation (Lesh,
Post & Behr 1987, 34). The various forms of representation that help the pupils
to build their understanding are related to each other like a network. It means
that the pupil’s linguistic use has to be looked at from several different
perspectives and in close connections with concrete models, visual images and
symbolic use. Spoken language is a meta-language for the concept building of
the individual.
Based on Vygotsky and Stieg Mellin-Olsen, Marit Johnsen Høines (1990, 66)
has developed a model for concept building which describes concept as a
relationship between practical circumstances, a so called conceptual content, and
a written form of expression, a so called conceptual expression. The model
relates to the reality that surrounds us and to the practical phenomena that affect
us. The conceptual content is the significance and interpretation that we assign to
objects and situations around us. It can be seen as pupils’ perceptions,
associations, thoughts and views on a phenomenon which in this case can be
seen as a concept. How something is perceived can depend on the context and
the occasion. The formal symbolic language symbolises the conceptual
expression and reflects the pupils’ thought about the conceptual content itself
and is used to describe the reality perceived by the pupils.
The models described above show that a concept is not purely a definition, but
the concept is related to an abundance of situations based on individual
perceptions and relationships between forms of linguistic use.
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Curricular intentions and competencies
In the curriculum for basic education (Utbildningsstyrelsen, 2004) concept
building in mathematics is stressed and pupils are to be given opportunities to
relate their experiences and cognitive systems to the abstract system of
mathematics. Starting from the first years at school the pupils are supposed to
develop their ability to present solutions orally and in writing to other pupils and
to the teacher. The solutions should also be carried out with concrete models and
images. Later, the use of mathematical models is stressed along with the ability
to express their thoughts unambiguously and the ability to interpret and produce
mathematical texts. Thus, the intentions of the curriculum prescribe a
multifaceted use of language which starts out from simple conceptual models
with a high level of linguistic activity and progresses into more advanced skills
to use the mathematical language orally and in writing.
In the Danish KOM - project (KOM-arbejdsgruppen, 2002), Kompetencer och
matematiklæring (i.e. Competencies and the Learning of Mathematics), a model
based on focusing on mathematical competencies, has been developed. By
competencies is meant having knowledge about, understanding, practising, using
and being acquainted with the use of mathematics in different contexts, where
mathematics form, or will form an integral part. The eight competencies defined
have been divided into two main groups (ibid, 2002, 43-47). In the first main
group, the ability to answer and ask questions in and with mathematics, the
competency of thinking mathematically, the competency of posing and solving
mathematical problems, the competency of modelling and the competency of
reasoning, are included. These four competencies are focused on the pupil’s
ability to embrace all the varying problems and the reasoning where
mathematics is used to describe, explain and uncover everyday and abstract
phenomena. The second main group, the ability to manage the language and
tools of mathematics, comprises representational competency, symbolic and
formalist competency, communicational competency and the competency of
using aids and tools. Communicational competency implies not only the ability
to communicate with and about mathematics, but also the ability to acquaint
oneself with and interpret other people’s oral and written reasoning. The
competency of reasoning, which implies being able to follow and participate in a
mathematical reasoning, is closely connected to the competency of language and
formalism which comprises the use of elementary symbolic language and formal
rules. Even if these eight competencies are divided into two main groups there is
a close connection between the groups. The eight competences present
interesting possibilities to uncover qualities in mathematical learning and
several of them are directly linked to language.
There is a close connection between the competencies described above and the
intentions of the Finnish core national curriculum for basic education (NBE,
2004). Both stress linguistic competence which is very much in line with the
view on pupils’ learning in social interaction.
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Pupils’ encounters with mathematical
terminology
The terminology which belongs to mathematical language contains terms that
are often exact and that supply specific information. Many words have been
borrowed from everyday language and have their own meaning in mathematics.
Words like e.g. volume, the legs of an angle, the root of, the side of a square are
a few examples of linguistic concepts that belong to mathematical terminology.
These words are strange to the pupils if they do not get the possibility to use the
words in an appropriate mathematical context.
A great deal of attention is required, both from the perspective of the pupil and
the teacher, to learn to understand and to use mathematical terminology in the
right context. From the pupil’s perspective the mathematical terminology must
be used in several different situations. Pupils need to understand the teachers’
explanations as well as the texts in the schoolbooks, in other words they need to
have an extensive vocabulary. Sterner and Lundberg (2002, 41) see an extensive
vocabulary as a prerequisite for understanding what you read and point out the
importance of not taking the words out of their context, but rather making use of
the situation and focusing on the new words and uncovering them. Thus, the new
words can be learnt in a meaningful context and can be connected to the pupils’
own experiences. According to Lesh, Post and Behr (1987), this means, among
other things, looking at terminology based on the different representational
forms of the concept
From a teacher perspective, language use means e.g. systematically uncovering
both the meaning of the new words, as well as helping the pupils to remember
words that have been dealt with earlier, i.e. establishing and maintaining what I
would call a linguistic awareness in mathematics. This linguistic awareness of
pupils can be developed as soon as they have learnt to listen to and compare
spoken and written language. E.g. a square metre (m2) means the size of a
square with a side measuring one metre. Language simultaneously gives an
image of what a square metre means. Then you can bridge the discrepancy
between everyday language and mathematical language.
Many words in mathematics are linguistically closely related and belong to the
same conceptual area but are used differently. When such words are used in
texts, pupils are expected to know their mathematical meaning. One example is
the number units tens and tenths. Pupils in year 6 solved the following task:
You have the number 456,123. Which numeral shows
a. the tens
b. the hundreds ?
In year 6 the solution percentage was 70 % for task a and 53 % for task b. In
year 9 the corresponding result was 83 % and 47 % respectively. Consequently,
it is more difficult to identify the hundreds than the tens. There was a marginal
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improvement from year 6 to year 9 in the task a while the result in task b was
somewhat poorer. The following task led to similar results:
Which number is
a. 3 thousands larger than 191 468?
b. 7 tenths smaller than 17,6?
The solution percentage in year 6 is 68 % for task a and 55 % for task b. In year
9 the corresponding result was 73 % and 60 % respectively. The improvement is
marginal. The most common cause for getting the wrong answer was getting the
names of the number units mixed up. An occurring misconception is that the
expression larger than is interpreted as multiplication rather than addition. Since
the numeral units of the decimals were introduced already in year 4, you can
observe that misinterpretations that have come about early can easily become
permanent.

Pupils’ use of formal symbolic language
Because of the specific characteristics of the subject, the formal symbolic
language stands out as the most typical for mathematics. It is a language with its
own semiotics which can be used as an analytical tool (Winsløw, 2004). It is an
exact and unambiguous symbolic language which functions as a bridge between
individuals’ thoughts and descriptions of phenomena in the surrounding world
that are related to a mathematical model. This result in the quality of pupils’
understanding of mathematical concepts is often being noted via the pupils’
ability to deal with the mathematical symbolic language. Sterner and Lundberg
(2002, 18) draw parallels between the development of written language and the
development of mathematical symbols by noting that it takes the pupils a long
time to transfer concrete experiences into mental representations and
corresponding mathematical symbols.
Mathematical forms of thinking are expressed with the aid of symbols. Skemp
(1989, 90) sees the symbols as a bridge between our thoughts and the thoughts
of others and as a bridge between the different levels in our thinking that are
difficult to reach and those that are reached more easily. In order to profit from
information expressed with the mathematical symbolic language the individual
needs to learn this language. The symbols are related to specific concepts that
form networks within the mathematical conceptual framework. The symbols
have been developed over a long period of time (Weaver & Smith, 2007) and
create a language which is internationally usable. Symbolic competency includes
the knowledge of what the symbols stand for, how they are read and how they
are used. From the perspective of the pupil it means linguistic use that is
developed from a simple writing of numbers into a more complex expression
where numbers and signs should be combined in the correct way.
In the model for pupils’ development of a concept by Johnsen Høines (1998, 7879), the conceptual expression is about the language, the symbols that express
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thought. In lower years, the pupil can use a word, an image or a symbol to
express a concept.
In the following, based on given tasks, I will illustrate how the pupils’ handling
of symbols shows a great variation. The tasks have been chosen not only to
demonstrate the variation, but with the purpose to catch their misconceptions
based on a insufficiently developed conceptual understanding.
In children’s early understanding of numerals the handling of symbols takes
place in close connection to the name of the number and the way it is
pronounced. Before the writing of numerals is fully developed, a lot of children
write the number one hundred and seven as 1007. The direction of writing also
varies. As the numbers increase, so do the difficulties when it comes to writing
numbers and there is a great uncertainty. From the ages of 12 to 15, many pupils
show no development in the writing of numerals when it comes to big numbers.
For example, the number twelve million thirteen thousand is written as 1213000
both in years 6 and 9. The difficulties with applying the positioning system, as
well as the use of zeros, lead to an incorrect conceptual expression.
For decimal structures, similar variations apply. An example:
Write a decimal number which lies between 9,5 and 9,6.
The solution percentage is 64 % in year 6 and a third of the pupils leave the task
unanswered or note that they do not understand the task. Among the incorrect
answers there are five answers of 9,5 ½. The answer opens up for the
interpretation that the pupil has developed an understanding for the conceptual
content but lacks competence in using the correct symbolic form. Out of these
five pupils there are still two pupils in year nine who answer 9,5 ½. Thus, there
is a tendency that the formal writing of numerals does not develop substantially
during school years 6-9.
Even when it comes to fractional numbers you can observe that the mastering of
symbols can take different forms and leave room for different interpretations
(Behr et al., 1992). Fractions can be illustrated with numerous representational
models which all demand good perceptive skills and ability to use the models in
relevant situations. The following example reflects the variation in pupils’
perceptions of the fractional model:
What fraction of the figure is shaded?

Of the pupils in year 6, 38 % answered 1/8. In most of the incorrect answer the
result was ¼, which is explained by the picture being interpreted in the way that
one part out of four is shaded. In these interpretations the pupils lack the concept
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of equal sharing which is central for the concept of fraction. In some
constructions you can find traces of pupil’s conceptual content being developed
(equal sharing), but the symbolic mastery is still seeking its forms. The pupil
answers:
½ 4 or ”half a four”.
The above-mentioned example further show that the combination of weak
conceptual understanding leads to great variations in answers including differing
ways of mastering symbols:
1/3, 1/6,”half of a third”, ½ of 3 or ½ 3
Thus, a picture model of a fraction can be used to assess pupils’ understanding
of fractions and in this analysis you can also analyse the pupil’s conceptual
expression within the framework of their symbolic competence. I would like to
call this type of assignment a ”conceptually rich” assignment.
The analyses of the pupils’ mastering of symbols show that writing of symbols
gives extensive possibilities for pupils to construct their own interpretations and
there is a tendency that the more possibilities there are for combinations of
numbers, the more extensive are the variations. Especially when the pupils are
supposed to be able to switch from one symbolic form to another, many different
interpretations may arise. When the pupils in year 9 were to write the number
30 000 with a tenth power the solution percentage was 46 %. There were 24
different answers among a total of 48 incorrect answers! There is a tendency
among pupils to construct new numbers by manipulating with given numbers.
Symbolic writing is a process where the pupils learn how to follow given rules
based on the laws of mathematics. On the one hand, one can ask oneself if
mathematics teaching sufficiently focuses on symbolic writing as an important
part of the conceptual development belonging to mathematical competence. On
the other hand, the learning process of the pupils should be supported in order to
help them analyse their answers, even if the result may be incorrect. This process
where the pupil develops a conceptual content should also support the
development of a conceptual expression and ought to be studied on the basis of
that context.

Spoken and written communication
According to the curriculum (NBE, 2004) the pupils should learn how to
communicate and to develop mathematical thinking. In the following, I will
illustrate the significance and characteristics of spoken discussion in order to
analyse the more traditional linguistic communication.

Mathematical discussion
Spoken language is a metalanguage for the whole symbolic system (Vergnaud,
1988, 177). Through spoken communication pupils learn how to reason and at
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the same time to listen to their own reasoning. Johnsen Høines (2002, 166-167)
focuses on the importance of letting the pupils practice how to communicate and
to use their knowledge with others. This forms part of the didactic competence
that the pupils need to develop.
When the pupils use their language to describe a phenomenon, a concept or a
strategy for counting, their thoughts become visible both to them and to their
teacher (Ahlström et al, 1996, 45-47). The pupils’ self-reflection is developed
and knowledge is uncovered in the form of the language. If the pupils get to
practice how to use mathematical terminology, it will also become part of their
usage. The discussion does not just follow the traditional pattern of questions
and answers, but involves deeper reasoning. Such a mathematical discussion is
important to help pupils
- to express their thinking
- to learn how to reason mathematically
- to learn how to make assumptions, to formulate and solve problems
- to search for connections and applications.
All pupils should be given the possibility to develop mathematical reasoning. In
this process the role of the teacher becomes very central, as spoken
communication is very demanding for the teacher. In order to understand the
variation in pupils’ reasoning, subject knowledge is required and it is important
to be able to ask questions that prompt discussion. At the same time, pupils need
to learn to listen to each other. In order to uncover the knowledge used in the
mathematical discussion and to make the other pupils perceive the variations, the
structure can be written down. Then the spoken communication is transformed
into a written form which enables more pupils to grasp the content. At the same
time, the pupils receive a model for how spoken communication can be
expressed in written form. Teaching, where the thinking processes of the pupils
are in focus and where the aim of teaching is to teach pupils how to think
mathematically and to focus on the awareness of their thinking, is given the term
the “Thinking Curriculum” by Ginsburg, Jacobs and Lopez (1993, 127).
The communication taking place in the classroom between teacher and pupils
should help the pupils to develop their mathematical proficiency. Alrø and
Skovsmose (1993) point out that this is not always a self-evident and effective
process, but it presupposes that pupils are aware of their goals for learning and
that they are involved in the process themselves.
The purpose of mathematical discussion is to accustom pupils to mathematical
usage as well as support their written communication.

Written communication
Through spoken communication pupils have developed a language to express
their thoughts. The next step is to practise their skills in writing these thoughts
down. The written representation then becomes significant in two different
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senses. On the one hand, it teaches the pupil to handle mathematical language in
written form; on the other hand the knowledge is then assessable by several
stakeholders. Furthermore, it enables many more pupils to express their
thoughts.
When the pupils are given the possibility to describe their thinking process in
numerical tasks (Häggblom, 2000), many differences in the way they express
their thinking arise. These variations show that there are several ways of
thinking and reasoning. The use of for instance symbols in mathematics to
describe thinking is an ability that exhibits extensive variation among pupils
within the same age group. Björkqvist (1992, 114-117) calls attention to the fact
that the thinking of one pupil is not an image of anybody else’s way of thinking
but has originality and possesses its own function.
In my study of pupils’ development of mathematical knowledge, I have
examined the variations in pupil’s knowledge, by looking at their counting
strategies based on their abilities to explain how they have counted in writing.
The result shows not only great differences in the ways of using different
strategies for counting, but also different abilities and interest in describing their
counting. Some pupils do not describe their thinking but answer that “it is
drummed into me” or that “it comes automatically”. Some answer that they do
not know or they repeat the question.
Already at the age of 9, pupils use different methods for counting the same task;
mental arithmetic or written arithmetic. In the pupils’ account of their counting
strategies using mental arithmetic, there are great variations when it comes both
to the choice of methods and to the form of expression. Often the pupils use an
account which is a combination of a formal use of numbers and signs and
linguistic reasoning. Some pupils describe their solutions verbally and in this
linguistic description they use a narrative linguistic game consisting of the story
that can be made out from an observable narrative discourse.
Already in year 3, some pupils have developed written description. This
narrative way of expression can sound like this in the task 697 + 4 = 701:
I take away 3 from 4 and add 3 and 7 and 690 and then I get 700.
But then I have another one left from 4 so I add 1 and 700.
Another pupil gives the following explanation to the same task: 697 + 3 + 1 =
701.
In year 6, a pupil reasons in the following way when she writes a decimal
number between 9,5 and 9,6:
My thinking is that I would put a zero after 5 and 6. Then it
becomes 9,50 and 9,60. Then I think what is between 50 and 60
and then I get e.g. 55. That is why my answer is 9,55.
Another pupil reasons about tenths and hundredths based on the same task:
The 5 is a tenth; you just need to write a hundredth, half of a
tenth is five hundredths.
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Maybe the most valuable in the description of counting strategies are the
incorrect answers containing an explanation. The fact that half of the pupils, who
have given either a correct or an incorrect answer, accounted for their strategies,
indicates that the ability to communicate in writing has been developed also in
weak pupils. They show a will and a commitment to describe their mathematical
solutions. A pupil in year 3 describes the solution for 805 – 798 in the following
way:
First I take away a hundred from 800 then I get 100 and then I do
98 – 5 and I get 193.
By analysing the counting strategy behind an incorrect answer you can retrieve
information about the reasoning of the pupil and thereby open up new
possibilities for supporting the pupil’s learning. Häggblom (2000, 267) also
states that you can understand an incorrect answer by studying the counting
strategy behind another incorrect solution where the account is missing. The
pupils develop qualitatively better counting strategies with increasing age, but
some types of counting errors consistently occur throughout primary school.
The written solution for a mathematical task has always been a form of
expression for mathematical knowledge. All too seldom there are comparisons
between different solutions and forms of thinking. Mostly, it has been
considered enough to get the correct answer. If the focus increasingly is put
upon the variations in the development of knowledge, the differences between
pupils could become an asset in the learning process.
By tradition, the written solution of the mathematical task is the most common
form of expression. You can see it as a traditional use of mathematics. Let us see
the written communication from the perspective that it can offer possibilities to
get acquainted with the pupil’s underlying forms of thinking.
Sterner and Lundberg (2002, 16-17) point out the complexity in learning that
arises when a pupil has linguistic difficulties and stress the importance of
concrete actions or visual images to create inner conceptions where inner speech
is included. This is a process, according to Brissenden (1988, 25), where pupils
develop a mathematical model which is coded with symbols and is tested. The
pupils’ spoken communication forms the bridge between the action and the
coding with symbols. This means that the pupils’ use of language is integrated
with many activities.
When pupils in year 6 were solving the task 2,5 – 2/5, the solution percentage
was 23 %, and 27 % left the task unsolved. Out of the incorrect answers (50 %),
68 % accounted for their solution which made it possible to follow their
reasoning and to assess their counting strategies. The most common solution was
to write the second term in a decimal form and then perform the subtraction. One
pupil solved the task with the support of a picture model and reasoned according
to the following:
I drew 3 circles. I divided them into fifths. Two of the circles I left
like that. They corresponded to the two in 2,5. The third circle I
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divided in half that means that a fifth is 2/10. (Correct answer 2
1/10)
The pupil has the ability to make a connection between a concrete action and the
written language, which supports learning. This incorrect answer shows great
difficulties in seeing the connection between fractions and decimal form.

Reading comprehension and mathematics
Solving text-based tasks demands a vast arsenal of different linguistic skills and
already in the lowest years, pupils show great variation when they solve textbased tasks (Ahlberg, 1992; Häggblom, 2000; Romberg & Collis, 1987). The
variation in the solutions often depends on the semantics of the text, numerical
values, computations and the cognitive skills of the pupil. Pupils with difficulties
in solving text-based tasks (Romberg & Collis, 1987) had low cognitive ability
which could be observed in their low memory capacity, their lack of systematic
ability to count and ability to solve more complex problems. The number units
have more complex structures in higher years. According to Cobb (1986), pupils
perceive tasks with higher number units as more abstract, as they cannot clearly
see the connection between number and solution. In the corresponding way there
is a progression in the semantics of a text.
In the following, there is a summary of some of the causes of variation in the
solving of textual tasks based on my longitudinal study.
The pupils’ ability to solve text-based tasks varies depending on the semantic
understanding of the meaning of the text and the mathematical representation of
number units. When the pupils are to solve a text-based task it is not only their
reading comprehension that is put to the test, but they also need good arithmetic
skills. In the study at hand there is a higher correlation between arithmetic skills
and ability to solve text-based tasks than there is between reading
comprehension and ability to solve text-based tasks. The result probably depends
on the characteristics of the task but also shows the importance of sound
counting skills when it comes to solving text-based tasks.
Bilingual pupils show a very positive development when it comes to solving textbased tasks. The statistically significant difference of the mean value for the
variable text-based tasks that existed at the ages of 6 and 7 between the Swedishspeaking (59 %) and the bilingual (41 %) children, in favour of the Swedishspeaking, did exist neither at the age of 12 nor at the age of 15. There are,
however, statistically significant differences in reading comprehension between
the age groups at the ages of 9, 12 and 15.
The pupils who have participated in teaching with systematic focus on both the
solving of text-based tasks and on math stories produced by themselves (c.f.
Häggblom, 1994) achieved a statistically significantly better result in years 3 and
6 than the pupils who had not participated in the project. In year 9, the
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corresponding comparison could not be made because of the change of school.
The systematic effort was focused on the pupils working on the oral text-based
tasks in the form of stories and math stories, with images and concrete materials,
already during the first year of school. As soon as their writing was developed,
stress was put on their own creation of text-based tasks. The text-based tasks
formed an integral part of the teaching of mathematics.

Language as a tool for assessment
When assessing pupils’ knowledge in maths, it is not enough to state that a pupil
has counted correctly or incorrectly, neither is it enough to establish individual
variations in results. One should rather uncover the underlying strategies for
thinking in the learning of mathematics. Mathematics is a mental activity and an
intellectually demanding subject. Especially the fact that an individual’s
thoughts are invisible makes it all the more important to uncover the thinking
process in order to assess the quality in the mathematical proficiency of the
pupil. Thus, an active use of language becomes a support in the learning process
of the pupils (Bauersfeld, 1998, 59). When the pupils use their language to
describe a phenomenon, a concept or a strategy for counting, their self-reflection
develops (Ernest, 1998) and their knowledge becomes visible in the form of
language. When the pupils are to formulate their thoughts, they stop and reflect
on their knowledge. At the same time, they develop their proficiency in using the
correct terminology and the language of mathematics becomes the pupil’s
knowledge.
If I, as a teacher, know how a pupil reasons, I can help him/her to develop
further. I can even use one pupil’s thinking mistakes to understand another
pupils’ way of thinking or to make another pupils aware of his/her thinking and
solution. In this process the pupil’s competencies of reasoning, thinking and
communication become extremely central. By interpreting the pupil’s handling
of symbols, I can assess the quality in the pupil’s learning and in some cases
notice a logically and conceptually correct way of expressing a phenomenon,
even if the formal exactness is lacking. The pupil is then about to develop an
understanding of the concept, but has not yet been able to develop all the
representational forms of the concept. From a longitudinal perspective, it is
possible to find patterns that recur in the pupils’ answers and show individual
misconceptions which stem from a long time back.
Within a learning culture founded on the above-mentioned view on learning,
assessment forms an integral part of teaching. Romberg (2004, 589)
characterises a classroom assessment with principles where the purpose is to
increase learning by giving pupils the opportunity to show what they know
rather than what they do not know. The assessment includes multifaceted and
varying forms in which the pupils explains and documents their achievements.
Assessment becomes a kind of tool for helping the pupils to develop their
knowledge in a varied way. The assessment is constructed to become a support
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for the pupils to reflect on their learning as well as to become more conscious of
their progression, their possibilities and their needs.

Concluding discussion
The linguistic dimension in mathematics is extremely multifaceted. On the basis
of the specific characteristics of mathematics and the differences in pupils’
learning, I have chosen to focus several components that form pupils’ learning.
The empirical starting point has been a longitudinal study of pupils’
development of knowledge of mathematics. When you analyse pupils’ answers,
you meet variations showing individual solutions. The terminology of
mathematics together with the specific symbolic language forms the foundations
of learning. Small variations in the meaning and usage of the words in specific
contexts lead to varying interpretations. The exactness of the language is a great
challenge and cause pupils to give up, unless their language develops to enable
the exact usage that mathematics require. The interpretations and use of
language can cause personal interpretations and incorrect answers that can even
become permanent.
The basis of linguistic mathematical development lies in pupils’ meetings
between their own linguistic development, the different representations of the
mathematical concepts and the culture of learning developed in the classroom. It
is a meeting between the development of personal strategies for counting and
formal school mathematics. Conscious attention on the significance of language,
when it comes to success in mathematics, can give a deeper understanding of
individual variations.
The use of conscious language orientated mathematical teaching, causes
assessment to become part of the learning process. Above all, a pupil’s
description of a thinking strategy can guide a teacher’s understanding of a
pupils’ thinking. The ability to understand and use specific mathematical
terminology is an important part of pupils’ learning. The national core
curriculum (NBE, 2004) stresses the development of the pupils’ reflective skills
and the awareness of their own learning. Maybe we need a more language
orientated classroom culture in mathematics where a metacognitive attitude is
given a lot of space.
The Finnish national core curriculum for basic education (NBE, 2004) offers
guidelines to look at assessment from a process-orientated perspective. As
assessment seeks new forms, it is important to elucidate the purpose of
assessment. The kind of assessment that is carried out continuously throughout
the learning process needs to support the pupil’s learning and help the pupil to
develop clear aims. The pupils can only assess themselves if they have a clear
view of what the goals are. This means that pupils gradually should develop
their awareness and ability to assess their learning. For this, the pupils need the
help of a teacher who can analyze their forms of thinking. In social interaction
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the thoughts of pupils are uncovered and thus become objects of assessment.
Based on the competencies of the KOM-project, assessment can be developed in
the direction of clearer criteria for what learning of mathematics includes. Such a
model of assessment coincides with both the view of pupils’ learning in social
interaction and the specific characteristics of mathematics. At the same time, it
becomes a quality assurance and helps the teachers to assess their own work.
All pupils should be given the possibility to develop mathematical reasoning and
in this process the role of the teacher becomes very central. The task of the
teacher is to interpret and to uncover the pupil’s language in written form both to
the pupil him/herself and to other pupils in class. Simultaneously, there is an
assessment of the pupil’s perceptions and of the quality of the thinking process.
Many pupils need help with expressing their own thoughts in written form. This
kind of teaching, where pupils’ thinking processes and strategies are in focus,
aims at teaching the pupils to think mathematically and to focus their awareness
of their thinking, a metacognitive perspective.
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in mathematics
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We have analyzed how the curricula support the development of a pupil's
mathematical thinking. We have chosen the five features of mathematical
proficiency in school mathematics to describe central processes of mathematical
thinking and factors that influence or express mathematical thinking. The
features in our study are: procedural fluency, conceptual understanding, strategic
competence, adaptive reasoning and affective domain.

Introduction
Finland and Turkey have perhaps more differences than similarities if they are
compared by their history, culture, geography, economy, population etc.
Mathematics is a global (universal) language, which has the same application all
over the world. That's why it is interesting to study the structures which direct
mathematics teaching in classrooms in both countries. A curriculum is an
official directive, determined by national and political policies, which takes the
form of a document, setting out the structures guiding classroom teaching, and
based on perceptions of what children need to know about mathematics. Recent
developments in the education systems of both Finland and Turkey have been
reported on e.g. in the OECD reports (PISA, 2003; OECD, 2004).
Table 1. Mathematics lesson hours in the curricula.
Finland
Grades
Turkey

6
1
4

12
2
4

3
4

4
4

14
5
4

6
4

7
4

8
4

9

32
Sum
32

Comprehensive schooling in Finland lasts nine years and is intended for children
between the ages of 7 and 16 years. During the first six years in basic education
instruction is usually given by class teachers, who teach all or most subjects.
Classes in the last three grades of comprehensive school are taught by teachers
who are specialised in a particular subject. In the Finnish comprehensive school
pupils study mathematics for a minimum of 3-4 lessons per week The Finnish
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mathematics curriculum is made up of three main domains: objectives, core
contents and descriptions of good performance. Those three domains are
represented in three periods (Table 1): the first period is from the 1st grade to the
2nd grade, the second from the 3rd grade to the 5th grade and the third from the 6th
grade to the 9th grade. The conception of learning is based on the constructivist
approach, which takes into account learning environment and social factors.
(Joutsenlahti & Sahinkaya, 2006).
The basic education period in Turkey is eight years and is intended for children
between the ages of 6 and 14. The primary school is divided into two sections:
the first is from the 1st grade to the 5th grade and the second is from the 6th grade
to the 8th grade. Class teachers teach almost all subjects during the first five
grades. Subject teachers are responsible for teaching subjects in the remaining
three grades. There is a weekly minimum of four mathematics lessons in the
basic education period (Table 1). The Turkish curriculum is based on
constructivist philosophy and pupils’ instructional needs are the main focus. In
the new Turkish curriculum, mathematics is taught on the basis of “every pupil
is able to learn mathematics”. Evaluation of learning is based on process
evaluation rather than product evaluation. (Joutsenlahti & Sahinkaya, 2006).

Finnish and Turkish core curricula
Finnish mathematics curriculum
The task of instruction in mathematics is described in the Finnish curriculum as
the task of offering opportunities for the development of mathematical thinking,
and of learning mathematical concepts and the most widely used problemsolving methods. The Finnish mathematics curriculum for basic education is
divided into three sections: grades 1-2, grades 3-5 and grades 6-9. Each section
describes objectives, core contents and description of good performance at the
end of the section (2nd grade, 5th grade and 9th grade). The curriculum is
normative and it is the national framework on the basis of which the local
curriculum is formulated.
Description of good performance is an important part of pupil’s evaluation. The
description shows what a pupil has to know and be able to do in order to achieve
the mark 8. This means that the mark 8 is defined by description of performance
in the curriculum. Other marks are not defined.
The Finnish mathematics curriculum is divided into eight areas: numbers and
calculation, geometry, measurement, algebra, data processing and statistics,
probability and statistics, functions and thinking skills and methods. There are
also defined objectives, core contents and descriptions of good performance for
every domain.
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Table 2. Divisions of the core contents of mathematics
Domain of mathematics
Domain of Mathematics
Numbers and calculations
Geometry
Measurement
Algebra
Data processing and statistics
Probability and statistics
Functions
Thinking skills and methods

FINLAND
1-2
3-5
6-9

TURKEY
1-5
6-8

Turkish mathematics curriculum
In the new Turkish program (Turkish National Board of Education Council,
2005), the mathematics curriculum has been formed on the basis of “every pupil
is able to learn mathematics”. The Turkish mathematics curriculum is grounded
on a conceptual approach and aims to develop conceptions and relationships
between conceptual and procedural knowledge. It focuses on learning domains
formed by concepts and relations. With the adopted conceptual approach, its aim
is to help pupils to make abstraction and obtain mathematical understanding
from their actual experiences and intuitions. In addition to developing
mathematical concepts, its aim is to develop some important skills, which are
problem solving, reasoning, making connections and communications.
The most important skill emphasized in the program is the problem-solving skill.
Whilst acquiring problem-solving skills, the aim is also to acquire the following:
1. The use of problem-solving skills to evaluate and understand
mathematical concepts
2. Setting problems using mathematical and daily life situations
3. Interpretation and evaluation of the solutions of problems
4. Developing self confidence and positive attitudes to use mathematics in
a reasoning way
5. The use of different problem-solving strategies to solve different
problems.
There are four learning domains in the program, which are: numbers, geometry,
measurement and data (Table 2). In these domains, there are also sub-learning
domains e.g. natural numbers, four operations with natural numbers in numbers
domain. Also, the grade at which these domains and sub-domains are to be
applied, and the acquirements in each sub-domain, are clearly stated in the
program. The program presents plan and activity examples related with learning
domains to the teachers.
The evaluation in the program is based on the learning process and it aims to
follow the development of students. In the evaluation, the ability of using
mathematics in their daily life, the extent of development in their problem-
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solving skills, their reasoning skills, attitudes directed at mathematics, the
development of self-confidence and, the development of social skills and
aesthetics should be considered. Babadogan and Olkun (2006) have analyzed
more precisely the Turkish new and old curriculum in their article.

Method
We have analyzed the contents of both mathematics curricula (content analysis).
We have chosen five features of mathematical proficiency in school
mathematics to describe central processes of mathematical thinking and factors
that influence or express mathematical thinking. Mathematical thinking is a
concept that is emphasized in both curricula, but it is not defined. We define
mathematical thinking as the information process monitored by one’s metacognition (Joutsenlahti, 2005).
Kilpatrick, Swafford and Findell (2001, 5) have constructed the concept
mathematical proficiency, which has five strands: conceptual understanding,
procedural fluency, strategic competence, adaptive reasoning and productive
disposition.
Conceptual understanding (CU) means the comprehension of mathematical
concepts, operations and relations. Knowing what mathematical symbols,
diagrams and procedures mean is also included in conceptual understanding.
Students who have conceptual understanding know more than just isolated facts
and methods. They are able to learn new ideas by connecting them to what they
already know (Kilpatrick et al., 2001, 118). We can describe the essence of this
feature by the word “understand”.
Procedural fluency (PF) means skills in carrying out mathematical procedures
(such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of numbers) flexibly,
accurately, efficiently and appropriately. Typical for this feature are mechanical
counting, managing algorithms and procedures etc. (Kilpatrick et al., 2001, 121).
We can describe the essence of this feature by the words “can do”.
Strategic competence (SC) refers to the ability to formulate problems
mathematically and to devise strategies for solving those using concepts and
procedures appropriately (Kilpatrick et al., 2001, 121). Polya’s problem solving
is the essence of this feature.
Adaptive reasoning (AR) refers to the use of logic to explain and justify a
solution to a problem or to extend from something known to something not yet
known (Kilpatrick et al., 2001, 129). For example applying mathematical
knowledge and “languaging” mathematics – meaning to express or communicate
mathematical thinking – are typical for adaptive reasoning. We can describe the
essence of this feature by the word “apply”.
Productive disposition refers to seeing mathematics as sensible, useful, and
doable (Kilpatrick et al., 2001, 131). We use affective domain (AF) instead of
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productive disposition. Affective domain is a broader concept and it includes for
example a pupil’s beliefs, attitudes and views of mathematics.
We can combine the four features (excluding the affective domain) to types of
knowledge. Conceptual understanding is related to conceptual knowledge and
procedural fluency to procedural knowledge. Strategic competence is related to
strategic knowledge and adaptive reasoning needs strategic knowledge and
procedural knowledge. (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986; Joutsenlahti, 2005, 98).
It is obvious that the five features of mathematical proficiency are interwoven
and interdependent, but they are useful in categorization. We used those five
categories in our analysis. We analyzed the mathematics curricula as to how they
emphasize the five features of mathematical proficiency. We categorized
expressions in the curricula to the five categories in terms of semantics: what the
expression in the curriculum is supposed to mean in the working environment of
classroom.

Results
During the process of analysis we noticed that some particular words were good
indicators for categorization of expressions in the curricula. For example the
verbs “calculate”, “use”, “master”, “become practiced” and “be able to” often
indicate that the expression belongs to procedural fluency. The verbs
“understand” and “think” often reveal that the expression describes conceptual
understanding and the verbs “solve”, “transform” and “classify” belong to the
area of strategic competence. Typical verbs for expressions in adaptive
reasoning are “apply”, “explain”, “evaluate”, “estimate”, “formulate”, “justify”,
“communicate”, “present”, “express” and “describe”. Affective domain includes
the expressions “derive satisfaction”, “gain experience” and “learn to trust”.
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Figure 1. Distributions of the features of mathematical proficiency (except affective
domain) in grades 1-9 (8) in the Finnish and Turkish mathematics curricula

After categorizing the expressions in the mathematics curricula we calculated
part proportions for each feature of mathematical proficiency except affective
domain (Figure 1). The Finnish curriculum has emphasis on procedural fluency
(FIPF) and adaptive reasoning (FIAR). The Turkish curriculum has emphasis on
conceptual understanding (TUCU) and procedural fluency (TUPF).
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Figure 2. Distributions of the features of mathematical proficiency (except affective
domain) in grades 1-2, 3-5 and 6-9(8) in the Finnish and Turkish mathematics curricula

When we study the distribution of the four features (Figure 2) in both curricula
we notice that in the Finnish curriculum the proportion of procedural fluency
(FIPF) increases from grades 1-2 to grades 6-9, but in the Turkish curriculum
(TUPF) it decreases. On the other hand conceptual understanding (FICU)
decreases in the Finnish curriculum from grades 1-2 to 6-9.
Adaptive reasoning is quite a strong feature of the Finnish curriculum during all
grades and it increases in the Turkish curriculum during grades 6-8. An
important part of adaptive reasoning is “languaging” mathematics in the Finnish
and Turkish curricula. ”Languaging” belongs to the main ideas of social
constructivism, which emphasizes the importance of mother tongue and social
environment. In the Finnish curriculum the first reference to “languaging”
mathematics is in objectives and in description of good performance. For
example the Finnish curriculum for grades 1-2 states: ”The pupils are able to …
explain what they have done, and know how to present their solutions by means
of pictures and concrete models and tools orally and in writing.” (Finnish
National Board of Education, 2004, 160).
Strategic competence plays a central role in the Turkish curriculum and the
concept of problem-solving is emphasized: ”Problem solving is an important
part of mathematics lesson and of mathematical activities …” and “Pupils are
able to develop high-level thinking skills using problem-solving.” (Turkish
National Board of Education Council, 2005).
Traditionally the concept of ”mathematical thinking” has an emphasis in the
Finnish curriculum throughout grades 1-9. For example, the core task for grades
3-5 states: “The core tasks of mathematics instruction in the third through fifth
grades are to develop mathematical thinking, introduce the learning of
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mathematical models of thinking…” (Finnish National Board of Education,
2004, 161).
Affective domain has been taken into account in both curricula. This is an
important innovation in both mathematics curricula, because in the earlier
curricula affective domain expressions were either included in the general part of
curricula or they didn’t exist at all. For example, the Finnish objectives in grades
1-2 state: ”…they will derive satisfaction and pleasure from understanding and
solving problems” and in grades 3-5 ”The pupils will gain experience in
succeeding with mathematics” (Finnish National Board of Education, 2004, 158,
161). The affective domain is important also in the Turkish objectives for grades
1-8:” Pupils are able to enjoy mathematics” and ”Pupils are able to develop
positive attitudes towards mathematics.” (Turkish National Board of Education
Council, 2005).

Discussion
The analyzing method we used has uncertainty factors. The expressions in the
curricula could be interpreted as belonging to several features of mathematical
proficiency. For each expression we choose only one feature which we thought
describes it best according to our experience and knowledge. Nevertheless, we
believe that our analysis gives a reliable description of the Finnish and Turkish
curricula from our point of view.
Procedural fluency receives emphasis in both Finnish and Turkish core curricula.
It is deemed necessary that both Finnish and Turkish pupils have good basic
skills in operating with numbers and algorithms, because pupils need those skills
in mathematical problem solving and when they apply mathematics to everyday
situations. Problem solving is an important part of the curricula since it develops
the pupil’s conceptual understanding and strategic competence.
Pupils’ communication skills and characteristics of pupils’ affective domain
concerning mathematics are also considered important in both curricula. The
objective is that pupils can express their own mathematical thinking using their
mother tongue effectively. In the Finnish curriculum adaptive reasoning is
emphasized (Figure 1). Finnish pupils were on top in mathematics in the PISA
survey (PISA, 2003) and the survey measures especially how pupils are able to
apply their mathematics skills and knowledge.
Learning materials in mathematics should be made according to the curricula,
but at least in Finland there is some discrepancy between the written curriculum
and learning materials. Learning materials emphasize more procedural fluency
than the curricula. A survey of Finnish mathematics learning materials for
grades 1-6 is expected to be published during 2007 by the Department of
Teacher Training (Hämeenlinna) at the University of Tampere.
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One important difference between the Finnish and Turkish curricula is that the
Finnish curriculum does not include any instructions on how to teach
mathematical concepts and methods (e.g. using manipulatives). The Turkish
curriculum, on the other hand, has instructions how to teach mathematical
concepts and methods, but they are not standards. Anyway, the mathematics
curricula are mostly coherent in main streams. Local circumstances in Finland
and in Turkey are very different, but the kind of mathematics our children will
need is the same in both countries.
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Some genetic considerations on
the development of the theory of
meaningful learning as a
conceptual framework for teaching
mathematics
Rauno Koskinen
Helsingin yliopisto
The purpose of my theoretical study is to investigate the concept of meaningful
learning, and in more detail, the development of the theory of meaningful
learning as a conceptual framework for teaching mathematics. Meaningful
learning has been one of the main goals in mathematics education, and the
theory of meaningful learning a psychological base for teaching mathematics for
a very long time. But we have not reached the goal. One reason might be that the
main concept, meaningful learning, has been understood in very different ways
in different paradigms and traditions of educational research. The aim of my
study is to find the different main dimensions of the concept and bring together
the different parts and integrate the conceptual framework as a whole – for a
better understanding of meaningful learning and the implications for teaching.
The study method is a systematic analysis applying meta-analysis and
hermeneutic approach. The main study materials include articles from Journal
for Research in Mathematics Education, from year 1970 to 2005. The focus in
this article is on the genetic history of the main concept of meaningful learning.

The problem of meaning in learning and
teaching mathematics
Meaningful learning has been one of the main goals in mathematics education
for a very long time. Still we have not reached the goal. Mathematics is a very
abstract subject and therefore difficult to approach. ”Where do we need this?”,
What does it mean?”, “How have we come to this?”, are very often repeated
questions in mathematics lessons. If students don’t get answers to questions like
these, the feeling “Why should we study this?” will stay in their minds and they
loose their motivation of studying mathematics. I call this “A problem of
meaning”. In a broader sense, on an international stage, and not only in Finland,
the problem is that children tend to enjoy mathematics in the primary grades, but
the enjoyment and motivation tend to fall dramatically when children proceed
into secondary school, and the number of students who want to study more
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mathematics in and after school is declining all the way (e.g. Middleton &
Spanias, 1999; Kupari & Törnroos, 2005).
The theory of meaningful learning has been a psychological base for teaching
mathematics for a very long time. The general view (e.g. Kilpatrick & Weaver,
1977; Kieran, 1994) of meaningful learning goes back to the beginning of last
century and to William A. Brownell (1895-1977), who was one of the pioneers
in creating the theory of meaningful learning. But the concept of meaningful
learning has been understood in very different ways in different paradigms and
traditions of educational research. The purpose of my study is to reconstruct and
expand the conceptual framework of meaningful learning and discuss the
implications for the model of teaching-learning process in teaching mathematics.
The study method is a systematic analysis (Scriven, 1988; Jussila et al., 1993)
applying meta-analysis (Haig, 1991) and hermeneutic approach (Gadamer,
1979). The main study materials include articles selected from Journal for
Research in Mathematics Education (JRME). By analyzing the texts, I try to find
the different dimensions of the concept of meaningful learning, bring together
the different parts and integrate the conceptual framework as a whole – for a
better understanding of meaningful learning. The focus in this article is on the
main concept of meaningful learning and its genetic history in the context of
teaching mathematics. Referred articles are selected from the journal volumes,
including the years 1970-2005, and in this article some of them are discussed.
But why take a look into the history? The genetic history of the concept of
meaningful learning, give us the view how the conceptual framework has
developed, what key concepts have been involved in the description of
meaningful learning through the years, and we get a better understanding of the
meaning they get today in the context of teaching mathematics. The view we get
from the journal goes all the way back to the beginning of last century.

The cognitive view of meaningful learning:
Learning with understanding approach in the
light of JRME
Two great pioneers:
William Brownell and David Ausubel
William A. Brownell (1895-1977) was one of the pioneers in creating the theory
of meaningful learning at the beginning of the 1900 century. Brownell’s
writings, ideas and statements have had a great influence on the development of
the theory of meaningful learning and on other researchers – as we can see, for
example, in writings in JRME. In the beginning of his career, he was studying at
the University of Chicago, and Brownell came under the influence of Charles H.
Judd. In his lectures in educational psychology Judd stressed the importance of
meaning and understanding in learning (Kilpatrick & Weaver, 1977). In 1930s -
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1940s, Brownell was very productive, and one of his main interests was the case
of meaningful arithmetic – understanding vs. drill, or meaningful vs. mechanical
learning in arithmetic (e.g. Brownell, 1935; 1945; 1947; 1954; Brownell &
Moser, 1949). Brownell pointed out that research ought to focus on the
processes of learning, and the classroom situation offers unusual opportunities to
investigate learning which involves the higher mental processes (Kilpatrick &
Weaver, 1977).
According to Brownell (1935), although drill and practice should not be ignored,
arithmetic should be made less a challenge to the pupils’ memory and more a
challenge to the intelligence. Brownell stressed the importance of meaning for
each child, and both the mathematical and social (perhaps the humanistic)
dimension of it: “To be intelligent in quantitative situations children must see
sense in the arithmetic they learn. Hence, instruction must be meaningful and
must be organized around the ideas and relations inherent in arithmetic as
mathematics. But they must also have experiences in using the arithmetic they
learn, in ways that are significant to them at the time of learning, and this
requirement makes it necessary to build arithmetic into the structure of living
itself.” (Brownell, 1954; Kilpatrick & Weaver, 1977, p. 384).
One of the most fundamental theories in educational psychology that was
influenced by Brownell, was Ausubel’s theory of meaningful learning (Ausubel,
1963, 1968; Ausubel & Robinson, 1969). Essential to Ausubel’s theory is the
postulation of two dimensions of learning: reception – discovery learning, and
meaningful – rote learning. Meaningful reception learning takes place when the
teacher presents the generalization in its final form, and the learner relates it to
his existing ideas in some fashionable way. Rote reception learning will occur if
the teacher presents the generalization, and the learner merely memorized it.
Meaningful discovery learning will occur if the learner formulates the
generalization himself and subsequently relates it in a sensible way to his
existing ideas. Rote discovery learning could occur if the learner, having arrived
at the generalization himself (typically by trial and error), subsequently commits
it to memory without relating it to other relevant ideas in his cognitive structure.
(Ausubel & Robinson, 1969, p. 45)
There are obvious connections between Brownell’s works and Ausubel’s theory
(see for example Ausubel, 1963, 1968). The situation is the same in the section
of mathematics education, like we can see in JRME: Brownell’s influence on
mathematics education is manifested in many ways (see also Kilpatrick &
Weaver, 1977; Kilpatrick, 1992; Kieran 1994) – “including an unforgettable
impact on those who had the privilege of being his students” (Kilpatrick &
Weaver, 1977). The central issue in meaningful mathematics learning and
mathematics instruction is the point Brownell stressed in arithmetic – that:
“children see sense in arithmetic they study” (Brownell & Moser, 1949, p. 147).
This “seeing sense”-statement was to be one key note in meaningful
mathematics learning and instruction, and the development of the theory.
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General outlining of the development of meaningful
learning
In the past it was quite usual that understanding was separated from learning and
learning without understanding was possible. In behaviouristic and positivistic
view of research in psychology and education it was denied to make any
comments on human mind at all. In our days it is more believable that at least
some level of understanding is involved in real learning.
According to Kieran (1994, pp. 591-593), up until the late 1970s, much of the
research had focused on the effects of “this or that”, on the achievement of
students, and on the correlation of both mathematical and nonmathematical
measures with mathematics achievement. Speaking about learning was usually
speaking about the conditions of learning. The situation in the beginning of
1970s was, that very often no definition for learning was provided (e.g. Heimer,
1969), and it was quite same with the definition of understanding (e.g. Rector &
Henderson, 1970).
But the times are usually changing. In 1974, Wittrock introduced a model of
learning with understanding, and pointed out that understanding is a generative
process (Wittrock, 1974, will be discussed later in more detail). In 1976, Skemp
introduced new dimensions to perspectives of understanding: Relational –
Instrumental understanding (Skemp, 1976). Skemp stressed that it is important
for students to “know both what to do and why” – not only “rules without
reason” (see also Kieran, 1994). These works led to an increase of mathematics
education researchers who were interested in building models of mathematical
understanding (e.g. Herscowics & Bergeron, 1983; Pirie & Kieren, 1994).
Furthermore, a movement via “situated cognitive theory” (e.g. Greeno, 1991) to
socio-constructivist view (e.g. Cobb et al. 1992) of meaningful learning can be
found in JRME.
But the development of the general view of the conceptual framework of
meaningful learning was not “linear”, and the notions of what was important in
learning and teaching mathematics were sometimes in opposition to each other.
In 1983, the so called “Gagné paper” appeared. Gagné postulated his theses
about teaching mathematics in this article, “Some issues in the psychology of
mathematics instruction”.
Gagné (1983a, pp. 10-17) describes a model of pupils’ performance of
mathematical task in three major phases: 1) translating phase (translation of a
concrete situation, or statement, into mathematics), 2) computation phase,
(numerals are written down, followed by rules for calculating to achieve a
product) and 3) validating phase (the abstract product must be related to the
concrete situation with which the problem started to be understood). He
discusses the human learning and teaching mathematics and bases his arguments
on the cognitive learning theory (or information processing theory). He stresses
the importance of the phases 1 and 3, and in phase 2, the automatization of the
intellectual skills is a prerequisite for the understanding of mathematics.
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In his article, Gagné (1983a) stimulated a renewed discussion of the cognitive
phenomena, “understanding and skills”, involved in learning and teaching
mathematics. One of the critiques of this paper was written by Wachsmuch
(1983). Wachsmuch pointed out that the learning-with-understanding approach
of contemporary mathematics education had led to the view that the learner
should be put in the position of doing mathematics by deriving it meaningfully
from declarative knowledge. In a critique of Steffe and Blake (1983), they
lamented that Gagné’s application of information-processing theory distorts
what it means to learn mathematics. Gagné (1983) refers to information
processing theory and stresses the automatization of the correct operations for
the computation phase by “drilling” and “practising” (speed drill, games,
computers). Steffe and Blake (1983) pointed out the question: what is the goal of
the computation phase in learning and teaching mathematics? They gave an
example with an equation system: x + y = 15 and x – y = 3 (Steffe & Blake,
1983, p. 212). They argue that Gagné would want the student to be able to solve
the pair of equations automatically. With their own words Steffe and Blake
depart radically from Gagné. They wanted the mathematics student initially to
view solving the equations like a genuine mathematical problem. They saw that
the “Gagné paper” leads to a mechanic and behaviouristic view of learning.
These sentences from this discussion have been taken out from their context and
they do not give us the whole truth, but some ideas of the content of the
discussion. (See also Kieran (1994), and in more detail, “the discussion”
between Gagné (1983a) - Wachsmuch (1983) - Steffe and Blake (1983) - Gagné
(reply, 1983b) in JRME.)
As we see in JRME, some of the research in mathematics education has
questioned the strategy “teaching for skills (in mechanic way) part of the time
and teaching for understanding part of the time”, and has shown that this
strategy is not as effective as teaching for understanding all the way (e.g.
Wearne & Hiebert, 1988; Pesek & Kirshner, 2000). Understanding and skills
should not be considered as dichotomies, but as necessary aspects of
mathematical thinking and learning. Operating with problems, like Steffe and
Blake stated the understanding of the mathematics lying under the equations and
executions, is prerequisite for finding and controlling over the solution. If some
operations have been automatized before, there is always a need for control of
the execution, and when you enter a new problem for which you do not have
automatized operations yet, your only way to deal with it is by understanding the
mathematics and the mathematical situation you are dealing with. If we turn
back to Brownell, the central issue in mathematics instruction is that “students
see sense in what they learn” – we must remember that, after all, students should
not be treated as machines!
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Learning and understanding as an active,
constructive and social action
Lovell (1972) introduces a view of active constructive learning in his article:
“Intellectual growth and understanding mathematics” with some assumptions
concerning the conceptual framework of understanding mathematics and
meaningful learning. Lovell bases his arguments on the cognitive-development
theory of Piaget and reviews of research, and then he makes some implications
for teaching mathematics in the classroom. Lovell also refers to educational
psychologists as Ausubel and Galperin, and to their theories of meaningful
learning.
Here I present a brief summary of the six assumptions Lovell pointed out, based
on Piaget’s theory (Lovell, 1972, pp. 164-166):
1. The general ways of knowing have to be actively constructed by the
child through interaction with the environment.
2. At the core of the central mechanism of intelligence are the basic
operations of uniting, seriating, equalizing, putting into one-to-one
correspondence, and so on. These are internalized (in the first 21 months
of the life) with the help of language, but not deriving it from it.
Knowledge comes not from the objects themselves, but from the actions
performed on objects.
3. Thinking is an action that transforms one reality state into another,
thereby leading to knowledge of the state. To understand a state one
must understand the transformations from which the state results. In
mathematics these implicit mental actions or covert transformations are
important.
4. The concept of stage is a key concept (for Piaget). It indicates successive
developmental periods of intelligence, such as sensorimotor,
preoperational, concrete, and formal operational.
5. Language plays a role in the growth of thought (and we are in the
beginning to understand the role of language – Lovell in 1972).
6. When a mathematical idea to be learned depends on a level of logical
thought beyond that which the child possesses, the idea is either partially
learned or learned with much difficulty.
Lovell (1972, pp. 175-178) outlines some implications for teaching mathematics:
1. A move from a formal classroom atmosphere with much talk by the
teacher directed to the whole class, to the position where the pupils work
in small groups or individually on tasks that have been provided.
2. The opportunity for the pupils to act on physical materials and to use
games. It is the abstractions from actions performed on objects that aid
further knowledge of mathematical ideas (not the objects themselves).
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3. Social interaction using verbal language is an important influence in the
development of concrete-operational thought. Cooperative aspects of
exchange are important. Language helps the child organize experiences
and thoughts into a coherent structure, and the child is also forced to
elicit the strategies of thinking available to him or her.
4. Since mathematics is a structured and interlocked system of relations
expressed in symbols and governed by firm rules, the initiative and the
direction of the work must be the teacher’s responsibility. This does not
mean that pupils should never have a choice of activities, and it does not
imply that teachers should ignore naturally occurring, but relevant
situations.
5. Alongside the abstraction of the mathematical idea from the physical
situation, there must be the instruction of the relevant symbolization and
working examples, involving drill and practice and problems, on paper.
Lovell describes learning and understanding as an active, constructive and social
action. Here we can see an early version of the socio-constructive approach,
which twenty years later was going to be a very popular view of learning in
mathematics education. But in the 1970s, the focus in most of the studies was, at
first, on the individual process of learning with understanding.

Learning and understanding as an individual process
Wittrock (1974) introduced a model of learning with understanding in his article
“A Generative model of mathematics learning”. Wittrock mentions the theory of
meaningful learning by Ausubel (Wittrock, 1974, p. 186), which has been the
basis for further development of the concepts of meaningful learning and
understanding.
The main hypothesis (Wittrock, 1974, p. 182) is that learning with understanding
is a generative process, involving the construction of
a) organizational structures for storing and retrieving information, and
b) processes for relating new information to the stored information.
According to Wittrock (1974, p. 182) one should not construe learning, not even
so called reception learning, as a passive reception of someone else’s
organizations. Learning with understanding can occur with discovery learning or
with reception treatments. The important point is what these treatments cause the
learner to do. Generation and understanding is very closely related. For example,
a student may not understand sentences spoken to him/her by his teacher, but it
is very likely that a student understands sentences that he/she generates himself.
Meaningful learning requires well organized cognitive structures and enough of
relevant background knowledge (Wittrock, 1974, p. 191). Knowledge that is
well organized and meaningful to the learner, makes it possible to discover and
generate the new ideas from the content presented to him or her. According to
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Wittrock (1974), the very basic nature of meaningful learning is always
generative and a kind of discovery learning. Whether or not the new learning
material and its organization have been made explicit, the new ideas must be
discovered.
Wearne and Hiebert (1988) published an article “Cognitive approach to
meaningful mathematics instruction: Testing a local theory using decimal
numbers”. Here they introduce a model where four main cognitive processes are
involved in meaningful mathematics learning (Wearne & Hiebert, 1988, pp. 372373):
1) The connecting process is the construction of links between individual
symbols with referents.
2) The developing process builds the procedures used to manipulate symbols.
3) The elaborating/routinizing process, where elaborating means extending
syntactic procedures to other appropriate contexts, and routinizing syntactic
procedures memorizing and practicing rules, until they become automatic.
4) The abstracting process continues the separation by using symbols and rules
for a familiar system as referents in constructing more abstract systems.
In this model the connecting process is very important in meaningful
mathematics learning. It is focused on building bridges and on crossing over
them mentally, which gives meaning to written numbers, and symbols. The
connecting and developing processes are not simple, usually they are very
complex. These processes can be thought of as a semantic analysis: “Tasks are
solved by reflecting the symbol expressions of the problem into referent world
and selecting strategies based on the meanings associated with the expressions.
The arguments of the reasoning processes are the external referents rather than
the symbols (Greeno, 1983). The cognitive processes and solution strategies may
not be efficient, but they are meaningful to their user.” (Wearne & Hiebert,
1988, p. 373)
According to Wearne and Hiebert (1988, p. 371), further advancements are
being made by shifting the focus from static descriptions of cognitive processes
to descriptions of cognitive change. Secondly, initial theories of cognitive
change are likely to be local rather than global, and they need to be developed in
the context of particular subject matters.
Here, we have seen dichotomies as “relational understanding – instrumental
understanding”, “conceptual knowledge – procedural knowledge” and
“understanding – skills”, but these can be considered as necessary aspects of
mathematical understanding (Wearne & Hiebert, 1988; Kieran 1994, pp. 597598). This kind of integration (of different dichotomies) was going to be the
main direction, until we come up to the 1990s, as we can see in next chapter.
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Learning and understanding as a social process
Cobb, Yackel and Wood (1992) describe meaningful learning as an integration
of individual and social processes in their article “A Constructivist alternative to
the representational view of mind in mathematics education”. They criticize the
representational view of mind (RVM). In such an approach, the mathematics to
be learned is often said to be a salient property of external, instructional
representations. Learning is characterized as a process in which students
gradually construct mental representations that accurately “mirror” the
mathematical features of external representations. RVM fails to consider the
social and cultural nature of mathematical activity and leads to recommendations
that are at odds with the espoused goal of encouraging “learning with
understanding”. Cobb, Yackel and Wood also introduce an alternative view, and
some implications for mathematics education.
According to Cobb, Yackel and Wood (1992), learning with understanding is
taking place in a social environment. Students’ individual constructive activity
occurs in interaction between pupils and teacher, when students attempt to
resolve problems that arise, as they participate in the mathematical practises of
the classroom. The interactive teaching-learning process causes mathematical
meanings to emerge in students’ minds. The teacher and students elaborate the
“taken-as-shared” mathematical reality that constitutes the basis for their
ongoing communication. Instructional materials – or so called instructional
representations – are symbolic in their nature (Cobb et al., 1992, pp. 21-25).
They are typically developed to symbolize the taken-as-shared mathematical
interpretations of wider society. We can view them as possible means that
students might use to symbolize their developing mathematical activity. Here
these are called “pedagogical symbol systems”, instead of representations, to
emphasize their symbolizing role in individual and collective mathematical
activity.
Pirie and Kieren (e.g. 1994) have also integrated different philosophical and
psychological aspects (like Cobb et al. (1992) before) and they introduce a
synthesis, a complex and very detailed model of “growth in mathematical
understanding”. The paradigm here is socio-constructivist, and the theory
includes the individual (Piaget) and the social (Vygotsky) aspects of learning.
According to Kieren (Kieran, 1994, Carolyn Kieran’s interview with Tom
Kieren), meaningful learning always requires understanding, at least on some
level. In Pirie’s and Kieren’s (1994) model, understanding is an ongoing activity
with no end. This is something very different from a traditional view of
understanding, with correct and incorrect answers. “Growth in mathematical
understanding” includes “potential levels” as follows: primitive knowing (PK),
image making (IM), image having (IH), property noticing (PN), formalising (F),
observing (O), structuring (S), inventising (I). (In more detail see e.g. Pirie &
Kieren, 1994)
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On the one hand, much more attention should be paid to the process, by which
each student try to make sense of their worlds. On the other hand, to be
successful, students’ meaningful learning process requires that students’
alternative frameworks form the fundamental basis for teaching mathematics –
when the goal of teaching in mathematics is understanding, conceptual change
and meaningful learning. (Kieran, 1994)

Conclusions of the studies in JRME
It is very difficult to “cut off” the conceptual development, in both ends. Firstly,
the development in this tradition, called “learning with understanding”, is still
going on. Secondly, we can go back all the way to Dewey, or Pestalozzi. In this
article I have started with William Brownell, because he and his works have
been the explicit background for many researchers and their arguments, as we
can see in JRME (see e.g. Kieran, 1994).
In the 1970s, Skemp and Wittrock introduced their ideas of meaningful learning
and understanding in mathematics, and they had a great influence on research in
mathematics education and the following development. For example, researchers
who began with modelling of mathematical understanding, as Pirie and Kieren
(1994), have expanded our cognitive view of understanding and learning
mathematics.
If we think in a conceptual way, the concept of understanding is an inseparable
part of the concept of learning, and the whole concept of meaningful learning
has expanded from an individual stage to a social one – like we have more
commonly seen to happen with learning in this so called socio-constructivist
paradigm.
The development of this framework of meaningful learning, as it shows in the
tradition of learning with understanding approach (LWU, see also Hiebert &
Carpenter, 1992; Kilpatrick, 1992; Kieran, 1994), can be drawn together and
stressed in the following phases:
- Learning with no understanding, or learning and understanding are
separated.
- Learning with understanding, but (also) as an achievement (e.g. correct
answers).
- Learning with understanding, (also) as an individual mental process.
- Learning with understanding, (also) as a social process.
Here I have introduced only the main phases. They are a very “abstract”, and not
“historical”, because there are no years pointed out (the years are very difficult
to point out exactly). But this may deserve here as a conclusion of the main
phases that was involved in the conceptual development of the theory of
meaningful learning, as it appears in the “learning with understanding”-tradition.
Meaningful learning requires well organized cognitive structures and enough of
relevant background knowledge (see e.g. Ausubel, 1968). Knowledge that is
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well organized and meaningful to the learner makes it possible to discover and
generate the new ideas from the content presented to him or her. According to
Wittrock (1974), the very basic nature of meaningful learning is generative and
discovery learning and the new material must be presented in a way that makes
it possible to reach the meanings meant to be learned. Therefore, a variety of
different teaching methods and approaches is needed for each student.
Understanding can be defined as “an achievement” and as “a process”, and it
depends on the specific situation which of the definitions is more usable. For
example, Hiebert and Carpenter (1992) define understanding as “an
achievement”: “A mathematical idea or procedure or fact is understood if it is
part of an internal network. More specifically, the mathematics is understood if
its mental representation is part of a network of representations. The degree of
understanding is determined by the number and the strength of the connections.
A mathematical idea, procedure, or fact is understood thoroughly if it is linked to
existing networks with stronger or more numerous connections.” (”defining
understanding”, Hiebert & Carpenter, 1992, pp. 67-69). They use the concept
“building understanding”, when they are speaking of the process which leads to
understanding: “Using our definition of understanding, we can now describe, at
least in a metaphoric way, the structuring process that produces understanding.
Networks of mental representations are built gradually as new information is
connected to existing networks or as new relationships are constructed between
previously disconnected information. Understanding grows as the networks
become larger and more organized.” (”building understanding”, Hiebert &
Carpenter, 1992, pp. 69-74)
If we try to understand the concept of meaningful learning from the perspective
of Brownell (as the situation is in JRME and the “learning with understanding”
approach), we can see how important in teaching mathematics it is to take into
account the “inner nature” of mathematics – the connections between different
concepts and make it possible to understand how we operate in a “mathematical
system”. According to Brownell: “Meaning is to be sought in the structure, the
organization, the inner relationships of the subject itself.” (Brownell, 1945, p.
481)
In Brownell’s time, the situation in mathematics teaching was, that teachers by
meaningful learning meant different things, like they also do in our time. Very
often this concept was related to the usefulness of mathematics, outside the
classroom, and at the same time teachers taught the subject without these inner
meanings and connections. That is, perhaps, one main reason why Brownell
went into this direction, to stress the meaning of this “inner nature” of
mathematics. But he also saw this “outer nature” of meaningful learning. He
wanted to construe clear definitions by naming these different dimensions of
meaningful learning: “Failure to recognize the difference between meanings of
and meanings for makes it difficult for those of us who are interested in the
improvement of arithmetic instruction to agree on procedures. We use the same
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words but in different senses. The third usage, namely, that children have
meaningful arithmetic experiences when they use arithmetic in connection with
real life needs, relates to meanings for. On this account some prefer to call such
arithmetic experiences ‘significant’ rather than ‘meaningful’.” (Brownell, 1947,
p. 256).

Discussion and critiques of the conceptual
framework of meaningful learning
It is obvious that the explicit content of the conceptual framework of meaningful
learning is very, very “cognitive”, and there are other than the cognitive and
social dimensions, at least implicitly involved. If we want to understand the real
and whole nature of meaningful learning – the conative (e.g. motivation) and
affective (e.g. feelings) dimensions must come into account.
If we look back at those questions introduced in the beginning of this article, we
must make a conclusion that “meaningful learning” includes both inner and
outer dimensions, if we are trying to understand “the problem of meaning” in a
broader sense – and if we try to answer questions like “What does it mean?” and
“Where do we need this?”. Ernest (1989) introduces a model of teacher
knowledge in mathematics instruction, which consists of knowledge of
mathematics and knowledge of teaching mathematics. Knowledge of
mathematics is consisting of 1) mathematical knowledge – knowledge of
concepts, knowledge of procedures and strategies, etc., and 2) knowledge about
mathematics – knowledge about mathematics as a whole, knowledge about the
history of mathematics, etc. (Ernest, 1989, pp. 16-18). These dimensions of
knowledge of mathematics are quite similar to those in Brownell’s theory. The
conclusion of these discussions (with “Brownell” and “Ernest”) is, that
meaningful mathematics learning involves both dimensions: we need 1)
mathematical knowledge (“inner”) and 2) knowledge about mathematics
(“outer”), to answer the questions presented above.
There is also another very difficult question in “the problem of meaning” – the
question of dimensions: the “general” (as introduced here so far) and the
“personal” dimension of meaningful learning. Usually, in front of new situations
and new content, it requires actions like orientation, manipulating concrete
materials and use of language, by which we formulate and construct the new
ideas in our minds. This socio-constructivist view of learning has taken the
leading place of paradigmatic conceptions that occur very broadly in recent
research of mathematics teaching and learning (Cobb et. al. 1992; Kieran, 1994;
Lerman et al., 2002). But we are usually interested in actual actions, and the
main question here is, what makes the learner try to understand the new learning
materials and discover the new ideas and meanings. In Ausubel’s theory of
meaningful learning (Ausubel, 1963, 1968), it is the decision or will that makes
meaningful learning to occur: “Since meaningfulness is largely a personal
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phenomenon, it can be achieved only if the individual is willing to expend the
active effort required to integrate new conceptual material into his unique frame
of reference.” (Ausubel, 1968, p. 366) Therefore it is very important to take the
concept of motivation into account when we are formulating a framework of
meaningful learning.
In the “learning with understanding”-tradition (in the light of JRME), the
concept of motivation has been quite clearly separated from the concept of
meaningful learning (see also McLeod, 1994; Schiefele & Csikszentmihalyi,
1995). There is no place (or only marginal place) for motivation or affective
considerations, when understanding of mathematics or meaningful learning is
the focus of the article or one of the main concepts in the text. These questions
of motivation and affect domain are usually treated as “marginal” questions. At
the same time students are asking: “Where do I need this?” (a “personal version”
of the question: “Where do we need this?”).
The framework of meaningful learning, and the psychological basis of
mathematics instruction, as we can see in JRME, includes elements from
learning theories of Ausubel, Piaget and Vygotsky (and Galperin) – and these
are still alive today (for example Piaget in Simon et al. (2004)). Vygotsky seems
to be very “popular”, and it is a little bit strange that western world do not follow
the footsteps from Vygotsky to the works of Galperin (e.g. 1957), where he
expands Vygotsky’s paradigmatic ideas to a theory of meaningful learning, and
outlines the teaching-learning-process (this is the situation in JRME, except with
some researchers, e.g. Lovell (1972)). In Finland this theory has been known
quite well (see Koskinen, 2005a, 2005b).
A different paradigm in common use (in JRME) is the humanistic paradigm, that
may give us some more answers to (perhaps “help to solve”) “the problem of
meaning”. For example the psychologist Carl Rogers have outlined a theory of
meaningful learning from a humanistic view. This view has been published in
his very famous book – “Freedom to learn” (Rogers, 1969).
Rogers (1969, pp. 3-5) says that learning can be divided in two general types of
learning – meaningful and meaningless learning. Much of the material presented
to students in the classrooms has, for the student, the same meaningless quality
as the list of nonsense syllabus, like: “baz”, “ent”, “nep”, “arl”, “lud” (the reader
can try to remember these), and nearly every student finds that large portions of
his curriculum are meaningless for him/her. Meaningful learning is something
quite different. In contrast, according to Rogers (1969, pp. 3-5), meaningful
learning is significant and experiential learning. It has a quality of personal
involvement (the whole person in both his feeling and cognitive aspects being in
the learning event), it is self-initiated (the sense of discovery, of reaching out, of
grasping and comprehending, etc.), it is pervasive (it makes a difference in the
behaviour, attitudes, etc.), and it is evaluated by the learner (the learner knows if
something is meeting his/her needs, what he/she wants to know, etc.).
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The key word in Rogers’ theory is “freedom” and the starting point for learning
and teaching is the learner’s own “system of values” (in cognitive psychology
the starting point is the “cognitive structure”, or “conceptual framework”). The
teacher’s task is to give freedom (time, space, opportunities etc.) to the learner
and help him/her in his/her learning-process, and organize and control the
learning environment, providing all kinds of resources (books, concrete
materials, videos, games, etc.) which will make his/her students’ experiential
learning relevant to their needs, and make such resources available. According to
Rogers (1969), the teacher is the most important resource in the learning
environment – he/she is there for emphatic listening and understanding, helping
and guiding the students – to find and feel their own values, and to find and feel
the real-world around them, and in general, open their minds for the learningprocess.
When we are coming to the beginning of a new century, there has been a
movement to make synthesis of different paradigms (e.g. Cobb et. al. 1992;
Battista, 1999; see also Kirshner, 2002). Kirshner (2002) outlines a view of the
paradigmatic development and needs in educational research and teaching
mathematics – “A cross-disciplinary strategy for relating psychological theory to
pedagogical practice”. According to Kirschner (2002), it is important to see the
value of integrating the different dimensions of our knowledge of learning and
its implementations to teaching. If we want to define meaningful learning in a
way that describes its nature not only as potential, we need a model of teaching
and learning and a framework of meaningful learning that integrates the different
paradigms of cognitive, socio-cultural and humanistic psychology.
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Designing a Learning Environment
for the Mathematical Problem
Solving
Henry Leppäaho
University of Jyväskylä
In this study the teaching of mathematical problem solving was integrated in
thirty lessons at grade 6 in mathematics, mother tongue, natural sciences, art and
craft. The experimental group (n = 17) and the control group (n = 35) took part
in a pre-test, post-test and delayed test, which consisted of problem tasks. In the
teaching for the experimental group, in addition to integration, the role of the
problem solving map was emphasized. The problem solving map supports pupils
in looking for the route toward the solution and checking the stages they have
used in their attempts to solve the problem. In the pre-test and in the delayed test
there were no statistical differences between the groups, except in one task in the
delayed test. But in the post-test there was a clear statistical difference in the
whole test: according to the results, the experimental group was 25% better than
the control group. Problems in the tests were such that pupils could solve them
using the information given in their mathematics book.

Introduction
Problem solving is a popular term and it has been used in different kinds of
contexts. According to the Lester and Kehle (2003) mathematical problem
solving is a thinking process in which a solver tries to make sense of a problem
situation using mathematical knowledge she/he has and attempts to obtain new
information about that situation till she/he can “resolve the tension or
ambiguity”.
Problem solving strategy, a previously learnt way to solve problems, helps
learners to solve new tasks (see e.g. Schoenfeld 1985, 109–110). Problem
solving strategies can be learnt and practised using examples. But when pupils
meet a new problem, they have to find out themselves what kind of strategy can
be applied in solving a certain problem. It is difficult to teach this skill, but
pupils can be guided to choose a possible way to start and this, in turn, helps
them to control their uncertainty.
Fairly often solvers cannot solve the problem in spite of their persistent attempts.
They feel uncertainty and failure. According to De Hoyos, Gray & Simpson
(2004), students start the problem solving activity with some degree of
uncertainty that may vary from high to low. This degree of uncertainty may
affect students’ decisions at early stages of the problem solving process. Op´t
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Eynde, De Corte & Verschaffel (2001) found out that pupils often had negative
emotions like frustration and anger at the beginning of the solving process.
Absence of an obvious procedure frustrates those who really want to solve the
problem.
In the early studies of mathematical problem solving, attempts were made to
show the usefulness of teaching general problem solving strategies. But, for
example Schoenfeld (1992), has concluded that prescriptive use of heuristics is
not particularly helpful for improving problem solving performance or its
transfer to a new situation. Pupils need, however, examples of strategies in order
to learn to apply procedures to new problems. Therefore, practising of problem
solving strategies has the potential to serve as a powerful descriptor of problem
solving behaviour (Schoenfeld, 1992). In this way pupils’ uncertainty can be
reduced and their attitude towards mathematical problem solving may improve.
The importance of communications has been stressed in learning mathematics
(Elliot & Kenney, 1996). Teachers agree widely on the importance of oral
communication in learning mathematics. Speaking and listening are the primary
means by which pupils learn to participate in mathematical communities,
explaining, questioning, justifying, clarifying their ideas, listening to the ideas of
others, and working with others to construct mathematical arguments. According
to Morgan (2001, 233–234), writing has some useful characteristics that are not
shared with spoken language: 1) Writing produces a lasting record. During the
writing process, writers can look back at what they have already written, reflect
on whether it really transmits the intention, revise and redraft it. 2) Writing does
not take place face-to-face with its audience. The writer generally has more time
to think about what they are writing and hence to clarify and refine their
thinking. It also means that what is written has to be more complete and precise
than spoken communications because the reader cannot ask for clarification or
more information. Completeness and precision are particularly important to
mathematical communication and to the development of mathematical thinking.
3) Writing and mathematics are similar activities. The processes of writing and
mathematical problem solving are similar, as both of them involve recursive
development of clarity about the nature of the problem and its solution.
Pugalee (2004) has compared writing and the verbal (talk aloud) description of
the mathematical problem solving process. He noticed that problem solving and
writing have a better connection to the right answers than problem solving and
verbal expression. Students who wrote descriptions of their thinking were
significantly more successful in problem solving tasks than students who
verbalized their thinking. Recent interest in writing as a communicative tool
indicates that this form of communication has the potential to promote
mathematical understanding (Sierpinska 1998; Morgan 1998).
The aim of this study is the find out:
1) How to integrate the teaching of the mathematical problem solving to the
other school subjects in practice?
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2) How the Problem Solving Map -method works as pupil’s tool in
mathematical problem solving?

The problem solving map (PSM) method
It is widely known that hypothesis and testing form the cycle of a problem
solving model. Already Pólya (1948) has given systematic instructions on how
to solve a problem. First of all, pupils have to perceive and understand the
problem in order to extract from it the relevant information. It is necessary to
keep the information in the working memory so that they can try different
approaches in their mind in order to make a plan before they can move on to the
next step, the actual solving process, i.e. carrying out the plan. I think that pupils
need systematic guidance as well as knowledge about different problem solving
strategies in order to be able to manage in problem solving. Therefore, in this
study pupils were first introduced to the use of a problem solving map (PSM) as
a helping tool.
The main idea of the PSM is that pupils will learn to collect notes that will help
to solve the problem. Thus, the PSM acts as a map to support pupils when they
look for the route toward the solution and they can always come back and check
the stages they have passed through in their attempt to solve the problem
(Leppäaho, 2004; 2005). The PSM emphasizes metacognitive thinking. The
application of metacognitive techniques has two important mathematical
purposes: 1) It allows pupils to keep track of what they have done and are
planning to do next, and 2) It allows pupils to make connections between their
problem solving work and their knowledge of subject matter and mathematical
procedures. (Finkel, 1996). Figure 1 shows an example of problem solving map
designed by a pupil in the experimental group.
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Figure 1. An example of a problem solving map

Method
Design research (Edelson, 2002) is used as a guidance method in this study. One
purpose of the study is to develop teaching methods and artefacts (such as
teaching materials). This study was carried out in the 6th grade of a small
Finnish country school using a quasi-experimental design. One study group of
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17 pupils (9 girls, 8 boys), the experimental group, was taught problem solving
over six weeks in 30 lessons integrated into their regular school days, mainly in
mathematics but also in mother tongue (Finnish), science, art and craft.
The researcher taught the experimental group during these 30 lessons, whereas
during the other lessons their own teacher taught the pupils. The control group
consisted of two study groups with 35 pupils (16 girls, 19 boys) in total. The
control group studied mathematics and other school subjects in their normal
way. The problem solving map (PSM) method played a central role in the
course. In teaching problem solving Schroeder’s and Lester’s (1989) ideas on
the three components – about, for and via problem solving – were used. During
the first lessons the idea of the PSM and some other problem solving strategies
was explained to the experimental group for the purpose of teaching about
problem solving. With the meaning of teaching for problem solving, the
experimental group was taught, for example, how to calculate volume and how
to process problems by using calculation rules. The need to construct the PSM
for any problem whenever possible was emphasized. During the course
altogether about 30 problems were solved in this manner, which was used with
the intention of teaching via problem solving.
In the beginning of the course the pupils were given instructions how to
construct the PSM: 1) Read the task, 2) Pick out information about the task and
write it down, 3) Choose a solving strategy, 4) Write down your thinking and
solution, 5) Always make a drawing or diagram of the task if it is possible, 6)
Evaluate and check your solution, 7) If you find a lot of errors, make a new
solution after the wrong solution and 8) Don’t delete the wrong solution; it is
part of the solving process, too!
In the course, pupils were given open-ended problems that were integrated in
different school subjects. Integration was carried out in teaching, for example in
the following way: In the art lessons they designed their own boat. One
requirement for the boat was that it should have a capacity of one litre. In the
science lessons they made experiments on floating and sinking related to
Archimedes’ Principle (figure 2).
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Figure 2. Testing the boat in the science lesson

Finally, in craft lessons they built the boat according to their drawings. In the
mathematics lesson pupils calculated the volume needed for a boat to carry a
cargo of one litre. The concrete and self-made product was an effective way to
characterize the concept of volume. At the same time the pupils noticed that it is
very important to write down the plan and make careful drawings. (A more
detailed report on the integration was given in Leppäaho, 2007).
Pupils’ problem solving performance was measured in a pre-test and a post-test,
both of which consisted of 14 tasks and took 90 minutes. They contained three
numerical, five geometric, four procedural, one open and one matchstick
problem. In selecting the tasks the following criteria were set: 1) a diverse group
of different problem types should be presented, 2) the problems should fulfil the
definition of the problem i.e. they should not be routine tasks, and 3) the
problems could be solved according to the 6th grade curriculum. The
corresponding tasks were not dealt with during the lessons. The tasks in the posttest were designed on the basis of the problems in the pre-test in order to find out
any changes. In some cases the numerical values were changed, in other cases
the setting was changed but the structure and the type of the task were kept the
same. Pupils were also requested to explain their solutions using words,
equations and drawings. In the delayed test pupils had 45 minutes to solve six
problems: two numerical, one geometric, two procedural and one open problem.
The structures of the best tasks according the pre- and post-test results were
chosen. The problems in the delayed test were slightly more demanding so the
pupils also faced real problems in the delayed test. In the following I present an
example of the variety of tasks in the pre-test, post-test and delayed test. The
instructions for the tasks were the same in all tests:
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The formation of every number sequence can be described by some rule. Fill in possible
missing numbers in the boxes and justify your choice by giving your rule for each number
sequence.
Pre-test: A1c)
1  4  9  16  ___  ___
________________________________________________________
Post-test: C1c)
1  5  11  19  ___ ___
________________________________________________________
Delayed test: E1c)
1  2  2  4  8 ___ ___
__________________________________________________

The reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) were as follows: in the pre-test
0.884, in the post-test 0.885 and in the delayed test 0.785. The tests can therefore
be considered reliable.

Results
According to the teaching intervention, it was possible to use in addition to the
mathematics lessons also Finnish, science, art and craft lessons for the teaching
of the mathematical problem solving.
In the problem solving tests the scoring of the problem solving tasks was divided
in two parts: 1) the solving part including the solution (the answer) to the task
and 2) the reasoning process part including clarifying drawings, tables and
written reasoning. The reason for this was to ensure that the pupils’ ability to
solve problems was tested and not the training of the experimental group.
Figure 3 shows the answers of a pupil in the experimental group to the
corresponding tasks. We can notice the changes in the answers in the pre- and
post-test and in the delayed test.
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Figure 3. The answers of a pupil in the experimental group on the pre- and post-test and
on the delayed test

In pre-test task B7 the boy in the experimental group has only written the wrong
answer: Wednesday. There is no justification for the solution, so he got zero
points on the solving part and the reasoning process part of the task.
In post-test task D6 we can see that the same boy has used the PSM method
successfully. The pupil has written the essential information about the task on
the right-hand side of the paper, and he has designed a helpful drawing, which
helps him to discover the correct solution. So, he gets full marks on this task:
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one point on the solving part and one point on the reasoning process part of the
task.
In delayed test task E3 the boy has sketched out the right order of the drivers
using the abbreviated form of the names (figure 3). But it is not clear who is first
and who is last. So, this inaccuracy lowered his score by 0.5 point on the
reasoning process part.
To summarize the results on the solving of the presented tasks, it seems that this
boy has learned to apply the PSM method in the exam situation in the post-test.
He also remembered something of the PSM method in the delayed test 18
months later.
The improvement of the experimental group compared to the control group in
the total scores between the pre- and post-test (table 1) was significant (analysis
of variance p = 0.000; F = 26.63; df = 1). An important finding was also that all
the pupils in the experimental group improved their scores in the post-test within
a range of 2.25 to 21.25 points.
Table 1. The total scores in the pre- and post-test of the groups
Total scores
Experimental group (N = 17)
Control group (N = 35)
Difference between groups
Exp – Cont
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001

Pre-test
32.26
33.01
-0.75
(-2.3%)

Post-test
40.84
32.60
+8.24***
(25.3%)

The results of the reasoning process and the solving part are shown in figure 4.

Scores

23,00

17,05
16,32
15,96
15,94

20,78
20,06

exp: Solving

16,99
15,61

cont: Solving

exp: Reasoning process
cont: Reasoning process

13,00
Pre-test

Post-test

Figure 4. The scores of the solving part and the reasoning process in the pre- and posttest of the experimental (exp) and control (cont) groups

The improvement of the experimental group in the solving part in the post-test
was significant (analysis of variance; p = 0.000; F = 13.71; df = 1), as was the
improvement in the reasoning process part (p = 0.000; F = 31.62; df = 1). The
results of the solving part improved in both groups, but only the experimental
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group also improved the reasoning process. It seems that improvement in the
reasoning process has a positive influence on the results of the solving part.
The purpose of the delayed test was to find out how stable the differences
between the groups are. The differences were not statistically significant, but in
percentage terms the experimental group still got better results than the control
group on both parts of the test (table 2).
Table 2. The scores of the experimental and control groups on the delayed test
Delayed test
Solving part
Reasoning process
Total scores

Experimental group
(N = 17)
7,76
5,57
13,34

Control group
(N = 35)
6,97
4,66
11,63

Difference between groups
Exp – Cont
0,79 (11,3 %)
0,91 (19,5 %)
1,71 (14,7 %)

All the pupils were studying in different and mixed study groups at grade 7 in
the same school, so that they had studied a whole school year in similar teaching
and learning environments. Therefore it was expected that the results of the
experimental and control group would approach each other. The difference in
the scores was not significant in the whole of the delayed test. However, in
problem E1, which consisted of six subtasks (subtask E1c was presented above),
the experimental group was statistically better in the solving part (t-test, p =
0,027), in the reasoning process (t-test, p = 0,002) and in the total scores (t-test,
p = 0,004).
In figure 5 the performance of the experimental group and the control group are
compared when the results of the control group are standardized to 100 % in all
the three tests.

150 %

125 %
115 %
98 %
100 %

100 %

100 %

10 %
Pre-test

Post-test

Exp. group (n = 17)

Delayed test

Cont. group (n = 35)

Figure 5. Percentage differences between the experimental group and the control group
in the pre-, post- and delayed tests

In the post-test there is a clear statistical difference in the overall results between
the groups in the post-test. The experimental group was 25,3 % better than the
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control group. There is no statistical difference in the overall results in the pretest and in the delayed test. Only in percentage terms the experimental group
was still 14,7 % better in the delayed test, even if it was 2,3 % weaker than
control group in the pre-test.

Conclusions
This study shows that it was possible to create a workable learning environment
for the mathematical problem solving in practice by integrating the teaching to
the mother tongue, natural sciences, art, craft and mathematics lessons.
Pugalee (2005, 39-40) gives fifty activities for writing in mathematics, for
example: 1) making a list of characteristics or steps, 2) creating a drawing or an
illustration for a problem and describing how they are related. The aim of the
problem solving map method is to help pupils to illustrate and process
mathematical problems in writing and drawing. As the results show, the pupils’
performance has improved. The PSM method supports the pupils’ memory so
that it is easier for them to go back to the basic information or to look at the
drawing to see the structure of the problem. Also Kotovsky, Hayes & Simon
(1985) have noticed that external memory tools help the solution process.
The pre-test showed that the pupils had difficulties to express their thinking in
mathematical language. The results of the control group in the post-test confirm
this interpretation. The scores of the experimental group on both the solving part
and the reasoning process clearly improved. Furthermore, the written
explanations showed development in clarity of thinking. The use of this kind of
systematic method like PSM in starting to work with a problem as well as the
“permission” to make all kinds of attempts to find the solution probably reduces
pupils’ feelings of uncertainty.
In the delayed test, 18 months after the post-test, the experimental group was
statistically still better in one of the six tasks than the control group. In
percentage terms the difference was clearly in favour of the experimental group,
although the control group was a little better in the pre-test.
Of course, we should treat the conclusions cautiously because the groups are
quite small and many factors might have influenced the results, as is always the
case in studies of teaching and learning. But, in this case, the results suggest that
using integration of school subjects together with the PSM method could be a
useful way to teach and learn mathematical problem solving.
Hohn & Frey (2002) have obtained similar results when they used a
corresponding heuristic strategy, similar to the PSM method, in teaching 3rd to
5th grade pupils in problem solving. Lorenzo (2005) has noticed that the
problem solving heuristic she used in her study helped chemistry students to
understand the stages of the problem solving process. Van Garderen &
Montague (2003) have found out that sixth graders’ visual-spatial
representations related significantly to the way they solved problems.
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Awareness that wrong answers are accepted as a step towards the right answer
may help pupils to try different kinds of attempts to solve the problem. Too often
it is forgotten that wrong answers are also a part of studying problem solving
and mathematics. Skilful mathematicians also make numerous attempts when
they try to solve difficult problems (Stylianou, 2002).
Many pupils believe that mathematics is only doing calculations (Grigutsch,
1998). But mathematics includes a lot of problem solving, just as everyday life
sometimes does. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to teach and to learn a
method to solve problems.
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In the process of becoming a
mathematics teacher:
A case study of the first year
experiences
Päivi Portaankorva-Koivisto
University of Tampere
The purpose of this paper is to present some first findings concerning the process
of becoming a mathematics teacher. In my study I followed a group of six
mathematics student teachers during their first year in teacher education and met
the challenges that arise from these experiences.
The method I used was narrative research and the analysis described in this
particular paper was a narrative analysis with the help of Greimas’s actant
model. The target group of the study comprised students who began their studies
on a master’s programme at the University of Tampere in autumn 2005 (n = 6).
They were students who majored in education and had mathematics as their
minor subject. The data I present here include students’ reflective essays and the
individual interviews conducted in November-December 2005 and May 2006.
The data analysed this far is very rich and colourful. The participants' stories,
which were compressed into two so called fictional stories, were eloquent and
they challenge both teacher educators and researchers.

Introduction
Traditional mathematics teaching is still going strong. Many preservice teachers
believe strongly in the way of teaching that has become familiar to them
throughout their school years and they want to preserve it. This is one of the
challenges teacher educators face every day.
During my years in the profession I have tried out various ways of working with
my pupils or students and sought the golden apples of mathematics teaching. As
a teacher educator I have found that there are still many left to be found.
Because of my research I have developed a mathematics teaching approach
which I call ‘phenomenological mathematics teaching’ after the ideas
enlightened to me after reading Tony Brown (2001). I have called it
‘phenomenological’ because in the phenomenological tradition the researchers
emphasize individual experiences and meanings, which I too want to stress in
mathematics teaching. In the early stages of my research my ‘phenomenological
mathematics teaching’ consisted of six components: interactive, communal or
cooperative, experiential, explorative, illustrative or using illustrations, and
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mathematics as a language. When all went well these components contributed to
the formation of a positive atmosphere in the classroom, helped in tempting
pupils to study and consider learning mathematics not just learning technical
procedures but learning mathematical concepts as well.
In Finland, during the recent few years, there has been a trend to combine the
primary schools and the lower secondary schools to form an integrated
comprehensive school. For many years these schools have situated in different
buildings and the teachers have not had the possibility to ‘cross the border’. The
teacher education has also been separate. While primary school teachers are very
much involved in educational sciences in their education having their master’s
degree in education, subject matter teachers for lower secondary schools study
their subject matter mostly at their departments of mathematics, history and so
on. To become a teacher they have to take their pedagogical studies at a faculty
of education. This takes a year or two and forms only a small part of their
education. As primary school teachers usually teach pupils aged 7 to 12 and
subject matter teachers teach pupils older than that, there will be many
challenges if the schools unite. In mathematics teacher education we have to take
into consideration that the prospective teachers must have experience from the
lower grades and also knowledge about how pupils learn the basics of
mathematics and information about teaching methods suitable for pupils of that
age. I believe that all mathematics teaching, like ‘phenomenological
mathematics teaching’ as I call it in my present research, accepts these
challenges.

Research Question and Methods
In this paper I will concentrate on my research methods and analysis. The
analysis on which I focus here is only part of the whole research analysis. In this
particular paper I start for answering question "how does the phenomenological
approach to mathematics teaching influence the student teachers’ process of
developing a teacher identity?" In this chapter I will shortly review my research
method and the model I used to analyse the data.

Research Method
My research method is narrative although, during my study, I will make many
interventions and meet each of my students or informants both as a teacher and
as a researcher. So, my study will have some features of action research. There
are three cycles in my research. The first cycle is now coming to its close. After
this analysis I will present my findings to my informants and we will decide
together how to continue to work on the agreed-on themes of phenomenological
mathematics teaching and the process of becoming a mathematics teacher. In the
second cycle there might be some changes in the components of
phenomenological mathematics teaching as well as in collecting data. As those
engaging in action research are recommended to include in their research reports
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more personal and narrative material and innovative background (Heikkinen,
2002b, p. 124), I endeavour to write out the way I work and my thoughts
throughout the research. The approach is hermeneutic and also partly
phenomenological. In my research I try to collect original and unique
experiences from both the students and myself (see among others Huttunen &
Kakkori, 2002).

Data Collection Method
The target group of my study comprises all the students who began their studies
on a master’s programme at the university of Tampere (n = 6) in autumn 2005,
which means that it is the whole group not a sample. They are students majoring
in education at the Teacher Education Department with mathematics as a
compulsory minor subject. This group is very different from the groups normally
attending our courses in the teacher education department who do their
pedagogical studies (60 credit points) during one year or two years and who
study at their own department, e.g. at a mathematics department, most of the
time. The research group and I have more time to work together (143 credit
points) which might have some influence on their thoughts on being a teacher. I
see it as richness from the perspective of my study that five of the participants
had already studied at university before they started these studies being welladvanced in their early studies. A member of the group had commenced
university studies in our department right after leaving upper secondary school.
Though the group is very small I am pleased that they come from very different
parts of Finland.
The data corpus I will focus on in this paper includes reflective essays by the
students, the first individual interviews supplemented in November-December
2005 and the second individual interviews in May 2006. The essays were
collected during a basic study course I was lecturing to this group. In these
essays the students were asked to write about their school memories, about
teachers and events that seemed to be important or had had influence on their
decision to become a teacher. They were also asked to write about their thoughts
of phenomenological mathematics teaching. In the first interview I asked them
to tell me more about the experiences they had told me about in their essays. I
noticed that some of my informants preferred talking instead of writing and I
was happy to hear their stories. The second interviews focused on the changes in
the students’ thoughts; I asked them to explain what had influenced them during
their first year of teacher education. What kind of challenges they had faced,
what had been delightful, what had been annoying, what do they think about
teaching and learning now after the first year? I also asked a question that
seemed to be very difficult for them to answer: How do the children learn
mathematics? I recorded the interviews and transcribed them. I got 101 pages of
material from the first interviews (some 8 hours) and 90 pages of data from the
second interviews (over 7 hours). From the essays I got some 55 pages of written
material.
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My interviews were conducted in a qualitative way. This is how Rubin and
Rubin (1995) describe qualitative interviews:
In qualitative interviews the interviewees share the work of the interviewer,
sometimes guiding it in channels of their own choosing. They are treated as
partners rather than as objects of research. (Rubin & Rubin, 1995, p. 10)

Rubin and Rubin (1995) keep calling the informants as conversational partners.
They pay attention to the fact that some conversational partners are selfrevelatory, others more restrained and formalistic. Some know a lot about the
topic and some do not. In their opinion it makes little sense to present the same
questions to everyone in qualitative interviews (p. 11).
In narrative research, the aim is that a dialogue emerges between the narrator
and the researcher in which there is an endeavour towards mutual understanding.
For this reason it would be ideal for the researcher and the narrator to work
together for a longer period of time and hold numerous discussions (see among
others Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995 in Heikkinen, 2002a, pp. 10-20). Recurrent
interviews will provide the researcher with an opportunity to consider the theme
from several angles and much more profoundly and actually bring more
sensitive issues into the discussion (Erkkilä & Mäkelä, 2002, p. 49). Different
research methods also have different effects on participants and change people in
different ways (Moilanen, 2002, p. 93). Leaning on this I shall compile material
over a period of more than three years of study during which some of the
students will have completed the bachelor’s degree and some of them may
already be in the final phases of their master’s degrees.

About Making My Study Credible
Rubin and Rubin (1995, p. 85) suggest that most indicators of validity and
reliability do not fit qualitative research. Instead, researchers judge the
credibility of a research by its transparency, consistency-coherence and
communicability. As to my data collection the transparency means that I have
saved the original recordings and my transcripts were made directly from tape
and they include the whole recording with only some nonverbal indications of
what occured like “laughing together”, “coughing” etc. The coherence of the
themes means that if there are contradictory explanations of what has happened
the researcher has to offer evidence why s/he prefers one version to the other
(Rubin & Rubin, 1995, pp. 87-88). Because of my method of analysis I have the
possibility to include different views that my interviewees offer and thus to
increase the consistency of my research this way. The consistency of individuals
means that the interviewees say things that mesh i.e. they do not change their
opinions or hold contradictory views simultaneously (Rubin & Rubin, 1995, pp.
88-89). It is very natural that my interviewees change their minds during the
research. I try to explain these changes as thoroughly as possible so that the
reader can follow the process of developing a teacher identity. The consistency
across cases means that the researcher can show that the core concepts and
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themes consistenly occur in a variety of cases and in different settings (Rubin &
Rubin, 1995, p. 90). In my research report this variation is a richness and I will
present it very carefully. Rubin and Rubin (1995) explain that the informants,
conversational partners, should see themselves in the researcher’s descriptions
although they may not agree with every detail or interpretation. Other
researchers should understand the text and readers who have never been in this
research setting should feel confident that they now can find their way around
this arena. The richness of detail, abundance of evidence, and vividness of the
text increases the communicability of the research (Rubin & Rubin, 1995, p. 91).
I find it important that when describing a process and following it for three years
it is necessary to select such a method of collecting data and such a method for
analysing it that it respects the phenomenon.

Method of Analysis
Narrative research does not pursue objectivity and generalisability of knowledge
but rather generation of personal, subjective knowledge (Heikkinen, 2002a, pp.
17-18). I have collected my data according to the principles of narrative research
and I shall use two different methods to analyse it: analysis of narratives and
also the narrative analysis. Polkinghorne (1995) makes a distinction between the
analysis of narratives and narrative analysis, the result of which is a narrative
(Polkinghorne, 1995, pp. 6-8). Analysis of narratives occurs mainly through
classification when various types, comparative images and categories are
identified (Heikkinen, 2002a, p. 20). In narrative analysis the researcher collects
descriptions of events and synthesizes or configures them into a new narrative or
story or stories (Polkinghorne 1995, p. 12).
At first in my analysis I wrote two fictional narratives on the students. They
were fictional because they were some sort of syntheses of the participants'
stories, presenting their thoughts and experiences before the time my students
began their studies. The hypothetical main characters in these two stories I
discuss here are Sara and Laura. I tried to make them as real ‘persons’ as
possible so that, through their experiences, those who read my research paper
will find it easy to identify with the growth of a prospective mathematics
teacher. I also endeavour to preserve the anonymity of my informants in these
narratives: both Sara’s and Laura’s narrative is composed of the experiences of
five informants. The stories are based on the reflective essays where I asked the
participants to write down their school memories, their thoughts of becoming a
mathematics teacher, about the people who had influenced them most, and how
they were taught mathematics and so on.
Why did I form two narratives? After reading the essays and the written
transcriptions over and over again, I noticed that there were excerpts or moments
that were encouraging the prospective teacher towards a future primary school
teacher or a becoming mathematics teacher. So, I decided that Sara’s future
profession will be a mathematics teacher and Laura’s aim is to become a primary
school teacher. I will validate the stories by letting the informants read them and
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make comments on them. I have also decided that they can suggest the names
they want me to use in my final report. I chose Sara and Laura for this occasion
only because of the international sound of the names.
The stories themselves will inform readers about the professional growth
process, but to help the reader to see the crucial points of the narratives I used
Greimas’s actant model which is based on roles and relations. According to
Greimas this model suits well to analysing autobiographies and all kinds of
stories. In Greimas’s model there are six actants: the Subject is the one who
seeks; the Object is that which is sought; the Sender sends the Subject and the
Receiver is its destination; the Helper assists the action and the Opponent blocks
it (Chandler, 2001, pp. 95-96). Eladhari and Lindley (2004) present the model
like this:
Sender → Object → Receiver
↑
Helper →Subject ←Opponent
They use a simple story scenario from the computer game world to describe the
different characters: Sender can be a Wizard who gives a quest to Subject, the
Player character, Object will be a Dragon which is to be to killed and Receiver
will be the Wizard who then gives the reward. Eladhari and Lindley describe the
actant theory as a conceptualization that breaks down the parts of the story into
force fields and makes it possible for the narrative to come into existence
(Eladhari & Lindley, 2004, pp. 8-9). In my stories The Subject is the becoming
teacher, Sara or Laura. The Sender is the person or the incident that ‘sent’ my
story character on her way to becoming a prospective teacher. The Object is then
to become a teacher. The Receiver is either a primary school or a secondary
school depending on the future profession of my story character. The Opponent
is what is against this plan and the Helper describes what is encouraging my
story character to go on with this plan.
I continued the narratives after the second interviews and writing about the
students’ first-year experiences. The story of Sara continued as if she had been
the one who had already started her teacher training, and the story of Laura
proceeded as if she had been a student who did not have any experience as a
teacher yet. Greimas’s idea is that the researcher forms the text corpus from the
data by selecting or eliminating, then she objectivates the text and decides which
pronoun she uses, what time she tells about and then eliminates the references
referring to places, persons and so on (Greimas, 1980, pp. 168, 176). I have
written the stories using the pronoun I and formulating the text as if it had been
an autobiography. When referring to informants I have used square brackets
after the sequences. My narratives are of course my interpretations. Riessman
(1993, p. 13), like Greimas, reminds us: there are decisions to be made about
form, ordering, style of presentation, and how the fragments of lives that have
been given in interviews will be housed, what gets included and what excluded.
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To strengthen the research validation I will let my informants read the stories I
have written and also suggest the names for the fictive characters in my final
report. They can also change my plans for the next action research cycle and tell
me how they would like to go on next year.

Research Analysis
In this paper I am not presenting the narratives themselves instead I will present
the four Greimas’s actant models I have formed from those narratives: Sara’s
models 1 and 2 in figures 1 and 2 and Laura’s models 1 and 2 in figures 3 and 4,
and then open them to readers. The numbers in brackets refer anonymously to
the six informants.

Sara's story
Sara (see figure 1) has always been a talented student who has enjoyed studying
and learning. Because of her giftedness people seem to expect her to succeed in
her studies and they might wonder why she chose to be a teacher and not
something else. She started to study mathematics because it was possible for her
to enter university because of her good marks. It was a good choice and she is
now heading to become a mathematics teacher.
Sara was bullied at school because of her giftedness and she has bad memories
of school. Why go back there? She is, however, the type of a character who
wants to show other people that she can do things differently and keep her own
mind. What is encouraging is that she really wants to take care of her pupils and
show them her enthusiasm. She uses the verb ‘interpret’ when she talks about
teaching mathematics. She seems to believe that she could open up some
mathematical concepts and she might perhaps want to try out her “wings” and
not just continue teaching mathematics in a traditional way which is something
she had got used to during her own school time. She conjectures that loneliness
or perhaps homesickness might have some effect on her studies.
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FIGURE 1
Sara’s narrative set in the Greimas’s actant model when she started her studies to
become a mathematics teacher.

Sender

→

Object→

Receiver

It was possible to enter
To become a teacher
mathematics studies without an
entrance exam [1]. I was enthustiastic
for studying [6]. Sara ”rescueing the
world”

Mathematics Teacher [1]
As a teacher I interpret
mathematics [6], I give challenges [3]
and teach with enthusiasm [6].

↑
Helper

→

I was a talented student
and was asked to
help others. [6]
I like challenges.
It is important to care
for your pupils. [6]

Subject

←

Opponent
I was bullied at school [6]
Other people expect me to
succeed [6]. Unpleasent memories
of school [2]. I was taught in a
traditional way in mathematics [4]
and [5] I moved to another town to
study at university [1].

SARA

Sara’ story continues after the interviews I had in the spring of 2006. I again
collected extracts from four interviews. During the winter Sara had been doing
her teaching practice in school. In the curriculum, the first teacher training
period consists of twelve school lessons and the teacher student is in charge of
these lessons all by herself. The mentoring teacher is only following the work
that is going on the sidelines. The first teacher training period also consists of 60
lessons, under the guidance of the mentor, during which the student gets to know
the school and the work being done there.
Sara’s story (see figure 2) continues as her first year in teacher education is over.
She has been working as a teacher and also doing her teacher training so she is
telling a lot about her experiences at school. She is still demanding a lot from
herself, she wants to do things differently. She has experience from the lower
secondary school and she is happy when she tells me that it was not so terrible
an experience at all compared to the memories she had of her own time in lower
secondary school. She is interested in school affairs, teacher’s profession and she
is beginning to see her learning processes through ‘the teacher’s lenses’. This
can be seen from the way she talks about the pupils and their differences, about
the articles she has read about school and the teacher’s profession, and about
mentioning the colleagues many times. She sometimes tells in a positive way
how important they are and sometimes in not so positive way how they suspect
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her or comment on her when she wants to take into account learners of all kind
in her class.
She feels that she had found her way of teaching and she would like to try out
methods she has found effective in her own learning process. This comes out
when she tells about researching. She has started her own study and her
candidate thesis. Another learning experience has been a didactic course in
mathematics she had attended to. During that course they have had many
exercises where the students have to do investigations and geometrical drawing.
She talks about it enthusiastically and wonders if she could manage to teach like
that in school.
It seems that she is going to be a mathematics teacher. What worries her is that
her mentors change very often and there is no continuity with the feedback. If
one mentor tells her to do something in a certain way and she is willing to try it,
the mentor may change and the other mentor may not be too interested in that
kind of experiment. The feedback she has received seems to have made a great
impact on her and it affects what she thinks about herself as a teacher.
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FIGURE 2
Sara’s narrative set in the Greimas’s actant model when she has studied a year to
become a mathematics teacher.

Sender

→

Object→

Receiver

The lower secondary school
To become a teacher
was not so terrifying [1], [2] and [6].
I think that it is very important to take
different pupils into account [6].
As a teacher the collegues are important
too [1]. “I want to show them that I
can succeed with different pupils.” [6]

“I think it is relevant
that I will be a mathematics
teacher.” [2], [4] and [6].

↑
Helper

→

Subject

“I have gained confidence
SARA
and courage to try different things with
pupils” [4]. “I have found my inner style
in teaching.” [1] “I had demanding
mentors and they gave me good
feedback.” [1]
Starting a research of my own [1], [2]
and [4].
Following the papers to find articles
about
school [6]. Learning mathematics by
investigating and drawing [6]

←

Opponent
The mentors change and
there is no continuity [1].
People do not respect teachers’
profession [4]. Feedback has a great
effect on what one thinks about
oneself as a teacher [1].

Laura's story
Laura instead (see figure 3) liked her primary school teacher a lot. She enjoyed
school mathematics and to become a teacher was a relevant option for her
because her parents were teachers too. She has good experiences of school, and
after upper secondary school she worked as a school assistant. Laura, like Sara,
was taught mathematics in a very traditional way. She liked mechanical
calculations at school and the first courses of university mathematics seemed to
be very different and difficult for her. There might be a possibility that she will
drop out of university mathematics and, after her master’s degree, quit
mathematics and become a primary school teacher. It is possible though that she
uses the option to become a primary school teacher and selects other minor
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subjects instead of mathematics. She mentions that she still likes mathematics or
at least she thinks she will like to teach it.

FIGURE 3
Laura’s narrative set in the Greimas’s actant model when she started her studies
to become a mathematics teacher.

Sender

→

Object→

Receiver

Her primary school teacher [2]
To become a teacher
Experiences of being a school
assistant [2]. Her parents are teachers
[4].

Primary school teacher[2]
As a teacher I will be calm, I do not
rush forward [1], I ask my pupils
questions [4] and show them my
enthusiasm for maths [2].

↑
Helper

→

Subject

Good memories of school [3].
LAURA
Her father helped her with her
homework
[2] and [4]. She liked mathematical
calculations [3]. She helped her
friend
in maths. [1]

←

Opponent
The mathematics at university
was different and difficult [2].
I was taught in a traditional way in
mathematics [3]. I liked mechanical
calculations [1].

After the students’ first year in our programme I conducted the second interview.
From the transcribed data I collected extracts to continue Laura’s story. In figure
4 the reader notices that this story is composed of five interviews. While Sara
has already started her teacher training and has had a lot of new kind of
experiences of school, Laura has not taught at all. She has been observing other
teachers teaching and this has made an impact on her and her thoughts.
After the first year Laura (see figure 4) is wondering about what would be her
future career. Her attitudes towards university mathematics are getting more
positive but it is still hard for her, and educational books are also demanding.
She has been observing some small children and teachers’ teaching, but she has
not herself been teaching. Now she has a better idea of what she will be like as a
teacher. For her it was amazing how clever the small children can be when they
are learning mathematics. She also tells about one lesson she was attending.
There was one pupil who asked about powers: “why is it so that any number (not
zero) raised to the number 0 is 1?” Laura was astonished. This was something
she could not answer. She knew that this is the rule but not the reason why. She
understood that she had the procedural knowledge but to work as a teacher she
should also have conceptual knowledge.
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Laura also tells about her studies. Every one of her fellow students has a
different schedule. They seldom see each other. She calls for a more communal
way of studying. At least for Laura it is necessary to have fellow students and
encouragement from them. The tiredness Laura mentions was connected with
her studying on weekdays and working on holidays and being a bit uncertain
what would be enough of studying this year and what courses she should take
next year and in which order. She felt that there is nobody to help her with these
questions.

FIGURE 4
Laura’s narrative set in the Greimas’s actant model when she has studied a year
to become a mathematics teacher.

Sender

→

“I am still so happy about getting
into this department and studying
here.” [2] The fellow students are
very important [2].

Object→

Receiver

To become a teacher

“I am quite sure I will be
a teacher but not necessarily in
mathematics.” [1]

↑
Helper

→

Subject

Children are like inventors [4]
LAURA
“When I follow other teachers’ lead,
I also learn about myself as
a teacher.” [2] Attitude towards
university mathematics is
getting more positive [2].

←

Opponent
Uncertainty of the future career [3]
and [5]. No teaching experience from
primary school [1]. University
mathematics is demanding [2].
Procedural knowledge about
mathematics but not conceptual [1]. “I
still can’t read these educational
books.” [5] Everyone has a
different schedule [1] and [3]
Tiredness [2].

Concluding remarks
These models seem to show that teacher training experiences strengthen the
motivation to become a mathematics teacher and they even encourage working
at the lower secondary school [2], [4], [6]. (The numbers in the square brackets
stand for the informants 1-6.) If the teacher students follow the news from
school and teaching journals it builds up the picture of what it is like to be a
teacher [6], and that to feel oneself as a younger colleague helps the
identification process [1]. Following other teachers’ work can help the student
teacher to understand his/her own beliefs and attitudes [2]. To have an
opportunity to acquire first hand learning experiences like learning mathematics
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by investigating [6], or starting one’s own research study as part of your studies
[1], [2], [4] is a powerful way of building one’s teacherhood. Fellow students are
important [2] and their support can be necessary [1], [3]. It is important to
organize the studies so that these resources are provided. We should not forget in
our education, firstly, that procedural knowledge (how?) does not necessarily
connect to conceptual knowledge (what? and why?) but together they could help
the teaching process [1] and they are necessary skills for the teachers, and,
secondly, that it takes time to learn to read educational books [5] and that is also
a skill worth practicing.

Discussion
What kind of challenges do my research findings present to our teacher
education? We have many very powerful methods in our hands already but the
question is how to help the students to test or try different teaching methods in
their teacher training? How to promote discussions and interaction during
lectures? How to organize meetings where the students have an opportunity to
talk with experts? And how pose new questions to the students to reflect on and
write about in their essays?
There are also challenges that are not so easy to meet: should we encourage our
students to take temporary jobs as mathematics teachers during their studies? Or
should we worry about the practices in the school where the students do their
teacher training? And how can we be sure that the students gain experiences of
different classes and grades? How can we help the students to take different
positions when they are observing other teachers’ lessons? And how can we help
the students to see what the real profession of a teacher is like?
There are also attitudes worth fighting against. ”A teacher teaches what is
written in the book”-attitude and ”you do not have to keep your knowledge fresh
if you are a mathematics teacher”-attitude are kinds of attitudes that do not
promote any major changes in the school. ”I do my homework only because the
teacher will ask for it”-attitude which at university level means that our students
only complete courses. ”The upper secondary school is preparing only for the
finals”-attitude is also worth fighting against, because it promotes the procedural
knowledge rather than conceptual knowledge and guides our teachers towards
’curling-teachers’ who only smooth the way for their pupils.
Greimas suggests that semantics is an effort to describe the sensible world
(Greimas, 1980, p. 17). I believe that through narratives I can search for a better
understanding of the process of becoming a mathematics teacher, and I hope to
crystallize it for the readers through modelling the narratives with Greimas’s
actant model. This model is not just a list of things but it is a net of connections
and relations. According to Bridges (2002) some educationalists have adopted a
narrative style of writing because they want to tell their research stories without
tying them tightly to what actually happened in reality. They want to use their
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imagination, which indeed they would use anyway when conducting research, in
order to fill up gaps in their data and possibly to replace the research
environment with some imaginary environment or their research objects with
some imaginary figures (Bridges, 2002, pp. 30-31). Clough (2002) reports that
he always began from the data, but that it was more important to describe the
fascinating thoughts and visions underlying the data. Frequently, when using all
the information he had on the object of his research, the resulting story
resembled the informant much more closely than what the individual herself
could ever have described to him (Clough, 2002, pp. 16-18). Whatever will
happen during the next two years when my informants continue their studies, I
am sure that through this little piece of analysis I got at least a glimpse of the
process they are living through.
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Structure and closure
of school mathematical practice
- The experiences of Kristina
Ann-Sofi Röj-Lindberg
Åbo Akademi University
I present some preliminary results from a story-telling case study, the main focus
of which is to give an account of the school mathematical practice at one
particular Finland-Swedish lower-secondary school. In the paper, the school
mathematical practice is looked upon through the voice of the student Kristina.
Kristina told me about her experiences of participation in school mathematics in
several qualitative interviews during the three school years 7, 8 and 9. The
analysis of the interviews has so far resulted in the creation of several
preliminary themes indicating her experiences. In this paper I limit the
presentation to one theme, Structure and Closure. The paper meets the requests
for more studies where researches and teachers listen to the voices of students in
order to understand and learn from their school mathematical experiences and
expectations (see e.g. Burton, 1994; Corbett & Wilson, 1995).

School mathematics as an individually
experienced socio-cultural practice
Many researchers within the field of mathematics education nowadays accept a
relational view of learning within which the knowing and identity of persons can
be seen as social constructions and as results of the person’s experiences in and
contributions to social and cultural contexts. The processes of creating, teaching
and learning mathematics and the outcomes of the processes can from this
viewpoint be considered as social, cultural and interdependent phenomena (see
e.g. Atweh, Forgasz & Nebres, 2001; Lerman, 2000; Nunes, 1995). Hence,
school mathematical practice as well as mathematics as a scientific subject is
seen as existing within social systems of thought and culture (Ernest, 1998).
In this paper the level of analysis is the school mathematical practice in a
particular school where some mathematics teachers intended to change their
teaching practices with the support of colleagues. Elsewhere I have pointed at
constraints the teachers experienced in trying to free themselves from the safety
of habitual social and cognitive patterns (Röj-Lindberg, 2003, 2006). Practice is
conceptualized in different ways by different researchers within social
constructivist and socio-cultural perspectives. Paul Cobb defines ‘practice’ as an
emergent aspect of the communication in the classroom. Within a lesson design
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that focuses negotiation in communicative interactions, Cobb is researching how
students’ mathematical conceptions emerge and become established as a takenas-shared mathematical practice in the classroom (Cobb, 2000). Jeppe Skott
describes classrooms as communities of mathematical practice and discusses
practice as an emergent phenomena influenced by the teacher’s school
mathematical images, which are unique for each teacher. School mathematical
images are in Skott’s study defined as teachers’ personal interpretations of and
priorities in relation to mathematics, mathematics as a school subject and the
teaching and learning of mathematics in schools. Skott proposes that the school
mathematical images contribute to the development of students’ learning
opportunities (Skott, 2000). Marilyn Goos and colleagues also discuss the
mathematics classroom as a community of practice, but with a focus on
interactions of teachers and students to describe the social conduct in a
collaborative classroom. Taken together, these interactions reveal the emerging
classroom culture and can be taken as indications of whether the mathematical
practice in the classroom makes sense to students. Goos and her colleagues
further argue that both the teacher’s and the students experiences of schooling
can act as potential barriers to reform of school mathematical practice (Goos,
Galbraith & Renshaw, 1999). In researching students’ goals, Simon Goodchild
approaches ‘practice’ as the context of routine tasks that students are engaged in,
in a mathematics classroom (Goodchild, 2001). From a philosophical viewpoint,
Anna Sfard discusses meta-rules as her lens into ‘mathematical practice’ and she
uses Wittgenstein to illuminate her points of view. According to Wittgenstein,
“the person who follows a rule has been trained to react in a given way. Through
this training the person learns to respond in conventional ways and thus enters
into practice” (Sfard, 2000). Miller and Goodnow propose an epistemological
definition of ‘practice’ as actions that are repeated, shared with others in a
social group and invested with normative expectations and with meanings or
significance that go beyond the immediate goals of the action (Miller &
Goodnow, 1995, 7). I find their definition of practice satisfactory if ‘action’ is
considered to comprise both cognitive and socio-cultural activities and
‘meaning’ as referring to individually experienced as well as socio-culturally
constructed and valued meanings.
The word ‘practice’ is used with different connotation in common language and
also in this paper, it is difficult to avoid a certain ambiguity in its use. I
sometimes refer to practice as the actions of teacher and students in the
classroom. Admittedly, most of the individually experienced and socially valued
meanings of school mathematics are related to actions in the classroom.
However, when I use ‘school mathematical practice’ my intention is to cast the
conceptual net more widely and as well include the images and pedagogical
intentions of the mathematics teachers as a social group within the collaborative
reform work.
My main focus in the paper is on the student Kristina and her experienced
meanings of school mathematical practice during lower-secondary school. A
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basic assumption is that the story she tells in interviews is the meaning she
imposes on her world. Her story is the truths of her experiences, not an
‘objective’ reflection of an ontologically real reality (von Glasersfeld, 1991).
Thus, it is important to note that her experienced meanings might differ from
meanings constructed by other students and by the teachers who were
participants in the same mathematics classroom. For example, Ben-Chaim,
Fresko and Carmeli (1990) write as one conclusion from a survey given to
teachers and students that the teachers saw the classroom environment as more
diverse than the students. Another remark of importance is the use of the
concepts ‘knowing’ and ‘knowledge’. ‘Knowing’ refers to personal meanings of
socially and culturally constructed ‘knowledge’, like for instance, of
mathematics in textbooks, of activities in school, of what it is to do mathematics
and be a learner in a classroom.

Theoretical considerations
In the theoretical frame I am inspired by socio-cultural perspectives on human
learning and development and a cultural-psychological view on the human mind
(Bruner, 1990, 1996/2002; Rogoff, 2003).
Within the socio-cultural perspective that I adapt, learning is participation and
development is a function of ongoing transformation of roles and understandings
in the socio-cultural activities of the communities in which the individual participates. I argue that the students and teachers within the school mathematical
practice that is the focus of my study can be interpreted as forming developing
communities of learners in this sense. An essential theoretical argument in this
perspective is that culture, including mathematics and school mathematical
practice, is seen neither as something static that adds on or is gradually
internalized by the individual mind nor as a surrounding to the individual which
is gradually changed to fit the developing mind. Culture is the common ways that
participants in a community share even if they may contest them (Rogoff, 2003).
From a cultural-psychological viewpoint, Bruner argues that we should think of
culture as something that is in the mind of persons (Bruner, 1996/2002, 200).
This perspective on learning and development is radically different from one that
describes learning as transmission of knowledge from authorities outside the
individual or as acquisition or discovery of knowledge by the individual. Moreover, it challenges the idea of a boundary between internal and external phenomena, as for example between a students’ knowing of school mathematical practice and the cultural tools used in this practice. Among cultural tools Roger Säljö
includes intellectual tools like systems of ideas and discourses and physical tools
like textbooks, mathematical symbols and diagrams (Säljö, 2005).
If this perspective is accepted, a researcher may place an individual student’s
knowing or the school mathematical practice in the foreground without
assuming that they are actually separate elements. It also makes sense to discuss
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an individual’s school mathematical experiences in terms of situated knowing or
situated understanding and to acknowledge the importance of context for the
development of these experiences. The research studies by for instance Boaler
(1997), Stigler and Hiebert (1999), Boaler and Greeno (2000) and Nardi and
Steward (2003) are well grounded examples of the situated nature of school mathematical experiences: it is impossible to separate the knowing of individuals
from the social and cultural practices in which the individual participates.
Barbara Rogoff (2003) uses the concept participatory appropriation instead of
internalization or appropriation to refer to the change and development in
knowing, resulting from a person’s guided participation in an activity. As people
participate they are making a process their own, they are not taking something
from other persons like you take a thing and add it on to something you already
possess. But they are creatively taking for their own use and changing how they
may treat future situations that they see as related. Processes of guided
participation are defined to incorporate guidance in the sense of direction of a
shared endeavour. It is participation in meaning that is the key issue, not
necessarily in shared actions of the moment. A person who is observing and
following without direct contribution to the decisions made by other people is
also participating in the activity. Moreover, a person who acts alone is also
participating in a shared endeavour as he or she follows and builds on
community traditions for the activity. For instance, a student doing homework is
participating with guidance provided as well by the teacher and textbook writers,
who may have set the tasks and approaches to be used, as by classmates, and
family members, who may support some approaches and suppress others. Also,
a mathematician like Andrew Wiles, who grappled eight years with proving the
Last Theorem of Fermat and without direct involvement from peers, was
building on socially validated traditions for mathematical activities.
Within a theory of development as transformation of participation, people are
seen as contributing to the creation of socio-cultural processes and socio-cultural
processes as contributing to the creation of people (Rogoff, 2003, 51). An
example of how this kind of mutuality and interdependence might operate within
school mathematical practices can for example be seen in what homework means
to a student. The students might perhaps imagine it as a questioning activity in
the classroom where teacher wants me to show that I know the correct answer.
Then by displaying the correct answer, she is participating in the creation of this
activity as an activity where the student is expected to give the one answer that is
correct. When the teacher evaluates the answer as a good answer the teacher
fulfils her expectations and they both contribute to the emerging implicit
agreements about ‘homework actions’, about responsibilities for actions, about
when to do what and how to do it in this particular classroom. In this process the
students and the teacher together create normative expectations for the kind of
mathematical competence valued, what it means to be a good student and an
effective teacher in relation to homework actions. Or the student might imagine
homework as questioning activity where teacher wants me to argue
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mathematically for my answers. If this is the case, a homework review in the
classroom is an activity constituted by a very different participation structure
with different expectations and implicit agreements. At the level of formal
engagement, the student may be doing the same thing in both examples, i.e.
answering questions set by a teacher about homework. These examples indicate
that the socially valued meaning of homework review might be constructed very
differently in different school mathematical practices. They also indicate that a
participation perspective on learning and development requires considerations of
not only what it is that the individual is participating in but also the experienced
meanings of these activities.
Jerome Bruner states that a culturally sensitive psychology should be based not
only upon what people say caused them to do what they did. It is also concerned
with what people say others did and why. And above all, it is concerned with
what people say their worlds are like (Bruner, 1990, 16). Bruner further states
that cultural psychology seeks out the rules that human beings bring to bear in
creating meanings in cultural contexts of practice (p. 118). Thus, I argue, it
becomes important to foreground school mathematical practices as seen through
the eyes of the students. Moreover, this research perspective is needed if
students are considered as legitimate participants in, not only as beneficiaries of
school mathematical practice (Corbett & Wilson, 1995).

Methodological considerations
Methodology is interpreted by Wellington as the activity when the researcher
chooses, reflects upon, evaluates and justifies the research methods she uses to
answer the research questions (Wellington, 2000, 22). As already indicated, the
topic of this paper has emerged from a case study which involved a group of
mathematics teachers who participated in reform work to develop their
mathematics teaching. I took part in the process as research-assistant within a
commissioned research work including a complex set of tasks, among them to
bring the voices of students into the reform work. I approached the research
work from the viewpoint of being a mathematics teacher myself and I used a
mixture of research methods to build up a case record. I got to know the teaching
traditions and the teachers’ pedagogical intentions from interviews with teachers
and students, from surveys and from being a participant as well as a nonparticipant observer and note-taker at action research meetings and observer of
lessons. Thus, it is obvious that I cannot act as an outsider detached from the
story of school mathematical experiences that is the focus of this paper. As the
research process started with a very open bottom-up approach, it is natural that a
retrospective format is used for reporting the research. Bruner (1990, 119)
considers retrospective reporting as viable when personal meanings of activities
is the focus for research inquiry.
The interest in gaining insights into the views of students was developed as more
specific research questions of which I in this paper will discuss the following:
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How does Kristina experience her participation in school mathematical
practice during school years 7, 8 and 9?
To answer the research question I will rely on interpretations of interviews as my
main method to provide evidence. The interview format offered possibilities to
gather students’ accounts of their experiences of school mathematical practice,
and make inquiries into their values, feelings, expectations and views, issues that
are difficult to reach with other methods, like classroom observations or surveys.
The research interview gave the students a voice and provided them with a
platform and a chance to make their viewpoints heard and read (Wellington,
2000). With a psychological constructivist view of knowing in mind, I
conjectured that every student would conceive the school mathematical practice
differently and thus, each one of them would have a unique story to tell. The
interview format seemed as a reasonable way for me to monitor the relationships
between the students’ experiences of school mathematical practice and their
emerging meanings of these experiences. As interviewing all students was
impossible, and to be assured of variation in perspectives, I chose four to five
students as key informants from each reform class. As instruments for selection
of students I used a test for mathematical achievement and a self-concept
questionnaire (see Linnanmäki, 2002 for a discussion of these instruments). The
key informants represent as big variation in level of mathematical achievement
and self-concept as possible. Kristina is one of these key informants.
Semi-structured interviews with Kristina were conducted five times: in
September and December school year 7, in December school year 8 and in
January and May school year 9. The interviews with her comprise a total of 2
hours and 26 minutes, transcribed into approximately 45 pages of text (12pt, sp
1). With the double aim of both validating findings from the lower-secondary
interviews and shedding more light upon Kristina’s relation to school
mathematical practice, I had a conversation with Kristina where she as a grown
up looked back on her school mathematical experiences. Implications from this
interview are included in the final coda of the paper.
The theme and aspects discussed in the next section have emerged out of an
open coding approach with attention both to theories regarding school mathematical practice in literature and to new aspects emerging out of repeated listening
to the interviews and reading of the transcripts (Bryman, 2002). The transcripts
were imported into a computer program for qualitative research (NVivo), which
I used as a help when I wanted to focus particular aspects of the emerging
themes. Reading research literature in parallel with coding made me more
theoretically sensitive, and at the same time I tried to stay as close to the voice of
the students as possible by reading and listening to the interviews over and over
again. The analytic approach I take falls within the interpretivist tradition. The
interpretivist researcher’s aim can be to explore people’s perspectives and to
develop insight in situations, e.g. schools and classrooms (Wellington, 2000,
16). In the following, I describe the contextual frame which is essential for the
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reader’s emerging understanding of Kristina’s school mathematical experiences
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 360).

The context for Kristina’s story
The very same autumn as Kristina came to her first day at lower-secondary
school, five mathematics teachers at the school committed themselves to reform1
work and to a redesign of their pedagogy. The format for the reform work was
inspired by collaborative action research (see e.g. Elliott, 1991; see also RöjLindberg, 2003, 2006). The teachers came together regularly to discuss and
evaluate aspects of their pedagogical approaches. The driving force for the
reform was of both a theoretical and a pragmatic nature.
Firstly, during early 1990ies, constructivist theories of learning had gained a
strong foothold in pedagogy and in the theoretical rhetoric of reform in
mathematics education (Björkqvist, 1993; Hansén & Myrskog, 1994; Kupari &
Haapasalo, 1993). In their pedagogical intentions the teachers were strongly
inspired by constructivism, which they also saw as a new theoretical norm for
their teaching of mathematics. As persons representing the culture of
mathematical knowledge in the classroom, they felt troubled by the difficulties
of communicating this knowledge to their students. Thus, the rhetoric of each
student constructing his or her ‘own mathematics’ felt exactly like the situation
they met in their classrooms each day. The epistemological dilemma of talking
about constructivism as if it was a teaching practice was of no concern at the
time.
Secondly, they involved themselves in the reform work because they wanted to
leave unproductive teaching patterns and create new traditions (Röj-Lindberg,
2003, 2006). The statements of one of the teachers can serve as an example. In
an interview halfway into the first year of reform, this teacher describes how he
had become more and more unsatisfied with the formalistic nature of school
mathematics and with his own pedagogy. In his opinion school mathematical
practice was ”too theoretical and too much of formulas bandied about”. In many
ways the teachers expressed a conviction of the superiority of more processbased and student-centred environments for the learning of mathematics.
Statements similar to the pedagogical intentions articulated by the teachers were
expressed in the national mathematics curriculum which stated that in
comprehensive school such “learning situations should be organized where you
discuss, experiment and as often as possible solve problems that originates from
the students’ own everyday experiences” and that “problem solving and the
1

In this paper the concept “reform” denotes the intentions by the teachers to change their teaching
practices and not necessarily the outcomes. Kristina’s story and the “traditional” school
mathematical practice as experienced by her that this paper revel can however be interpreted as
an outcome. Nevertheless, it is not my intention nor is it possible to relate Kristina’s story to a
discussion of success or failure of the reform.
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internal logic of mathematics are the most important principles for mathematics
teaching”. (1994, my translation)
Kristina was all three years of lower-secondary schooling in a group of 15
students, 8 girls and 7 boys. The school mathematical practice was tuition in
this mixed-ability group up to the second half of school year 9. At the actionresearch meetings the group was referred to as “a group of high-achievers”. Out
of the 15 students 11 were positioned as high-achievers in the achievement test
used for selecting key informants. During the three school years the average test
results of the group was usually above the average results in the other two
reform groups. At the beginning of school year 7 the teacher describes how the
students in the group willingly explain to each other and help each other.
Especially boys classified by the teacher as ’smart’ are described as very active,
while the girls are described as silent and cautious. There are students in the
group that the teacher classifies as ‘weak’. The teacher complains about lack of
time for individual students and that he doesn’t manage to keep up with all
students. As a solution some students are supported with remedial teaching out
of the classroom. The teacher describes pedagogy where he monitors the social
interaction in plenary session by setting simple questions first and by trying to
find positive aspects also in answers classified as wrong answers.
The main tools the teachers used for pedagogical planning was the textbook but
also the national curriculum and the school’s own mathematics curriculum. The
school’s curriculum stated discovery of mathematical structures as the most
important aim in relation to students’ with qualifications and personal interest to
study mathematics. This striving for structural clarity is indicated in the
curriculum as a norm for the mathematics teaching at all stages in school.
Among the new learning activities the teachers introduced was project work as
homework and different types of mathematical problems in combination with
and a stronger focus on written explanations by the students’ mathematical
work.
Textbook tasks and teacher made tasks were used in classroom activities on a
regular basis. One type of teacher made task was the so-called ‘mini-problems’.
These problems the students solved individually during lessons within 10-15
minutes and handed in to the teacher for assessment. ‘Mini-problems’ were in
most frequent use in Kristina’s class during school year 8.
Once or twice each term the students worked with project work as homework,
mostly on an individual basis. During school year 9 the students’ responsibility
for developing the mathematical content of the projects increased and the
students were organized into smaller groups to cooperate in the planning and
execution of the projects.
The written tests used for assessment of mathematical achievement in the reform
groups consisted of both traditional tasks and less traditional tasks of multichoice type. Special types of task introduced only in tests used in the reform
groups were called ‘explanation tasks’. The process of doing explanation tasks
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demanded the students to explain in detail each step in the written solution.
During year 9 the use of explanation tasks diminished.
During the autumn term in year 9 the students in the reform groups were
regrouped and new groups were formed according to the student’s plans for his
or her academic future after lower-secondary school. Three groups of students
were formed: students planning for vocational school, students planning for
upper secondary school and a long course in mathematics, students planning for
upper secondary school and a short course in mathematics.

Kristina
In all interviews Kristina showed a narrative zest and expressed her views easily.
In comparison to interviews with the other key informants from the same year
group, the five interviews with Kristina were the longest. A comparison of the
average amount of words spoken in the five interviews show that the interviews
with her comprise 60 % more words than an average of the other interviews. At
the first interview she played a little bit of a waiting game, a usual reaction
among the key informants. But already then, her answers were more narrative
and reflective than the answers of most of the other key informants. A general
feature in all interviews is that her answers to my questions include statements
and argumentative as well as emotional and spontaneous utterances.
Kristina began lower-secondary school as a high-achieving student in
mathematics but with a low self-concept in relation to mathematics. In the
achievement test at the beginning of school year 7, she belonged to the highest
achieving third of the group. In the midst of high school she was evaluated by
her teacher with the grade ‘9’ in mathematics when ‘10’ is the best possible. Her
self-concept was also generally classified as good, disregarding the aspects in
the survey that related specifically to mathematics and mathematics teaching. All
students in the reform classes were included in a self-concept survey in the
beginning of school year 7. Kristina participated in the same questionnaire in
May school year 9. According to Bruner (1996/2002, 54) a person’s self-concept
is a question of empowerment and sense of agency: it originates in a sense of
being able to initiate and carry out actions on one’s own or by one’s own effort.
At the end of school year 9, Kristina is still distinguished by the same strong
general self-concept. In fact she seems to identify even more positively with
school practice than as a newcomer. But the renewed survey of her self-concept
also indicated that her self-concept in relation to mathematics and mathematics
teaching did not develop positively during lower-secondary school. At the end of
school year 9 it was at the same low level as at the beginning of school year 7.
In the first interview Kristina describes mathematics as a useful but dull school
subject. After one and a half year in lower-secondary school she again indicates
a negative identification with school mathematics and states that mathematics
has never been a favourite subject of hers. She occasionally compares her
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negative identification with school mathematics to that of her mother, but more
often she relates her negative identification to sources within herself, to her
insufficient personal competencies, to her lack of energy to listen actively
enough to the teacher and to her deficient ability to concentrate. She even says
that she most of all would like to avoid mathematics in school all together
because it often is such a boring activity. But on the other hand she is focused on
learning and tells about how important it is to know mathematics. In December
school year 9 she declares: ”You cannot just think of those things that are
amusing, mathematics is important you know”. Kristina’s negative identification
with school mathematics has not emerged from any general resentment towards
engagement in school mathematical practice. She does like to engage herself
mathematically and she has, at least in the beginning of lower-secondary school,
confidence in the explanation that school mathematical knowledge is valuable in
the long run. At the first interview she expresses a hope that engagement in
school mathematical practice will provide her with a knowledge base that can
support her during all her life. However, talking with her later on, I got an
expression that she has started to doubt the argument of lifelong usefulness as a
sufficient motivational basis for school mathematics. At the third interview, she
is more doubtful: “I don’t really know, everybody you ask, if you ask someone,
they say that it is important to know (mathematics) in professions, you have
never got any real explanation, I don’t know myself what I think, everybody just
tells me it is for your profession you need it, and then I say so myself too”. She
seems to have developed awareness that the argumentation about mathematics as
a useful subject, the learning of which gives her rewards in the future, may have
the form of a persuasive ritual with an unclear connection to the school
mathematical practice she has experienced so far. Thus, you could ask whether
the argument of usefulness the teachers use over and over again is seen by
Kristina as part of the learning process as a whole and which social function the
argument is serving.
Kristina achieved good results in mathematics during all the three years in
lower-secondary school. Nevertheless, she occasionally figured that a good
grade in a test situation was a surprise to her and expected it would fall as a
result of next graded evaluation. Interestingly she showed more confidence in
being able to get good grades from project work. The dilemma was that she
considered project work as outside school mathematical practice. Moreover, she
did not experience herself as ever becoming a member of a community where
school mathematical knowing is playing any significant role. This is not unusual
for successful students who relates negatively to mathematics in school (Boaler
& Greeno, 2000, 184). During school year 9, she is unsure about her choice of
school after lower-secondary school and goes into the group for students
planning for a short course in mathematics. She has applied for studies in upper
secondary school but refers to insufficient competence and energy for any deeper
studies in mathematics. She argues that there is a significant difference between
those that understand mathematics and those that don’t understand. She labels
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those students that plan for a long course in mathematics as “fairly smart”
students and declares that she needs more time to think of what she wants to do
as a grown-up. The change in grouping resulted in change of teacher twice
during lower-secondary school. Kristina experienced extended teaching periods
with two teachers: slightly more than two school years with the first, some
weeks with the second and about three-fourth of school year 9 with the third
teacher. The changes in teacher obviously implied some changes in the
classroom discourse, but behind the changes Kristina sees a structure, a
pedagogical system, which from her viewpoint lies outside the boundaries of
socially valued school mathematics. The design of mathematics teaching at
school is simply something the students have to cope with, not something they
can transform. “If all students would say how they like their lessons, it would
not serve any good end, I do think it is best that the teachers have like some own
system they follow”. In the last interview Kristina indicates clearly how she
conceptualizes such a system.
Well, surely from the beginning it is rather like, if we start with something new, it
shall be something rather simple. Or that you start from something simple, that he
looks to that we all from the beginning, and we say how we think ourselves, then,
while it is rather simple. Then it gets more and more difficult so that something
small is added all the time, so that we then, when we have got that most simple,
not that anything is really simple, but, in the simpler, that we can, that we have
understood everything, so that from there, some little more can be added all the
time, so then it is easier to understand those more difficult tasks. (Kristina, Int5)

Structure and closure – one theme created
from Kristina’s story
The preliminary themes created so far out of Kristina’s story can be organized
under four headlines. The first, Structure and Closure, together with the second,
Tempo and Linearity, capture Kristina’s reports of aspects of the classroom as a
teaching and learning environment. The third, Alienation and Marginality, focus
on her emotional reactions and identifications toward participation and
engagement in school mathematics practice. Under the fourth headline, Tensions
and Dilemmas, I note issues that penetrate the other three themes. Due to the
paper format I limit myself to the five aspects of the classroom as a teaching and
learning environment which comprise the theme Structure and Closure. All
themes will be presented in my forthcoming doctoral thesis. The included
extracts and utterances are chosen either because they typify Kristina’s
descriptions or views on different occasions within or across interviews, or
because they stand out as significant, critical or contradictory in some sense.

Stability of the lesson design
At each interview Kristina described the pedagogical practice of recent lessons
or of lessons she conceived as ordinary mathematics lessons. Mostly her
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description focused on what the teacher did and what the students did or were
expected to do and was a response to a direct question like in the following
extract from the first interview. Sometimes it was spontaneously included in a
conversation about some related issue.
I: Can you tell me something about the last lesson?
Kristina: Do you mean the last one we had?
I: Yes. Was it an ordinary lesson?
Kristina: Yes, it was ordinary. What did we do? We learnt about powers.
Isn’t that the name of it? I think so. An ordinary lesson.
There are activities like project work or problem-solving tasks that occasionally
break the routine but through all interviews she describes the ordinary lessons as
following roughly the same pattern of activities. The activities Kristina describes
are very similar to the “traditional” design for mathematics teaching at the
lower-secondary level (see Bodin & Capponi, 1996; Hiebert & Stigler, 1999;
Röj-Lindberg, 1999) including review of homework or mathematical contents
from earlier lessons; answering questions set by the teacher at plenary sessions;
listening to teacher explaining mathematical methods and solution procedures at
plenary sessions; writing down methods and solution procedures; working with
exercises or problems set by teacher on an individual basis and teacher assigning
homework for next lesson.
In the third interview she described an ordinary lesson in the following
utterance:
We go through the homework, or first we come into class and then if we have had
homework, we do it, or he just asks if there is something someone has not
understood, then he can take it on the board, if someone has not understood you
can copy it. Then, if we don’t continue training the old stuff and calculate from
the book, we usually take a new thing and write some points in the theory booklet
about how it is all right to calculate it and then we can try ourselves or he says, he
asks, if we are going to calculate, you can raise your hand if you have some good
idea about how to calculate the exercise, and then, if it is correct he writes it
down. There can be several alternatives then and we write down all the
alternatives in the theory booklet. Then we are supposed to solve some tasks. We
usually get homework, if we don’t have a project work going, but anyhow, next
lesson we go through that homework. Or we have a written test on the homework.
(Int3)

After a change of teacher in year 9 Kristina describes a move to a more
accentuated discovery approach to teaching with more independent student
work. It is ”less telling of answers to the whole class, more finding out yourself
what is important”, she says. But nevertheless, Kristina doesn’t hesitate when
asserting that as she has got used to the new teacher she has noticed that ”it is
pretty much the same”. From her descriptions of classroom practice it is
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obvious, that the lesson design includes similar features also after the change of
teacher in grade 9.
Teacher does a task on the board, it is of course like to continue what we had
before, and then he asks us to find a solution by ourselves or asks how we could
do to calculate it. Like think forward from what we have had before and then we
can go through some examples on the board and write something in the theory
booklet or exercise booklet and then we will do a review the next day and look up
if we have understood (Int4)

The textbook and especially the “theory booklet” stand out as very important
tools within the ordinary lessons. Kristina describes the theory booklet as “a
smaller book”. This booklet parallels the textbook as both contain “rules and
examples”, the difference is in authoring. Kristina herself is the author of the
booklet even though she doesn’t choose herself what to write in it and is left
unsure why certain things are more important to write down than others. Kristina
experiences a need to legitimize the content of the booklet by the authority of the
teacher as can be seen in her utterance on p. 12. The theory booklet seems to act
like a ’security system’ where she ’catches’ the mathematics she is supposed to
learn and which she can return to between lessons, as she does homework or
prepares herself to an assessment activity. She likes lessons where she is
explicitly told which rules and examples that have to go into the booklet, when
the teacher “not only tells things, but you write it up in the theory booklet”
(Int3). The telling of important mathematics has, she thinks, to be accompanied
by writing it up on the board in order to secure the chance of copying into the
theory booklet. As the use of the theory booklet diminished during school year
nine it meant a lack of sense of order to Kristina. ”You always had order in your
theory booklet and you new exactly, mathematics was not easier, but you new
where you were and that was a good thing” (Int5).

Purpose of and division of responsibility within
school mathematical practice
To Kristina learning mathematics in school is about learning ”rules and
systems”, “what we are busy with in the theory booklet” (Int3), ”things to
remember, different formulas and ways of calculating” (Int5).
In the theory booklet Kristina writes down all those things that the teacher
during plenary session indicates to her as important. ”There can be different
alternatives and then we write all the alternatives in the theory booklet” (Int3).
The indication of importance is mainly of three types: (1) the teacher is
explicitly telling what is important “write down this”, ”this belongs to the
theory”; (2) the indication emerges in discovery plenary sessions where the
teacher guides a dialogue with the students. Kristina describes the dialogue as a
guessing game where the students can win by discovering the mathematical
content of the teacher’s thoughts: ”everybody can guess and the teacher tells you
if you are closer to or further away from the correct answer and then you write a
rule” (Int2). If the students can win this game without understanding the content
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and conclusions of the dialogue, it shows a remarkable resemblance with
dialogues characterized by the so called ’Jourdain-effect’. The Jourdain-effect is
described by Brousseau as a situation where the teacher acts as if he recognized
evidence of knowledge in an answer despite that the response may actually be
motivated by very trivial causes and meanings (Brousseau, 1984); (3) the
indication of importance is established from patterns in particular examples and
solution models that are discussed at plenary sessions and written on the board.
We write something on the board and then you yourself have to, yes, this is
maybe important and the you have to write it ... not as much rules and systems, it
is only examples, examples, examples, and then when you go through the theory
booklet, you have to figure out yourself how you have done it. And if we ask him
he says: Yes, those belong to the theory. (Int4)

The division of responsibility between the teacher and Kristina within the
ordinary lesson design is such that the teacher presents and explains procedures;
she memorizes the procedures, retrieves the right procedure(s) for solving a task
and shows that she knows how to perform the procedure to find the answer to
the task. She relates learning school mathematics to a person’s ability to
memorize rules and to discover procedural similarities in tasks. Thus, she
accepts it as natural that she shows the teacher how she solves tasks because the
teacher “has to know how you do it to be able to teach you in a manner that you
understand”. If Kristina knows ’how to do it’, it means that she is able to
perform the correct steps in a solution process. But Kristina finds it difficult to
grasp the mathematical logic behind these steps unless the teacher has given a
clear explanation. On the one hand, she emphasizes her need for careful and
non-ambiguous explanations by the teacher to maintain some order in the
growing amount of ”things to remember like rules, formulas, ways of
calculating”. On the other hand, she finds the acts of active listening,
memorizing and rule following as demanding an ever-increasing level of
concentration, self-discipline and acceptance of dullness and boredom.
Kristina’s earlier positive experiences of participating in school mathematical
practice, because she then felt that she ”knew everything”, develops during the
school years into a negative experience where she, because of perceived
personal shortcomings, have a sense of not gaining access to the understanding
she strives for. To begin with, she secures her mathematical understanding
relying both on her thinking and intuition and on the teacher’s explanations.
Later she withdraws more and more from her own cognitive capabilities and
shows a stronger dependency on outside resources; teacher, textbook, theory
booklet, classmates. To learn the “rules and systems” of school mathematics she
has to be very good at following and catching up, however, her learning goal is
impeded by the rules and systems of the classroom interaction of which her own
actions are a constitutive part.
/.../ I do also remember a time in primary school, when I found mathematics to be
super easy and then it was fun to be at lessons, because then you knew everything
and you was able to raise your hand when they asked something and there was
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not the same need to be alert all the time, to be, like, you could take it a little bit
easy. Not that you should do it then, but it just gets like … So then it is fun. But,
now it is like, you have to listen all the time to what he is saying and you get so
tired. Like, you cannot always go on any longer. Directly as you talk just a little
bit with your seatmate then it goes, oh, now I don’t understand anything again. It
is rather strenuous. You should have a better ability to concentrate. (Int5)

Nature of classroom interaction
Social constructivist studies have shown the significance of social interaction for
the meanings individuals develop in school mathematical practice (see e.g.
Cobb, Wood, Yackel, & McNeal, 1992; Yackel, 2001). On the other hand,
student-teacher or student-student interaction in the classroom is no guarantee
for interactions to be mathematical or for significant mathematical knowing to
emerge, as the student might appropriate other aspects of the mathematical
practice than the teacher intended (Boaler, 1997; see e.g. Moschkovich, 2004;
Wood, 1998). Thus, one way to understand Kristina’s experiences of
participating in school mathematical practice is through her utterances about the
social conduct and interaction in the classroom.
Kristina states that collaborative discussions in groups are rare within the
ordinary lesson design. She further declares that the school mathematical
practice is different from the practice in other school subjects in this regard.
/…/ we never are in groups as in other school subjects or, like, whole-class
discussions about what we shall calculate. You just ask those you sit next to, you
don’t do any greater collaboration. (Int3)

When prompted about the effects of more student collaboration, she visualizes
problem-solving activities as a possible setting for explaining and comparing
solutions in groups. This is a feature of the interaction commonly found in
‘inquiry’ classrooms (Cobb et al., 1992). But, referring to constraints of the
usual task setting, Kristina asserts that working on an individual basis has to be
the normal feature of social conduct. In another interview she mentions the
shame she feels when she gives a wrong answer in public. Thus, a more
collaborative involvement in whole-class interaction besides public exchanges
between individual students and the teacher, might perhaps prevent this to
happen. However, utterances in all interviews show that the individualist feature
of school mathematical practice prevails during lower-secondary school.
According to Kristina, cooperation with other students is generally a matter of
informally checking procedures and answers, a usual mode of working in
mathematics classrooms (see e.g. Goos et al., 1999). The students are not
responsible for explaining solutions to each other but Kristina finds it easier to
follow a class-mate who explains why her answers are wrong, than to follow the
teacher explaining the same thing. In every interview she mentions one
classmate who is especially important to her. Also, to resolve issues by
themselves seem perfectly natural to Kristina as they otherwise, at worst,
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wouldn’t be doing anything as the teacher’s time to intervene with each student
is limited. But the final helper and dispenser of knowledge is anyhow the
teacher, to whom Kristina turns as he walks around in the classroom, and when
classmates have not been able to give her the support she needs to get the answer
she is reaching for.
We do work alone all of us. But it automatically gets like if you don’t understand
something you ask the one who sits besides you. So it usually becomes pair-work
or group-work anyway, like that you ask for some help from everybody and then
it is like that if you don’t’ understand, haven’t yet got an answer, then it is
(teacher) you ask. It is anyhow like that, that he has to come to everybody, so it is
the fastest way to ask the one you sit next to, so you talk to everybody. (Int5)

Hand raising is a silent and visible sign dynamically used as a tool by both
students and teachers in school practice (Sahlström, 2001). The meaning of ”to
discuss” in the mathematics classroom is for Kristina first of all to raise her hand
and deliver an answer to a question set by the teacher. In year 8, Kristina
explains, ”when he (the teacher) asks then you can raise your hand and tell how
you think you could calculate it”. And she continues with a remark that the
possibilities to participate in this type of discussion are higher if the tasks allow
quick calculating in the head:
/…/ but we haven’t had as much as in 7th grade those tasks where you like only
tell the answer, calculate in your head, but in 7th grade we had more such that we
kind of circled, everybody in class got a task from the textbook and was supposed
to calculate in the head and tell, but we haven’t had so much of that now, it is
because we haven’t had so much that we can calculate in the head, so that’s why.
(Int3)

From Kristina’s utterances I can conclude that hand raising serves different
functions depending on how Kristina experiences the situation. Usually hand
raising is a sign of willingness to contribute in public with a suggestion for a
solution or a valuable idea. Sometimes it is a signal from Kristina to the teacher
that help is needed. But it is also an activity marker and a way to please the
teacher. Being an active hand-raiser is the same as being a good student which
may pay off immediately in public praise from the teacher or later on in better
grades. Hand raising is definitely a visible indication of appropriated understanding from Kristina’s point of view.
I just think that before I understood much more and then I raised my hand much
more. But now I don’t understand really well and I have not raised my hand that
much and then maybe I haven’t done homework as much so my grade will drop I
am sure (Int3)

When prompted about reasons for a drop in grades and how she thinks she can
prevent this to happen, she refers to the complex relationship between hand
raising, understanding, being able to do homework and getting better test results.
Well, I have thought that I will sharpen up and do my homework real properly
and in that way you are of course more active during lessons and then you can
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raise your hand and say and try and understand. Then you don’t need to read and
swot up so much to the test, because you can manage better then. (Int4)

In addition to the discovery type of activity already discussed, there is very little
indication in Kristina’s utterances of communicative activities where students
are responsible for developing the mathematical content of the lessons until year
9 when there seems to be a shift. An indication of how Kristina experiences this
shift was focused above (p. 14-15). Participation in public interaction in the
classroom is monitored by the teacher while the students are given the role of
answering the teacher’s questions. The goal of the interaction is as a rule set by
the teacher and with reference to delivery of answers or solutions to set tasks or
discovering mathematical structures from examples. The dilemma from
Kristina’s point of view is, that she often seems to find herself in a position
where she doesn’t have the ability to participate fully, and remains in the periphery of the communicative process where the mathematical content of the interaction emerges. Thus, she experiences the school mathematical practice as problematic because it pushes her into a position where her strategy of participation
becomes cognitive disengagement.
Sometimes you can hear from the teacher that you should know this from primary
school and then you sit there and you should figure out the answer or the solution.
But as you can’t find it, you aren’t able to concentrate and then you sit and wait
until somebody says something and when they start to talk, you don’t understand
what they are talking about (Int4).

Another aspect of the classroom interaction that creates problems for Kristina is
the taskrelated meta-rule that the teacher starts a plenary session with explaining
tasks at the board when sufficiently many students have individually finished a
certain amount of tasks. This creates a dilemma for Kristina as she experiences a
lack of possibility to understanding and possibly a feeling of being ignored by
the teacher.

Dominance of ’tasks’
Students working with set tasks, mostly with textbook tasks, is a widely spread
and contested approach in school mathematical practice (Boaler, 1998;
Johansson, 2006; Röj-Lindberg, 1999; Törnroos, 2001). Students usually work
with set tasks in order to display knowledge, not because they have a personal
interest in getting the answers or making inquiries into mathematical ideas.
Traditionally, each task forms a restricted whole and the student does one task
after the other. The choices of methods to do the tasks are usually limited and set
by the subject area presented in the book. A solved task, finding an answer, leads
the student to the next task or to the next subject in the textbook. Tasks seldom
invite the students to formulate own problems and questions (Mellin-Olsen,
1991). Tasks can function like a Russian-doll where a solved task includes
solving sub-tasks. In the following paragraph, taken from the second interview
in year 7, Kristina describes features of so called ‘text tasks’ in a test.
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Text tasks I found fairly easy, it was just some subtraction and addition, but
otherwise you have to read the task very carefully and then sometimes it might
come like several times that you have to calculate the first part this and this and
then you have to subtract this from that and so on. And then of course, you have
to write the answer down there with a unit because it is a text task and you have
to know what it is all about. (Int2)

According to Stieg Mellin-Olsen (1990, 1991), the influence of the didactical
use of different types of tasks is so deeply rooted in school mathematics practice,
and in the teachers’ images of school mathematics, that the teaching tradition of
school mathematics can be conceptualized as a ’task discourse’. Thus,
transformation of participation in school mathematical practice can be seen as an
issue of re-negotiating the meta-rules of the ’task discourse’.
In the five interviews with Kristina I found significant traces of her participation
in a school mathematical practice that continued to be very much dominated by a
similar type of task-discourse. In fact, substantial parts of all interviews, and
especially of the second to fifth interviews, expose aspects of Kristina’s
experiences in task related actions and activities. This is no surprise, as one
considers the more than thousand textbook tasks that was part of the school
mathematical practice each school year. Generally, Kristina starts to talk about
tasks in her descriptions of activities that occur within the frame of ordinary
lesson design, but also in descriptions of homework, project work and of written
evaluations as individual tests and problem-solving activities.
An indication of the dominance of tasks is that Kristina in all interviews
introduced ’task’-related issues into the conversation without being prompted.
Out of 65 paragraphs with task-related utterances from Kristina, only 15 are
answers to task-related questions. In the following extract from the first
interview, Kristina describes monitoring of affordance to cognitive challenge as
a task related issue. With the help of appropriate tasks the teacher can set the
cognitive challenge on a level that Kristina finds comfortable.
I: Do you think that you get enough demanding questions and tasks?
Kristina: Yes. Or, I think that they are not too difficult, but you kind of
have to start with something easy so you can manage the difficult things
later when you get those tasks. And not start directly with the difficult.
An interesting aspect in the first interview is that Kristina experiences such a
high confidence in her ability to do tasks that she usually ignores the answer key
(see e.g. Erlwanger, 1973, on the impact of answer key on students' knowing).
She explains that she is used to manage without an answer key because of the
lack of textbook in primary school. Nevertheless, having a textbook is the most
positive experience next to learning mathematics that she can think of in the
beginning of lower-secondary school.
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I guess it is what you learn... Yes! And then that we have got a mathematics
textbook. That is good. I didn’t like it when we got papers before. It is much
better to have a textbook.

However, Kristina’s positive identification with the textbook might not primarily
be related to the answer key, but more to the book as an essential sign of order
for her in a school mathematical practice so heavily dependent on tasks for
learning ’rules and systems’. In such a practice, ”by default the book has
epistemic authority: teachers explain assignments to pupils by saying this is what
they want you to do here, and the right answers are found in the answer key”
(Boaler & Greeno, 2000, 181)
The influence of textbook on classroom interaction is explained by Kristina
when she relates the necessity of individual work in the mathematics classroom
to the nature of the textbook tasks. As the solution procedures of these tasks are
already set in advance, there is no need for any real collaboration with others. In
other types of tasks, in project work and in problems set by the teacher, she sees
the potential for learning from other students and to adopt solutions developed
by others for her own use. But, she explains, ”if you have ordinary textbook
tasks you must try to manage them by yourself” (Int3).
To sum up, from Kristina’s task related utterances, I conclude that she expects
the school mathematical content to emerge from tasks, to be practiced within set
tasks and to be assessed with tasks. Taken together, there are indications in the
five interviews with Kristina that she continued to see
•

tasks as a significant feature of the ordinary lesson design,

•

tasks as tools for regulating the tempo of lessons, the social interaction
and the cognitive challenge,

•

tasks as a significant feature of homework. She should do a certain
amount of tasks before she meets the next field of mathematical
knowledge,

•

tasks as a significant feature of project work characterized as ’school
mathematical’, i.e. ”you know directly when you see them that they are
school work” (Int2),

•

tasks as a significant feature of tests,

•

tasks as ’containers’ for mathematical procedures. By following the
steps in a solution she learns the rules for doing a particular task.
Kristina can retrieve forgotten procedures from memory with the help of
repetition with tasks set by the teacher in plenary sessions and more
individual practice in doing tasks,

•

tasks as a rationale for written solutions. A written solution displays the
cognitive processes of the solver. If she copies solutions from the board
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she has caught a written trajectory of the cognitive process of the
teacher.
•

tasks as catalysts for personal satisfaction and as indicator of understanding. The quicker she manages to solve a task the better she understands.

Invisiblity of school mathematics
At several occasions during the interviews, Kristina spontaneosly in her
utterances compared her experiences of school mathematical practices with her
experiences of practices in other school subjects. In the following utterance she
compares mathematics with textile work. The statement was given in the third
interview, at a stage when Kristina expressed a negative emotional relation to
mathematics. The only possible way out from the boredom and dullness she
experienced in mathematics as well as in physics and chemistry was, as she saw
it, to change her own behaviour: to motivate herself into being more alert, to
accept that feeling bad about mathematics and that lack of understanding is part
of the game. At the time, I was quite astonished by her very strong negative
relation to school mathematics and asked her in one of the follow up questions to
look back and reflect on whether there had been some changes during lowersecondary school. No, she said
mathematics has never been any fun subject ... like textile work is fun, you can do
a lot and you kind of see what you are doing, but mathematics is dull, you cannot
do anything about it. And there are those that do like mathematics, you have to
have those subjects anyhow. (Int3)

The difference between the practices of textile work and the practices of school
mathematics is a matter of visibility. In textile work she has experienced
participation in doing things that are visible. This has given her a sense of
satisfaction that she has not gained from participating in school mathematics.
Mathematics at school is from Kristinas point of view closed into a ”rules and
systems” – practice where she is occupied with learning “things to remember,
different formulas and ways of calculating” (Int5), cognitive and internal
activities that indeed may be very far from externalised activities where you can
”see what you are doing”.

Coda
On the basis of considerations that are included in the theoretical frame for this
paper, I argue, that the development of Kristina’s experiences is situated in and
cannot be separated from the development of the school mathematical practice.
Even though I in this paper have chosen to focus on Kristina and her story, it is
strictly a research based decision. I separated the experiences of Kristina but
nevertheless, I see her experiences as integrated in and emerging out of the
particular school mathematical practice where she was a member. Thus, I argue,
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that her story can be seen as traces of a trajectory of participation in this practice.
In relation to school mathematics her expectations and attitudes have developed
precisely because she has participated in a particular school mathematical
practice. Not only did she learn mathematics by participating in this practice, she
also developed her image of what it takes to learn mathematics in this particular
practice. Taken together her school mathematical knowing can be described as a
kind of school mathematical disposition. Thus, participating and engagement in
school mathematical practice can be seen as a process that both produced and
transformed her identity as learner and school mathematician (Boaler & Greeno,
2000; Lerman, 2000).
This opens up for the questions how participation in school mathematical
practice affected her identity as learner of mathematics and why participation in
school mathematical practice did not boost Kristina’s confidence in her ability to
learn mathematics even though she was considered to be “a good student”.
One of my hypothesis is that the her ”rules and systems” - experiences coalesced
into a very limited view on the purpose of mathematical activities as finding a
precise procedure for each task or type of tasks. Tasks were indeed, as she saw
it, used over and over again in school to check her ability to quickly remember
and whether she “understood” correctly which procedure to apply. Along with
the expansion of the mathematical content, she, in short, became totally overwhelmed by the load on her memory and presumably, as a result, her feeling of
being alienated from the whole business of doing mathematics was growing
constantly. She experienced the practice as closed and the practice closed her
out.
The statement below about mathematics given by Kristina as a grown-up
strengthens my hypothesis. In the conversation I had with her about her school
mathematical experiences in lower-secondary school, she argued against my
suggestion that mathematical activities and problems perhaps can be seen as
having a quite open character. On the contrary, she said, there are a lot of similar
problems, the difficulty is to define what type of problem it is, and then to pick
the right procedure. Kristina argued that
there are many similar problems in mathematics, you have to be able to define the
type of problem and which procedure to use to solve it. Every problem belongs to
a certain group of problems. It is difficult to know which procedure to combine
with a particular problem if you cannot define the type of problem. And as the
amount of procedures increases this dilemma grows, and is worsened by the high
pace of teaching. You have to know the types you have gone through before and
then they just grow and grow and it gets into some sort of chaos. It becomes too
much.

In one of her last statements in the fifth interview, Kristina referred to her
decision to enter upper-secondary school where she reasoned she would meet a
tough time with mathematics. This expectation of hers turned out to be partly
fulfilled. When I met Kristina again, she told me how she had struggled with
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mathematics the first year in upper-secondary school. But then a decision to
study biology at the university level completely changed the scenario. Then she
became motivated to study mathematics in school. Voluntarily she even repeated
some courses, and she had no problem to pass the examination with a high grade
in mathematics. However, after secondary school she eventually chose pedagogy
as her field of study, because, as she said, “in pedagogy there are no right
answers”; a statement that brings with it a clear, albeit implicit, question: why is
there such a strong focus on right answers in school mathematics?
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Students’ mathematics-related beliefs are a decisive parameter for engagement
and success in school. Particularly, we are interested in studying the complex
structure of students’ view of learning mathematics. We analyzed our data by
means of exploratory factor analysis and carefully tested different factor
solutions. We finally obtained seven dimensions described by reliable scales
structuring this construct. Thereby, three factors relate to personal beliefs
regarding competence, effort and confidence, two factors primarily to social
context variables like teacher quality and family encouragement, one to
emotional expressions concerning enjoyment of mathematics and one to
perceived difficulty of mathematics. Participants in our study were 1436 grade
11 students from randomly chosen secondary schools from all over Finland.

Introduction
Students’ mathematics-related beliefs are a decisive parameter for engagement,
motivation and success in school. Particularly, motivation for achievement is
influenced by personal beliefs about the reasons events turn out the way they do
(Zimbardo, McDermott, Jansz and Metaal, 1995). The study of students’ beliefs
about mathematics and its teaching and learning has received much attention in
recent years. A lot of results have been presented examining beliefs for different
groups (students, teachers) under diverse conditions. These studies are in most
cases descriptive, for example reporting typical beliefs held by students (e.g. Ma
& Kishor, 1997). Some of the studies compare student beliefs in different
countries (e.g. Pehkonen, 1994) or according to background variables such as
gender (e.g. Frost, Hyde and Fennema, 1994). Furthermore, most of the studies
of beliefs have been carried out with a separate focus on cognitive, motivational
or affective aspects and only few contributions address explicitly belief systems
(Op ’t Eynde & De Corte, 2003). Green (1971) introduced this term and
although the importance of the systematic nature of beliefs is widely
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acknowledged (e.g. Schoenfeld, 1985), there is a clear lack of studies elaborating
on belief systems.
We, however, focus explicitly on studying the structure of students’
mathematical beliefs, and to emphasize this, we use the term ‘view of learning
mathematics’ (Schoenfeld, 1985; Pehkonen, 1995; Pehkonen & Törner, 1996).
We are not only interested in students’ view of mathematics as a subject but in
their view of learning mathematics. Therefore, we consider this view as
composed of several but related dimensions pertaining to aspects of both internal
variables like learning ability or confidence and external variables like
experiences in class or at home.
Hitherto, we have explored the relational structure of teacher students’ view of
mathematics (Hannula, Kaasila, Laine & Pehkonen, 2005a,b). This study led to
eight scales describing these students’ view of mathematics, and particularly
three dimensions that were closely related.
Now, we have used a modified questionnaire to collect and analyze data from a
sample of secondary school students. We will explore what dimensions describe
their view of learning mathematics, how they are related and what structure they
generate. In this paper we will extensively report about the major
methodological decisions concerning our factor analysis; further results can be
found in Rösken, Hannula, Pehkonen, Kaasila and Laine (forthcoming).

Aspects of students’ view of learning
mathematics
Human learning in general can be described by three components, namely
cognition, motivation, and emotion. Most of research addressing these
psychological categories of the mind has been carried out separately by
elaborating on one of those (Meyer & Turner, 2002; Hannula, 2004). We,
however, pay attention to students’ cognition, motivation and emotions as
crucial elements of their view of learning mathematics. In all these areas beliefs
play an important role, for example, as attributions about personal success or
failure, and they also provide a base for related affective reactions. Furthermore,
motivation for achievement is affected by personal beliefs about the reasons for
events (Zimbardo et al., 1995). Current research on motivation focuses on
interpreting the dimensions of expectancy-value models as dispositional
components in terms of generalized beliefs (Weiner, 1992; Buehl & Alexander,
2005). These beliefs represent one’s subjective estimation of competencies and
abilities relevant for learning.
In the literature, beliefs have been described as a messy construct with different
meanings and accentuations (Pajares, 1992). The term belief has not yet been
clearly defined and there are many varitations of this concept and of belief
systems as well (Furinghetti & Pehkonen, 2002). However, we consider
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mathematical beliefs as personal philosophies or conceptions about the nature of
mathematics and its teaching and learning (Thompson, 1992). Beliefs cannot be
regarded in isolation; they must always be seen as part of a belief system (Green,
1971). These beliefs systems can be characterized by three dimensions as there
are quasi-logicalness, psychological centrality, and cluster structure. Op ’t
Eynde, De Corte and Verschaffel (2002) as well, consider explicitly the structure
of beliefs about mathematics but with a different focus. They provide a
framework of students’ mathematics-related beliefs that is based on a review of
research on this construct. Constitutive dimensions are object (mathematics
education), self, and context (class), which further lead to several sub-categories:
1. Beliefs about mathematics education
a) beliefs about mathematics as a subject
b) beliefs about mathematical learning and problem solving
c) beliefs about mathematics teaching in general
2. Beliefs about self
a) self-efficacy
b) control beliefs
c) task-value beliefs
d) goal-orientation beliefs
3. Beliefs about social context
a) beliefs about the social norms in their own class (- the role and
functioning of the teacher - the role and functioning of the students)
b) beliefs about socio-mathematical norms in their own class (Op ’t Eynde
et al., 2002, p. 28)
In our previous study (Hannula et al., 2005a) we found eight scales describing
teacher students’ view of learning mathematics. Two of these dimensions relate
primarily to the student teachers’ past learning experiences with their teacher
and family, three to personal beliefs regarding talent, effort and difficulty of
mathematics, one to emotions and two to the person’s expectations about future
success. All dimensions, except for the emotional one, could be assigned to the
main categories and most of the subcategories suggested by Op ’t Eynde and De
Corte (2002).

Methodology
Instrument and Participants
The view of mathematics indicator has been developed in 2003 as part of the
research project “Elementary teachers’ mathematics”, financed by the Academy
of Finland (project #8201695). It has been applied to and tested on a sample of
student teachers and was slightly modified for the present sample. That is, items
addressing specifically aspects of teaching mathematics like View of oneself as
mathematics teacher (D1-D6) and Experiences as teacher of mathematics (E1-
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E7) were removed. More information about the development of the instrument
can be found e.g. in Hannula et al. (2005a). The statements in the questionnaire
are grouped around the following topics:
- Experiences as mathematics learner (A1-A29)
- Image of oneself as a mathematics learner (B1-B16)
- View of mathematics and its teaching and learning (C1-C12).
Further, the B-items comprise a self-confidence scale containing ten items (B1 –
B10) from the Fennema-Sherman mathematics attitude scales (Fennema &
Sherman, 1976). The students were asked to respond on a Likert scale (5 point,
agree to disagree) to statements such as the following:
- I have worked hard to do mathematics
- My family has encouraged me to study mathematics
- I can get good grades in mathematics
- I would have needed a better teacher.
The participants in our study came from fifty randomly chosen schools from all
over Finland, including classes for both advanced and general mathematics. The
respondents were in their second year course of mathematics in grade 11.
Altogether, 1436 students filled in the questionnaire and returned it.

Process of factor analysis
The basic assumption of factor analysis is that underlying dimensions can be
used to describe a complex phenomenon (Norusis, 1985). Although our previous
study provided insight into the beliefs structure of a specific sample, we still
aimed at exploring the field of structuring students’ view of learning
mathematics and therefore, we employed an exploratory factor analysis instead
of a confirmatory one. We used maximum likelihood factor analysis with
oblique rotation for determining useful and statistically robust dimensions
regarding this construct. As one advantage, this extraction method allows
making inferences from sample to population (Kline, 1994). Therefore, the
sample of 1436 students is large and adequate enough. Maximum likelihood
analysis requires multivariate normality and we found all distributions of the
measured variables fulfilling this request (skew < 2, kurtosis < 7). Further, we
chose to use an oblique rotation. We do not perceive the dimensions of the view
of mathematics to be independent from each other. Therefore, an oblique
rotation will lead to a better estimate of factors, because it derives factor
loadings based on the assumption that they are correlated (Fabrigar, Wegener &
MacCallum, 1999); as rotation method we employed direct oblimin.
Besides these methodological considerations, the next choice to take after
extraction is to retain for rotation. We based this decision on passing through the
following procedure. First, a principal component analysis was calculated to
determine eigenvalues and to conduct a scree test. The Kaiser “eigenvalue
greater than one”-rule led to an initially extraction of 8 factors and the scree plot
suggested the extraction of 5 to 8 factors. Then, we used maximum likelihood
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factor analysis to obtain by successive factoring an appropriate set of factors
where the number differed from 6 to 8. In the first extractions we obtained items
with low communality; those with very low values were removed. Even when
communality of an item is low, it can be reliable, provided that a factor is
measuring a variable very broadly. We therefore chose to only exclude items
with very low communality (h2 <1).
The remaining items had good
communality and factor analysis was repeated. For comparing the different
factor solutions we considered the statistic tests offered by maximum likelihood
factor analysis. Additionally, we based our decision on the following criteria
(Gorsuch, 1983; Fabrigar et al., 1999): the factors should be homogenous and
meaningful regarding content, internal consistency estimated by Cronbach’s
alpha has to be sufficiently high, each factor should contain enough items with
high loading and a factor must clarify a sufficiently high amount of variance. As
the best fit for the data we looked for item loadings above .30 with no or few
crossloadings and a minimum of three items per factor.
Maximum likelihood factor analysis provides statistical tests for the significance
of each factor. As also observed in our previous study (Hannula et al., 2005a),
the goodness-of-fit for all models are poor. We refer to Kline (1994, p. 160) and
his argumentation that this problem can be overcome by using the ratio of χ2 to
degrees of freedom whereby a ratio of between 2 and 3 is said to be acceptable
and the smaller the ratio the better is the fit. The ratios of the χ2 to degrees of
freedom for the 7 and 8 factor solutions are reasonable good (χ2 = 3.18 and χ2 =
2.71), whereas the ratio for the 6-factor solution is 3.75; the best ratio is obtained
for the 8-factor solution.
We found 5 factors that were consistently presented in all tested solutions with a
sufficient amount of high loading items; only in the 8-factor solution the last
factor consisted of three items with loadings from .36 to .49. Since Cronbach’s
alpha for this factor also was low, .484, we rejected this solution. For the 7factor as well as the 6-factor solution reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) was
satisfactory with coefficients between 0.800 and 0.912. Here, factors 2 to 6 were
stable and factor 7 coincided with factor 1 when an extraction of six factors was
forced. Reliability for separating this first factor was high and we found good
theoretical argumentation to favor the 7-factor solution, which clarifies 59 % of
total variance. In the 7-factor solution the first factor clarifies 30 % of variance,
the factors 2 to 4 between 5.1 % and 7.5 % while the contributions of factors 6
and 7 are clearly lower than 5.0 %. Despite this, and with respect to the other
criteria, we obtained the best fit to the data by accepting the 7-factor solution.

Results and discussion
Factor analysis led us to seven dimensions describing students’ view of learning
mathematics. In the following we present the factors, the related items as well as
the factor loadings and Cronbach’s alpha.
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F1 Competence (Cronbach’s alpha = .91)
- B 8 I am no good in math –.77
- B 6 I am not the type to do well in math –.70
- B 3 Math has been my worst subject –.43
- A15 I have made it well in mathematics .43
- B 4 Math is hard for me –.40
F2 Effort (Cronbach’s alpha = .83)
- B13 I am hard-working by nature .86
- B12 I have not worked hard enough –.85
- A 4 I have worked hard to learn mathematics .64
- B15 I always prepare myself carefully for exams .62
- B11 My attitude is wrong –.55
- B16 It is important for me to get good grades in mathematics .30
F3 Teacher Quality (Cronbach’s alpha = .81)
- A27 I would have needed a better teacher –.75
- A 3 The teacher has not been able to explain the things we were
studying –.73
- A21 My teacher has not inspired me to study mathematics –.59
- A26 My teacher has been a positive example .57
- A 6 The teacher has not explained what for we need the things we were
learning –.47
- A 5 I have not understood the teacher’s explanations –.45
- A24 The teacher has hurried ahead –.43
- C10 If the teacher is too good in mathematics he or she cannot explain
clearly –.41
F4 Family Encouragement (Cronbach’s alpha = .80)
- A17 The importance of competence in mathematics has been
emphasized at my home .83
- A23 My family has encouraged me to study mathematics .83
- A18 The example of my parent(s) has had a positive influence on
my motivation .67
F5 Enjoyment of Mathematics (Cronbach’s alpha = .91)
- A 7 It has been boring to study mathematics –.71
- A 8 Doing exercises has been pleasant .70
- C 1 Mathematics is a mechanical and boring subject –.70
- A13 To study mathematics has been something of a core –.65
- A25 I have enjoyed pondering mathematical exercises .62
- A12 Mathematics has been my favorite subject .60
- A22 Mathematics has been the most unpleasant part of studying –.57
F6 Difficulty of Mathematics (Cronbach’s alpha = .82)
- C 4 Mathematics is difficult .563
- C 2 Learning mathematics requires a lot of effort .56
- A11 Mathematics has been difficult in high school .53
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F7 Confidence (Cronbach’s alpha = .87)
- B 2 I can get good grades in math .81
- B 1 I am sure that I can learn math .79
- B10 I know I can do well in math .67
- B 5 I think I could handle more difficult math .38
- B 9 I am sure I could do advanced work in math .37
We obtained seven dimensions for students’ view of themselves as learners of
mathematics. Three factors relate to personal beliefs since a clear self-relation
aspect regarding competence (F1), effort (F2) and confidence (F7) can be found.
Two factors relate primarily to social context variables, namely teacher quality
(F3) and family encouragement (F4), one to more emotional expressions
concerning enjoyment of mathematics (F5) and one to mathematics as a subject;
that is, difficulty of mathematics (F6).
As mentioned in the methodology section, we carefully searched for the proper
number of factors and finally decided to retain seven factors. When the
extraction was forced to six factors, factor 7 coincided with factor 1. All items of
these factors, except for one, come from the self-confidence scale of FennemaSherman (1976). Although both factors are clearly related to students’ selfconfidence in mathematics, we found them to reflect different aspects. We
therefore decided to distinguish a more stable competence dimension (I am no
good in math, I am not the type to do well in math) and a more dynamic
confidence dimension (I can get good grades in math, I am sure that I can learn
math). This differentiation has also been found in the analysis of our teacher
students’ data (Hannula et al., 2005a) and was strongly confirmed by
methodological considerations.

Conclusions
The present study supports previous research on mathematics-related belief
structure. That is, we found evidence for an extended conceptualization of
beliefs as a system. By means of factor analysis we determined useful and
statistically robust dimensions of students’ view of mathematics, which could be
assigned to all main categories and several subcategories of the framework
provided by Op ’t Eynde et al. (2002). However, the factor enjoyment of
mathematics (F5) consists of more emotional expressions and is not covered by
any of these categories.
Considering the correlations between dimensions, we additionally employed a
second order analysis to test whether the correlations among the first-order
factors could be accounted for in terms of second-order factors. This analysis led
to a first second-factor containing F1 Competence, F6 Difficulty of mathematics
and F7 Confidence and showed that beliefs about self are highly correlated with
beliefs about the difficulty of mathematics. The second factor covered the
remaining scales but could not be explained in a theoretically plausible way.
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Our findings support the model for describing students’ view of mathematics
found in a previous study when analyzing data of elementary teacher students
(Hannula et al., 2005a,b). For identical items in both populations we found the
same factor structure and reliability analysis confirmed excellent internal
consistency of factors. We are now able to compare both samples by means of a
valid and reliable instrument.
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Interpretation of pupils’
conceptions in the pulley
demonstrations
using the variation theory
Olavi Hakkarainen
University of Jyväskylä
Maija Ahtee
University of Helsinki
The teacher has to be aware of the various alternative conceptions on which
pupils are relying in their reasoning. Variation theory gives guidance to teachers
how to design a successful intervention by taking into account the critical
aspects in teaching certain concepts. We have applied variation theory in
analyzing the changes in the ninth graders’ conceptions induced by three
successive demonstrations in which the positions of the two equally heavy
objects hanging in the pulley were varied. Based on the well known
misconceptions, pupils made the wrong conclusion about the weight of the
objects. The successive demonstrations brought the misconceptions as well as
the critical detail simultaneously into pupils’ mind. After getting rid of the old
notion that the hanging objects had different weights they were able to solve the
cognitive conflict brought up by their misconceptions.

Introduction
Very often, teachers assume that pupils see and understand the basic idea of the
demonstration that has been shown to them. However, it is well known that
pupils have a lot of various misconceptions that cause them to apply
explanations that are not consistent with the scientifically acceptable one (see
e.g. Driver, Squires, Rushworth & Wood-Robinson, 1994; Duit, 2005;
Champange, Klopher & Anderson, 1980; Ioannides & Vosniadou, 2002). One
common instructional strategy to foster conceptual change is to confront
students with discrepant events that contradict their existing conceptions (see
e.g. Stavy & Berkovitz, 1980; Dreyfus, Jungwirth & Eliovitch, 1990; Kang,
Scharmann & Noh, 2004). This is intended to invoke a cognitive conflict that
induces students to reflect on their conceptions as they try to resolve the conflict.
According to the variation theory (see Marton & Booth, 1997; Marton & Tsui,
2004) learning implies to experience and to discern something in a different
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way. Thus the variation theory provides a way to describe the conditions
necessary for learning. Ling, Chik and Pang (2006) have used three types of
variation in their Lesson Study, namely, variation in students’ ways of
experiencing what is to be taught/learnt; variation in teachers’ ways of dealing
with the “object of learning”, and the use of “pattern of variation” as a guiding
principle of pedagogical design to enhance students’ learning.
In an earlier paper (Ahtee & Hakkarainen, 2005) we asked ninth graders to
compare the weights of two objects suspended in a pulley in balance in three
different positions. After the last demonstration 78 % of the ninth graders stated
the both objects to have the same weight. Later on, we carried out a delayed
paper-and-pencil test (Hakkarainen & Ahtee, 2006) in order to find out whether
the series of pulley demonstrations have any permanent effect on pupils’
conceptions towards the scientific explanation without the teacher telling the
scientific explanation. In both cases pupils’ conclusions and arguments were
classified for each demonstration. In the demonstrations the pulley served as a
prosthetic device for thinking, helping pupils to pay attention to the behaviour of
the whole system instead of looking only at the separate objects.
For the present paper, we have analysed on the basis of the variation theory the
changes in the ninth graders’ conceptions induced by the three successive
demonstrations.

Variation theory
According to the variation theory of learning, learning involves experiencing a
phenomenon in a new light (Marton & Trigwell, 2000). Marton and Booth
(1997) argue that the key feature of experiencing something is “the set of
different aspects of the phenomenon as experienced that are simultaneously
present in focal awareness”. They state further that there is no learning without
discernment, and no discernment without variation. According to Marton and
Trigwell (2000), the most important constraints of learning are what variation
can be possibly experienced in a certain situation. By experiencing variation,
people discern certain aspects of their environment. A way of seeing something
can be defined by the aspects discerned at the same time, i.e. the critical features
of what is seen. The only way to experience certain features is to experience how
they vary. In addition to discerning features and values of features, one has to be
able to discern parts within wholes as well as wholes from their context. This is
summarized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The conditions of learning according to the variation theory

These ideas can be applied to the cases when pupils have misconceptions. It is
the task of the teacher to try to change pupils’ misconceptions towards the
scientific explanation. Thus, the question is how to bring a pupil’s
misconception and the correct scientific explanation simultaneously into the
pupil’s focal awareness so that s/he can realize the difference between her/his
misconception and the scientific conception. The starting point has to be in the
fact that every phenomenon has critical features that distinguish it from other
phenomena. Thus, one way is to vary the features or the contexts in which the
misconception occurs because according to the variation theory the pupil can
then discern the misconception.

Changing pupils’ conceptions using the
pulley in balance
We have studied how pupils understand the conception of weight when two
bodies (of equal weight) are hanging in a pulley in balance (Hakkarainen &
Ahtee, 2005). We also tried to find out how pupils’ thinking works when they
try to figure out an explanation and to find factors that promote or hinder
learning. The ninth graders were asked to write down what they thought the
weight of the standard mass and the bag would be compared to each other, and
also the reasons why they thought so. Despite the fact that we used a paper-andpencil test, all the pupils were shown the proper equipment, and also the free
motion of the flywheel was demonstrated.
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Figure 2. A standard mass and a bag are hanging in a pulley. The pulley can move freely
and the string is very light.

Many pupils based their reasoning on their misconceptions like the larger the
object is or the higher it hangs the heavier it is. The misconceptions are implicit
in the five categories we found, as can be seen from the examples of pupils’
reasoning (in italics) to their choices (given first):
1. Motion. The scientifically correct argument is based on the movement
of the bag, the standard mass or the flywheel. This idea includes some
notion of the idea of effects of gravity i.e. of the force concept.
Bag and standard mass weigh the same. The bag and the standard
mass stay at their positions.
2. Position. The argument is based on the positions of the bag and the
standard mass.
Bag is heavier. The bag hangs lower.
3. Appearance. The pupils pay attention to the concrete appearance of the
bag and the standard mass.
Bag is heavier. The bag is larger.
4. Material. The pupils give concrete properties to the bag and the
standard mass.
Standard mass is heavier. The standard mass is of metal and the
bag is of plastic.
5. No argument or confusing idea. In most cases the pupils only stated
their thought about the weights of the bag and of the standard mass
compared to each other.
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This pulley study gives information about pupils’ misconceptions but it does not
give any hints how to change these conceptions. One common instructional
strategy to foster a conceptual change is to confront students with discrepant
events that contradict their existing conceptions. This is intended to invoke a
cognitive conflict that induces students to reflect on their conceptions as they try
to resolve the conflict. In the study (Ahtee & Hakkarainen, 2005) we tried that
by changing the positions of the standard mass and the bag in demonstrations 1
to 3 (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Three different positions of the pulley in balance in the three successive
demonstrations

During a science lesson these three successive demonstrations were introduced.
The changes in the choices as well as in the arguments of each pupil were
followed through the demonstrations (see Ahtee & Hakkarainen, 2005). In
Figure 4 the changes in the ninth graders’ arguments are shown, both for the
pupils who had made the correct choice and for the pupils who thought that the
bag and the standard mass had different weights. It can be seen that after the
second demonstration with the pulley in balance already 77 % of the ninth
graders come to the conclusion that the bag and the standard mass must have the
same weight and the total amount of the position model as the argument has
dropped to 15 %.
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Figure 4. The changes in the ninth graders’ arguments 1. Motion, 2. Position, 3.
Appearance and Material, 4. None. Pupils had made a) the correct choice, b) the wrong
choice after the demonstrations D1, D2, D3. The percentage underneath indicates the
amount of the choice after each demonstration.

In order to get the pupils to pay attention to the concept of weight they were,
however, first asked to compare with their hands the weight of the small
standard mass and the bigger bag. The results of this work are reported by
Hakkarainen (2005). This pre-activity had an effect on the results. After the first
successive demonstration D1 (see Figure 4) 40 % of the ninth graders made the
correct choice (the standard mass and the bag having the same weight) and 24 %
of them justified their choice according to the motion model. However, in the
earlier study (Hakkarainen & Ahtee, 2005), when the pupils just compared the
weights of the standard mass and the bag, only 13 % had chosen the correct
alternative and only 9 % used the motion model in justifying this choice.

Interpretation compatible with the variation theory
In the following we pay attention to the aspects that we consider the critical ones
in the learning intervention with which we try to get pupils to perceive the
scientific concept of gravitational force acting in the pulley demonstrations.
According to the variation theory we have applied ”the pattern of variation” as a
guiding principle in the pedagogical design to enhance pupils’ learning in the
pulley context. We shall give an explanation as to what happens in the pupils’
minds when they, on the basis of the different demonstrations shown to them, try
to understand firstly, that the different objects hanging in the pulley are equally
heavy, and secondly why they have to be equally heavy. For students it is
important what comes to the fore of their attention, i.e. what aspects of the
situation they discern and focus on (Marton, Runesson & Tsui, 2005). In Figure
5, the space of learning is divided into two parts. On the left, there are two preactivities carried out with the pupils. One is the manual comparison of the
weight of the two objects; the other is the set-up of the pulley system and the
presentation that the flywheel is moving freely. On the right is the learning
intervention during which the three successive demonstrations with the different
positions of the hanging objects are shown.
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After the first demonstration with the pulley 24 % of the ninth graders had
reached the scientific conception (see Figure 4a) whereas only 9 % could give
the corresponding argument when not shown the manual comparison of the
objects. So we interpret that these pupils, when recognizing the cognitive
conflict produced by the disturbing conclusion from the manual comparison –
that the standard mass is heavier based on the material of the standard mass or
the sensory perception, feeling – and the new conclusion from the first pulley
demonstration – that the lower hanging big bag is heavier – were able to pay
attention to the working of the pulley. Atkinson and Peijnenburg (2004) describe
the hallmark of a remarkable thought experiment and that “it is simultaneously
destructive and constructive, it destroys an old theory and at the same time
establishes a new one”. Respectively here, when the pupils had these ideas
simultaneously in their minds, they had first to get rid of the old notion that the
hanging objects had different weights. After that they could solve the cognitive
conflict by noticing that because there is no motion in the pulley system, the
hanging objects have to be equally heavy. According to Schoultz, Säljö and
Wyndhamn (2001) the pulley system acts here as a prosthetic device for
thinking. Viennot, Chauvet, Colin and Rebmann (2005) speak about the
importance of critical details. After finding the satisfactory explanation these
pupils applied this conception in the next demonstrations.

Figure 5. The space of learning showing how some of the ninth graders end up with the
scientific conception after the first pulley demonstration

After the first pulley demonstration, the majority (60 %) of the pupils state that
the objects have different weights. About 28 % of these pupils solve the
cognitive conflict between the manual comparison and the first pulley
demonstration using the position model (see Figure 4b). When in the next
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demonstration the bag is moved up and the standard mass down most of these
pupils recognize their erroneous thinking and they abandon the position model.
The decrease in the use of the position model among the pupils stating that the
objects have different weights, is about the same as the increase in the use of the
motion model, 22 % and 24 % (Figure 4). As they give up their earlier wrong
conclusion about the different weights they are open to look for new
explanations, and they take up the notion about the immobility of the system
(see Figure 6). It is important that the pupils have the possibility to check their
new prediction with the working of the pulley in the next demonstration. On the
delayed study (Hakkarainen & Ahtee, 2006), about half a year after the learning
intervention study, the proportion of the ninth graders using the motion model
stayed at the same level. These pupils had changed their thinking.

Figure 6. The space of learning showing how some of the ninth graders end up with the
scientific conception after the second pulley demonstration

As seen from Figure 4a, still 15 % of the pupils base their prediction after the
last demonstration D3, that the objects have the same weight, on the Position
model. Obviously, these pupils did not recognize during the demonstrations the
critical detail that the system is not moving. Now the third demonstration in
which the objects were at the same level strengthened their notion. In the earlier
demonstrations it was easier to observe the immobility as most of the pupils
assumed the objects to have different weights and then it is natural to expect that
they start to move. Those pupils who based their arguments on the appearance or
the material of the objects, i.e. on the concrete models, could not notice any
variation in these demonstrations. Therefore, it is understandable that their
proportion stayed more or less the same throughout the demonstrations.
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There is an increasing need for interest research in science education as interest
has been recognised as one of the key factors having an effect on learning.
Interest in physics and chemistry phenomena and out-of-school experiences of
Finnish secondary school students (n = 3626, median age 15) were surveyed in
spring 2003 using the international ROSE questionnaire. Likert-scaled items
were categorized with explorative factor analysis. The scores of eight
interestingness factors (situational interest or actualised personal interest) and six
out-of-school experience (personal interest) factors were studied. The students
have had a lot of out-of-school experiences in simple measuring and observing
and in ICT use, but they have had few science and technology related hobbies,
activities and experience of camping. For students the most interesting physics
and chemistry related phenomena were astronomy and cosmology; chemicals
and radiation that are dangerous for human beings. Less interesting for them
were phenomena dealing with technical devices. Astronomy and cosmology,
environmental issues and physical and chemical phenomena in relation to human
beings were as interesting for boys as for girls. Observing natural phenomena
and collecting objects was the most important factor correlating with the
interestingness factors. Factors measuring experiences of ICT use and the use of
mechanical tools had the lowest correlations between the interestingness factors.

Introduction
There is a long tradition from the 1960s onwards of studying students’ interest,
behaviour, achievement, and attitudes (‘student voice’) towards science,
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especially towards physics and chemistry (Osborne, Simon, & Collins, 2003).
Research has shown that students will study and learn physics and chemistry
better and, moreover, choose science courses in upper secondary school if they
are interested in learning. Interest research (for a review, see Hidi, Renninger, &
Krapp, 2004) has also shown that interest-based motivation has positive effects
on studying processes, and on the quantity and quality of learning outcomes.
Thus, because students’ interest is so important to learning and future
involvements in the subjects, it is useful to know about the structure of students’
interest. In the following we, firstly, review the literature of interest and
secondly, we highlight aspects of interest in physics and chemistry. We have
already conducted similar research concerning students’ interest in biology and
environmental issues (Uitto, Juuti, Lavonen & Meisalo, 2006).
Interest is typically approached from two major points of view (Krapp, 2003).
One is interest as a characteristic of a person and the other is interest as a
psychological state aroused by specific characteristics of the learning
environment. Traditionally, the former approach has been termed topic interest
or personal interest and the latter has been called situational interest. Situational
interest is assumed to be spontaneous, fleeting, and shared among individuals. It
is an emotional state that is evoked suddenly by something in the immediate
environment and it may have only a short-term effect on an individual’s
knowledge and values. Situational interest is aroused as a function of the
interestingness of the topic and is also changeable and partially under the control
of teachers (Schraw, Flowerday & Lehman, 2001). According to Hoffman
(2002) and Lewalter and Krapp (2004), an appropriate context or learning
activity (teaching method) might have an influence on the quality of emotional
experience, which they assume to be of central importance for the development
of interest-based motivational dispositions (situational interest). Personal
interest is topic specific, persists over time, develops slowly and tends to have
long-lasting effects on a person’s knowledge and values (Hidi, 1990).
Personal interest can be subdivided into latent and actualized interest (Schiefele,
1991; 1999). Latent personal interest guides student’s cognitive engagement.
Thus, when students are given the choice of what they should learn, they tend to
choose familiar things that interest them or novel and complex things that they
are curious about. Intrinsically motivated activities are activities which students
do naturally and spontaneously when they follow their inner interests. Moreover,
Schiefele has suggested that interest is a content-specific concept as well as a
directive force and a facilitator of learning, and that it consists of two kinds of
valences: feeling-related and value-related valences. Feeling-related valences are
feelings that are associated with a topic or an object, for instance, feelings of
enjoyment and involvement. Value-related valences refer to the attribution of
personal significance to an object. Thus, some objects of interest are preferred
because involvement with them creates, for instance, strong feelings of
excitement, whereas other objects of interest are preferred because they may
have high personal relevance. According to his valence distinction, Schiefele
(1992, p. 154) reinterpreted interest “as a domain-specific or topic-specific
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motivational characteristic of personality, which is composed of intrinsic
feeling-related and value-related valences.” Thus, personal interest guides also
such students’ out-of-school activities where they have a choice to do what they
want: students are doing what they appreciate or what gives them a good feeling.
There is some empirical research evidence which sheds light on how dispositionlike individual interest develops in young adults (see e.g. Lewalter & Krapp,
2004). However, relatively little is known about how interest in school subjects
develops, especially for younger students who do not have vocational aims.
Several researchers (e.g. Krapp, 2002) have made a distinction between catching
and holding situational interest. Catching or triggering refers to variables that
initially stimulate students to become interested in a specific topic. Holding
interest refers to variables that empower students with a clear goal or purpose.
Essential to the shift from catching to holding a student’s situational interest can
be a support by appropriate learning conditions (e.g., context, teaching method,
use of computers or the Internet or a textbook) that make a topic meaningful and
personally relevant to students (Schraw et al., 2001; Lavonen, Byman, Juuti,
Meisalo & Uitto, 2005). Mitchell (1993) has suggested that in the shift from
“catching” to “holding” a student’s situational interest requires a learning
environment which makes the topic meaningful to a student according to his or
her personal goals. Consequently, students can self-regulate interest and,
moreover, in certain conditions situational interest can transform into personal
interest and, therefore, it is partially under the control of teachers. Students’
affective response to the topic forms the link between interest and learning
(Ainley, Hidi & Berndorff, 2002). Furthermore, Krapp (2003) has assumed that
the fulfilment of basic psychological needs for competence, autonomy, and
social relatedness are also important for the development of interest.
Hidi and Renninger (2006) have recently suggested instead of the two-phase
model (catch and hold) a four-phase model of interest development. This model
integrates two conceptualizations of interest which both have two phases. First,
it is described that situational interest has two phases. These phases are the
phase in which the interest is triggered and the subsequent phase in which
interest is maintained (see e.g. Mitchell, 1993). In personal interest, the two
phases are emerging personal interest and well-developed personal interest (see
e.g. Renninger, 2000). In this division emerging personal interest refers to a
psychological state of interest as well as to the beginning phase of a relatively
enduring predisposition to seek repeated reengagement with particular classes of
content over time. Emerging individual interest is characterized by positive
feelings, stored knowledge and value. It is typically, but not exclusively, selfgenerated and instructional conditions or the learning environment that can
enable the development of it.
Instructional conditions or the learning environment can enable the development
of individual interest. Thus, in the recent research on interest, the role of context
variables has gained increasing attention (see e.g. Lewalter & Krapp, 2004;
Turner & Meyer, 2000). According to Hidi and Renninger (2006, p. 112), “the
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potential for interest is in the person but the content and the environment define
the direction of interest and contribute to its development.” Volet and Jarvela
(2001), for instance, have named their context emphasizing view as a “personin-context perspective”. According to Lewalter and Krapp (2004), context
variables have an influence on the quality of emotional experience, which they
assume to be of central importance for the development of interest-based
motivational dispositions. Based on a longitudinal study, they suggest that
physics should be taught within a context that provides possibilities to transfer
the acquired scientific knowledge to practical day-to-day life problems.
One important goal in the development of physics and chemistry education has
been to bridge the gender gap in physics and chemistry. One possible approach
is to change girls’ attitudes, interests, or behaviours. An example of this would
be to give them examples of women with careers in this area. Another would be
to conduct a marketing campaign advertising the technology industry to increase
the perceived attractiveness of the field or to change the context or teaching
method, the idea being that learning should be made more interesting for girls
(cf. Biklen & Pollard, 2001).
Consequently, the general view of school education is that students’ knowledge
of a school subject is acquired in the classroom within varying educational
settings constructed by the teachers. In the present study, we focus on Finnish
lower secondary school students’ (median age 15) personal and situational
interests in physics and chemistry. Students’ physics and chemistry related outof-school experiences are considered as an indication of their personal interests.
Out-of-school activities may occur for example at home in everyday situations
like interaction with friends, watching TV, reading books or magazines, in
various hobbies, junior organizations and in institutions like museums and zoos.
Interestingness of students’ to physics and chemistry related phenomena is
considered as an indication of their situational interests or actualized personal
interest. The research questions are:
1. What kind of out-of-school experiences of physics and chemistry
phenomena are there in Finland among 9th grade students (~ personal
interest)?
2. How interesting are physics and chemistry phenomena for 9th grade
students in Finland (~ situational interest or actualized personal
interest)?
3. Are there gender differences in the out-of-school experiences and
interest in physics and chemistry phenomena?
4. What correlations are there between students’ physics and chemistry
related out-of-school experiences and interestingness of physics and
chemistry related phenomena?

Method
The data which were used for answering the research questions were gathered
alongside the Finnish contribution to the international comparative research
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project ROSE (The Relevance Of Science Education) aiming to shed light on
factors of importance to the learning of science and technology in
comprehensive school (Schreiner & Sjøberg, 2004). The ROSE questionnaire
has been prepared through international co-operation so that the findings could
help teachers and researchers to make science education and learning more
interesting. We have reported other parts of the Finnish survey elsewhere (e.g.
Uitto, Juuti, Lavonen & Meisalo, 2004) and we will further continue our analysis
of the survey data.
In the ROSE questionnaire, there were altogether 61 items measuring students’
out-of-school experiences (~ personal interest). In this research only 36 physics
and chemistry related items are used. The students were asked: “How often have
you done this (e.g. used binoculars) outside school?” Students answered by
ticking the appropriate box on a four-point Likert type scale, the extreme
categories being Never and Often. The responses were scored 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Respectively, there were altogether 108 items measuring how interesting physics
and chemistry phenomena are for students (~ situational interest or actualized
personal interest). Here 46 physics and chemistry related items were used. The
students were asked: “How interested are you in learning about the following
(e.g. stars, planets and the universe)?” Students answered by ticking the
appropriate box on a four-point Likert type scale, the extreme categories being
Not interested and Very interested. Because of large skewness and kurtosis of
the score distributions of some physics and chemistry related items, like items
measuring students’ experience of mobile phone use (skewness -2.1 and kurtosis
3,9), some items were not included in the analysis.
Altogether, 75 lower-secondary schools were randomly selected from the list of
Finnish-language comprehensive schools in Finland. In each of these schools,
about 65 students were asked to answer the survey, which meant about three
classes from each school. In total, we had 4954 students participating in the
survey. The questionnaire was sent to the schools in spring 2003, and the school
principals were asked to organise the survey and return the completed
questionnaires. The national and international purposes of the survey were
carefully explained on the cover sheet. Altogether, 26 reminders (37 % of the
selected schools) were sent to those principals who had not returned the survey
in time. The survey was answered by 3626 students (1772 girls) in 61 schools
representing 81 % of the selected schools. The number of students answering the
survey was 7 % of the whole age cohort. Thus the sample represents the
population quite well. The teachers or headmasters reported no problems in
organising the survey.
The students’ answers were read by optic scanners and data were saved to SPSS.
The data were cleaned in SPSS by looking carefully at all lines and running
frequency tables for all variables to search for values outside the 'legal' range.
Even if the scales are ordinal, it is easier to discern the findings when they are
presented as means to each item. If the mean for a question “How often have you
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done this outside school?” was over the middle of the scale (2.5) the activity was
interpreted as happening often. If the mean for a question “How interested are
you in learning about the following (e.g. stars, planets and the universe)?” was
over the middle of the scale (2.5) the interest was interpreted as positive.
An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used to reduce the number of original
variables, measuring students’ out-of-school experiences and interestingness of
physics and chemistry phenomena, to a smaller number of factors describing
personal and situational interest (or actualised personal interest). In the EFA
analysis, maximum likelihood was used as the extraction method rotation being
Promax (kappa =4) with Kaiser Normalization. All factors whose eigenvalues
exceeded 1 before the rotation were accepted to the solution. The calculated
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of sampling adequacy and the Bartlett's test of
sphericity for the factor analysis showed that the data were adequate for EFA
analysis. For the out-of-school experiences factor analyses the KMO of
Sampling Adequacy was 0.931 and in the Bartlett's Test the approximate ChiSquare was 43780 (df = 630, p = 0.000). For interestingness factor analyses the
corresponding values were for KMO 0.953 and for the Bartlett’s Test 79863 (df
= 1035, p = 0.000).
To compare girls’ and boys’ out-of-school experiences and interestingness of
physics and chemistry related phenomena, factor related sum-variables were
calculated of the items having main loading for each factor. The means of the
boys’ and girls’ sum-variable distributions were compared using the
Independent-Samples t-test (two-tailed). As an additional check we tested the
power of the difference using Cohen’s d (d = Mg - Mb / S.D.pooled, where S.D.pooled
= √[(S.Dg²+ S.Db²)/2], (Cohen, 1988). The Independent-Samples t-test procedure
compares means for two groups of cases. Cohen’s d measures the effect size for
the difference between boys and girls: no effect at d < 0.2, small effect at 0.2 ≤ d
< 0.5, moderate effect at 0.5 ≤ d < 0.8, and large effect at d ≥ 0.8.
The two-way Pearson’s correlation analysis was used to find out if there were
any relations between students’ out-of-school experience factors and
interestingness factors.

Results
The six factors that described students’ physics and chemistry related personal
interest (FE1-FE6) and which were reduced by the EFA on students’ out-ofschool activities items explained 47 % of the extraction sums of squared
loadings (Table 1). Goodness-of-fit Test gave a high value: χ2 = 3307***. Thus,
the statistical fit of the six-factor solution was not acceptable. However, the
examination of the residuals indicated no hidden variation, thus supporting the
six-factor solution. Gorsuch (1983) has also stated that the ML significance test
in EFA can overestimate the factor number. The students had a lot of physics
and chemistry related out-of-school experiences in using a camera, basic
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electronic devices and performing information searches on the Internet. They
had little experiences in using a wind- or watermill, in making small devices like
an instrument and in making compost from grass.
Eight interestingness factors describing interestingness of physics and chemistry
related phenomena (FI1-FI8) reduced by the EFA on students’ opinions of
interestingness of single items explained 57 % of the extraction sums of squared
loadings (Table 2). Goodness-of-fit Test gave a high value: χ2 = 5794***.
However, the examination of the residuals indicated no hidden variation, thus
supporting the eight-factor solution. Each factor was named according to the
loaded items, emphasizing the highest loadings and contents common for factor
items. Factors are named as presented in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 1. Loadings of interestingness factors measuring students’ physics and chemistry
related personal interest (FE1-FE6) reduced by the EFA on students’ out-of-school
activities items. The loadings < 0.3 are not included.
I have ...
used a windmill, watermill, waterwheel, etc
made a model such as toy plane or boat etc
used a water pump or siphon
mended a bicycle tube
made a bow and arrow, slingshot or catapult
used a rope and pulley for lifting heavy things
opened a device to find out how it works
made an instrument (like a flute) from natural
materials
changed or fixed electric bulbs or fuses
measured the temperature with a thermometer.
used a measuring ruler, tape or stick
used a stopwatch
used a camera
connected an electric lead to a plug etc.
recorded on video, DVD or tape recorder
used binoculars
read about nature or science in books or
magazines
collected different stones or seashells
collected edible berries, fruits or plants
watched nature programmes on TV or cinema
tried to find the star constellations in the sky
sorted garbage for recycling or for
appropriate disposal
made compost of grass, leaves or garbage
visited a science centre or science museum
downloaded music from the internet
sent or received e-mail
played computer games
used a word processor on the computer
searched the internet for information
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M
1.6
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.3
2.1
2.7
1.7

Factor
S.D. FE1 FE2 FE3 FE4 FE5 FE6
.83 .76
.98 .75
.98 .66
1.1 .63
.98 .62
1.0 .59
.41
1.1 .44
.84 .41
.35

2.8
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.3
2.9
2.5

1.0 .38 .36
.83 . .89
.83
.84
.82
.79
.79
.60
.82
.59
.89
.46
.82
.42
.96
.60

2.1
3.0
2.9
2.8
2.5

.90
.90 -.30
.88
.97
1.0

.57
.55
.55
.44
.44

1.7
2.3
2.8
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.6

.88 .37
.82
1.2
.92
.86
.82
.71

.44
.33
.69
.65
.58
.56
.54

Table 1 (cont)
Factor
M S.D. FE1 FE2 FE3 FE4 FE5 FE6
used a dictionary, encyclopaedia, etc. on a
computer
made a fire from charcoal or wood
prepared food over a campfire, open fire or
stove burner
put up a tent or shelter
used a wheelbarrow
used a crowbar
used tools like a saw, screwdriver or hammer
Eigenvalue
% of total variance

2.5 .99 .34
2.5 1.1
2.4 .99
2.5
2.9
2.5
3.1

.43
.72
.70

.88
.30
.46
.88
.73
1.0 .40
.66
.89
.31
8.3 4.0 2.3 .9 .7 .6
23.1 11.1 6.5 2.6 1.9 1.7

Table2. Loadings of factors measuring interestingness of physics and chemistry related
phenomena (FI1-FI8) reduced by the EFA on students’ opinions how interested they are
in learning about physics and chemistry related phenomena. The loadings < 0.3 are not
included.

How things like radios and
televisions work
How cassette tapes, CDs and DVDs
store and play sound and music
How mobile phones can send and
receive messages
The use of lasers for technical
purposes (CD-players, etc.)
How computers work
Optical instruments and how they
work (telescope, camera, etc.)
Explosive chemicals
Biological and chemical weapons
and what they do to the human body
How the atom bomb functions
The effect of strong electric shocks
and lightning on the human body
Deadly poisons and what they do to
the human body
How a nuclear power plant
functions
Chemicals, their properties and how
they react
Black holes, supernovas and other
spectacular objects in outer space
How meteors, comets or asteroids
may cause disasters on earth
Stars, planets and the universe

Factor
M S.D. FI1 FI 2 FI 3 FI 4 FI 5 FI 6 FI 7 FI 8
2.4 .96 .96
2.4 .99 .91
2.5 .95 .82
2.3 1.0 .74
2.5 1.0 .70
2.0 .91 .40
2.4 1.1
.94
2.5 1.0
2.6 1.1

.92
.89

2.7 .95

.66

2.7 .97

.63

2.1 1.0

.43

2.0 .88

.34

2.7 1.1

.88

2.7 1.0
2.6 .99

.81
.80
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Table 2 (cont.)
Factor
M S.D. FI1 FI 2 FI 3 FI 4 FI 5 FI 6 FI 7 FI 8
Rockets, satellites and space travel
The first landing on the moon and
the history of space exploration
How it feels to be weightless in
space
The use of satellites for
communication and other purposes
How to find my way and navigate
by the stars
The greenhouse effect and how it
may be changed by humans
The ozone layer and how it may be
affected by humans
What can be done to ensure clean
air and safe drinking water
How technology helps us to handle
waste, garbage and sewage
How energy can be saved or used in
a more effective way
New sources of energy from the
sun, wind, tides, waves, etc.
How the ear can hear different
sounds
How the eye can see light and
colours
How radiation from solariums and
the sun might affect the skin
How X-rays, ultrasound, etc. are
used in medicine
How different musical instruments
produce different sounds
Light around us that we cannot see
(infrared, ultraviolet)
How radioactivity affects the human
body
Electricity, how it is produced and
used in the home
How to use and repair everyday
electrical and mechanical equipment
How electricity has affected the
development of our society
Detergents, soaps and how they
work
How petrol and diesel engines work
How different narcotics might affect
the body
How alcohol and tobacco might
affect the body
The possible radiation dangers of
mobile phones and computers
How loud sound and noise may
damage my hearing

2.4 1.0

.76

2.3 1.0

.63

3.0 1.0

.57

2.1 .95

.48

2.3 .98

.39

.40

.36

2.2 .94

.97

2.2 .93

.89

2.6 .94

.81

2.2 .92

.66

2.4 .97

.53

2.3 .96

.47

2.1 .87

.88

2.2 .90

.78

2.2 .96

.60

2.2 .93

.60

2.1 .97

.49

2.1 .91

.41

1.9 .91

.41

2.1 .90

.90

2.1 .95

.88

2.2 .90

.66

1.9 .84
2.1 1.1

.45
.40

2.7 .97

.88

2.6 .94

.86

2.3 .95

.36

2.4 .91

.33
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Table 2 (cont.)
Factor
M S.D. FI1 FI 2 FI 3 FI 4 FI 5 FI 6 FI 7 FI 8
Why the stars twinkle and the sky is
blue
2.3 .99
Why we can see the rainbow
2.2 .93
How the sunset colours the sky
2.3 .97
.33
Eigenvalue
14.4 3.6 2.4 1.7 1.4 1.0 .8
% of total variance
31.3 7.9 5.2 3.7 3.1 2.2 1.8

.85
.83
.41
.9
1.9

For students the most interesting physics and chemistry related phenomena deal
with astronomy and phenomena which are in one way or another connected to
the human being. Less interesting phenomena deal with technical devices and
matter.
Comparison of boys’ and girls’ out-of-school experiences (~ physics and
chemistry related personal interest) and interest in physics and chemistry
phenomena or interestingness factors (~ physics and chemistry related
situational interest or actualized personal interest) are presented in Table 3 and
Table 4. In both tables, means (M) and Standard deviations (S.D.) for factor
related sum variables of item scores for boys and girls are also presented.
Table 3. Factors measuring students’ physics and chemistry related personal interest,
measured as their out-of-school experiences and comparison of boys and girls
Girls
Mg S.Dg
1.8 .54

Boys
t
1)
Mb S.Db
2.5 .61 971***

d

2)

0.69C
FE1 Science and technology related
hobbies or activities
0.34B
FE2 Measuring and observing with simple 3.4 .48 3.2 .67 142***
tools
2.6 .51 2.3 .57 177***
0.55C
FE3 Observing natural phenomena and
collecting objects
3.1 .57 3.2 .69
2.7ns
0.16A
FE4 ICT use
2.4 .79 2.5 .79 13***
0.13A
FE5 Camping
2.7 .74 3.0 .76 213***
0.40B
FE6 Use of mechanical tools
1) ns p > 0.05, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
2) A no effect (d < 0.2), B small effect (0.2 ≤ d < 0.5), C moderate effect (0.5 ≤ d < 0.8), D
large effect (d ≥ 0.8)

The effect size measure did not indicate gender difference for the experiences of
ICT use, camping and use of mechanical tools. The power of gender difference
was ‘small’ in the factor Measuring and observing with simple tools. Boys had
more Science and technology related hobbies or activities than girls and girls
more experiences in Observing natural phenomena and collecting objects than
boys (moderate effect).
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Table 4. Factors measuring students’ interest in physics and chemistry related
phenomena (Interestingness) and comparison of boys and girls
Girls
Mg S.Dg
2.1 .70
2.1 .67

Boys
t
1)
Mb S.Db
2.6 .78 489***
2.7 .74 476***

d

2)

0.67C
FI1: How technological devices work
0.85D
FI2: Effects of explosive and poisonous
objects on the human body
2.5 .72 2.6 .75 12***
0.14A
FI3: Astronomy and cosmology
2.3 .74 2.3 .75
.7ns
0.00A
FI4: Environmental issues
2.2 .61 2.1 .64 9.4**
0.16A
FI5: Physics and chemistry phenomena in
human beings
1.8 .60 2.4 .68 575***
0.94D
FI6: Technology in society and in
everyday life
2.6 .70 2.4 .77 85***
0.27B
FI7: Dangerous chemicals and radiation
for human beings
2.4 .83 2.1 .78 190***
0.37B
FI8: Physics and chemistry phenomena in
the environment
1) ns p > 0.05, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
2) A no effect (d < 0.2), B small effect (0.2 ≤ d < 0.5), C moderate effect (0.5 ≤ d < 0.8),
D
large effect (d ≥ 0.8)

The effect size measure did not indicate gender difference for the student interest
in astronomy and cosmology, environmental issues and physics and chemistry
phenomena in human beings. The power of gender difference was ‘small’ in the
dangerous chemicals and radiation for human beings and physics and chemistry
phenomena in the environment. Boys were much more interested in explosive
and poisonous objects and their effect on the human body as well as in
technological themes (large effect).
Correlations between factors measuring students’ physics and chemistry related
out-of-school experiences and Interestingness of physics and chemistry related
phenomena are presented in Table 5.
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FE1 Science and technology related
hobbies or activities

FI8: Physics and chemistry
phenomena in environment

FI7: Dangerous chemicals and
radiation for human being

FI6:Technology in society and in
everyday life

FI5: Physics and chemistry
phenomena in human being

FI4: Environmental issues

FI3: Astronomy and cosmology

FI2: Effect of explosive and poisonous objects to human body

FI1: How technological devices
work

Table 5. Pearson correlation coefficients between factors measuring students’ physics
and chemistry related out-of-school experiences and Interestingness of physics and
chemistry related phenomena

.35*** .37*** .16*** .11*** .13*** .44*** -.17*** -.11***

FE2 Measuring and observing with
simple tools

.11*** .16*** .26*** .23*** .24*** .10*** .21***

.23***

FE3 Observing natural phenomena
and collecting objects

.08*** .14*** .36*** .45*** .38*** .16*** .28***

.41***

.19*** .22*** .20*** .08*** .11*** .14*** .03

.00

.21*** .26*** .20*** .19*** .19*** .26*** .07***

.06**

.15*** .22*** .11*** .08*** .10*** .18*** .01

.01

FE4 ICT use
FE5 Camping
FE6 Use of mechanical tools

Discussion and conclusions
According to our literature review, a teacher can partly regulate the catch
component of situational interest or actualised personal interest (interestingness)
and also students can be themselves encouraged to self-regulate interest.
Moreover, a teacher can promote the change of situational interest to personal
interest by systematically choosing appropriate contexts or teaching methods
when new topics are learned (Schraw, Flowerday & Lehman, 2001). Once a
teacher succeeds in catching the situational interest of his or her students the
critical phase is then how to hold it long enough so that it leads to personal
interest to study physics and chemistry. Our aim in this paper is to analyse what
kind of out-of-school experiences students have had frequently and what they
want to learn eagerly by their free will. Students’ physics and chemistry related
out-of-school experiences reflect areas of their personal interest in those fields or
tell what they are eager to do or what topics are personally interesting for them.
What students want to learn spontaneously reflect their situational interest or
what topics are interesting for them. Teachers can use this information, when
they are planning physics and chemistry lessons.
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Based on Tables 1-4 we know what physics and chemistry related out-of-school
experiences are popular and what topics are interesting for boys and girls. Single
items and factors were shortly commented on already in the previous chapter,
and below some more general comments are made, based on all the tables.

Students’ physics and chemistry related out-ofschool activities
It seems that both genders have a lot of experiences of ICT use and the use of
simple mechanical tools. Therefore, classroom activities could remind these
activities from the point of view of interest. Although there are also statistically
significant correlations between these factors and several interest factors, the
correlations are not as high as many others. The “Camping” factor was gender
neutral, indicated rather high popularity and it had relatively high correlations
with several interestingness factors.
Boys and girls had different out-of-school experiences having loadings to the
factor “Observing natural phenomena and collecting objects”. These activities
were more popular with girls than with boys. This factor had also very high
correlation with interestingness factors: “Astronomy and cosmology”;
“Environmental issues”; “Physics and chemistry phenomena in human beings”;
and “Physics and chemistry phenomena in the environment”. On the other hand,
boys’ factor “Science and technology related hobbies or activities” had very
high correlation with interestingness factors: “How technological devices work”;
“Effects of explosive and poisonous objects on the human body”; “Technology in
society and in everyday life”.
Based on our literature review, students’ out-of-school activities, which are
frequently occurring, reflect their personal interest. Therefore activities, similar
to students’ popular out-of-school activities, might help students to catch or hold
interest. Some suggestions are presented in the conclusions below.

How interested students are in learning about
physics and chemistry related phenomena
Phenomena described in items, like “Why we can see the rainbow” and “How
the sunset colours the sky”, and which had high loadings to the factor “Physics
and chemistry phenomena in the environment” are impressive and can be seen in
nature. However, they were not so interesting for students, especially for boys.
On the other hand, phenomena described in items, like “How it feels to be
weightless in space” and “Black holes, supernovas and other spectacular objects
in outer space” and which had high loadings to the factor “Astronomy and
cosmology” were similarly interesting for both genders. Astronomy and
cosmology, in general, seems to be very interesting for both boys and girls.
Girls lowest interest was towards phenomena described in items, like
“Detergents, soaps and how they work” and “Electricity, how it is produced and
used in the home”, and which had high loadings to the factor “Technology in
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society and in everyday life.” However, these phenomena were rather interesting
for boys and, therefore, there was one of the highest gender differences for these
items. Boys had highest interest in phenomena described in items which had
high loading to factors “How technological devices work” and “Effect of
explosive and poisonous objects on the human body”. There was also one of the
highest gender differences among these items (e.g. “How mobile phones can
send and receive messages” and “The effect of strong electric shocks and
lightning on the human body”). These results indicate that Science – Technology
– Society (STS) context was felt not so interesting by students, especially by
girls. Therefore, it is no wonder that technology is no longer so important in STS
approach (Aikenhead, 1994, pp. 52-53; Hoffmann, 2002).
The most interesting phenomena for girls were in some way connected to human
beings: “How different narcotics might affect the body” and “How radiation
from solariums and the sun might affect the skin”. These items had high
loadings in factors: “Dangerous chemicals and radiation for human beings” or
“Physics and chemistry phenomena in human beings”. The gender difference of
these two factors was small. It seems that the phenomena which are interesting
for girls are also rather interesting for boys. However, this is not working vice
versa as it was claimed in the previous paragraph. The results are in accordance
with the findings of Uitto, Juuti, Lavonen and Meisalo (2005) from the same
ROSE data, that more than boys, girls were interested in the context of human
biology and health education and in general in living nature, such as animals.
The smallest gender difference was in students interest in phenomena described
in items, like “How energy can be saved or used in a more effective way” and
“The ozone layer and how it may be affected by humans”, having loadings to the
factor “Environmental issues”. Therefore environmental issues are suitable for
school science from the point of view of gender neutrality. However, these
phenomena are not very interesting for students. Furthermore, in the same data
Uitto, Juuti, Lavonen & Meisalo (2004) found that girls had a more positive
attitude towards environmental responsibility than boys, even if in general,
pupils found global, large-scale environmental problems distant from
themselves. It is possible that if learning of environmental issues could be
connected to pupils’ every-day life and the state and health of the nearby
environment, the learning of chemistry and physics as well as the environmental
ecology could become more interesting. It is important to know how
environmental data are gathered, how the expert knowledge is used in society,
and how an individual can contribute to sustainable development in individual
and societal levels in science. Science-related environmental issues could be
integrated to the education of physics, chemistry, biology and geography.

Conclusions
Based on our survey results, the first challenge is to develop learning activities
to physics and chemistry teaching similar to activities students have
spontaneously out-of-school. How can physics and chemistry teaching be like
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camping giving experiences of nature, collecting, measuring, observing, and ICT
use? To answer this problem, a simple solution would be to increase different
kinds of site visits, but more generally, different kinds of research-based
development projects are needed.
The second challenge is to clarify how the study of astronomy can be increased
in school physics and chemistry. This is in parallel with findings of Osborne and
Collins (2001). They indicated also that students would like to learn more about
the solar system and the universe. The third challenge is to increase the role of
human-being context, health education and examples of life sciences in physics
and chemistry teaching. For example, ergonomics or anatomy and functioning of
the human body might be possible areas. In chemistry, physiological effects of
several chemicals can be discussed in the context of the human being.
The fourth challenge is technology teaching. Boys like to know how technical
applications work. This kind of technical knowledge does not interest most girls.
On the other hand, considering youngsters’ future, technical applications play a
core role in further studies in schools of technology (vocational schools,
polytechnics or universities). Thus, it is important to find more versatile
approaches to show technical applications’ interestingness and importance for all
students. Everyone uses technical applications; therefore, usability testing and
user-centred design could be interesting study contexts. One interesting idea
might be to develop this area so that technological applications are looked at
more from the point of view of human beings. Several items where a human
being was active or it was a target, was interesting for both boys and girls.
Based on the findings of the present study, it is worthwhile being aware of the
fact that boys and girls as groups have different out-of-school experiences and
interests in specific topics and contexts. From the viewpoint of physics and
chemistry teaching and learning it is important to know how to hold part of
situational interest long enough to lead to a motivation to study and the activities
of studying. Results of the international ROSE survey indicate that Finnish
results may be general in countries having the human development index at the
same level as Finland does. We suggest to developers of curricula and textbook
authors, who have a lot of freedom in choosing different approaches and
especially contexts for certain topics, to take the result seriously and implement
certain contents and contexts. In practice, classroom situations and learning
materials can form the link between interest and learning.
It is important to understand that the findings of the survey are not absolute; they
reflect present-day general trends among young people’s perceptions and
experiences. Results reflect the objects of interest of Finnish boys and girls and
the world they experience in relation to science as measured with the
questionnaire.
Results of this research do not explain how situational interest develops into a
long-standing personal interest (see e.g., Alexander & Jetton, 1996; Krapp,
2002). It seems self-evident that teachers must first think how they can “catch”
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and “hold” situational interest during their physics lessons. One interesting new
approach to physics education could be developed by combining technological
and human or astronomical contexts.
Quantitative measurements have been criticised in general, and when based on
surveys, it is difficult to understand in detail the structure of students’ interests
(Osborne, Simon & Collins, 2003). On the other hand, surveys like this research
yield information about the significance of studied phenomena.
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The importance of teaching models
in physics education
Anssi Lindell
University of Jyväskylä
Jouni Viiri
University of Jyväskylä
Students’ ideas of models are usually studied with questionnaires or paper-pencil
tests. We approached the problem by a concrete demonstration. A sample of 103
student teachers and engineering students were asked to model a balloon in an
upward air flow from a hairdryer before and after seeing the demonstration.
Qualitative methods were used to study what kind of models the students use,
how they represent them and how they change their models after seeing the
demonstration. We found that great majority of students (84 %) used model only
as an illustrative copy of reality. None of the primary school student teachers
and only very few of engineering students (3 %) used mathematical forms to
represent their models. Most of the primary school student teachers (62 %) but
only 20 % engineering students were not able to see and model the essential
phenomena, having complex components of the balloons movement in the post
demonstration models.

Introduction
There are thousands of studies about students’ (mis)conceptions in science (see
e.g. the bibliography of Duit 2006). It has been found that for instance students’
conceptions of force and motion are similar to those of Aristotle (Boeha, 1990)
and medivial scientists’ (Hestenes, Wells, & Swackhamer, 1992). The similar
situation seems to be when we consider students’ ideas of science and especially
modelling in science. Students want the science in the secure form of
indisputable set of eternal truths (Lakin & Wellington, 1994). They don’t want
to find out that science is not a set of facts, that theories change, and that science
cannot give them all the answers. This attitude follows closely Aristotelian naive
realism; in which only direct perception have the power to grasp actual reality.
(Chalmers, 1999) Everything in the nature has been made for a purpose and the
purpose of man is to understand the nature through science. Thus, it would have
been a contradiction for nature to have fashioned the man and his organs in such
a way that the knowledge and science would, from its inception, be false. In this
point of view no models are needed, maybe even allowed. Galileo Galilei had
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another idea (Hestenes, 1987a). He wrote about the grand book of universe. The
grand book of universe has been written in the language of mathematics without
which it is humanly impossible to understand a single word of it. This Galilei’s
modest and critical scientific realism suggests and justifies the use of models in
describing and understanding nature by science. Rene Descartes (Holton &
Brush, 2001) went a step further and considered scientific constructs about the
nature as models to deduce or predict consequences in agreement with
observations.
These scientific constructs are scientists’ visions of the nature, developed using
the scientific method. In the scientific method an experiment is the test for all
knowledge (Feynman, 1995). To analyse experiments scientists search for
uniform patterns and simplifications from the perceptions and construct their
data into models. These models may then be used to explain the observations
and make predictions of what happens if something is changed. Limitations and
the predictive power of the models are tested by new experiments. Improved
models are discussed and finally agreed or disagreed by the scientific society.
Thus, scientific practise includes much of making and evaluating scientific
models which are descriptive, predictive and simplified versions of perceptions.
Hestenes (1987b) defined a model as “a surrogate object, a conceptual
representation of a real thing”.
Since experimentation and modelling are such essential tasks in doing science,
they have sometimes been radically given the same role in teaching and learning
science too. However, learning science is not just doing science. According to
Hodson (1993) education of science includes three main aspects: learning
science, learning about science and doing science. In addition to doing science,
which is to know how to create and test models, also learning science and
learning about science have their implications to modelling (Justi and Gilbert
2003):
•

Learning science is to know the major models as the products of science

•

Learning about science is to understand the role of models in the
scientific outlook.

The role of models in the Hodson’s view of education of science is sketched in
Figure 1.
As this short introduction points out, the central role of models in science,
history of science and teaching of science, it is clear that models and modelling
should be emphasized also in school science. This brings out the importance of
teaching models and modelling in science teacher education. It is not enough for
teachers to know the major models, but they also need to know what scientific
models are, how they are constructed, approved and taught. To teach these
aspects we need to study student teachers’ preconceptions of models and to
make their ideas explicit.
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Figure 1. The role of models in Hodson’s three main aspects of education of science

Classification of models
Interpretation, use and meaning of models in science and science education can
be classified in different ways (Harrison & Treagust, 2000). For example,
models in science may be classified into four main categories according to their
use (Gilbert, 1995; Gilbert & Boulter, 2000)
1. Mental model is a personal internal representation to account reasoning
when one is trying to understand, explain or predict the physical world
(Greca & Moreira, 2001).
2. Expressed model is a functionally, verbally or literally expressed version
of mental model.
3. Consensus model is an expressed model, tested and accepted by a
scientific society.
4. Teaching model has been designed and used by teachers to ease learning
of a consensus model.
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Students’ and the teachers’ relations to Nature linked by models are represented
schematically in the Fig. 2. Learning to do science develops students’ skills to
create mental models to communicate with the nature directly by perceptions
and experiments, while learning science deals with the consensus models of the
nature, taught or learned with help of teaching models.

Figure 2. Student’s and teacher’s relations to the nature and learning are linked by
different models

A scientist - or a student doing science - uses their mental models to understand
what is going on in their experiments. Working in groups forces people to
express their mental models in such a way that the members of the group share a
common vision of the system and they can work as a team. Thus, while doing
science, ones mental models debate with the perceptions of nature. The
discussion takes the language of expressed models while working in groups.
Experienced scientists typically do not need any assistance to understand the
models expressed by the others. Nevertheless, ability to use effective teaching
models might considerably improve discussion and shorten the time consumed
in weekly meetings of scientific groups.
By the time working groups forming a scientific society agree on a common
consensus model. Learning science is gaining understanding of these consensus
models. To make the learning more effective teacher may construct specific
teaching models tailored according to the preconceptions and skills of the group
to be taught.
To be able to understand the role of models in science and education, it is
important to learn ways and principles how consensus models have been
developed in the history of science among scientific societies. This concludes
Hodson’s aspect of learning about science.
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The purpose and use of models is apparent to experts, but novices may not have
a clear idea of them. Grosslight, Unger, Jay and Smith (1991) studied students’
and experts’ ideas of models. They divided students’ developing understanding
of models into three steps. At the lowest level, level 1 students consider models
as toys or simple copies of reality. Level 2 students understand that models are
created for a certain purpose, and that is why the emphasis of certain
components is altered, but the template of reality still predominates. In their
opinion a model is tested solely in terms of its fitness for the predominated
purpose. At the highest level, level 3 students are able to see that models are
created to test ideas, rather than copies of reality. They accept that models are
experiment dependent and that also the modeller has an active role in
constructing a model for a certain purpose. They also understand that a model
can be tested and changed in order to update and inform the development of
ideas and that there may even be several different models on simultaneously.
Justi and Gilbert (2003) studied teachers’ ideas of models and found that ‘the
notion of model’ demonstrated by teachers could be described by seven aspects.
But the researchers were not able to identify ‘profiles of understanding’ for
individuals that cut completely across the seven aspects. The profiles of
teachers’ notions of ‘model’ in terms of the aspects and categories were
complex, providing no support for the notion of levels in understanding which
Grosslight et al. (1991) had found. Justi and Gilbert conclude that the absence of
profiles in the teachers’ thinking suggests that they probably do not hold
coherent ontological and epistemological views. Therefore, it is important to
include modelling ideas in teacher training courses.
There is not very much research about science student teachers’ ideas of models
in Finland, which is the aim of this study. Since most of the existing studies have
investigated students’ ideas of models either with questionnaires of interviews
we decided to use a different method and asked student teachers’ ideas of
models in a real world phenomena.

Method
Subjects
The subjects of this study consisted of 41 primary school student teachers, 30
secondary school physics student teachers and 32 engineering (information and
communication technology) students. Some of the primary school student
teachers had a few years of teaching experience but the majority of them and
every other student had minor teaching experience. Roughly half of the primary
school student teachers had had volunteer high school courses in science; the
other half had chosen only the minimum amount of science in their pre graduate
studies. The secondary school physics student teachers were at their second year
level in the university on the average. Every engineering student had had science
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courses in their earlier studies in a high school and/or in a lower level
engineering school (finished by about one third of them).

Data collection
Before data collection we did not give any lesson about models and modelling in
science. Students were given an empty sheet of paper. A hair dryer and a balloon
were shown to the subjects and they were asked to
1) Model a situation where an object such as a balloon is located into an air
flow such as from a hair dryer.
We did not say what kind of model we are looking for. Students were free to
decide themselves how to model the situation. After 5 minutes, a demonstration
where the balloon was floating in the air flow from the dryer was shown and the
students were asked to
2) Model the same situation after observations.
Finally they were asked to write down the main subject they study and the
amount of science courses they had after the junior high school.
This demonstration was chosen since there are a lot of things to consider in that
simple set up: balloon’s size, shape, position, velocity, acceleration, vibration
and rotation etc. In the demonstration all these can be seen and, thus, included to
the model. However, the essential phenomena in the set up is the Venturi effect
maintaining the balloon up at constant height in the air flow column and all the
extra motions might be ignored from the post demonstration model. By this
method we studied how student teachers master the role, the purpose and use of
models. We also wanted to know what kind of models they use and whether and
how they change their models after perceptions.

Data analysis
We analyzed the purpose and use of the students’ models by their distribution on
the levels of understanding presented by Grosslight et al. (1991). We defined the
copy of the reality (level 1) as if the students just draw pictures of what they
saw. Descriptive models for certain purposes (level 2) were considered as
something between the models with flow lines and forces. These two cases were
separated from each others since a model with flow lines is still kind of sensory
picture of reality, even though it has invisible elements in it. One might argue
that flow lines have also a strong descriptive and even a predictive power, but
the case is not that clear and we positioned the model with flow lines just below
the level 2. On the other hand, model with force vectors are clearly made for a
purpose to explain why the balloon moves as it does. Predictive models (level 3)
were defined as flexible constructions of the situation including symbolic
parameters answering the question “what happens if something is changed?”
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Students’ models were classified also based on the representation that they had
used. Gilbert et al. (2000) divided these into six modes from the most concrete to
symbolic: concrete mode, verbal mode, mathematical mode, visual mode,
gestural mode and symbolic mode. It should be noted that every two
dimensional model represented on a piece of paper belongs more or less to the
symbolic mode in this division and that our method was not meant to study
concrete or gestural modes of models. Instead, we divided the symbolic mode
into six sub modes according to the symbols used: pictures, arrows, text,
equations, quantities and graphs.
To further study whether the students could understand the descriptive role of
models, we divided their models into two categories. A model was categorized
as simple when just the Venturi effect was considered. A model with any extra
phenomena taken into account was categorized as complicated. In order to
construct an effective teaching model only the essential phenomena are to be
taken into account and at least the post demonstration model should be as simple
as possible.

Type of the model

Symbolic

Force
Engineer
Secondary school
Flowline

Primary school

Picture
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20
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Figure 3. Relative proportions of teacher and engineering students using different kind
of models. The lines between the types of the models on the vertical axis refer roughly to
the levels (1-3) of understanding in Grosslight et al. (1991).
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Results
Figure 3 shows the relative parts of the students using different kind of models.
The levels 1-3 of understanding in Grosslight et al. (1991) can approximately be
positioned between the vertical groups from down to up of that figure
respectively. From the figure we can see that 83 % of primary school student
teachers, 57 % of secondary school student teachers and 63 % of engineering
students modelled the balloon in air flow by just drawing what they expected to
see before the demonstration, and by what they saw after the demonstration,
thus, hardly reaching the lowest level of understanding. If we consider flow lines
only as sensory pictures of something invisible, 93 % of primary school student
teachers could not understand the descriptive and predictive role of models. For
secondary school student teachers and engineering students these numbers are
74 % and 85 %, respectively. In this research, none of the primary school student
teachers could make a model able to predict anything and only 7 % of them were
able to make models trying to explain how a balloon interacts with air flow.
Secondary school student teachers were supposed to be most familiar with the
use of models since they have had many opportunities to work with them in their
earlier studies. However, less than one third of them used descriptive (13 %) or
predictive (13 %) models. For engineering students these proportions were 9 %
and 6 %, respectively.
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Figure 4. Examples of different sub modes of representation of symbolic modes. From
left to right and top to bottom: pictures, arrows, text, equations and quantities. None of
the student used any graphs to model the phenomena.

Examples of the students’ models of the five first sub modes are represented in
Figure 4. Surprisingly, none of the students used any graphical models, which
would be the first choice of an expert scientist to our mind. Despite of their
education, practically every student favored pictorial and verbal forms for
modeling. Most of the models consisted of a picture with clarifying text. Only
one engineer student and one secondary school student teacher used models
without pictures (equations and plain text respectively). The proportions of
different representations can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Six sub modes of symbolic representation of models and their usage by
teacher and engineering students

The result of the analysis of models turning from simple to complicated or vice
versa can be seen in Figure 6. As many as one third of secondary school physics
student teachers turned their models from simple to complicated after seeing all
the shakes, rattles and vibrations the balloon manoeuvres in slightly turbulent air
flow. Amazingly, the major part of the engineering students, which would be
stereotypically considered as the most pedant group, kept their model simple.
From the graph we can see that altogether 62 % of the primary school student
teachers, half of the secondary school student teachers and only 20 % of
engineering students used complicated post demonstration modes.

Conclusions
The results of this work suggest that in addition to learn science and how to do
science, the students should also learn the role of models in science: they are
neither copies nor applications of reality, but rather they are logical patterns used
to intermediate and predict observations (Figure 1). The results of how student
teachers understanding of scientific models is distributed according to the levels
of understanding presented in Grosslight et al. (1991) are quite different from
Harrison’s (2001) results for experienced high school teachers where 20 % of
them were in the transition phase between the levels 1 and 2, 20 % were at the
level 2, 40 % were in the transition phase between the levels 2 and 3 and 20 %
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were at level 3. As great part as 84 % of all the students that participated in this
research, considered models just as a copies of reality hardly reaching level 1.
To reach the higher levels they should learn the descriptive and predictive power
of models; they should be able to answer the questions “Why…?” and “What
happens if…?”
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Figure 6. The relative proportions of teacher and engineering students turning their
models from simple to complicated or vice versa.

The major part of students shares the Aristotelian direct vision of nature
believing that the models and scientific theories are some kind of absolute
knowledge or eternal truths and that learning science is learning a bunch of facts.
They cannot understand that theories are changing all the time and science is
merely a group of best approximations of the situation for the moment being.
None of the primary school student teachers and only very few of engineering
students (3 %) used mathematical forms, such that equations quantities or graphs
to represent their models. To the authors’ minds the easiest way to model the
Venturi effect when a balloon is hanging at a constant height in an upward
cylindrical laminar air flow, would be a constant curve in a height-time
coordinate system. However, none of the students used any graphical ways to
represent their models. The favour of pictorial ways to represent models
supports the conclusion that most of students consider models as copies of
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reality. Another reason for pictorial representations might be a risk of failure in
mathematical representations, even though the students were told that their
papers should be handled anonymously.
Students representing a complicated post demonstration model are, once again,
trying to make their model as exact a copy of reality as possible. They are not
able to see that the describing or teaching power of the model suffers the extra
details in the representation. Students using only simple models may be able to
understand the role of models in teacher’s interpretation between nature and
students. Or then they are just lazy drawers. Students changing their models
from complicated to simple, consider the situation from several points of views,
and are able to leave out extra phenomena and pick up the relevant one after
seeing what is going on in the experiment. They were very few especially in
student teachers’ groups.
It is important to teach modelling in teacher education courses since teachers
then might teach modelling ideas also in schools. By this Venturi effect
demonstration with simple equipment of just a balloon and a hairdryer we can
teach that models in physics are simplifications to clarify and predict the
behaviour of nature.
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Innovative approaches in school
science –
an analysis based on the
GRID project data
Veijo Meisalo, Jari Lavonen, Kalle Juuti
University of Helsinki
We analyse innovative approaches in science teaching in Finnish schools on the
basis of data collected by Web questionnaires and teacher interviews for the
international GRID project. In the background of innovative initiatives seems
often to be a long history of participation in national projects and pedagogical
experimentation. Implementation of modern information and communication
technologies appears as an important feature in many of these initiatives, as well.
However, the networking of active teachers both locally and nationally emerges
as a most interesting factor in explaining success of innovative approaches.
Resourses, like lack of financial resources, technical support personnel in school
science laboratories and in ICT applications are the main obstacles in the
implementation of new ideas. Moreover, missing incentives for appropriate
teaching methods, like project work, restrict the implementation of new ideas.

Introduction
It is often seen that a school is a very traditional system, and there are many
obstacles if one wishes to implement innovations in teaching practice. We have
lots of experience on difficulties of changing the habitual teaching methods of
science teachers. Researchers have discussed, for instance, the ways teachers use
ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) in their teaching (Willis,
1997), but also, more broadly pedagogical approaches promoting creative
problem solving, e.g. in school science (Kuitunen & Meisalo, 1996) or in
technology education (Lavonen, Meisalo & Lattu, 2001) etc. In the present
study, the focus in our theoretical analysis is on the innovativeness of the
initiatives often linked with novel types of ICT use. In the GRID (Growing
Interest in the Development of Teaching science) project, and consequently in
the present paper, initiative is used as a synonym for a school level project of
implementing new ideas in science teaching.
The GRID project was a SOCRATES project identifying initiatives of good
science teaching in schools. It urged European teachers to fill in, on the Internet,
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a questionnaire identifying basic parameters of innovative projects to facilitate
improving science teaching and learning. The project collected and published on
the Internet (http://www.grid-network.eu) information from over 500 European
initiatives. The database includes 23 entries from Finland. There were eight
school visits collecting detailed information on the initiatives using another
GRID questionnaire and interviewing contact teachers. While the database
includes mainly factual information on the initiatives, in the present paper we are
interested in finding more detailed information on the background of
innovativeness in schools and how innovative projects started. In the following,
we first discuss the adoption of innovative or creative approaches in schools, and
then the innovative characters of school projects, before presenting and
analyzing our empirical data. On the Internet pages of the GRID project there
are addresses of contact persons in all contributing schools with the idea that
they can be contacted for further information. However, in this paper we use
anonymous reporting and analysis with code names for persons and schools. The
general research question in this study on innovative projects is: what kind of
general or specific features related to creative aspects can we find in the projects.
Identifying these features may offer some help in promoting creative aspects in
school science.

Strengths and weaknesses in Finnish school science
Since there are large differences in the school systems of European countries, it
appears advisable to discuss here strengths and weaknesses of Finnish school
science, although the good PISA outcomes have already advanced the
knowledge of Finnish science education in other countries. These positive and
negative features have an effect on creation, diffusion, and adoption of
innovations in school science.
Science is compulsory in general education on primary and secondary levels. In
vocational education its status depends on the vocation concerned. In the recent
renewal of the primary school core curriculum, it was decided to have physics
and chemistry as separate subjects in the grades 5 and 6. This was considered
important since many primary-school teachers had previously interpreted school
science as including biological sciences only. This new situation also brings up
an urgent need for science courses for in-service primary teachers whose
pedagogical content knowledge in physics and chemistry is deficient.
Another problem in Finnish school practice is that there is a poor interaction of
science and technology teaching in school. Physics and chemistry are usually
well integrated, but often biology is somewhat separated, and in technology
education, the school culture is rather isolated from the previous ones.
In principle, schools have freedom to launch special programmes and projects,
but local resources seldom allow major efforts. The school system in Finland is
based on financing of school by local municipalities and many of these have had
serious financial difficulties. On the other hand, there are also examples of good
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local networking, where schools, industries and institutions of higher education
have co-operated to promote science teaching. The financial problems of
municipalities have an effect even on in-service education of science teachers,
since it should be financed by the employer.
Pre-service teacher education (TE) in Finland is generally of adequate standard,
and over several years, there have been visitors from all over the globe to
acquaint themselves with our approach. It is important, even for science
teachers, that the idea of teacher as researcher and developer of her own work is
supported by opening doctoral programmes to practicing teachers in departments
of teacher education. However, the professional development programmes have
had many problems. One positive example has been the LUMA programme for
science teachers (Lavonen, Meisalo & Juuti, 2004), which, unfortunately, has
been discontinued. There is on-going discussion about how to organise adequate
professional development programmes for all teachers. Many science teachers
are reaching retirement age and extra measures have been taken to make it
possible to recruit high numbers of students in science TE programmes.
All extra incentives etc. are decided on the local level although there is a
national general salary system for teachers. It is mainly the local headmaster
who has most influence, but even local politicians have much say, especially in
funding major projects. It is problematic that usually, teachers do not have
proper perspectives for career development. For instance, it is very seldom that
there is a (mathematics and) science department in a school offering the
possibility of a department head position for progressive teachers.
Allocating resources for initiatives is based on local decision-making. However,
schools may be eligible for national support under special programmes like the
information society programme Strategy for Education, Training and Research
in the Information Society (SETRIS, 2000). A major problem on school level is
the lack of skilled technical personnel to assist teachers in school laboratories.
There are, indeed, very few laboratory technicians in Finnish schools. This is
problematic not only for school science laboratories, but also for ICT use in
schools more generally. Allocating some extra paid hours for ICT maintenance
to science teachers is no solution to the problem.
Allocation of municipal resources and giving private support is decided mainly
on local level as mentioned above. However, e.g. industrial associations have
urged their members to be active in school-industry collaboration programs. All
technical universities and polytechnics as well as science faculties at other
universities have at least some kind of collaboration programs with schools. The
LUMA Centre at University of Helsinki is upgrading its activities offering
versatile collaboration programs for school teachers. There is also fruitful cooperation between schools and science centers and museums. Another nice
example of co-operation with mutual benefits is the collaboration of University
of Helsinki and the science centre Heureka in organizing teaching practice for
student teachers.
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Diffusion and adoption of innovations in schools ICT use in school science as a case
There is a long tradition of research on diffusion of innovations (Rogers, 1995).
Even important innovations are, however, welcomed in few schools only, and
often in a simplified form. As an emblematic example we can take the use of
ICT in school science since all our cases included some type of ICT use,
although we do not want to particularly emphasise ICT in our empirical analysis.
Often, it has been limited to specific tasks that computers can perform with the
aid of digital cameras and different types of sensors connected to them (Thomas,
2001). This kind of technology-oriented approach becomes problematic when
the focus of the discussion is on ‘how to help teachers learn to integrate ICT into
science education in a versatile way and help their students learn science’.
Therefore, the use of ICT should be discussed in terms of alternative teaching
methods and focusing on how ICT can positively influence studying and
learning. These ideas offer an opportunity to help teachers discuss learning,
analyze beliefs about learning and find out how they can facilitate it (Dadds,
1997).
Rogers (1995) defines ‘adoption’ as an individual’s mental process through
which he or she passes from first hearing about an innovation to final adoption
or rejection. According to Knezek and Christensen’s (2002) review, the beliefs
of teachers regarding the usefulness of ICT in education appear to be
surprisingly consistent across several nations and cultures. These beliefs have an
effect on the adoption processes. Different approaches have been suggested to
facilitate teachers in adopting innovations: new educational policy, curriculum
design, professional development and the development of pedagogical study
materials, any of which would emphasise the adoption of a new pedagogical
innovation, such as ICT in science education (Fullan, 1991, p. 37). In the
national strategy from the Ministry of Education (SETRIS, 2000), the level of
teacher adoption and their competence in ICT were described in some detail.
Following Fullan (1991, p. 68), we categorised the properties of educational
innovations that affect their acceptance or adoption into three groups:
(1) the properties of the innovation, in this case, the properties of the ‘use of ICT
in school science’ itself (e.g. different ways in which ICT could be used in
school science, and the usability of ICT). For example, if an innovation is too
complicated for beginners, it is not adopted;
(2) local characteristics of the innovation. These include the teacher’s
pedagogical orientation and beliefs about the use of educational technology, and
the administrative leadership and support available to teachers, both of which
have an effect on the adoption of ICT. In addition, a teacher’s previous ICT
knowledge and skills have a strong effect (Willis, 1997). Zhao and Cziko (2001)
suggested that the adoption of ICT in science education requires the teachers to
be convinced that: (i) ICT can effectively help students to achieve or maintain
high-level goals (‘effectiveness’); (ii) ICT will not disturb other high-level goals
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that teachers consider more important than the one being maintained
(‘disturbances’); and (iii) teachers have the ability and resources to use ICT
(‘control’). This last point may be interpreted to mean that teachers may need
training and other guidance which should be contextual, connected to real
teaching and learning situations. Training should also support co-operation
between teachers and those who are developing national curricula or in-service
programmes and providing guidance. The training of teachers has to focus on the
development of ICT for pedagogical use, not on the training of ICT skills only;
and
(3) external factors, such as a national ICT strategy, curriculum, financing and
public hype, influencing the innovation. Different kinds of networking, such as
cooperation between (i) schools, (ii) teaching and research, or (iii) schools and
their environment or the workplace, may foster the integration of ICT into
education (Moonen & Voogt, 1998).

Innovativeness of the initiatives and creativity
We interpret here innovativeness in school initiatives as originality by virtue of
introducing new ideas and see that it is rather close to creativity. Creativity (or
creativeness) is commonly considered to be a mental process involving the
generation of new ideas or concepts, or new associations between existing ideas
or concepts. Unfortunately, in the school context, creativity is mostly sought in
arts and seldom in sciences, and it has an everyday interpretation of meaning as
the act of making something new. From a more scientific point of view, the
products of creative thought are usually considered to have both originality and
appropriateness, and creativity, particularly creative problem solving (cf.
Lavonen et al., 2001), should be associated with all science studies. We regret
that there is no consensus on the proper definition of these concepts and we do
not want to analyse these in more detail in the present context.
After passing the first phase of the project where teachers had given information
on their projects to the database, it was necessary to find criteria for selecting a
number of initiatives where more information was collected using another
questionnaire and teacher interviews. Representatives of GRID partners
including the authors of the present paper listed qualities of interesting projects.
As the outcome of these discussions the following qualities of school science
initiatives were used to select the ones for further analysis. We can see that this
list includes even aspects not closely related to creativity or innovativeness:
The GRID Project agreed on the qualities of innovative projects: a project can be
said to be innovative and accepted as a good practice if it:
• creates a creative and innovative learning environment
• motivates young people to learn science in particular but also to learn in
general
• invites young people to be creative (team skills)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

focuses on study skills and learning, and not on teaching, but on
facilitating
focuses on both teachers’ (teacher as a researcher) and pupils’ reflective
skills
builds on concrete co-operation with the local community (e.g. research
institute, university, science museum, local companies, zoo, etc.)
builds on research outcomes (possibly in co-operation with a university)
observes suggestions made in educational policy papers
integrates science learning into concrete contexts and life situations of
pupils or students
focuses on networking of teachers within the school and beyond
focuses on specific groups that are difficult to be addressed as to science
(girls, immigrants, …)
uses ICT and multimedia not only to gather information but also to
create a creative learning environment (smartschool)
focuses also on human and environmental (sustainable) contexts of
sciences
combines science learning with the acquisition of more generic
competencies and skills such as teamwork, problem solving,
communication skills, entrepreneurial skills etc.
strengthens cross-disciplinary, interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary or
transdisciplinary approaches (e.g. combining science and arts; or science
and languages; or science and cultural heritage, etc.)
has specific approaches as to the level of education; e.g. the use of audio
materials and narrative approaches in learning science in primary school
has a specific focus on training teachers for innovative science teaching,
either in initial teacher education or during in-service training activities
benefits from support for the teachers while implementing the project
combines top-down with bottom-up (grassroots) approaches
has potential to be transferred (or valorised) into other similar school
situations;
has a wide dissemination of the outcomes as essential part of the project
has a thorough monitoring system (possibly in cooperation with a
university!)
has a thorough evaluation mechanism
promotes European co-operation and mobility
promotes active citizenship (e.g. youngsters taking steps to protect their
environment)

It is only natural that each good practice project doesn’t have all those
characteristics, but some of them only, according to the nature of the project.
This list was used in the GRID project as a tool when choosing the initiatives for
school visits or teacher interviews. However, it appeared that practical reasons
related to the school visits had a major role in decisions on choosing the school
where to interview teachers.
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Collecting empirical data and the method of
analyzing
The European database collected by the GRID project includes 23 entries from
Finland. In the first round the data were collected using a Web questionnaire
QE1. This questionnaire was formulated by the project co-ordinator in cooperation with the partners. The original English questionnaire was translated in
local languages and slightly modified by each partner to be better applicable in
different school systems. The Finnish version was produced by the authors of
this paper. There were ten items of multiple-choice character collecting factual
information on the projects and the 11th item asking for a short general summary
of the initiative. There were items asking about co-operation within the project,
about outcomes, results and products, as well as about the use of information
technology. However, there was no direct question about possibly innovative
character of the initiative.
The most important channel for marketing this questionnaire to active science
teachers seemed to be the mailing list of the LUMA Centre of the University of
Helsinki. Through that list we reached more than one thousand active science
teachers, it means about one third of all science teachers in Finland. Data from
the registered questionnaire QE1 were qualitatively analysed in digital form.
Each ‘good practice project’ was evaluated watching for the characteristics in
the previously presented list. Any of them doesn’t actually have all those good
characteristics but it will have some of them according to the nature of the
project. This list was used, in principle, as the main tool when choosing the
initiatives for school visits. However, it appeared that practical reasons had a
major role in decisions on choosing the schools where to visit and interview
teachers. The most general reasons for not choosing a project for collecting
further information was, that the project did not concern science education (but
e.g. mathematics) or that it was not a school-level project (but concerned e.g.
teacher education). In some cases a school visit was decided using general
information available at the LUMA Centre on creative projects before the QE1
questionnaire data were collected.
Altogether, eight Finnish schools were visited collecting detailed information on
the initiatives using another GRID questionnaire (QE2) and interviewing
teachers active in the innovative initiatives. The majority of schools were in
southern Finland, but not all in the National Capital region and there were also
schools in western and central Finland. A short outline plan for the school visit
(“Pedagogical Grid”) was prepared to facilitate observations and practical
collection of data. In most cases the interview happened in the school premises,
but in one case it was decided to have the lengthy interviewing session at the
university. In four schools only our contact teacher was interviewed, and in these
cases this teacher had apparently almost sole responsibility for promoting the
initiative. In three schools two teachers and in one school three teachers were
interviewed and this indicated often close co-operation not only of these teachers
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but there were some indications on wider co-operation of teachers in those
schools. Altogether, there were seven female and six male teachers interviewed.
In one school we had a possibility to interview a student and in most cases it was
possible to ask students some short questions. In some cases the school visit
started with filling in the basic QE1 questionnaire before proceeding with the
interview. The researcher as interviewer used the QE2 questionnaire as a guide
in the structured interview and collected the factual data by writing down notes
during the session. In most cases the interview was also recorded on videotape,
but in two cases it was not possible and therefore, only the written notes are
available. In one case two of the teachers were interviewed simultaneously.
While the databases based on the two questionnaires include mainly factual
information on the initiatives, in the present paper we are interested in finding
more detailed information about the background of innovativeness in schools
and how innovative projects started. The QE2 questionnaire included, on top of
factual closed items, open questions on New pedagogical or didactical
approaches, Use of ICT, Co-operation with the local community, New learning
environment for the pupils, and How does the team work relate to the innovative
and creative work in the project. Furthermore, it was interesting to know Who
decided to implement this initiative. The written data are available on the GRID
Web pages. It was possible to make further question on the creative aspects of
the initiative during the interview. Most interviews took about 45 minutes to one
hour. However, when two or three teachers from the same school were
interviewed, the second/third interview was substantially shorter. The total time
of the recording is about eight hours including some classroom observation
sessions. Three teachers were interviewed with no video recording but notes
were made during the session. The short case study reports with “Pedagogical
Grid” outlines are available over the Internet. These include short video clips
yielding little information about the nature of our research approach, but may
help in giving some idea of the innovativeness of the interviewed teacher or of
the nature of science study in the school concerned.
The research method used in this study is of the type of qualitative evaluation
(Patton, 2002). It is also related to the ‘inverse critical incident method’ as used
by Lappalainen, Lavonen and Meisalo (2000), and by Lavonen et al. (2001,
2002). In this study it means that more than eight hours of interview videotapes
were repeatedly searched for comments indicating primarily not bottlenecks, but
critical aspects, in the positive sense, for creating and identifying or adoption
and implementation of new ideas. After identifying such a critical incident,
contextual data were included in the core description of the case concerned. A
second member of the research team validated a few cases. No essential
discrepancies were found in the interpretations. After that, different cases were
compared and an overall view emerged on innovative aspects of the initiatives
and of science studies in schools was constructed.
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Outcomes of the interviews
It is interesting that more than half of the visited schools were ones with no
specialization in sciences. Actually, there was only one school where science
specialization was the paramount character of the school. In three other cases
there was also some other specialty like international (language and culture)
education or arts (drama, rhetoric) etc. The interview data indicate that in the
background of innovative approaches, there often seems to be a long history of
participation in projects and pedagogical experimentation. In several cases the
interviewed teacher noted spontaneously her/his long experience either in the
LUMA project, in the Virtual School of Physics and Chemistry, or long-time cooperation with researchers at the university initiated during pre-service TE.
Implementation of modern information and communication technologies
appeared also as an important feature in many innovative projects.
If we summarise the general atmosphere in the discussions and the interviews,
we may say that all teachers were enthusiastic about promoting science teaching
in their schools. The key issue seemed to be how to motivate students and
pupils. For instance, one teacher (CC) commented that “students are so much
more motivated when I am not using chalk-and-blackboard chemistry” and
another (CB): ”I have been so glad when more students have chosen elective
courses in physics”. Most often they wanted to test and introduce something new
in their teaching. The initial idea might have come from international contacts
(e.g. International Baccalaureate school network in school B) projects (LUMA
mailing list, school E) or finding something new in the Internet (a powerful
modelling program, school D). In school G, the starting point was to try to find
out how physics could be studied over the Internet. It would mean promoting
ICT skills, but also finding a practical way of organising elective physics courses
in a small isolated school. Secondly, the teacher (GA) in charge of the project
wanted to show his students concretely the experimental nature of scientific
research. The third goal emerged along the running of the project: “Could we get
those students, who are not active in school, to ponder science problems even
outside school lessons? It is much better if students comment each other’s work
than if the teacher is doing that”.
In one case the need to find an innovative approach was national. The national
core curriculum introduced physics and chemistry as separate subject areas on
grades five and six. A large number of primary school teachers had the problem
of teaching their pupils physics and chemistry with very short training for
themselves. Teacher AA in school A had already a long experience of teaching
in these grades, and he had noticed that even if children are generally interested
in natural phenomena they are enthusiastic about stories and fairytales. Thus,
when asked by a group of developers of learning materials, how to approach
basic physical phenomena on these grades, he had the creative idea of presenting
mechanics in the form of an imaginary story. Space characters with experiences
from space with no gravitation and no friction appeared to meet children and
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compare how the phenomena changed in the Newtonian world we live in.
Internet materials developed on the basis of this idea became a success. They are
widely used in Finnish schools and while they have been partly translated in
Swedish, they have aroused interest even in Sweden. Here the obvious national
need made it possible that the original ideation was followed with substantial
allocation of resources to the project and forming a multiprofessional project
team for designing and producing the Internet materials. In schools E and G, the
key idea of the initiative was to find a local solution to the same problem by
letting upper-secondary school students teach physics to primary-school pupils.
Each of these initiatives has important innovative aspects, but the latter ones are
more of a local character.
The case in school A described above is of the type that there was a single
teacher, who was supported by other teachers and school administration, but the
project team was working mainly outside the school. Also teachers BA, DA, GA
and HA were working rather individually in their schools. Only the last one
indicated being a member of a project team where the other team members were
working outside his school. However, even the other three teachers had good
contacts with colleagues in other schools, with researchers etc. One of the
teachers not mentioned above, FB, commented that “other teachers are not active
in this project, but I have a good team with my students”. There was active cooperation is school F in the context of other projects: teacher FC commented that
“my colleague (FB) persuaded me to join the project team as soon as it was
possible for me, and all the time she is urging the younger colleagues to
participate”. There was at least some reported contact with university researchers
in all the visited schools, although not necessarily in the context of the reported
initiative. It may indicate more the selective way of picking up the cases than a
generalizable outcome that most contacts were with University of Helsinki.
However, contacts were reported also with University of Joensuu, University of
Tampere and with Tampere University of Technology. If we had had a larger
number of contacted schools, certainly co-operation with other institutions of
higher education had shown up.
In school E the innovation was obviously a product of pairwork. Two teachers
had worked closely together after one of them, EB, had picked up the idea, EA
immediately had accepted and supported it and them both co-operatively
advanced to implementation with strong support of other teachers and the school
administration. Teachers EC and ED joined the team to broaden the subject area
competency and the initiative was a good example of the success of a cooperative teacher team doing creative implementation work in their school.

Discussion and conclusions
The high frequency of ICT-related comments is probably at least partly due to
straightforward questions in the QE2 questionnaire, which often invited to
further related comments and reflections. Lack of computer resources was not
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mentioned as an obstacle, but often the need of flexibility and co-operation in
the use of the equipment was acknowledged. The use of Internet as an essential
part of the learning environment was observed in most cases. However, ICT use
seemed to be very versatile including experimenting in microcomputer-based
laboratory and three-dimensional modelling of organic molecules. It was also
interesting to see some efficient combinations of virtual and real components of
the learning environment in some initiatives.
We may also interpret the reasons for a wide ICT use in the framework of
Fullan’s (1991) categories of the properties of innovations (cf. Introduction). On
the one hand, activated ICT applications are of several different types fitting
local needs, and on the other hand, innovative teachers seemed to have a good
ICT competence. Thus, the ‘properties of ICT use’ did not appear as limiting
factors. Also the local characteristics seem to be favourable. It appears that
innovative teachers considered new pedagogical ICT applications as positive as
they considered any other possibilities for motivating their students. ICT offers
powerful new tools for science teaching in schools. Teachers mentioned
specifically that new approaches in science studies (e.g. in analysing
experimental data or modelling) would be impossible without using ICT
appropriately. Another group of prominent positive factors were external. There
has been a widely publicized national ICT strategy implemented in all
educational institutions so that all schools have individual local ICT strategies.
Financing up-to-date hardware and software has been supported by both national
and local projects. All the above positive factors contribute apparently to the
wide use of ICT in the reported innovative initiatives.
However, networking of active teachers, both locally and nationally, emerges as
a most interesting factor in explaining success of innovative approaches. Local
networking with other educational institutions and with laboratories, industries
etc. seemed to be strongest in the western part of the country (schools C and H).
In all the visited schools the general atmosphere was open, promoting contacts
over physical as well as subject area boundaries. Creative projects appeared to
be found not only in sciences but in other areas as well, including integrative and
international projects. In the beginning of the GRID project the hypothesis was
that most valuable projects can be found hidden within individual schools. This
importance of networking is in contrast with this starting point.
While we have found several favourable aspects of innovative initiatives, it is
also worthwhile to try to look for negative ones. The first problem seems to be in
the identifying of worthwhile new approaches. Indeed, we did find a few
completely new ideas only in the studied initiatives. However, there was much
creativity in the way ideas which were picked up in national or international
contexts were modified and implemented in forms fitting local needs and local
school cultures. Teachers themselves did not want to present their own
initiatives as something special, in several cases it was some outsider who had
apparently urged the teacher to fill in the QE1 questionnaire. This type of
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shyness may be a national feature in the Finnish culture and be a reason of
causing that many good initiatives are not presented in the database. Major
obstacles in the adoption of new ideas seem to be not so much caused by a lack
of financial resources as such, as by missing incentives for project work and lack
of technical support personnel in school science laboratories and even more
generally, in ICT applications.
This type of a study is explorative in nature. Thus, it can not be expected to find
any final overall answers to our research question. However, we find for
instance, that a single innovative teacher can promote creative ideas in his/her
school, but it is an asset if there are innovative teachers also in other subject
areas in his/her school, or if there is a living contact network with colleagues in
other schools and with university researchers. Internet and e-mail facilitate
networking, but also at least occasional face-to-face contacts are valuable.
Teachers did not mention the ‘best practices’ approach when telling about
launching their initiatives. The starting point was rather a pretty abstract and
general idea and much concretization and creative modification was needed in
the process of implementation in school practice.
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Getting students interested in
physics and changing their
attitude by using a toy (car)
Anu Tuominen
University of Turku
In this case study the main topic is to find out if we can effect or even change
ones attitudes, interest and conceptions about physics by using a toy. Participants
are pre-service teacher students (N = 85). There were two questionnaires, pretest and post-test, to see if there had been any change in students attitudes,
interest and conceptions about physics. After the pre-test students were asked to
measure and calculate speed and acceleration of a toy car on a slope. The sample
was divided into three different groups depending on how the students had
answered in the pre-test. The biggest change in ones attitudes and conceptions
about physics to the positive direction was in the group, where all students were
female and they had mostly succeeded poorly in physics before.

Introduction
It is internationally known that pupils do not learn the conceptions in physics
that are required in curriculum and they do not choose physics in uppersecondary school or further education that requires knowledge in natural
sciences. It has been proposed that physics should be taught in a context that
pupils are interested in. One of the purposes of elementary school curriculum in
Finland is to awake an interest and to inspire pupils to study science and
hopefully, choose physics in high school in the future. The problem is the lack of
interest that pupils, especially girls, have towards physics (Lavonen, 2006).
There is gender gap in science interest. Boys are more interested in technology
and physics, while girls are more interested in biology than boys are (BaramTsabari & Yarden, 2011). The gap between genders grows as the students get
older. While there is no statistically significant difference among science field
interests in the kindergarten and lower grades 1-3, the gap gets 20-fold when we
are talking about interest among 10-12 grade students. Boys ask more selfgenerated questions (show more interest) about physics and girls ask more about
biology (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2011). Cultural explanations include the
masculine image of physics and lack of female role models in science media
(Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2011).
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This lack of interest seems to continue even in university. Teacher students feel
that physics (and chemistry) is (are) less meaningful, boring and disliked
compared to more interesting natural sciences like biology and geography
(Ahtee & Rikkinen, 1995).
Elementary teachers are reluctant to teach science due to not having a scientific
background (Victor, 1962). Now, over forty years later, we still have the same
problem. After participating in an elementary activity-based science course the
pre-service teacher students showed a positive shift in attitude when comparing
measurements that were taken at the beginning and at the end of the semester
(Minger & Simpson, 2006).
Pre-service teacher students have scientifically acceptable conceptions or
alternative conceptions about subjects in physics. This will create problems in a
classroom, if the pre-service teachers do not understand the difference between
these two. With a familiar tool we might change the attitudes and conceptions
that students might have about physics itself and we might re-develop alternative
conceptions that students could have about physical phenomena.
According to Ausubel (1963), the most important tool for teaching is to ascertain
students´ prior knowledge of a topic. Teachers usually use specifically designed
tools and equipment to teach physics and phenomena in a classroom. Maybe by
using a familiar tool (a toy) we can concentrate on the phenomenon itself and
there will be no misunderstandings like “this phenomenon happens only with
this special tool (and in a classroom)”. If the tool is familiar to students (pupils),
they already know how it should behave in different situations and they can
concentrate on the phenomenon.
Usually pupils just calculate acceleration for a given velocity and time but they
rarely do actual required measuring. The aim of this case study is to stimulate
students’ interest in science and to bring physics closer to the students.

Concepts
Attitude is a complex concept. Attitude can be considered to have three
underlying components. These components are cognitive, affective and
behavioral component, which however, do not work separately. Most attitudes
are probably based on interdependent and correlated cognitive, affective end
behavioral responses (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, 666-667).
A negative attitude towards certain school subjects necessitates lack of interest
and, given opportunity, students do not choose more courses of such a subject
(Oliver & Simpson, 1988). If something is interesting, it attracts our attention,
and working with it is pleasant (Veermans & Tapola, 2006). For example,
creating links between science, technology and society approaches has an
important role to play in developing pupil’s science literacy. Context-based
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approaches provide an effective way to interest and motivate pupils (11-18
years) in their science lessons (Bennett, Hogarth & Lubben, 2005).
“Physics” here refers to physics as a school subject on elementary or on lowersecondary school level.
Research questions for the case study:
1) Is it possible to change ones attitude with a teaching experiment?
2) Boys like physics, girls do not. Is there a gender gap to be seen among
pre-service teacher students?
3) Do students find it meaningful to play with a toy or is it considered
childish?

Method
The subjects of the study were mainly 85 second year pre-service teacher
students on a science course, 70 females and 15 males. The study took place in
the autumn of 2006.
Quantitative and qualitative methods were used to evaluate students’ answers. In
order to get some general opinions and attitudes, students were asked to write a
few sentences beginning with “I think physics is…” or “Physics is like…”. A
few questions about their previous history were asked, e.g. had they studied
physics in upper-secondary school or just in lower-secondary school, what
grades had they had in physics, and so on. The students were asked to think of
all the previous physics they had studied. The open answers were divided into
five categories: “negative”, “partially negative”, “neutral”, “partially positive”
and “positive”.
1) Pre-test open answers:
“I feel that physics is difficult and boring”, (Female, number 3). (negative)
“Physics is just formulas that are not explained to me”, (Female, number 22).
(partially negative)
“Challenging, time consuming, rewarding”, (Female, number 31). (partially
positive)
“Physics is challenging, practical, based on everyday phenomena”, (Male,
number 29). (partially positive)
Answers with “interesting”, “fun”, “nice” have been considered “positive”.
Because most of the female students seemed to answer more negatively than
male students, answers were classified according to gender to find categories of
subjects that female and male students considered as “easy” in physics (Figure 1,
Figure 2).
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Female

Easy
Mechanics
Optics or some other
course
Formulas & calculations
Empty

Figure 1.

Male

Easy
Mechanics
Optics or some other
course
Formulas & calculations
Empty
Everything

Figure 2.

The graphs for female students and male students look very different. Over 25 %
of female could not come up with anything for “easy”. There were some male
students who felt that everything was “easy”, whereas none of the female felt the
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same. Mechanics was considered “easy” in both groups. Many female felt that
everything is “difficult”, while none of the males felt the same. Electricity and
electromagnetism were named “difficult” (Figure 3 and Figure 4).
Female

Difficult
Electromagnetism
Mechanics or some
other course
Formulas &
calculations
Empty
Theory & conceptions
Everything

Figure 3.

Male

Difficult
Electromagnetism
Mechanics or some other
course
Formulas & calculations
Empty
Theory & conceptions

Figure 4.

2) After the pre-test, students measured and calculated the speed and the
acceleration of a toy car.

Toy car
Students were in small groups of three or four. The equipments were a
measuring tape, a clock, a toy car and a slope. Students had a report sheet and
filled in their measurements (Appendix 1). Students were asked to come up with
an appropriate name for the car like “The Red Dragon” so the cars became a
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little more individual. After the measurements the “Team results” of acceleration
were written on the black board. At the end of the session we had a little
discussion about why all the accelerations were different and what is the effect
of acceleration to motion. The fact that there was no “correct” answer for the
acceleration of each car and that every group had a “correct” answer was
somewhat difficult for the students to understand.
3) Post-test open answers:
In the post-test, students were asked to think about how they feel and what their
attitudes to and conceptions about physics are, when they considered the
exercise we did with the toy car. The questions about the attitudes and
conceptions were the same in the pre- and the post-test. The attitudes changed
considerably after the exercise.
“…interesting, nice and practical.”, (Female, number 4).
“So physics can be quite understandable, physics is accurate, physics is fun.”,
(Female, number 10).
“More fun with funny equipments”, (Female, number 64).
“…sometimes boring because of repeating simple tasks”, (Male, number 70).
In the pre-test, students were asked to indicate their conceptions and attitudes
(15 statements) about physics on a Likert-scale from 1 to 5. It was possible to
summarize different attitudes in three sum categories, nice (pleasing, fun, nice,
reversed boring, reversed obligatory), Cronbach α = 0,811, oppressive
(frightening, difficult, not easy, discouraging, unclear), Cronbach α = 0,860, and
useful (useful, practical, consistent and important), Cronbach α = 0,798.
Students were divided into three different groups, Group 1, Group 2 and Group
3, according to the way they had answered in the pre-test. Then the groups were
compared within three sum categories in pre- and post-test with ANOVA,
(Figure 5). The biggest changes in a positive direction was found when
comparing “oppressive” and “nice” in pre- and post-tests in Group 1. In Group 2
there was very little change and the results in Group 3 was in between.
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Sum categories before (1) and after (2) with
ANOVA
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Figure 5.

Because of some background knowledge, it was possible to try to find out
similarities between the students within each group.

Group 1 (n = 24)
All students were female. About 63 % of these students had studied a minimum
amount of physics in upper-secondary school and 29 % had not studied physics
in upper-secondary school at all. Grades were either average or good, for those
who had a grade, but still 79 % of students in this group had negative attitude
towards physics before (17 % were neutral and 0 % positive, 4 % could not tell).

Group 2 (n = 27)
There were almost as many students who had studied the minimum (44 %) and
the maximum (52 %) studies of physics in upper-secondary school. Most of the
male students were in this group. None of the students had poor grades, in fact
85 % had a good grade from upper-secondary school, and attitudes before were
mainly positive 55 % (30 % neutral, 8 % negative, 7 % could not tell). There
was very little change in attitudes.

Group 3 (n = 34)
About 82 % of the students were female. Only 6 % of the students had not
studied physics in upper-secondary school. Most of those who had studied
physics, had studied the minimum amount with a good or an average grade. The
attitudes before were mainly positive (44 %), (38 % were neutral and 18 %
negative).
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Because of the positive change in attitudes in Group 1, it was interesting to see if
we would get similar results in classifying answers according to gender (t-test,
Table 1).
Table 1. The sum categories by gender before - after
Mean Std. Deviation
t
Female
Oppressive
1.23
0.97
10.70
Useful
-0.61
0.76
-6.71
Nice
-0.93
1.07
-7.26
Male
Oppressive
Useful
Nice
* p < 0,05
** p < 0,01

Mean
0.64
-0.05
-0.03

Std. Deviation
0.97
0.58
0.64

t
2.54
-0.34
-0.16

df
69.00
69.00
69.00

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.00
0.00
0.00

df
14.00
14.00
14.00

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.02
0.74
0.87

Again female students had a considerable change towards more positive
attitudes, while male students had little change. Because of the significant
change in female attitudes, we took a closer look to see which of the attitudes
had changed and which had not (Table 2).
Table 2. Female attitudes before - after
Mean Std. Deviation
Boring
0.66
1.51
Practical
-1.26
1.19
Fun
-1.27
1.20
Unclear
1.16
1.53
Pleasing
-1.04
1.44
Obligatory
0.70
1.80
Discouraging 1.33
1.40
Useful
-0.31
1.08
Easy
-1.29
1.59
Consistent
-0.70
1.09
Frightening
1.03
1.62
Difficult
1.26
1.30
Nice
-0.99
1.45
Important
-0.17
0.87
* p< 0,05
** p< 0,01

t
3.64
-8.85
-8.84
6.33
-6.06
3.25
7.93
-2.43
-6.77
-5.35
5.30
8.06
-5.69
-1.65

df
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69
69

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10

The only one with no significant change between pre- and post-test was
“important”. For the comparison we had a similar table for the male students as
well (Table 3).
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Table 3. Male attitudes before - after
Mean Std. Deviation
Boring
0.20
1.01
Practical
-0.27
1.16
Fun
-0.20
0.86
Unclear
1.13
2.20
Pleasing
-0.07
0.80
Obligatory
-0.40
1.06
Discouraging 1.07
2.15
Useful
-0.13
1.51
Easy
-0.80
1.08
Consistent
-0.07
0.59
Frightening
-0.67
2.26
Difficult
0.87
0.83
Nice
-0.07
0.96
Important
0.27
0.80
* p < 0,05
** p < 0,01

t
0.76
-0.89
-0.90
2.00
-0.32
-1.47
1.92
-0.34
-2.86
-0.43
-1.14
4.03
-0.27
1.29

df
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.46
0.39
0.38
0.07
0.75
0.16
0.08
0.74
0.01
0.67
0.27
0.00
0.79
0.22

There were only two cases that had a significant change, “easy” and “difficult”.
For all the others there was no significant change in attitudes.

Reliability
In order to minimize the effect that doing a research might have on participants’
attitudes, students were told that their answers would not affect their grades for
this course.
To ask people about their attitudes causes some limitations concerning the
results. “These limitations follow from respondents’ awareness that their
attitudes are being assessed and their attendant desire to present themselves
positively to others (often to a researcher or an experimenter).” (Eagly &
Chaiken, 1993, 667). Thus, by doing the research, the researcher may affect the
result itself.
Students answered the questionnaire individually, but because of the size of the
group (five groups, each about 20), they could have copied answers from
someone else or whispered answers to each other. Time to fill the form was 10 20 minutes. Thus, because the questionnaire was quite long, the last questions
may have got less attention from the students. This effect could have been
avoided by rotating the appearance order of the questions.
There was no postponed measuring so we cannot say how permanent the attitude
change will be.
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Discussion
It seems possible to change the students’ attitudes and conceptions about physics
by using a toy. Especially this seems to be the case with those female students
who have little prior studies in physics and who have a negative attitude towards
physics. It was amusing to see how excited students were about a simple toy. In
the future, to get even more positive responses, it might be a good idea to use
their own toy cars. I suggest that physics lessons can be more interesting and
meaningful for the students (pupils) if they could bring their own toy for the
experiment.
There are still more male physics teachers in lower- and upper-secondary school
than female teachers in Finland. The lack of female role models could be one
reason why girls are not interested in physics. It could be just a coincidence, but
all students in Group 1 had had a male physics teacher in lower-secondary
school.
Even though many of the females had a negative attitude towards physics in the
pre-test, they still thought that physics is important. There is a gender gap
between these two groups in how they think about the subject categories in
physics. Both genders seem to feel that the subject categories that one can see
(mechanics, optics) are considered “easy”, and the categories that one cannot
see, or that are hard to visualize (electricity and electromagnetism) are
considered “difficult”. Here is a challenge for every secondary school teacher:
how to teach physics so that phenomena like electricity and electromagnetism
becomes visible to pupils?
Because the biggest change in ones attitudes and conceptions about physics in
the positive direction was in Group 1, it seems that this kind of playing benefits
mostly those females who have not had so much prior education in physics
or/and have a negative attitude. In other groups, those who already knew the
theory “by heart” did not feel like they were learning anything new and felt that
playing with a toy was a waste of time. If the physics part is easy for them, they
should consider this experiment as something that they could do with their
pupils in a classroom.
Since most of the pre-service teacher students are female, familiar tools (toys)
could be one way to get them interested in physics.
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Appendix 1.

The Acceleration of a Toy Car on a Slope
Name:
Date:

1. What is the purpose of this study?
2. Experimental setting. What kind of equipment will you need? Sketch your apparatus below.
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3. Fill in your data to the table below. Repeat your measurement for each distance three times
and then calculate the average of the measurements. How does this effect on possible errors
occurring in the measurement? Write down your calculation for at least one distance (the
average of the measurements).
Distance,
Cm

Distance,
m

5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

0,05
0,1

Time 1,
s

Time 2,
s

Time 3,
s

Average of the measurements

Coordinates
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

, 0,05)
, 0,1)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)
,
)

4. Draw (time, distance)-graph on a graph paper based on your measurements. Use a reasonable
scale! Observe the figure. Is it possible to deduce if time and distance are related?
The graph looks like:

Conclusion:
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Calculate the average speed during various time intervals by using the formula
below:

Speed

= distance / time ,

v=

s
t

,

Where v = speed, s = distance and t = time.
Distance, m
0,05
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9

Time, s

Average speed, m/s

Extra: Find a match
Flying speed of a butterfly
Race car
Sprinter
Car
Scooter

40 km/h
10 m/s
250 km/h
1 m/s
80 km/h

While comparing average speed calculations above, what do you observe? What kind of information
does it tell you about the motion of the toy car?
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Copy the values from the previous table to the table below.
Calculate instantaneous acceleration from the consecutive measurements by using the formula given
below.

a=

Δv
Δt

, where a = acceleration, Δv = change in speed and Δt= change in time.

For example the instantaneous acceleration for the first two observations would be calculated as
follows
Accelaration1 = (speed1 - 0) / (time1 - 0),
Accelaration2 = (speed2 – speed1) / (time2 – time1),
and so on.
Observation

Time, s

Speed, m/s

Acceleration, m/s2

0

0

0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The average of the accelerations:
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5. Error analysis
What do you consider are the biggest sources of error? Give an example. Are there
significant differences
between the measurements?
6. Other observations and conclusions
7. Literature

Compare your measurements with literature (if possible).
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